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actually born on the island—three out of 27 testimonials seems rather short shrift for native-born participants. On the other hand, a good
third of the 212 pages are given over to reproductions of period photographs; an intensive Chronology is included; informative notes are
provided at the end of the book: there is even a complete record of District Officers who administered the island’s affairs (1901-1986). In
short, every effort to make this “story” a complete one is in ample evidence, and the primary thrust of the other 25 participants is calculated
to define Christmas Island as a place ideal for people of all nationalities to retire to, make a fresh start in, escape to the ideal tropical
paradise, and so on. The requirements for the Protocol for World Peace, however, insist that, in so far as it is possible, only native-born
residents may be included in the Table of Contents:H}
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find to anyone actually born there who has written or published anything. Moreover he is in his own right of great fame in his own country,
having been called to quote W, “the ‘architect’ of Australia’s scientific boom, for his stewardship of Australia’s scientific organization, the
Commonwealth Scientific and Industrial Research Organization” }
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[Merval Hoare (1914-2001)] … 2011 est., 2,302 … 13.3 sq. mi … limited self-rule since 1979
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capitalization communication patterns of the past.}

†
89.43 Barrington\fn{by John Lang (1818-1864)} Parramatta, New South Wales, Australia (M) 3
A few years ago I made the acquaintance of an elderly lady whose husband so far back as 1799 held an official
position, both civil and military, in the colony of New South Wales. Many anecdotes she told me of celebrated
characters who had in the words of one of them “left their country for their country’s good.” With most if not with
all of these celebrities the old lady had come in contact personally.
“One morning,” she began, “I was sitting in my drawing-room with my two little children, who are now
middle-aged men with large families, when a gentleman was announced. I gave the order for his admission; and
on his entering the door of the apartment, I rose from my chair and greeted him with a bow, which he returned in
the most graceful and courtly manner imaginable. His dress was that of man of fashion and his bearing that of a
person who had moved in the highest circles of society. A vessel had arrived from England a few days previously
with passengers and I fancied that this gentleman was one of them.
“I asked him to be seated. He took a chair opposite to me and at once entered into conversation, making the
first topic the extreme warmth of the day and the second the healthful appearance of my charming children—as he
was pleased to speak of them. Apart from a mother liking to hear her children praised, there was such a refinement in the stranger’s manner, such a seeming sincerity in all he said, added to such marvelous neatness of
expression, that I could not help thinking he would form a very valuable acquisition to our list of acquaintances,
provided he intended remaining in Sydney instead of settling in the interior of the colony.
“I expressed my regret that the major (my husband) was from home; but I mentioned that I expected him at
one o’clock, at which hour we took luncheon; and I further expressed a hope that our visitor would remain and
partake of the meal. With a very pretty smile (which I afterward discovered had more meaning in it than I was at
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the time aware of) he feared he could not have the pleasure of partaking of the hospitalities of my table, but with
my permission he would wait till the appointed hour, which was then near at hand.
“Our conversation was resumed and presently he asked my little ones to go to him. They obeyed at once, albeit
they were rather shy children. This satisfied me that the stranger was a man of a kind and gentle disposition. He
took the children, seated them on his knees, and began to tell them a fairy story (evidently of his own invention,
and extemporized) to which they listened with profound attention. Indeed, I could not help being interested in the
story, so fanciful were the ideas and so poetical the language in which they were expressed.
“The story ended, the stranger replaced the children on the carpet and approached the table on which stood, in
a porcelain vase, a bouquet of flowers. These he admired and began a discourse of horticulture. I listened with intense earnestness, so profound were all his observations. We were standing at the table for at least eight or ten
minutes, my boys hanging on to the skirt of my dress and every now and then compelling me to beg of them to be
silent.
“One o’clock came, but not the major. I received, however, a note from him written in pencil on a slip of paper.
He would be detained at Government House until half-past two.
“Again I requested the fascinating stranger to partake of luncheon, which was now on table in the next room;
and again, with the same winning smile, he declined. As he was about, as I thought, to depart, I extended my
hand; but to my astonishment he stepped back, made a low bow and declined taking it.
“For a gentleman to have his hand refused when he extends it to another is embarrassing enough. But for a
lady! Who can possibly describe what were my feelings? Had he been the heir to the British throne, visiting that
penal settlement in disguise (and from the stranger’s manners and conversation he might have been that illustrious
personage) he could scarcely have under the circumstances treated me in such an extraordinary manner. I scarcely
knew what to think. Observing, as the stranger must have done, the blood rush to my cheeks, and being cognizant
evidently of what was passing through my mind, he spoke as follows:
“‘Madam, I am afraid you will never forgive me the liberty I have taken already. But the truth is, the passion
suddenly stole over me and I could not resist the temptation of satisfying myself that the skill which made me so
conspicuous in the mother-country still remained to me in this convict land.’
“I stared at him, but did not speak.
“‘Madam,’ he continued, ‘the penalty of sitting at table with you or taking the hand you paid me the compliment to proffer me—yourself in ignorance of the fact I am about to disclose—would have been the forfeiture of
my ticket of leave, a hundred lashes and employment on the roads in irons. As it is I dread the major’s wrath; but I
cherish a hope that you will endeavor to appease it, if your advocacy be only a return for the brief amusement I
afforded your beautiful children.’
“‘You are a convict!’ I said indignantly, my hand on the bell-rope.
“‘Madam,’ he said, with an expression of countenance which moved me to pity in spite of my indignation,
‘hear me for one moment.’
“‘A convicted felon! How dared you enter my drawing-room as a visitor?’ I asked him, my anger again getting
the better of all my other feelings.
“‘The major, madam,’ said the stranger, ‘requested me to be at his house at the hour when I presented myself;
and he bade me wait if he were from home when I called. The major wishes to know who was the person who received from me a diamond necklace which belonged to the Marchioness of Dorrington, and which came into my
possession at a State ball some four or five years ago—a State ball at which I had the honor of being present.
Now, madam, when the orderly who opened the front door informed me that the major was not at home but that
you were, that indomitable impudence which so often carried me into the drawing-rooms of the aristocracy of our
country took possession of me; and warmed as I was with generous wine—just sufficiently to give me courage—
I determined to tread once more on a lady’s carpet and enter into conversation with her. That much I felt the major
would forgive me; and therefore I requested the orderly to announce a gentleman. Indeed, madam, I shall make
the forgiveness of the liberties I have I taken in this room the condition of my giving that information which shall
restore to the Marchioness of Dorrington the gem of which I deprived her—a gem which is still unpledged and in
the possession of one who will restore it on an application, accompanied by a letter in my handwriting.’
“Again I kept silence.
“‘Madam!; he exclaimed, somewhat impassionedly and rather proudly, ‘I am no other man than Barrington the
illustrious pickpocket; and this is the hand which in its day has gently plucked from ladies of rank and wealth
jewels which realized in all upwards of thirty-five thousand pounds, irrespective of those which were in my
possession, under lock and key, when fortune turned her back upon me.’
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“Barrington the pickpocket! Having heard so much of this man, and of his exploits (although, of course, I had
never seen him) I could not help regarding him with curiosity; so much so that I could scarcely be angry with him
any longer.
“‘Madam,’ he continued, ‘I have told you that I longed to satisfy myself whether that skill which rendered me
so illustrious in Europe still remained to me in this country after five years of desuetude. I can conscientiously say
that I am just as perfect in the art; that the touch is just as soft and the nerve as steady as when I sat in the dresscircle at Drury Lane or Covent Garden.’
“‘I do not comprehend you, Mr. Barrington,’ I replied. I could not help saying Mister.
“‘But you will, madam, in one moment. Where are your keys?’
“I felt my pocket, in which I fancied they were, and discovered that they were gone.
“‘And your thimble and pencil-case, and your smelling-salts? They are here!’
He drew them from his coat-pocket.
“My anger was again aroused. It was indeed, I thought, a frightful liberty for a convict to practice his skill
upon me and put his hand into the pocket of my dress. But before I could request him to leave the room and the
house, he spoke again; and as soon as I heard his voice and looked in his face I was mollified and against my will,
as it were, obliged to listen to him.
“‘Ah, madam,’ he sighed, ‘such is the change that often comes over the affairs of men! There was a time when
ladies boasted of having been robbed by Barrington. Many whom I had never robbed gave it out that I had done
so, simply that they might be talked about. Alas! Such is the weakness of poor human nature that some people
care not by what means they associate their names with the name of any celebrity. I was in power then, not in
bondage.
“‘Barrington has my diamond earrings!’ once exclaimed the old Countess of Kettlebank, clasping her hands.
Her ladyship’s statement was not true. Her diamonds were paste, and she knew it, and I caused them to be returned to her. Had you not a pair of very small pearl-drops in your ears this morning, madam?’
“I placed my hands to my ears and discovered that the drops were gone. Again my anger returned and I said,
‘How dared you, sir, place your fingers on my face?’
“‘Upon my sacred word and honor, madam,’ he replied, placing his hand over his left breast, and bowing. ‘I
did nothing of the kind! The ear is the most sensitive part of the human body to the touch of another person. Had I
touched your ear my hope of having these drops in my waistcoat-pocket would have been gone. It was the springs
only that I touched, and the drops fell into the palm of my left hand.’
“He placed the ear-rings on the table and made me another very low bow.
“‘And when did you deprive me of them?’ I asked him.
“When I was discoursing on horticulture you had occasion several times to incline your head towards your
charming children and gently reprove them for interrupting me. It was on one of those occasions that the deed was
quickly done. The dear children were the unconscious confederates in my crime—if crime you still consider it—
since I have told you, and I spoke the truth; that it was not for the sake of gain, but simply to satisfy a passionate
curiosity. It was as delicate and as difficult an operation as any I ever performed in the whole course of my professional career.’
“There was a peculiar quaintness of humor and of action thrown into this speech; I could not refrain from
laughing. But to my great satisfaction, the illustrious pickpocket did not join in the laugh. He regarded me with a
look of extreme humility and maintained a respectful silence, which was shortly broken by a loud knocking at the
outer door. It was the major, who, suddenly remembering his appointment with Barrington, had contrived to make
his escape from Government House in order to keep it. The major seemed rather surprised to find Barrington in
my drawing-room; but he was in such a hurry and so anxious that he said nothing on the subject.
“I withdrew to the passage, whence I could overhear all that took place.
“‘Now look here, Barrington,’ said my husband impetuously, ‘I will have no more nonsense. As for a free pardon or even a conditional pardon, at present it is out of the question. In getting you a ticket of leave I have done
all that I possibly can; and as I am a living man, I will give you fair warning that if you do not keep faith with me
I will undo what I have already done.
“A free pardon! What! Let you loose upon the society of England again? The Colonial Secretary would scout
the idea and severely censure the Governor for recommending such a thing. You know as well as I do, that if you
returned to England tomorrow and had an income of five thousand a year you would never be able to keep those
fingers of yours quiet.’
“‘Well, I think you are right, major,’ said the illustrious personage.
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“‘Then you will write that letter at once?’
“‘I will. But on one condition.’
“‘Another condition?’
“‘Yes.’
“‘Well, what is that condition? You have so many conditions that I begin to think the necklace will not be
forthcoming after all. And if it be not, by—’
“‘Do not excite yourself to anger, major. I give you my honor—’
“‘Your honor! Nonsense! What I want is the jewel restored to its owner.’
“‘And it shall be, on condition that you will not be offended, grievously offended, with me for what I have
done this day!’
“‘What is that?’
“‘Summon your good lady and let her bear witness both for and against me.’
“My husband opened the drawing-room door and called out, ‘Bessie.’
“As soon as I had made my appearance, Barrington stated the case—all that had transpired—with minute
accuracy; nay, more, he acted the entire scene in such a way that it became a little comedy in itself; the characters
being himself, myself and the children, all of which characters he represented with such humor that my husband
and myself were several times in fits of laughter. Barrington, however, did not even smile. He affected to regard
the little drama (and this made it the more amusing) as a very serious business.
“This play over, my husband again put to Barrington the question, ‘Will you write that letter at once?’
“‘Yes,’ he replied, ‘I will; for I see that I am forgiven the liberty I was tempted to take.’ And seating himself at
the table he wrote:
Mr. Barrington presents his compliments to Mr. ____________ and requests that a sealed packet, marked DN. No. 27,
be immediately delivered to the bearer of this note. In the event of this request not being complied with Mr. Barrington
will have an opportunity ere long of explaining to Mr. ____________in Sydney, New South Wales, that he (Mr.
____________) has been guilty of an act of egregious folly

“Fourteen months passed away, when one morning my husband received a letter from a gentleman in the
Colonial Office. He clapped his hands, cried ‘Bravo!’ and then read as follows:
My dear Major:
The great pickpocket has been as good as his word. My lady is again in possession of her brilliants. Do whatever
you can for Barrington in the Colony; but keep a sharp eye upon him, lest he should come back and once more get
hold of that necklace

“My husband sent for Barrington to inform him of the result of his letter, and he took an opportunity of asking
the illustrious man if there were any other valuables which he would like to restore to the original owners.
“‘Thank you—no!’ was the reply. ‘There are, it is true, sundry little articles in safe custody at home; but as it is
impossible to say what may be in the future, they had better for the present stand in my own name.’
89.46 Mother Quinlan’s Weaner\fn{by Mrs. Campbell Praed (1851-1935)} Bromelton Station, Queensland, Australia
(F) 10
Mrs. Quinlan was the most respectable shanty-keeper in the Leura. She called her public-house an hotel—the
Quinlan’s Rest—and elevated her trade almost to the rank of a moral profession. For if she did not exactly
encourage total abstinence, she preached moderation with a fervor highly meritorious in one who made her living
mainly by the sale of alcoholic liquors. At her bar, customers were not poisoned with snake-juice—otherwise rum
adulterated with paraffin and other noxious admixtures. She had also scruples of conscience about “lambing
down” the shepherds or shearers who brought her their checks and announced their intention of “going on the
burst.”
Mrs. Quinlan would take the check, but when she considered that the burst had lasted long enough, she would
return the balance of the check and send the delinquent away with a good deal of sound advice. If he were a bad
case he would take the remainder of his money half a mile along the road to the Coffin-lid, where Fitch, the proprietor, was not troubled by scruples of any sort. Very shortly afterwards, the unfortunate drunkard would be driven thence, penniless and in a state of incipient delirium tremens to die in the bush or get better as it might come
about.
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To the ones who didn’t die, Dr. Rowth generally played the good Samaritan. He had a knack of discovering
boozers, in a condition of “rattiness,” when he made short cuts through the gum trees to visit outlying patients.
Under Dr. Rowth’s wholesome treatment, which also at the end consisted of a certain amount of sound advice,
such a rescued boozer would find the finish up of his burst more advantageous than its beginning. When the boozer happened to be a gentleman, the doctor usually put him in charge of Mrs. Quinlan, who admitted him into
what the roughs styled her “‘Weaners’ Paddock,” and often accomplished his complete reformation.\fn{ “Weaner” is
used in this story in the sense of weaning a person off drinking alcoholic beverages:H }
*
Mrs. Quinlan was a small, determined and ambitious little woman, originally of the servant class, who had
been excessively pretty in her youth and was still of pleasing appearance. As her husband who was dead had been
a handsome Irishman, it was not surprising that her daughters should be famed along the river for their good
looks. Indeed, there was no doubt that the attractions of Mrs. Quinlan’s daughters caused a number of the Leura
squatters—especially the single ones—to put up at Quinlan’s Rest, and the hotel was a favorite resort with all the
better class Leura residents whenever there were races or other festivities going on at Gundabine.
Mrs. Quinlan was not absolutely dependent upon her hotel business, though its profits constituted by far the
largest part of her income. Mr. Quinlan had begun life on the Leura as a combined carrier and free-selector, and
the old Selection homestead lay behind the Rest. When she had been left a widow with two pretty daughters to
educate and advance in the world, Mrs. Quinlan had started the shanty as a more paying means of livelihood. It
was ill-naturedly said along the river that she had chosen this investment because it afforded opportunities for
marrying her daughters into a sphere above that of their parents, and that her Weaners’ Paddock had been started
with the same ulterior object. It was certain that Mrs. Quinlan, who perhaps remembered her days of service in
“good families,” had an immense desire that her daughters should become the wives of gentlemen. One of them
had realized her mother’s ambition; the other seemed to be in a fair way of doing so.
Gundabine, the bush township in which stood Quinlan’s Rest, was also the terminus of a railway line from the
coast that had some time been in process of construction. Thus, part of the township had been in a sense
migratory, for, as the railway was laid, people belonging to it packed up their zinc houses and carried them along
with them to the next stage. That is the way some townships get built in Australia.
The original Gundabine had been a sheep-station, and, when the scab came into the district, a boiling-down
place. From that it became a nest of small selectors. Houses gradually arose in the forest clearings, and all about
were green patches of sorghum, sugarcane and Indian corn. The railway terminus stopped short of the Selectors’
Settlement, and the new town of Gundabine was one long zinc street of Noah’s Ark-shaped tenements. Some of
these were beginning to look homely now that native cucumber and passion vines had had time to grow over the
bough shades which surrounded most of them. Five or six of the zinc houses were grog shanties but of a very different type from Quinlan’s Rest, and were frequented by a more rowdy order of customer.
Out of the gum and gidia forest came a dusty track, and after winding through the zinc township and the Selectors’ Settlement, returned again into the forest, where it lost itself a great many miles away in the lower gullies of
the Razorback Range. At certain seasons of the year many a carrier’s bullock-dray would trail along the track,
bearing a mountain of wool bales and with the carrier’s family residing under a tilt on top of the wool bales.
Twenty lean bullocks, more or less, would drag the combined load—a sorry spectacle with their heads bent under
the yokes, their tongues lolling and dripping saliva into the dust. The carrier would draw up at one or other of the
shanties, according to the measure of his own and their respectability, and finally would wheel off into a paddock
where the family would bide for the night.
Twice a day a train would steam into the township, and twice a day it would go out again. One had stopped just
now under the wayside shed which was politely called the terminus. The shed was built on a site of the old
boiling-down place, in a deserted sheep-yard. Still a faint stench came from the great rusty pots lying on their
sides in a patch of fat-hen plants, and in the air were the gritty feel and the odor of sun-dried sheep’s droppings.
Backwards and sideways stretched the endless bush—dreary vistas of gaunt eucalyptus trees. Some were ironbarks from which the red gum oozed in great blobs like thickened blood, and some were white gums, leprousspotted and scaly, with bare limbs up to their crown of scant, gray-green foliage. Underneath the gums grew wiry
grass tussocks, and here and there stood a slab hut with its walls bleached a corpse-like gray. Just round the
railway station gleamed the zinc roofs of the new township.
Beyond, on a slight rise, lay the Selectors’ Settlement—a number of gray humpies—gray with the weatherbeaten grayness of unpainted wood, standing each in its own cleared paddock, with weird-looking skeletons of
“rung” trees and rows of bleached stumps sticking up, where the trees had been felled and carted away for
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firewood. On the outskirts of the Settlement were a new store—the latest advance mark of civilization—and the
Coffin-lid Hotel—the rowdiest in the place. Further along the road stood a rather picturesque two-storied house,
with verandahs going all round it and a sign on the balcony which had “Quinlan’s Rest” painted on it. Creepers
grew up the side verandahs. On the front one opened the bar, and here lounged bushmen and loafers of a more
respectable type than the roughs who frequented the Coffin-lid—but perhaps that was not saying much.
This afternoon a bullock dray was drawn up in front of it, and the language in the bar verandah sounded freer
than usual. At least so Mrs. Quinlan seemed to think, for she came out and administered a sharp rebuke to the offenders.
“I’m not going to have my daughter’s ears polluted with that sort of talk,” said she. “There’s some of you have
had quite enough grog, and if they fancy they haven’t, well then they’d better go over to the Coffin-lid and ask
Fitch to supply them. He’ll be very pleased to sell his snake-juice, I make no doubt.”
There was rivalry between the Coffin-lid and the Rest—contemptuous on Mother Quinlan’s part, malicious on
that of Mr. Fitch, who liked nothing better than to get hold of one of Mother Quinlan’s weaners, and destroy the
fruit of her benevolent attempts at breaking them off the bottle.
One or two “bushies” in the verandah took the landlady’s hint, and unbuckling their horses’ bridles from the
hook on the verandah posts, lurched on to their saddles and galloped away in the direction of the township and the
Coffin-lid. Others merely indulged in ribald laughter or tried to cheek the landlady. One called out,
“You look after your pet weaner, Mother Quinlan, and leave us alone.”
But on the whole the landlady’s remonstrances had a subduing effect upon the little crowd at the shanty
*
Hither from the station, where he had stepped out of the train, came a gentleman, evidently a stranger in Gundabine. He had new-chum written on every line of him and especially in the make of his clothes. He was not,
however, the ordinary young jackeroo\fn{ “A young man working on a sheep or cattle station, to gain practical experience in the
skills needed to become an owner, overseer, manager, etc.”W } on his way to do Colonial experience on one of the Leura stations.
This man was by no means young. He had neatly-clipped, old-fashioned iron-gray whiskers and the smoothshaven legal mouth. His type was that of the trusted family lawyer in a small provincial town. He did not look
very strong and the dust made by the bullocks caused him to cough. Behind him walked old blear-eyed King
Mongo carrying a Gladstone bag, on which might have been read the name “H. Blandy.” King Mongo called out:
“All right! Stop long-a this place. That one hotel belonging old Mother Quinlan. Now you gib-it King Mongo
shilling! My word! This fella swag plenty heavy.”
King Mongo, with much groaning, deposited the Gladstone bag on the edge of the verandah and held out his
black hand for the shilling.
Mr. Blandy surveyed the loafers on the verandah with a stiff and somewhat disapproving air. A bushman
whose legs dangled over the edge of the verandah, and who was chewing a quid of tobacco, remarked,
“Day, bloke!”
“Good-day, sir,” returned Mr. Blandy, formally. “Perhaps you will have the goodness to tell me if this is Mrs.
Quinlan’s Hotel?”
“Right you are, mate,” said another. “We mostly call it Quinlan’s Shanty.”
“And perhaps you can still further inform me,” pursued Mr. Blandy, politely, “whether a gentleman of the
name of Mandan—Mr. Robert Mandan—is now to be found in the hotel?”
The bushman looked puzzled.
“Mr. Robert Mandan!” he repeated. Then a light seemed to dawn upon him. “Oh! It’s Soaking-Bob you’re
talking about, I expect—Mother Quinlan’s pet weaner. I dunno if he’s inside.”
The man shifted his quid and addressed a stockman from the Upper Leura, who was mounting his horse at the
end of the verandah.
“Say, Boggo Bill, the weaner was down at your camp last evening, wasn’t he? D’ye know if he’s inside now?”
Boggo Bill smiled a queer smile, but did not answer.
“What’s up with the Weaner, then?” struck in a squat selector. “I was after my milkers this morning at daylight, when I came on him down by the creek dead asleep and pretty white about the gills, as if he’d been making
a night of it. But I know for certain he hasn’t touched a drop since he took the pledge five months ago.”
“Garn!” cried another. “I saw him roarin’ drunk at the Coffin-lid last night.”
Mr. Blandy shuddered visibly.
“Faix!\fn{Faith; speech in this story is inclined to personate the way people actually talk, in order to define class and caste:H } If
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that’s the way of it, itud be bekase Nora Quinlan has chucked him for Misther Thompson,” said an Irishman, expectorating into the dust at Mr. Blandy’s feet. “I saw the pair of them riding a while ago—she and Misther
Thompson I mane—and a foine handsome pair they were.”
“He’s a well-set-up chap is young Thompson, and it would be a grand match for Miss Nora if she can bring
him to scratch this time,” said another man on the verandah.
The face of Mr. Blandy, who with legal instinct had been listening attentively to the conversation, gave sign of
relief. The first speaker, however, differed from the one who had last advanced an opinion.
“Thompson hasn’t got the style of the weaner,” said he. “Stands to reason them chaps that have been all over
the world and had an English eddication must get a sort of pull over us bushies—not but what Thompson has got
advantages, and they always said that Nora Quinlan was in love with him before ever she set eyes on the weaner.”
The man lowered his voice and cast an apprehensive glance backward at the bar, where a brisk business
appeared to be going on under the supervision of Mrs. Quinlan. These remarks had reached the widow’s ears,
however, and she pounced out on the group like an irritated bird.
“Who’s daring to tell lies about my daughter? Shut up, Mick Rooney, and be careful the rest of you, how you
make free with a lady’s name. I’m not going to have that sort of talk in my verandah. Have any of you seen Mandan about? He hasn’t turned up this morning.”
The selector did not repeat his tale, nor did Boggo Bill deliver any information; but Mr. Blandy pressed forward, having thrown King Mongo his shilling, and repeated to Mrs. Quinlan the question he had asked previously.
“Mandan—yes, of course, Mr. Robert Mandan is staying here. You’ll step in and see him, sir, and perhaps
you’d like some refreshment while you are waiting,” replied the landlady.
Mr. Blandy intimated that he did not imbibe spirituous liquors, but that he would like a cup of tea, and Mrs.
Quinlan convoyed him to a parlor along the further verandah, whither, at her request, one of the rouseabouts outside the bar carried the Gladstone bag. The landlady asked the rouseabout to look round and see if he could find
Mandan.
“All right, Mother Quinlan, I’ll go and yard up your weaner,” cheerfully responded the rouseabout as he
departed, at which Mr. Blandy, looking at his hostess with an expression of faint horror and mystification on his
face inquired“But why—the weaner?”
Mrs. Quinlan laughed.
“It’s only the doctor’s chaff,” she said. “And the men have picked it up. I’ve been getting Bobby Mandan off
the bottle.”
“Oh dear, oh, dear!” exclaimed Mr. Blandy. “I’m afraid from what I’ve gleaned that he has fallen into the bad
habit of intemperance.”
“Like most of those I’ve had to deal with,” frankly replied Mrs. Quinlan, “though you see that’s all in the way
of business. But it doesn’t follow, Mr.—”
“Blandy,” said the lawyer.
“It doesn’t follow that I want all the young men who drink my grog to make beasts of themselves.”
“I hope that my friend Mandan hasn’t made a beast of himself?” said Mr. Blandy, sipping his cup of strong tea.
“Not as bad as some. But you know how it is with these wild young English gentlemen who’ve been bad hats
at home and were shipped off by their relations to become worse ones out here. They can’t stand the roughing it,
and their stomachs rebel against the salt junk and damper. So they take to nipping to get an appetite and blunt
themselves to their surroundings. That’s how it begins—and it ends”—Mrs. Quinlan made a dramatic gesture with
her bird-like hands—“well, it ends where Bobby Mandan was when I took him up and weaned him. And I can tell
you,” she added, “I’m proud of my work.”
“I am sure that you have been very kind to Mandan,” said Mr. Blandy, affably, “and I should really be extremely glad of any information you can give me about his habits and circumstances. The fact is, I’ve come here
to see him about a—a family matter—and it’s as well to learn first what he’s doing with himself.”
Mrs. Quinlan eyed Mr. Blandy circumspectly.
“Anybody in Gundabine will tell you what he’s been doing,” said she, “so there’s no use my hiding anything.
But I’d like to know whether what you’ve come about is to his advantage.”
“Very much to his advantage,” said Mr. Blandy. “But you will understand that I am not at liberty to talk about
it until I have seen Mandan himself.”
“That’s natural. It occurs to me that maybe it’s his aunt who’s sent you out.”
The old gentleman seemed a little puzzled.
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“His aunt, you said?”
“Bobby told me he’d got an aunt who’d promised to send him five thousand pounds if he’d give up his roving
life and settle down and marry respectably.”
“Ah, so!” murmured the lawyer, in a noncommittal manner.
“I asked Bobby why he didn’t claim the promise,” went on Mrs. Quinlan, “and at first he laughed at the idea.
‘A pretty fellow I should be to get married,’ said he. That was just after he’d come to me … But you know, Mr.
Blandy, a young man marrying in Australia can make a very fair beginning on five thousand pounds—especially
if there’s a little bit on the other side to put to it. Besides, there might be more where that came from.”
“Just so,” returned Mr. Blandy. “That was what I said to Bobby, and seeing you, I supposed he’d come round
to my idea. I daresay he thought it more delicate to say nothing to me till he’d got his capital out here. But now
that you’ve come out about it—”
“Oh, not exactly.” Mr. Blandy looked grave. “There are other things as well … regarding our friend to whom
you have been so kind.”
“Well, I don’t mind saying that we’ve done a good bit for Bobby—my daughter Nora and myself,” pursued
Mrs. Quinlan. “You’d see my Nora by-and-by, Mr. Blandy. I’ve only got the two. Her sister’s married and lives
like a lady on the Mackay. Her husband’s a planter—and comes of a very good English family. He’s to take her a
trip Home\fn{I.e., to England; it was an unconscious linguistic habit in colonial times for people of English descent throughout the
world to refer to England as “Home”, even if they were not born there:H } next year. You know I never let my daughters go into
the bar. Nora’s mostly at the Selection, and if she’s here in the daytime—as she was this morning—she stops at
the back and does her writing and sewing. She used to keep the books before I gave them over to my weaner.”
“Ah, Mr. Mandan is in your employment then?” A peculiar smile curled Mr. Blandy’s thin lips.
“It was this way,” related Mrs. Quinlan. “I dare say you may hear bad stories outside about his former habits,
but you can take it as truth what I tell you. Bobby—Soaking Bobby was his first nick-name—and he did soak, I’m
not denying it—well, he came down here in rather Hash style with a good bit of money in his pocket that he’d
made up country. It was a pity he went first to the Coffin-lid, for he lost the whole lot of it, shouting all round and
being taken advantage of by Fitch. He came down at last to cleaning the boots, and then when he got too ratty for
that he was turned out to the bush.
“Dr. Rowth got hold of him and brought him to my weaning paddock. We nursed him through a bad bout of
D.T.\fn{Delerium tremens; “the shakes” or the “DT’s” as it is commonly called by recovering alcoholics } and got him round in
time. Of course I could tell at once he was a gentleman—in fact, he let out some things when he was raving that
he’s denied since—but I keep my own opinion for all that. However he’s knocked about the world, has Bobby
Mandan, and knows bush work, besides a lot of other things. So I put him on to the Selection—breaking new
milkers first, and after that I set him making up my books. For I’m not a hand at writing as my girls are. I hadn’t
the education I’ve given them—” Mrs. Quinlan rambled on. Mr. Blandy interrupted her.
“And how long has Mandan been here?”
“Close on eight months, I should say. That was all before Nora came home. She never saw him when he was
bad, and he’s been going on first rate for a good while now. I weaned him down to three nobblers a day, and after
that I saw he’d be better for taking the pledge—he’s one of those that can’t stand the taste of grog without going
too far in it. So now I’ve got him to swear off drink entirely.”
“You appear to have acted in a most disinterested manner considering your line of business,” remarked Mr.
Blandy.
Mrs. Quinlan smiled and preened her small, bird-like head. She had a little aquiline nose and something of the
air of a pertinacious\fn{Persistent; determined} magpie.
“That’s what other people tell me, Mr. Blandy,” said she. “But I’m a mother, you know, and Bobby Mandan
hasn’t cared to hide from me that he’s got a very strong reason for wanting to keep straight.”
“I trust that his strong reason is not the desire to marry your daughter, Mrs. Quinlan,” said Mr. Blandy deliberately.
“And why not, if you please?” said Mrs. Quinlan, bridling indignantly. “You wouldn’t want to hint, I suppose,
that my daughter isn’t good enough for the likes of him? Why, she might marry a deal better than that any day. I
could name a squatter on the Leura—who’s down in Gundabine at this very moment—just eating his heart for my
Nora—a squatter with ten thousand head of cattle, a good position and a trip to England to offer her. Besides,” she
added virtuously, “if it’s true—which I can scarcely believe—that Bobby Mandan was at the Coffin-lid last night,
broken out again—it isn’t likely that I should want him for a son-in-law. I shouldn’t be surprised if my girl was to
come and tell me she’d changed her mind.”
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Mrs. Quinlan paused suddenly.
A step had sounded on the verandah outside, and now a man’s form blocked the doorway. The man stood there
for an instant before coming into the room, and Mr. Blandy, looking up, saw with a little shock of surprise the
man whom he had come from England to find.
*
A man of about thirty, handsome and with the unmistakable stamp of good birth. A man with tragic brows,
dark eyes that had a queer, thirsty gleam in them, an idealist’s forehead, a refined face, on which hard living had
made marks, and the beauty of which was otherwise marred by a rather underhung mouth and retreating chin. Nevertheless, Mr. Blandy decided, a man with whom the landlady’s daughter might very easily have fallen in love.
“One of the fellows told me I was wanted, Mrs. Quinlan,” said the newcomer, irritably, and not appearing to
recognize Mr. Blandy. “I was down at the Selection looking for Nora. Where is she?”
“She’s gone for a ride with Mr. Thompson,” answered the landlady, and looked meaningfully at the young
man. Mandan’s tone had been reckless and there was something blustering and ominous in his air. Mrs. Quinlan
felt sure from his appearance that she had been told the truth and that he had broken his pledge.
“What the devil does Nora—” began Mandan, beside himself with jealous rage, but Mrs. Quinlan stopped him
in dignified anger.
“You’ll please not to take liberties with my daughter’s name before strangers, Mr. Mandan,”: said she. “At
least,” she added, turning affably to Mr. Blandy, “this gentleman was a stranger to me when he introduced himself, though he says he’s acquainted with you, and that he’s over from England to see you on a matter of family
business. Perhaps I can give a guess at that,” pursued the landlady, “but I’d like you to understand that if my weaners choose to go and disgrace themselves at the Coffin-lid they’ve got to take the consequences.”
Mandan glared at her with savage dark eyes, too intent upon what was in his own mind to pay any attention to
Mr. Blandy.
“So that’s what you meant when I heard you say just now that Nora might change her mind. But I’ll not
believe it—I’ll never believe it,” he cried passionately, “never until I hear it from her very own lips.”
“I didn’t say she had changed her mind. It all depends on how you behave yourself,” returned Mother Quinlan,
in a more conciliatory tone. “Now you’d better see what news Mr. Blandy has brought you. Anyway, I’ll leave
you to talk it over together, for I can’t trust that barman the instant me back is turned.”
“Blandy!” exclaimed Mandan, in supreme astonishment. “Man, I didn’t know you.”
“I’m ten years older, my lord, than when we last met,” said the lawyer, imperturbably.
“My lord! What in Heaven’s name do you mean? And what has brought you here?”
“I have come to inform you, my lord, of your cousin, Lord Lassendale’s death,” replied the lawyer solemnly.
“My lord again! Blandy, I’ve got a beast of a head today. Truth is, I made rather free with the liquor last night.”
“I’m sorry to hear that, my lord.”
“What I want to convey to you is that I’m not in a temper to stand being made the subject of a practical joke.
What is my cousin’s death to me? He had two boys.”
“They were killed in the South African war.\fn{ Probably the Second Boer War (1899-1902) is meant:H} I wonder you
did not see it in the papers. You are now the only representative in the world, so far as I know, of the old family.”
“Is that true? Then I—I—”
“You are the Earl of Lassendale. You must not be the last earl, if you will forgive me for saying so, my lord.”
“Oh, my heavens!” Mandan leaned heavily against the table, making Mr. Blandy’s tray clatter. “Give me a cup
of tea, Blandy—it will steady my nerves. No, no, don’t call for another cup. I don’t want the old woman in again.
Give me yours, and let me have it strong, please, and no milk. You’re a teetotaler, I suppose, Blandy.”
“Both from principle and inclination,” returned Mr. Blandy. “I wish—”
“You wish I were too. Well, I haven’t been—since last night. I’d been one before then for close on five months.
Now the beast’s broken loose again, Blandy. If I were to give way an inch I should be in the grip of the drinkfiend again. Do you know that I have the most hideous desire tearing at me this very moment—a most
uncontrollable desire to get drunk—beastly drunk, do you hear?” Mandan gulped off the cup of almost black
liquid, put it on the table and glared at the lawyer with bloodshot eyes.
“I hear, and I’m sorry for it, my lord. But surely this great change in your prospects—”
“Look here, don’t you ‘my lord’ me any more for the present, and don’t say a word of this to anybody here. I
suppose you didn’t tell Mother Quinlan.”
“No, I did not. I may perhaps remark, my lord, that I have in the course of my professional career acquired a
small amount of discretion.”
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The young man burst into a peal of harsh laughter.
“You’ve taken the old woman’s measure, I see. She’s not a bad sort, though. I suppose she told you I was one
of her weaners. Her weaners are mostly gentlemen. She’s got a craze for sons-in-law of birth. She married her
other daughter to a rattling good fellow, with money, family, and just one weakness—like me. He was a weaner
too. Somehow, Mrs. Quinlan has found out that I can lay my hand on five thou any time I choose to write a
penitent letter to old Aunt Mary—a thing I’m never likely to do. But the old woman has guessed that I’ve a streak
of blue blood in my veins and she honors the British aristocracy—was kitchen-maid once I believe in a lord’s
house. As you said of yourself, Blandy, she has acquired in the exercise of her profession a certain amount of
shrewdness, and though I’ve denied for all I’m worth the imputation of being a decent catch—by the way, Blandy,
how much am I worth?”
Mr. Blandy calculated mentally.
“I should say, my lord, on a rough estimate, about twenty thousand a year.”
“Twenty thousand a year! Enough to make a woman comfortable upon—eh! Mind you, Blandy, not a word!
Though, as I said, I’ve declined to make any confidences about my prospects, old Mother Quinlan seems to think
I might do for a son-in-law unless someone better turns up. But Nora is not like that. You haven’t seen her yet.
Wait till you do. I tell you she’s a ripper. There’s nobody in the world like her. Directly I saw her she put a spell on
me … I can’t tell you why it is, and I don’t imagine a withered old stick like you could ever have the faintest
notion of what it means to be in love with a woman as I’m in love with Nora. And a shanty-keeper’s daughter!
Think of that. The Countess of Lassendale a shanty-keeper’s daughter! Great Scott! What a joke it will be! But
then that’s Australia, Blandy—a land of big, grim jokes, and this is the biggest and grimmest joke of all!”
“My lord, it seems to me that you are talking very wildly. Pray, pray calm your excitement—which is natural,
of course. But really, my lord, the very best thing you can do is to come along in the train with me back to Townsville.”\fn{A coastal city at the foot of Cape York Peninsula, Queensland; where, by the by, W says the term “jackeroo” originated:H.}
“The very best thing you can do, Blandy, is to start off by the next train yourself and leave me to mind my own
business. I shall feel much more comfortable when you’re out of the place. No offense, Blandy. The train ought to
go in half an hour, but trains are a bit casual at Gundabine. You be off. You’ll get a much better dinner at the
Queen’s Hotel in Townsville than you’ll get here.”
“I will, of course, relieve you of my presence if you insist upon my doing so,” said Mr. Blandy, with a perturbed rather than an offended air. “But excuse me, my lord. I cannot help feeling that you are hardly in a fit state
of mind to be left. You might bind yourself in some way that you would hereafter bitterly regret.”
“Look here,” said Mandan, abruptly. “I’m my own master, I suppose?”
“Undoubtedly,” replied Mr. Blandy.
“Then no damned shepherding for me, do you understand?” He laughed again unpleasantly. “I’ll settle my
affairs here without your assistance—just at present. No doubt I shall be glad of your legal advice later. But now
I’ve got business to do that’s not in your line. I’d cut along to the station if I were you. There isn’t too much
time.”
Mr. Blandy rose. “As your lordship pleases.” The lawyer took up some papers he had put on the table, but
which his client had not even noticed. Mandan exclaimed:
“There’s no gammon about all this, is there? If I’ve got all that money, I should like some at once.”
Mr. Blandy pulled forth a pocket-book from which he extracted a roll of bank-notes.
“I am, of course, empowered to supply your lordship with such cash as you may require for your immediate
needs.” He began counting a roll of notes.
Mandan laughed disagreeably. “Ah, I was wondering if you happened to be carrying some incontrovertible
proof of that kind that this news of yours isn’t a Coffin-lid hallucination.”
Mr. Blandy hesitated as he stood fingering the notes. Again he protested that he did not like going—that it was
his duty to see his lordship through.
“Bosh!” said Mandan, curtly. “Wait for me at Townsville. I’ll wire when I’m coming. How much have you
there?” The younger man held out his hand.
“Four fifties, my lord.”
“All right. Now hurry up. I dare say you think this is a curmudgeonly way of treating a chap who has come
fourteen thousand miles\fn{By land and sea; direct air travel would be about 9,500 miles, but that is not possible in the lifetime of
this author:H} to give me a bit of good news. I’ll make up to you for it by-and-by if things go right with me. And if
they don’t—well, I suppose you can send in a bill for expenses anyway. Don’t bother about the score.\fn{ The
restaurant bill} Tea doesn’t cost much here. I’ll settle with Mother Quinlan. Where’s your bag?” He took up the
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Gladstone, to Mr. Blandy’s discomfiture.
“I really couldn’t think of allowing your lordship—”
“Oh preserve us! Didn’t I tell you not to lordship me here? My heaven! I’ve humped my own swag\fn{ Carried
my own load} through the bush and chopped wood for my tucker.\fn{ Food} It isn’t so long since I was cleaning
boots at the Coffin-lid.”
Mrs. Quinlan stopped them as they went along the verandah.
“We’re not on the bolt,” said Mandan. “The tea can go on to my score. He’s going back to Townsville. I’m
stopping here till I’ve seen Nora.” Then he added in a lower tone, “Has she come in from her ride yet?”
“She’s coming now, don’t you see her?” returned Mother Quinlan, pointing down the road to a man and
woman on horseback who were riding towards the shanty. “My word, that’s a fine thoroughbred Mr. Thompson is
on!” she added. “He’ll be after improving the Leura breed.”
Mr. Thompson was a fair, good-looking bushman, got up in dandified fashion, and the way he greeted the
manager of the Australian Consolidated Bank, who was passing in his buggy at the moment, suggested a good
balance to his credit. Mandan scowled as he looked at his rival. He took off his hat to the girl and she gave him a
swift glance from a pair of large, bright Irish eyes, then inclined her head in a rather distant manner.
“Now you see my daughter!” said Mrs. Quinlan, proudly turning to Mr. Blandy; “and I’ll ask you if there’s a
prettier girl in the old country than herself?”
Mr. Blandy admitted that it would be difficult to find in any part of the globe a more attractive young lady than
Miss Quinlan, and remarked how well she rode.
“She can back anything that ever was foaled. There’s not a seat on horseback as elegant as hers—not even Mrs.
Vallis’s, whose father was a master of hounds in the shires and she almost bred in the saddle. But my Nora can
best her anyhow.”
*
Certainly Miss Nora Quinlan was a most striking-looking young woman, and reluctantly Mr. Blandy had to
acknowledge to himself that she would not disgrace the coronet of the Lassendales should Fate ordain that she
was to wear it. She had a graceful, sinuous figure, a brilliant complexion, a quantity of wavy dark hair, and those
blue Irish eyes, thickly fringed with up-curling black lashes. She rode quite slowly when she passed the verandah,
as if to give Mr. Blandy full opportunity to observe her charms. Her horse curveted under the curb, so displaying
her figure to its fullest advantage. One most noticeable thing about her was the curious, snake-like fascination in
the set of her head and. the fixed look in her eyes. There are women who suggest the serpent, and she was one of
them.
Mr. Blandy could hardly wonder, now that he beheld Nora Quinlan, at Mandan’s infatuation. As for Mr.
Thompson, he was manifestly triumphant and adoring. When they got abreast of the verandah, Miss Quinlan
backed her horse across the road almost on to its haunches, and waved her hand to Mr. Thompson in a gesture
calculated to exhilarate a favored suitor and infuriate a disdained one.
“Who loves me, follows me!” she cried in novelette style, and spurring her horse to a bound, leaped the threerail fence like a bird on the wing and went galloping down the paddock. Mr. Thompson followed her gallantly.
Mandan was white and his eyes gave an ominous gleam. He chucked Mr. Blandy’s bag over the verandah edge
to King Mongo, who was still loafing round, while Mrs. Quinlan endeavored to extract some information from the
lawyer.
“It’s a shame to be going off so soon, but we’ll see you again maybe,” she said. “And I hope, Mr. Blandy, that
you brought some good news to my weaner.”
Mr. Blandy was silent and looked embarrassed. Mother Quinlan tapped Mandan sharply on the arm.
“Well, and what news did he bring you? Nora will be wanting to know.”
“I’ll tell Nora myself,” returned Mandan, in savage accents. “Good-bye, Blandy. You’ll hear from me in a day
or two.”
*
Later on, Nora Quinlan stood by the creek in the Selection with Lord Lassendale—only she had not the faintest
idea that he was Lord Lassendale—listening to his passionate explanation of his lapse from temperance the
evening before. As she listened, she pulled off slowly one by one some of the fluffy yellow balls from a branch of
flowering wattle that hung down near her. She was in her riding habit still, but had taken off her hat.
She had never looked handsomer, and what with drink and jealousy, the man’s whole being was aflame. When
he paused for a moment, she looked up at him from under her black, up-curling lashes with her curious, snakelike gaze, which seemed to draw the heart out of him.
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“I could never marry anyone who drinks too much,” she said.
“I was tricked,” he cried. “It was a plant to destroy me.”
“Tricked! I don’t know what you mean.”
“You ought to know. The blame of it is mostly on you. For the last two or three weeks—since that fellow
Thompson came along—you’ve been cooling off me, Nora. I’ve felt it. It’s driven me nearly mad. I didn’t believe
you were a flirt, though they told me so. I believed, that you cared for me … Anyhow, you let me think it. And
now, you don’t seem to want me near you. You wouldn’t speak to me yesterday. I was beside myself—ready to
gamble, fight—anything. That’s how I came to be among that rowdy lot at Boggo Bill’s camp. And then—upon
my soul, I’d almost swear Boggo Bill was bribed to doctor my tea and put the hell-fire taste into my mouth
again.”
She drew back with a gesture of disdain.
“You don’t know what you’re saying. Who bribed Boggo Bill?”
“That scoundrel Thompson. He wanted to make me disgrace myself so that you should be set against me.”
“Mr. Thompson is a well-known squatter on the Leura,” said she coldly. “He’s a gentleman.”
“And I—oh Lord! oh Lord! I’m not a gentleman! Look at me, Nora. Do you mean to tell me that I’m not a
gentleman?”
She looked at him in a slow, compelling way.
“I thought you were when I first knew you, and mother has always declared that you come of a good family.
But I think you must have forgotten it at the Coffin-lid yesterday,” she said calmly.
“Yes, you’re right. I did forget it. I got caught in a trap. And who laid the trap for me? Didn’t I say that Boggo
Bill was bribed to do it? Boggo Bill put bad grog into my tea to begin with, and let the devil loose on me. Nora,
you don’t understand these things—and yet you ought, since your mother keeps a grog shanty. It’s exactly as if a
devil dogged one, waiting his chance to get possession of one … or as if the devil had been asleep and you
thought he was dead—until something—something that hit one hard, waked the fiend up again.
“There are lots of men like me—born with a curse, or the disease or whatever you like to call it. Only one
thing will ever keep such men straight, and that is caring for a woman who cares enough for them to help them
conquer that devil. You could do it. I knew from the first that you could make anything you chose of me. It’s the
look in your eyes … it’s a sort of quiet power you’ve got … Nora, don’t you believe me?”
“No. And you don’t seem to believe it yourself either, judging from your behavior in the Coffin-lid last night,"
she answered with a little scornful laugh.
“Nora, forgive me, I was mad, I tell you—mad with jealousy and—and the other thing. Boggo Bill had been
saying that Thompson was giving himself out as engaged to you. Bill said he’d seen him kissing you down here
by the creek. I couldn’t stand that. I hung the lie in the man’s face. Nora, tell me that I was right.”
She did not answer. Something in her eyes made him go close to her, and putting his hand on her shoulder, he
said, in hoarse accents:
“Nora, you know how I love you. You’ve got a fascination for me that’s stronger than myself. When you’re out
of my sight it’s as if a chain was pulling me. When I can’t speak to you or touch your hand, I’m like a thirsting
beast with a fence between me and water. When you let me kiss you as you did, not so very long ago—and you
said then you loved me back—oh, then you send me to heaven, Nora … and for days and days I can feel the touch
of your lips on my mouth … And when you’re cold and cruel to me—like yesterday—well, then, I’m down in hell
… Lord! I’m a weak fool, I know, but I can’t get away from it. Why should I have this crave for you—you—Nora
Quinlan—a shanty-keeper’s daughter?”
“You needn’t insult me,” she said.
“Is it insulting you to tell you that if you were a duke’s daughter I couldn’t respect you more or worship you
more than I do? All the same, it’s one of those queer infatuations no man can account for. One of those unholy
jokes—as I was saying to Blandy a little while ago—that this grim old bush is continually playing on us who live
in it … But look here, Nora, you’ve been brutally frank with me and I’ll be frank with you. You’re not the type of
woman I should once naturally have expected to marry—”
“Not good enough for you, perhaps,” she sneered.
He laughed.
“Maybe not in one sense. A thousand times too good for, me in another. What I meant was that you’re not one
of the kind of women I was brought up amongst and modeled my idea of my wife upon … That’s the joke of it—a
glorious joke! How you will laugh over it yourself by-and-by! Nora, the one essential thing is, do you care for
me? Will you marry me—now—straight away, and leave this place?”
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“Leave this place?” she exclaimed.
“Yes, say good-bye to the bush and start a new life—with me?”
“What sort of life?” she asked with a faint show of interest.
“That doesn’t matter just at present. Trust me for its being a jolly one. Trust me—trust me, Nora. I can tell you
that you would be richly rewarded.”
“Ah! Should I? That’s just the thing. But there! What’s the use of talking nonsense?”
She drew her shoulder back, releasing herself from his touch. Her shrinking movement incensed him. He
caught her two hands, which were still mechanically shredding the wattle blooms, and held them tight, pressing
them against his chest.
“Let me go,” she said. “I don’t want to be held like that.”
“You shall be held like that until you’ve given me my answer … I’m throwing my last cast. I want to know
how much you care for me, or whether you’ve been fooling me these months past. It’s the end, now, Nora. I’m
going—with or without you. But I must have the truth first.”
“And when you’ve got the truth, where will you go with it?” she asked in a satirical tone.
“To the devil,” he said with a reckless toss of his head, “if it’s your choice for me to take that track.”
“I certainly don’t choose to take it with you,” she answered contemptuously. “I can go on a pleasanter track.”
“To Thompson’s station up the Leura?” he cried with a bitter laugh.
“Yes, if you like to put it that way. Please leave go of my hands, Mr. Mandan.”
Her taunting tone stung him. He loosened his grasp of her hands and stepped back, clutching at a sapling. His
face was ashen. For a minute he was speechless. Then he said chokingly:
“Do you mean that?”
She made no reply. He went on shakily:
“One of the things Boggo Bill said, was that it had been an old affair between you and Thompson, and that you
went to Townsville because he jilted you. Was that why you took up with me—to pique him into coming back to
you?”
Still she said nothing.
“Nora!” he pleaded. “Sweetest, tell me it isn’t true … I won’t believe it. How can I think you false when I
remember back and have still the feel of your mouth on mine. It was the thought of that which gave me strength to
crawl out of the Coffin-lid last night—away into the bush. I fought my devils down here by the creek … I
wrestled with them—it seemed to me that I was fighting for possession of you … I wrestled, Nora, till break of
day … Well, then, I prevailed … Yes, at last I prevailed … And I took an oath that if you’d marry me I’d never in
my life touch another drop of grog.
“Oh! My dear, so long as you’ll be true to me I shan’t be afraid of those devils attacking me again. But if you
fail me—My God! Nora, you won’t do that? You can’t have the heart to let me go. I tell you, it’s my soul that’s at
stake. Will you save it from destruction or give it up to Satan? … Answer me—which?”
She stared at him, half frightened, half disgusted. Then, turning away, she said coldly:
“There’s nothing I can do. You can’t expect me to sacrifice my life in order to keep you sober—if it was likely
that I should!” she added scornfully.
“Nothing you can do … Sacrifice your life? Oh, Lord! How little you know about it! I tell you, Nora, you’ve
got a chance now that bush girls don’t often get. You always said that it was your dream to go to England and be a
big swell there, like the people in Government House, you said. Lord! I can make you a bigger swell than most of
those in the Government Houses out here. I can take you to a castle that has stood sieges and harbored kings—“
She interrupted him with a burst of incredulous laughter.
“You’re just gammoning\fn{Attempting to deceive} me—or else you’re drunk still,” she said.
He laughed back in a bitter irony.
“Oh! I’m drunk still, am I! … Well, I’m drunk—or sober enough to want to crunch you up in my arms and put
you on my horse and carry you off whether you like it or not. That’s how the old Border brigands who lived in
that castle I was talking about used to do when they wanted wives—and the wives were generally happy enough
afterwards, as you would be. Nora, will you trust me to take you along a better track than the one to Thompson’s
station? Will you take my word that I can and that I will make you happier than ever you could be as his wife?
Will you come with me, sweetheart—will you come?” With a passionate movement he threw his arms around her
and pressed her to him so roughly that she cried out,
“Let me go. I don’t want to have anything to do with a coarse brute like you. I’m going to marry Harry
Thompson.”
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A hissing sound came from between Mandan’s teeth, but he still held her so close that she could not free
herself.
“It was true then—what Boggo Bill said?”
She answered defiantly, throwing back her head as a snake does when it is caught.
“Of course it’s true. I always liked Harry Thompson. He didn’t mean to behave badly, and now we’ve made it
up. And he’s going to take me on a trip to England. He’s very well off … So there! Now leave hold of me!”
He flung her back against the tree without a word and went blindly across the paddock till he walked straight
against the fence. He vaulted it and made for the Coffin-lid.
*
It was dusk and the proprietor had lighted the hanging kerosene lamps. A crowd of navvies and bush hands
filled the bar, which reeked with the fumes of drink.
Mandan went to the counter and planked down two of Mr. Blandy’s fifty-pound notes.
“I’m shouting all round,” he said. “We’ll drink this out.”
The bar proprietor bustled to bring drinks. The men in the bar crowded round. Mandan waved his glass.
“Come, mates, a shout for all hands—and as many more as you please, so long as the money—and I—last.”
“Good for you, mate!” they cried.
Mandan drank the fiery spirit raw, yet for a long time he seemed to preserve a comparative sobriety. By-and-by
he raised his glass.
“Now, mates—here’s a toast for you. Drink to—Euthanasia.”\fn{ Mercy-killing}
He gave a horrible laugh.
“To how much, old man? She’s got a darned long name—that gel of yours. Call her something shorter,” said
the selector, who had been on Mrs. Quinlan’s verandah.
“All right—you can call her—Death!” Mandan answered with another queer laugh.
He took a long pull at his tumbler.
“Here’s a quick end and a merry, one, mates,” he cried. “To the last Earl of Lassendale!”
There was a burst of ribald ejaculations, and the men looked at him, thinking he was mad with drink. They saw
a sudden change come over his face. An odd gurgling sound broke in his throat. He fell heavily forward across the
bar.
And that was indeed the end of Mother Quinlan’s weaner and of the last representative of an old English
earldom, whose story, under another name, is told here.
For the bush abounds in tragedies, and this is one of them.
46.127 The Chosen Vessel\fn{by Barbara Baynton (1857-1929)} Scone, New South Wales, Australia (F) 3
She laid the stick and her baby on the grass while she untied the rope that tethered the calf. The length of the
rope separated them. The cow was near the calf, and both were lying down. Feed along the creek was plentiful,
and every day she found a fresh place to tether it, since tether it she must, for if she did not, it would stray with the
cow out on the plain.
She had plenty of time to go after it, but then there was baby; and if the cow turned on her out on the plain, and
she with baby—she had been a town girl and was afraid of the cow, but she did not want the cow to know it. She
used to run at first when it bellowed its protest against the penning up of its calf. This satisfied the cow, also the
calf, but the woman’s husband was angry, and called her—the noun was cur. It was he who forced her to run and
meet the advancing cow, brandishing a stick, and uttering threatening words till the enemy turned and ran.
“That’s the way!” the man said, laughing at her white face.
In many things he was worse than the cow, and she wondered if the same rule would apply to the man, but she
was not one to provoke skirmishes even with the cow.
*
It was early for the calf to go “to bed”—nearly an hour earlier than usual; but she had felt so restless all day.
Partly because it was Monday, and the end of the week that would bring her and baby the companionship of its
father, was so far off. He was a shearer, and had gone to his shed before daylight that morning. Fifteen miles as
the crow flies separated them.
There was a track in front of the house, for it had once been a wine shanty, and a few travelers passed along at
intervals. She was not afraid of horsemen; but swagmen\fn{ Tramps} going to—or worse, coming from—the dismal, drunken little township, a day’s journey beyond, terrified her. One had called at the house today, and asked
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for tucker.\fn{Food}
Ah! That was why she had penned up the calf so early! She feared more from the look of his eyes, and the
gleam of his teeth, as he watched her newly awakened baby beat its impatient fists upon her covered breasts, than
from the knife that was sheathed in the belt at his waist. She had given him bread and meat. Her husband, she told
him, was sick. She always said that when she was alone, and a swagman came, and she had gone in from the
kitchen to the bedroom, and asked questions and replied to them in the best man’s voice she could assume. Then
he had asked to go into the kitchen to boil his billy,\fn{ Cooking pot} but she gave him tea, and he drank it on the
wood-heap.
He had walked round and round the house, and there were cracks in some places, and after the last time he had
asked for tobacco. She had none to give him, and he had grinned, because there was a broken clay pipe near the
wood-heap where he stood, and if there were a man inside, there ought to have been tobacco. Then he asked for
money, but women in the bush never have money.
At last he had gone, and she, watching through the cracks, saw him when about a quarter of a mile away, turn
and look back at the house. He had stood so for some moments with a pretence of fixing his swag, and then,
apparently satisfied, moved to the left towards the creek. The creek made a bow round the house, and when he
came to it she lost sight of him. Hours after, watching intently for signs of smoke, she saw the man’s dog chasing
some sheep that had gone to the creek for water, and saw it slink back suddenly, as if the man had called it.
More than once she thought of taking her baby and going to her husband. But in the past, when she had dared
to speak of the dangers to which her loneliness exposed her, he had taunted and sneered at her. She need not flatter
herself, he had coarsely told her, that anybody would want to run away with her.
Long before nightfall she placed food on the kitchen table, and beside it laid the big brooch that had been her
mother’s. It was the only thing of value that she had. And she left the kitchen door wide open.
The doors inside she securely fastened. Beside the bolt in the back one she drove in the steel and scissors;
against it she piled the table and the stools. Underneath the lock of the front door she forced the handle of the
spade, and the blade between the cracks in the flooring boards. Then the prop-stick, cut into lengths, held the top
as the spade held the middle. The windows were little more than portholes; she had nothing to fear through them.
She ate a few mouthfuls of food and drank a cup of milk. But she lighted no fire, and when night came, no
candle, but crept with her baby to bed.
What woke her? The wonder was that she had slept—she had not meant to. But she was young, very young.
Perhaps the shrinking of the galvanized roof—yet hardly, since that was so usual. Something had set her heart
beating wildly; but she lay quite still, only she put her arm over her baby. Then she had both round it, and she
prayed, “little baby, little baby, don’t wake!”
The moon’s rays shone on the front of the house, and she saw one of the open cracks, quite close to where she
lay, darken with a shadow. Then a protesting growl reached her; and she could fancy she heard the man turn
hastily. She plainly heard the thud of something striking the dog’s ribs, and the long flying strides of the animal as
it howled and ran. Still watching, she saw the shadow darken every crack along the wall. She knew by the sounds
that the man was trying every standpoint that might help him to see in; but how much he saw she could not tell.
She thought of many things she might do to deceive him into the idea that she was not alone. But the sound of her
voice would wake baby, and she dreaded that as though it were the only danger that threatened her. So she prayed,
“little baby, don’t wake, don’t cry!”
Stealthily the man crept about. She knew he had his boots off, because of the vibration that his feet caused as
he walked along the verandah to gauge the width of the little window in her room, and the resistance of the front
door.
Then he went to the other end, and the uncertainty of what he was doing became unendurable. She had felt
safer, far safer, while he was close, and she could watch and listen. She felt she must watch, but the great fear of
wakening baby again assailed her. She suddenly recalled that one of the slabs on that side of the house had shrunk
in length as well as in width, and had once fallen out. It was held in position only by a wedge of wood underneath.
What if he should discover that! The uncertainty increased her terror. She prayed as she gently raised herself with
her little one in her arms, held tightly to her breast.
She thought of the knife, and shielded her child’s body with her hands and arms. Even its little feet she covered
with its white gown, and baby never murmured—it liked to be held so. Noiselessly she crossed to the other side,
and stood where she could see and hear, but not be seen. He was trying every slab, and was very near to that with
the wedge under it. Then she saw him find it; and heard the sound of the knife as bit by bit he began to cut away
the wooden support.
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She waited motionless, with her baby pressed tightly to her, though she knew that in another few minutes this
man with the cruel eyes, lascivious mouth, and gleaming knife, would enter. One side of the slab tilted; he had
only to cut away the remaining little end, when the slab, unless he held it, would fall outside.
She heard his jerked breathing as it kept time with the cuts of the knife, and the brush of his clothes as he
rubbed the wall in his movements, for she was so still and quiet, that she did not even tremble. She knew when he
ceased, and wondered why. She stood well concealed; she knew he could not see her, and that he would not fear if
he did, yet she heard him move cautiously away. Perhaps he expected the slab to fall. Still his motive puzzled her,
and she moved even closer, and bent her body the better to listen. Ah! what sound was that?
“Listen! Listen!” she bade her heart—her heart that had kept so still, but now bounded with tumultuous throbs
that dulled her ears. Nearer and nearer came the sounds, till the welcome thud of a horse’s hoof rang out clearly.
“Oh, God! Oh, God! Oh, God!” she cried, for they were very close before she could make sure. She turned to
the door, and with her baby in her arms tore frantically at its bolts and bars.
Out she darted at last, and running madly along, saw the horseman beyond her in the distance. She called to
him in Christ’s name, in her babe’s name, still flying like the wind with the speed that deadly peril gives. But the
distance grew greater and greater between them, and when she reached the creek her prayers turned to wild
shrieks, for there crouched the man she feared, with outstretched arms that caught her as she fell. She knew he
was offering terms if she ceased to struggle and cry for help, though louder and louder did she cry for it, but it was
only when the man’s hand gripped her throat, that the cry of “Murder!” came from her lips. And when she ceased,
the startled curlews took up the awful sound, and flew shrieking over the horseman’s head.
*
“By God!” said the boundary rider,\fn{ A note reads: One who patrols sheep on cattle stations} “it’s been a dingo\fn{The
Australian wild dog} right enough! Eight killed up here, and there’s more down in the creek—a ewe and a lamb, I’ll
bet; and the lamb’s alive!”
And he shut out the sky with his hand, and watched the crows that were circling round and round, nearing the
earth one moment, and the next shooting skywards. By that he knew the lamb must be alive; even a dingo will
spare a lamb sometimes.
Yes, the lamb was alive, and after the manner of lambs of its kind did not know its mother when the light
came. It had sucked the still warm breasts, and laid its little head on her bosom, and slept till the morn. Then,
when it looked at the swollen disfigured face, it wept and would have crept away, but for the hand that still
clutched its little gown. Sleep was nodding its golden head and swaying its small body, and the crows were close,
so close, to the mother’s wide-open eyes, when the boundary rider galloped down.
“Jesus Christ!” he said, covering his eyes. He told afterwards how the little child held out its arms to him, and
how he was forced to cut its gown that the dead hand held.
*
It was election time, and as usual the priest had selected a candidate. His choice was so obviously in the
interests of the squatter,\fn{ A note reads: Owner of a big sheep farm } that Peter Hennessey’s reason, for once in his life,
had over-ridden superstition, and he had dared promise his vote to another. Yet he was uneasy, and every time he
woke in the night (and it was often) he heard the murmur of his mother’s voice. It came through the partition, or
under the door. If through the partition, he knew she was praying in her bed; but when the sounds came under the
door, she was on her knees before the little altar in the corner that enshrined the statue of the Blessed Virgin and
Child.
“Mary, Mother of Christ! save my son! Save him!” prayed she in the dairy as she strained and set the evening’s milking. “Sweet Mary! for the love of Christ, save him!”
The grief in her old face made the morning meal so bitter, that to avoid her he came late to his dinner. It made
him so cowardly, that he could not say goodbye to her, and when night fell on the eve of the election day, he rode
off secretly.
He had thirty miles to ride to the township to record his vote. He cantered briskly along the great stretch of
plain that had nothing but stunted cottonbush to play shadow to the full moon, which glorified a sky of earliest
spring. The bruised incense of the flowering clover rose up to him, and the glory of the night appealed vaguely to
his imagination, but he was preoccupied with his present act of revolt.
Vividly he saw his mother’s agony when she would find him gone. At that moment, he felt sure, she was
praying.
“Mary! Mother of Christ!”
He repeated the invocation, half unconsciously. And suddenly, out of the stillness, came Christ’s name to him
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—called loudly in despairing accents.
“For Christ’s sake! Christ’s sake! Christ’s sake!” called the voice.
Good Catholic that he had been, he crossed himself before he dared to look back. Gliding across a ghostly
patch of pipe-clay, he saw a white-robed figure with a babe clasped to her bosom. All the superstitious awe of his
race and religion swayed his brain. The moonlight on the gleaming clay was a “heavenly light” to him, and he
knew the white figure not for flesh and blood, but for the Virgin and Child of his mother’s prayers. Then, good
Catholic that once more he was, he put spurs to his horse’s sides and galloped madly away.
His mother’s prayers were answered. Hennessey was the first to record his vote—for the priest’s candidate.
Then he sought the priest at home, but found that he was out rallying the voters. Still, under the influence of his
blessed vision, Hennessey would not go near the public-houses, but wandered about the outskirts of the town for
hours, keeping apart from the townspeople, and fasting as penance. He was subdued and mildly ecstatic, feeling
as a repentant chastened child, who awaits only the kiss of peace.
And at last, as he stood in the graveyard crossing himself with reverent awe, he heard in the gathering twilight
the roar of many voices crying the name of the victor at the election. It was well with the priest.
Again Hennessey sought him. He was at home, the housekeeper said, and led him into the dimly-lighted study.
His seat was immediately opposite a large picture, and as the housekeeper turned up the lamp, once more the face
of the Madonna and Child looked down on him, but this time silently, peacefully. The half-parted lips of the
Virgin were smiling with compassionate tenderness; her eyes seemed to beam with the forgiveness of an earthly
mother for her erring but beloved child!
He fell on his knees in adoration. Transfixed, the wondering priest stood, for, mingled with the adoration, “My
Lord and my God!” was the exaltation. “And hast Thou chosen me?”
“What is it, Peter?” said the priest.
“Father,” he answered reverently, and with loosened tongue he poured forth the story of his vision.
“Great God!” shouted the priest, “and you did not stop to save her! Have you not heard?”
*
Many miles further down the creek a man kept throwing an old cap into a waterhole.
The dog would bring it out and lay it on the opposite side to where the man stood, but would not allow the man
to catch him, though it was only to wash the blood of the sheep from his mouth and throat, for the sight of blood
made the man tremble.
5.127 Fourteen Fathoms By Quetta Rock\fn{by Randolph Bedford (1868-1941)} Sydney, New South Wales,
Australia (M) 5
The palm-fronds threshed softly. Night to midnight the land breeze became too strong for anything but the
frangipani scent; the palm-fronds threshed through the air saturated with moonlight; the red lamp on the jetty
showed as a purple stain.
The last of the pilots of Torres Straits\fn{ The name of the body of water between Cape York Peninsula and the southern coast
of Papua New Guinea, “very shallow” and “filled with a maze of reefs and islands”. Quetta Rock is in the middle of the channel, near
Albany Island:W,H} went to bed; the Grand Hotel of Thursday Island closed its bar; but the two barefoot men on the

verandah talked on the topic that had lasted since dusk—the wreck of the Pandora—and one man, Pipon, tried to
soothe the other, Moresby, who talked without ceasing of the wreck and twenty thousand pounds’ worth of pearls.
“Can we get a launch, Jim?” he asked.
“I told you no,” replied Pipon. “Bear up, old man; y’ can have a lugger.”\fn{ “A small sailing ship with two or three
masts and a lugsail on each.”:W}
“A lugger and a dead calm? It would be worse than waiting her.”
“Well, quiet a bit!”
“Quiet! How can I be—when I am in a fever to be there?” He looked south as if trying to make out the coast of
Australia, now the ghost of a shadow in the moon haze and sea blur.”
“What could you do if you were, Martin?”
“I could stand by the wreck; I could—”
“You couldn’t do any good. It’s lucky Phil Regard is coming tomorrow. He’s the British India diver. He’ll do
all there is to be done.”
“My pearls, Tom! The big one and nine ounces of the little ones. Oyley was bringing them up. What depths did
the Pandora sink in?”
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“Nobody knows, old man, or how she went. The skipper was a good man—exempt, too. Knew every key and
every inch of reef—and there’s millions of ’em.”
“It was my rotten luck, Tom, to miss the Pandora by five minutes and then pick up the Maranea to catch her
here, and find when I did get here that she’d sunk fifty or a hundred miles south. And there’s my pearls—Oyley
was taking charge of them—and then I missed the ship. Oh, gimme a raft and I’ll start!”
“Not you! Come on, take a fool’s advice and sleep. You’ll leave it all to Phil Regard.”
The grass trees rustled softly to the poinciana as the men went to bed; the breeze strengthened to a wind and
replaced perfume with a taste of salt; from the verandah above a man began to whimper—a man that had seen
death and terror and was now dreaming it all over again and shrieking out the story in his recurrent nightmare—
the one survivor of the Pandora, who had been picked up by a pearling lugger.
“She’s going! Two minutes—you can’t get the boats out of the chocks. Why didn’t they have boat practice?
You can’t! You can’t! Don’t scream, women—dear women, don’t scream—its better to drown than—Ah, my God,
the sharks! The sharks!”
*
Druce, the pilot of Torres Straits, boarded that slow, comfortable, old-time high-pooped steamer of the teaclipper type, the Airlie, at Goode Island, and brought her up in the early dawn to the wharf at Thursday. A big,
brown-eyed man was the first to land; he was a man in a hurry—in a hurry for news, at least. He waited for
neither bath nor breakfast, but aroused an irritated postmaster and begged so for telegrams that the postmaster
gave him his mail long before the beginning of office hours. There were many newspapers, and he did not look to
them; a dozen letters, all man-directed and official, and he put them in his pocket.
A bitter disappointment settled on his face—the letter from the beloved was not there. He found new hope in
the telegrams. Alas! they were as the letters; and his heart was heavy then. This diver, who knew no fear that he
could not fight down, fought against his disappointment and could not conquer it.
“I telegraphed her from Darwin, and she hasn’t wired a reply. She’s thoughtless, not cruel, not cruel—my girl.”
He took from his pocket-book a photograph; looked at it and put it back again.
“God bless her! I’ll telegraph again, and in seven days we’ll be together—for a month, anyhow. But—she
might have made sure of not missing the post; a letter would make me a king today.”
He returned to duty by taking a telegram from his pockets, and a fierce resentment held him for a moment as
he read it:
ďĀčðĎđĀ ĒĔčĊ. ċĎĂĀēĄ ĖđĄĂĊ. Ĉą čĎē ĈČďĎĒĒĈāċĄ, đĄĂĎĕĄđ ĆĎċă, ĒćĈď’Ē
ďĀďĄđĒ. ā.ď. ďđĎĕĈăĄ ēĔĆ Āčă ēĄčăĄđ. ČĀĊĄ ĒďċĄčăĈă ēĄđČĒ. Xėėėėėėė.
So he would not see her in a week—happiness was to be postponed again. He thought of the long two months
of salvage diving in the Flores Sea. Three months since he had seen her, and now there was to be another fortnight
of hunger for her! But hope came to his comfort.
“Another year and I’ll have made enough to retire on, with this new chance. Then no separation!”
So he went to Burns Philip, and arranged for the departure of the little steamer, hired diving tenders and had
his diving gear brought from the Airlie’s hold. It was then that Moresby found him—Moresby of the drowned
pearls; and the commission made Phil Regard almost gay.
“Oyley had ’em,” said Morsby. “I gave them to him to mind because I was gong on a spree in Brisbane.”
“Was he straight d’ye think?”
“I think so. He put ’em in a little steel box in his trunk—he had his own pearls in the box—and his wife had
the key on a chain round her neck.”
“What was the number of his cabin, and what was he like?”
“A dark, red-mustached chap—cabin number 41-43B, port side, near the music room.
“You know the ship?”
“I tell you I sailed on her from Sydney to Brisbane and lost my passage at Brisbane through going to the races.
I gave the pearls to Oyley when I was going ashore. But you will get ’em again, mate?”
“I don’t know. Nobody knows where she foundered. But if I do?”
“Five hundred pounds.”
With the lack of ceremony characteristic of the latitude, every man in the bar joined in the conversation.
“Five hundred pounds!” said Druce, the pilot. “Five hundred pounds for dredgin’ fifteen or twenty thousand
pounds out o’ the Pacific Ocean! It’s worth that to find the old hulk that hit the rock somewhere, and did me out o’
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pilot fees.”
“I though it wouldn’t be hard to find the wreck,” said Moresby. “If—”
“Oh,” replied Druce, “if your aunt had whiskers she’d be your uncle. Why, I know ten wrecks about here that
no man knows the name of—ships that were never missed. You know, too, don’t you, Dan’l?” An old man, bent
and wizened, replied quaveringly,
“I’ve seen below me—when I’ve been down—old Spanish ships an’ old Dutch ships an’ old Portugees down
below; me in twenty fathoms water an’ them deep below, me man—”
“Twenty fathoms—too much,” said the big diver. “I’ve got a girl at home and she wants me. Fifteen fathoms is
all I care to go.”
“Aa-ah!” said the old diver, nipping with his strong and crooked fingers the arm and leg muscles of Phil
Regard, “I was as strong and straight as ye; but deep divin’ and showin’ off above the other min, an’ takin’ no
notice o’ the shootin’ pains in me legs—callin’ it rheumatics, an’ all the time ’tis the paralyser warnin’ ye. An’ then
twenty-three fathom I went, an’ hauled up—I was a cripple.”
He laughed as he spoke, but there was in his eye a tear of sorrow for his own dead strength; and, to cover his
self-pity, he said, with a feeble attempt at gaiety:
“But ’tis only here I am a cripple! Put me down in fifteen or twenty fathom and give me the pressure on my
skin again an’ a four-knot tide, an’ I’ll fly along the floorin’ of the sea like a sunbird.”
“And you’re offering five hundred pounds for the chance of that?” said Druce to Moresby. “Open your heart,
Moresby.”
“A thousand, then,” said Moresby. “I want to be fair, and it’s all to nothing.”
“It isn’t,” said Phil Regard. “I’ve got to go below on another contract, and you think I’ve only got to open a
cabin door and take a key from some poor dead woman and open a box. But that means two extra corners to go
round, and the more corners the more chances of fouling. It’s your pearls to my life. I want a certainty.”
“Here y’ are, then,” said Moresby. “A hundred pounds for opening the cabin door and I’ll take your word for it,
and a thousand if you bring back the pearls.”
“It’s a deal,” agreed Phil Regard.
*
The warning bell of the Airlie clanged, and Druce departed to his pilotage. Phil Regard, as yet only half
resigned, saw the steamer that should have borne him south disappear down the channel, rounding the Residency,
and so away to open sea; then he resolutely put regrets behind him and went to his tug and tender to prepare for
his attempt to find a few thousand tons of foundered metal in an immensity of blue.
The survivor of the Pandora had become quiet enough to talk of the wreck.
“I was steerage steward,” he said. “Mister, I can’t think! Stay by me, mister—don’t leave me alone.”
“Hold on to my coat, if you like. I’ll stand by.”
“We never had a boat practice—rottin’ in the chocks, the boats were. It was about eleven at night—moonlight,
quiet; y’ could hear the scrapin’ of shovels in the stoke-hole on the flat sheets, and the noise came up the ventilators. An’ not a ripple. An’ there I’m smokin’ by the rail, waitin’ till I can sneak out on the boat deck to sleep—the
glory hole being so hot. An’ then it comes. It seemed to get her amidships—that was because she was drawing a
lot more water aft. Only one man came out of the engine-room. The quiet people in the cabins had the best death.
Sharks got all the deck lot. She ran a minute or two an’ I saw the water risin’ closer up—an’ loosed a raft and went
over. It was like hell, mister, the howls. Her decks blew up amidships. … An’ then on the raft I see white fire
cutting the water all over, criss-crossin’ it. It was sharks. An’ then a yell, an’ more criss-crossin’ of fire, an’ another
yell.”
“I know! I know!” said Phil Regard, soothingly. “Don’t think of it! Help me. Tell me where you think she went
down.”
“I can’t help thinkin’ of it. Oh—oh!”
“Steady! Steady! Take a pull at yourself. Where did she go down?”
“A girl of twenty or so—I heard her singing in the saloon the night before—a song about Mine, Forever Mine,
an’ her husband lookin’ at her as if he was dyin’ for her while she was singin’. He was swimmin’ with her when
the sharks too him; an’ I beat the sea with me ’ands an’ brought the raft close, an’ I was bringin’ her up to the raft
—swish! Comes the shark fire, an’ she went, too.”
The diver’s eyes grew moist at that; he thought of his beloved safe at home, and the tragedy touched him
nearly. But he said again:
“Where’s the Pandora?”
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“I drifted to an island, an’ then I went mad, an’ the lugger found me.”
“Today is Wednesday. When did the Pandora sink? Now, think—listen! We may pick up somebody yet. Tell
me.”
“She sank on Monday night.”
“Where?”
“We made twelve knots to Cape Grenville; then we slowed to ten.”
“What time at Cape Grenville?”
The survivor of the Pandora wrinkled his brows as if thought were a physical pain, and replied: “Twelve
o’clock in the mornin’. Y’ can’t find her—she’d got no masts, on’y hydraulic winchpoles.”
Phil Regard, with the dividers in his hand, said inquiringly:
“And she struck at eleven in the night?”
“It might have been later.”
“We’ll go on that. Where were you picked up?”
“The lugger came from Bushby Island.”
Regard pricked off one hundred and ten miles on the chart.
“Somewhere east of Newcastle Bay,” he said.
*
Before noon he had left Thursday Island, taking the direct track with his light-draught tugboat east between
Tuesday and Horn Islands; and then, after easting Mount Adolphus Island and threading\fn{ The text has: thridding}
the reefs to the south of it, steering south through the turquoise of shallow water and into the sapphire of deep sea,
he ran south to Bushby Island and then east over reefs and then north again, and then west, and then zigzag. And
the next day he drove slowly over a blackness in the coral bed; a monstrous black thing surrounded by lazy
sharks; the Pandora—almost on an even keel and sunk in fourteen fathoms.\fn{ 42 feet}
With a little reluctance, Regard made the preparations necessary for such as dive in dress and helmet, and
shaved the mustache that had grown since he had dived in the Flores Seas. The growing of the mustache had been
an innocent vanity for the pleasure of his wife, who objected to his professionally beardless face, just as the new
suit was for her benefit and not to be worn until the day of happy meeting, that he might shine all freshly in her
eyes. Then, in the warm shadow of the white awning he stripped and donned the many woolen undergarments and
the canvas dress, with its water-tight red-rubber bands at wrists and ankles.
The tender put on his feet the great brass-toed boots of twenty-eight pounds weight; and when he had climbed
to the ladder and placed his feet upon the rungs, they screwed his twenty-eight pound copper helmet on the collarring and hung thirty-eight pounds of lead upon his breast and thirty-eight pounds of lead at his back. Lifeline,
piping, corselet, helmet, brass boots and leaden weight complete, the men at the pump began to turn; the tender
screwed the face-glass into the helmet and tapped upon it as a signal; the pumps lifted the pressure of the weights
from the diver’s chest.
The air thudded irritatingly into the copper prison that was the helmet; the sense of confinement and the close
smell of the natural breathing element of man unnaturally compressed, returned to Phil Regard. He thought of the
wife in Sydney—the last thought of the divinity before bracing himself to work that had the chance of death in it
always, though use had brought danger into contempt; then he opened the valve and dropped easily and gently
into the caresses of the water.
The black corpse of the Pandora seemed to rise to him. He closed the valve and sank as through a cataract of
feathers. Avoiding the deck, he dropped to the bottom for a survey of the hull. Moving lightly as a feather-weight,
Regard studied the situation.
All about him stretched tangles of seaweed and coral and white walks between the spongy copses and the
brakes. A yellow water-snake followed his every movement with curious imitation, and a white fish circled
around his helmet so that a green hand must have become dizzy. From a rift in the rock wavered the tentacles of a
devil-fish, feeling its way to crime with every cup and sucker. …
The weight of ocean pressed the diver softly in his armor of the air; his body felt as if stroked by the silky
hands of the caressing sea. And then from the great tunnel in the hull of the Pandora came floating the horrors of
the deep.
Used as he was to these cruel cowards, in the light of the story of the bride who had died in the wreck, they
held for him a new horror, and for a moment he was afraid. Their gorged habit, their slow, plethoric movements,
their dull eyes, forgetting for a moment to be greedy, told the tale. Regard felt almost physically sick. All those
eyes looked at him threateningly, contemptuously; the little fish that swam up to his face-glass and gazed at him
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did not seem to be frightened as quickly as usual by the movement of his hands.
The sharks came nearer, and Regard, lifting the rubber wristband, shot air at them in a succession of silver
bullets, and the cowards became energetic and fled. A carpet-bag shark, the incarnation of filthy malevolence,
hovered above him until Regard turned the escape valve on his helmet and shot a madness of fear into the horrible
thing.
He finished his survey of the hull with difficulty. For an hour Regard rested and fed; then he went to the ladder,
and was loaded and imprisoned again, and sank to the deck of the Pandora.
*
His retinue of enemies left him at the entrance to the saloon; but the small fish, their brilliance seeming to light
the half-gloom, swam into the depths and in and out of the portholes—“like schoolboys playing a game,” thought
Phil Regard. Even there some little things had begun already to benefit by the fall of greatness; little pearl shells
as big as a thumb-nail had here spun their byssus\fn{ Filaments} to tie them to the saloon stairs, hiding their
weakness in this unexpected asylum.
“All this death to make a safe hiding-place for a shell,” thought Regard bitterly, as he walked on tiptoe through
this silent world where all values of vision were distorted.
He talked to himself, and the words reverberated to him from the helmet: “I’ll bring dynamite and a wire down
and blow the specie-room open, rig a winch, and haul out the gold boxes. That’ll be tomorrow. And while I’m
here I’ll do the horrible job—Moresby’s pearls.”
He opened a cabin door; two fish fled through the port-hole and the body of a woman came at him in the swirl
of the water. The dead face struck his helmet. Regard cried out in horror, and backed away. But in a moment he
caught his courage and closed the porthole; then he shut the cabin door again and went to the next. He could not
distinguish the letter denoting the corridor nor the number either.
He opened an inner cabin and a drowned man came out and struck him. He opened another and there were in it
a dead man and a dead woman trying with her floating skirts to hide a little child from the sea. Horror gripped the
diver as with fingers of cold steel.
Yet his duty was to be done, and he did it. He found B corridor, and the first cabin had in it a dead girl with her
hands clasped as if she still prayed. He closed the cabin reverently and came to another, in which an old man and
an old woman had died in their bed-places; and then to an outer cabin opposite the one he had first entered. The
light was better there; he saw that this was B41 at last.
The lock of B41 did not yield to the lifting of the handle, so Regard inserted the point of his small axe between
the door and the beading and levered it open. Two bodies, those of a man and a woman—the man’s as if he had
died standing, the woman’s in the lower berth floating up against the wires of the upper berth—moved queerly in
the disturbed liquid, as if they were alive.
“Porthole closed,” muttered Regard to himself, trying not to look at the dead for a moment. “He had the fan
going—the lever’s on the top speed.”
He looked at the body of the man, and turned him around in the water.
“That’ll be the man Moresby gave the pearls to. Oyley was the name, and he looks it. There’s the trunk under
the berth. And this poor soul has the key round her neck. I can’t do it. But I promised. I’ll do it tomorrow. No;
better now—get it done with. Forgive—whoever you are, forgive me. Young, too, and pretty.” With a shaking
hand and covering his face, he touched the woman’s neck, and there he felt the necklet and the key.
“It’s horrible. I’ll have to use both hands for the fastening.”
As if he were physically afraid of it, he looked back at the sinister dead man floating near the porthole; then,
swiftly and without looking, he unfastened the necklet and held it up—a necklet and a key. The movement floated
the body from its position against the springs of the upper berth; it turned upright, floating by his head—through
the little circle of the face-glass its dead eyes looked sorrowfully into his own.
And then—madness! Unbelief! Doubt! Unbelief again! And again madness, clamored through his brain. The
air seemed to be withdrawn; the helmet became a mountain of copper; the weights upon his back and breast were
each a ton of lead. He looked at the necklet—yes, it was so! He had given it. He realized it, and it sank to the ooze
upon the sodden carpet. He looked at the bracelet of opal before the mirror, and recognized it , too; and then at the
dead woman gazing at him mournfully with eyes that seemed to plead:
“Forgive; I have been punished and repented so; forgive.”
Still unbelieving, but stunned, he pushed the dead man through the door. Then he turned back and re-entered
the cabin. There could be no doubt—no doubt!
He left her there and fastened the cabin door behind him. And then his heart broke.
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He could not live! With his last conscious instinct he hacked with uncertain hand at the airpipe and missed it;
then the weight of all the ocean settled on his heart and he wavered to the floor.
He had a conscientious tender. At that sudden jag upon the lifeline the tender hauled carefully, and by that luck
which shames the best judgment, drew Philip Regard safely through the alleyway to the deck of the Pandora, and
up to sunlight.
But they might as well have left him there, for the strong man who had dived never returned to the surface.
*
“Beats me!” said Druce, looking pityingly at the withered wreck that sat every day through all the daylight
hours of every day, upon the veranda of Thursday Island Hospital.
“Can’t understand it. A fine, big, strong world-beater of a man paralyzed in fourteen fathoms. It beats me!”
5.132 The Expulsion Of Annie Johns\fn{by Ethel Florence Robertson aka Henry Handel Richardson (1870-1946)}
Melbourne, Victoria, Australia (F) 3
You might regulate your outward habit to the last button of what you were expected to wear; you might
conceal the tiny flaws and shuffle over the big improprieties in your home life, which were likely to damage your
value in the eyes of your companions; you might, in brief, march in the strictest order along the narrow road laid
down for you by these young lawgivers, keeping perfect step and time with them: yet of what use were all your
pains, if you could not marshal your thoughts and feelings—the very realest part of you—in rank and file as well?
… if these persisted in escaping control?—
Such was the question which, about this time, began to present itself to Laura’s mind.
*
It first took form on the day Miss Blount, the secretary, popped her head in at the door and announced:
“At half-past three, Class Two to Number One.”
Class Two was taking a lesson in elocution: that is to say, Mr. Repton, the visiting master for this branch of
study, was reading aloud, in a sonorous voice, a chapter of Handy Andy.\fn{Handy Andy. A Tale of Irish Life (London:
George Routledge and Sons, 1841, by Samuel Lover (1797-1868), Irish novelist. W,H } He underlined his points heavily, and his
hearers, like the self-conscious, emotionally shy young colonials they were, felt half amused by, half superior, to
the histrionic display. They lounged in easy, ungraceful postures while he read, reclining one against another, or
sprawling forward over the desks, their heads on their arms.
It was the first hour after dinner, when one’s thoughts were sleepy and stupid, and Mr. Repton was not a
pattern disciplinarian; but the general abandonment of attitude had another ground as well. It had to do with the
shape of the master’s legs. These were the object of an enthusiastic admiration. They were generally admitted to
be the handsomest in the school, and those girls were thought lucky who could get the best view of them beneath
the desk. Moreover, the rumor ran that Mr. Repton had once been an actor—his very curly hair no doubt lent
weight to the report—and Class Two was fond of picturing the comely limbs in the tights of a Hamlet or Othello.
It also, of course, invented for him a lurid life outside the College walls—notwithstanding the fact that he and
his sonsy\fn{Attractuve} wife sat opposite the boarders in church every Sunday morning, the embodiment of the
virtuous commonplace; and whenever he looked at a pupil, every time he singled one of them out for special
notice, he was believed to have an ulterior motive, his words were construed into meaning something they should
not mean: so that the poor man was often genuinely puzzled by the reception of his friendly overtures.—
Such was Class Two’s youthful contribution to the romance of school life.
On this particular day, however, the sudden, short snap of the secretary’s announcement that, instead of dispersing at half past three, the entire school was to reassemble, galvanized the class. Glances of mingled apprehension
and excitement flew round; eyes telegraphed vigorous messages; and there was little attention left for well-shaped
members, or for the antics of Handy Andy under his mother’s bed.
But when the hour came, and all classes were moving in the same direction, verandahs and corridors one
seething mass of girls, it was the excitement that prevailed. For any break was welcome in the uniformity of the
days; and the nervous tension now felt was no more disagreeable, at bottom, than was the pleasant trepidation
experienced of old by those who went to be present at a hanging.
In the course of the past weeks a number of petty thefts had been committed. Day-scholars who left small sums
of money in their jacket pockets would find, on returning to the cloak-rooms, that these had been pilfered. For a
time, the losses were borne in silence, because of the reluctance inherent in young girls to making a fuss. But
when shillings began to vanish in the same fashion, and once even half-a-crown was missing, it was recognized
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that the thing must be put a stop to; and one bolder than the rest, and with a stronger sense of public morality,
lodged complaint. Investigations were made, a trap was set, and the thief discovered.—
The school was now assembled to see justice done.
*
The great room was fuller even than at morning prayers; for then there was always an unpunctual minority. A
crowd of girls who had not been able to find seats was massed together at the further end. As at prayers, visiting
and resident teachers stood in a line, with their backs to the high windows; they were ranged in order of precedence, topped by Dr. Pughson, who stood next to Mr. Strachey’s desk. All alike wore blank, stern faces.
In one of the rows of desks for two-blackened, ink-scored, dusty desks, with eternally dry ink-wells sat Laura
and Tilly, behind them Inez and Bertha. The cheeks of the four were flushed. But, while the others only whispered
and wondered, Laura was on the tiptoe of expectation. She could not get her breath properly, and her hands and
feet were cold. Twisting her fingers in and out, she moistened her lips with her tongue.—
When, oh, when would it begin?
These few foregoing minutes were the most trying of any. For when, in an ominous hush, Mr. Strachey entered
and strode to his desk, Laura suddenly grew calm, and could take note of everything that passed.
The Principal raised his hand, to enjoin a silence that was already absolute.
“Will Miss Johns stand up!”
At these words, spoken in a low, impressive tone, Bertha burst into tears and hid her face in her handkerchief.
Hundreds of eyes sought the unhappy culprit as she rose, then to be cast down and remain glued to the floor.
The girl stood, pale and silly-looking, and stared at Mr. Strachey much as a rabbit stares at the snake that is
about to eat it. She was a very ugly girl of fourteen, with a pasty face, and lank hair that dangled to her shoulders.
Her mouth had fallen half open through fear, and she did not shut it all the time she was on view.
Laura could not take her eyes off the scene:. they traveled, burning with curiosity, from Annie Johns to Mr.
Strachey, and back again to the miserable thief. When, after a few introductory remarks on crime in general, the
Principal passed on to the present case, and described it in detail, Laura was fascinated by his oratory, and gazed
full at him. He made it all live vividly before her; she hung on his lips, appreciating his points, the skillful way in
which he worked up his climaxes.
But then, she herself knew what it was to be poor—as Annie Johns had been. She understood what it would
mean to lack your tram-fare on a rainy morning—according to Mr. Strachey this was the motor impulse of the
thefts—because a lolly-shop\fn{Sweet-shop.} had stretched out its octopus arms after you. She could imagine, too,
with a shiver, how easy it would be, the loss of the first pennies having remained undiscovered, to go on to
threepenny-bits, and from these to sixpences. More particularly since the money had been taken, without exception, from pockets in which there was plenty.
Not, Laura felt sure, in order to avoid detection, as Mr. Strachey supposed, but because to those who had so
much a few odd coins could not matter. She wondered if everyone else agreed with him on this point. How did the
teachers feel about it ?—and she ran her eyes over the row, to learn their opinions from their faces.
But these were as stolid as ever. Only good old Chapman, she thought, looked a little sorry, and Miss Zielinski
—yes, Miss Zielinski was crying! This discovery thrilled Laura—just as, at the play, the fact of one spec-tator
being moved to tears intensifies his neighbor’s enjoyment.—
But when Mr. Strachey left the field of personal narration and went on to the moral aspects of the affair, Laura
ceased to be gripped by him, and turned anew to study the pale, dogged face of the accused, though she had to
crane her neck to do it. Before such a stony mask as this, she was driven to imagine what must be going on behind
it; and, while thus engrossed, she felt her arm angrily tweaked.
It was Tilly.
“You are a beast to stare like that!”
“I’m not staring.”
She turned her eyes away at once, more than half believing her own words; and then, for some seconds, she
tried to do what was expected of her: to feel a decent unconcern.
At her back, Bertha’s purry crying went steadily on. What on earth did she cry for? She had certainly not heard
a word Mr. Strachey said.
Laura fidgeted in her seat, and stole a side glance at Tilly’s profile. She could not, really could not miss the last
scene of all, when, in masterly fashion, the Principal was gathering the threads together. And so, feeling rather like
“Peeping Tom,” she cautiously raised her eyes again, and this time managed to use them without turning her head.
All other eyes were still charitably lowered. Several girls were crying now, but without a sound. And, as the
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last, awful moments drew near, even Bertha was hushed, and of all the odd hundreds of throats not one dared to
cough. Laura’s heart began to palpitate, for she felt the approach of the final climax, Mr. Strachey’s periods
growing ever slower and more massive.
When, after a burst of eloquence which, the child felt, would not have shamed a Bishop, the Principal drew
himself up to his full height, and, with uplifted arm, thundered forth: “Herewith, Miss Annie Johns, I publicly
expel you from the school! Leave it, now, this moment, and never darken its doors again!”— when this happened,
Laura was shot through by an ecstatic quiver, such as she had felt once only in her life before; and that was when
a beautiful, golden-haired Hamlet, who had held a Ballarat theater entranced for a whole evening, fell dead by
Laertes’ sword to the rousing plaudits of the house.
Breathing unevenly, she watched, lynx-eyed, every inch of Annie John’s progress: watched her pick up her
books, edge out of her seat and sidle through the rows of desks; watched her walk to the door with short, jerky
movements, mount the two steps that led to it, fumble with the handle, turn it, and vanish from sight; and when it
was all over, and there was nothing more to see, she fell back in her seat with an audible sigh.
*
It was too late after this for the winding of the snaky line about the streets and parks of East Melbourne, which
constituted the boarders’ daily exercise. They were dispatched to stretch their legs in the garden. Here, as they
walked round lawns and tennis courts, they discussed the main event of the afternoon, and were a little more vociferous than usual, in an attempt to shake off the remembrance of a very unpleasant half-hour.
“I bet you Sandy rather enjoyed kicking up that shindy.”\fn{Ruckus.}
“Did you see Puggy’s boots again? Girls, he must take twelves!”
“And that old blubber of a Ziely’s handkerchief! It was filthy. I told you yesterday I was sure she never washed
her neck.”
Bertha, whose tears had dried as rapidly as sea-spray, gave Laura a dig in the ribs.
“What’s up with you, old Tweedledum? You’re as glum as a lubra.”\fn{ A racist term for a female aborigine}
“No, I'm not.”
“It’s my belief that Laura was sorry for that pig,” threw in Tilly,
“Indeed I wasn’t!” said Laura indignantly.
“Sorry for a thief.”
“I tell you I wasn't”—and this was true. Among the divers feelings Laura had experienced that afternoon, pity
had not been included.
“If you want to be chums with such a mangy beast, you’d better go to school in a lock-up.”
“I don’t know what my father’d say, if he knew I’d been in the same class as a pickpocket,” said the daughter
of a minister from Brisbane. “I guess he wouldn’t have let me stop here a week.” Laura went one better.
“My mother wouldn’t have let me stop a day.”
Those standing by laughed, and a girl from the Riverina said: “Oh, no, of course not!” in a tone that made Laura wince, and regret her readiness.
*
Before tea, she had to practice.
The piano stood in an outside classroom, where no one could hear whether she was diligent or idle, and she
soon gave up playing and went to the window. Here, having dusted the gritty sill with her petticoat, she leaned her
chin on her two palms and stared out into the sun-baked garden.
It was empty now, and very still. The streets that lay behind the high palings were deserted in the drowsy heat;
the only sound to be heard was a gentle tinkling to vespers in the neighboring Catholic Seminary. Leaning thus on
her elbows, and balancing herself first on her heels, then on her toes, Laura went on, in desultory fashion, with the
thoughts that had been set in motion during the afternoon.
She wondered where Annie Johns was now, and what she was doing; wondered how she had faced her mother,
and what her father had said to her. All the rest of them had gone back at once to their everyday life; Annie Johns
alone was cut adrift. What would happen to her? Would she perhaps be turned out of the house? … into the streets
?—and Laura had a lively vision of the guilty creature; in rags and tatters, slinking along walls and sleeping under
bridges, eternally moved on by a ruthless London policeman (her only knowledge of extreme destitution being
derived from the woeful tale of Little Jo).—
And to think that the beginning of it all had been the want of a trumpery tram-fare. How safe the other girls
were! No wonder they could allow themselves to feel shocked and outraged; none of them knew what it was not
to have threepence in your pocket. While she, Laura. … Yes, and it must be this same incriminating acquaintance
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with poverty that made her feel differently about Annie Johns and what she had done.
For her feelings had been different—there was no denying that. Did she now think back over the half-hour
spent in Number One, and act honest Injun with herself, she had to admit that her companions’ indignant and
horrified aversion to the crime had not been hers, let alone their decent indifference towards the criminal. No, to
be candid, she had been deeply interested in the whole affair, had even managed to extract an unseemly amount of
entertainment from it.
And that, of course, should not have been. It was partly Mr. Strachey’s fault, for making it so dramatic; but
none the less she genuinely despised herself, for having such a queer inside.
“Pig-pig-pig!” she muttered under her breath, and wrinkled her nose in a grimace.
The real reason of her pleasurable absorption was, she supposed, that she had understood Annie Johns’ motive
better than anyone else.
Well, she had had no business to understand—that was the long and the short of it: nice-minded girls found
such a thing impossible, and turned incuriously away. And her companions had been quick to recognize her difference of attitude, or they would never have dared to accuse her of sympathy with the thief, or to doubt her chorusing assertion with a sneer. For them, the gap was not very wide between understanding and doing likewise. And
they were certainly right.—
Oh! the last wish in the world she had was to range herself on the side of the sinner; she longed to see eye to
eye with her comrades—if she had only known how to do it. For there was no saying where it might lead you, if
you persisted in having odd and peculiar notions; you might even end by being wicked yourself. Let her take a
lesson in time from Annie’s fate. For, beginning perhaps with ideas that were no more unlike those of her schoolfellows than were Laura’s own, Annie was now branded thief and an outcast.—
And the child’s feelings, as she stood at the window, were not very far removed from prayer. Had they found
words, they would have taken the form of an entreaty that she might be preserved from having thoughts that were
different from other people’s; that she might be made to feel as she ought to feel, in a proper, ladylike way—and
especially did she see a companion convicted of crime.
Below all this, in subconscious depths, a chord of fear seemed to have been struck in her as well—the fear of
stony faces, drooped lids, and stretched, pointing fingers. For that night she started up, with a cry, from dreaming
that not Annie Johns but she was being expelled; that an army of spear-like first fingers was marching towards
her, and that, try as she would, she could not get her limp, heavy legs to bear her to the school-room door.
And this dream often returned.
91.46 Why Mollie Wouldn’t\fn{by Edith Lyttleton aka G. B. Lancaster (1874-1945)} “at Clyne Vale, a family sheep
farming property at Epping, near Campbell Town,” Tasmania, Australia (F) 4
“If”— she said, very timidly, and looked at him.
“Please,” she said, louder, and still Terence did not hear.
He had pulled his cart in under the bunch of naked willows, where the bite of the air was less; and he was
whistling, with his hands thrust deep in his ragged pickets and his feet hammering a tattoo on the cart bottom until
the milk cans danced and rattled.
The day was raw with cold. The first touch of sun had drawn the frost from tea-tree and hawthorn hedge and
winter-bitten earth, to set it loose in dripping mist on the tussock-spines and the willow-tendrils, and the backs of
the shivering horses and the edges of the milk cans. A smell of damp blew up from the swamp across the halfstumped paddocks, and a sickly smell of milk blew out from the creamery door, where a cart was unloading.
Again the girl looked at Terence. Except old Michael Oalgliesh, dragging his cans along the platform, there
was no one else in the whole landscape of gray downs and dead timber and lonely winding road. Her lips quivered, and she rubbed her numb hands against them, bringing no relief to either. Then the spirit that was in her
small body plucked up courage, and she called:
“Terence!” Terence ceased his whistling, pulled himself straighter in his seat, and looked at her.
“Was yer speakin’?” he said, distantly.
The girl met his eyes bravely, and there was nothing in either the blue or the gray pair to show that the two had
met last as lovers and parted last as strangers.
“I’ve got my foot caught,” she said. “I can’t get it out, an’ my hands are too cold to unlace my boots.”
Terence slid his long, strong body over the wheel easily, tramped across through the slush of the road that held
icy roughness below it yet, and peered into the cart.
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“Lift yer skirt a bit,” he said, unemotionally.
The girl pulled the poor stuff aside, and Terence’s brows drew together. The rotten bottom of the cart had let
her foot through to the ankle, and jagged edges were wedged round the soft flesh.
“Didn’t I tell yer that there bottom”— he began, bit the words short and swung himself into the cart.
He brought with him a sense of warmth and vitality that called tears to the girl’s eyes in a sudden rush. Then
she felt his hands about her ankle—firm, quick and tender.
“Ah!” she cried, and caught at his collar with a sob of pain.
“Kip still,” said Terence, roughly.
He thrust his fingers down beside the ankle-bone, breaking away the wood in tiny splinters. The thin stocking
was torn and there was blood on the white flesh. He could feel the shudders running through her, and he steeled
his heart. She was half-frozen, half-clad, and half-fed; a day’s work lay behind her, although the sun was not yet
above the hilltops, and another day’s work lay ahead of her. Terence knew. He had been on Mostyn’s selection
daily and nightly in the times when he had helped Mollie Mostyn milk the cows.
He broke away the last splinter and drew the foot out. A trickle of warm blood ran across his fingers. He
dropped the foot, rubbed his hand on his trouser-leg, and said:
“Got anythin’ ter tie around that there?”
Mollie shook her head. Her face was dead-white, and the pinched pain in it hurt Terence through all his big
healthy body. He opened his lips; then pride caught the words before they were said, and twisted them.
“Well, I ain’t got nothin’. Tear a strip outer yer petticut.”
“M-mother’d be angry,” said Mollie, strangling a sob.
Terence stood up in the cart and regarded her. She was so soft and small, so young for the work that was
bowing her slight body, and so utterly untouchable in the pride before which Terence’s own pride was a poor
thing.
“Terence!” yelled Michael Dalgliesh, and brought his pony past at a trot. “Gordon’s waiting on yer; back in.”
Terence turned, stooped to catch the trailing rein, and said shortly:
“I’ll git yer cans in for yer.”
Mollie caught the reins from him.
“I can do it, thanks. Gordon’ll help me,” she said.
Terence dropped out of the cart without a word, and slouched back to the willows; and Mollie’s arms shook as
she backed up to the platform.
“He’s hatin’ me,” she said, under breath. “Let him! I’m hatin’ him worse. I can allers do things harder’n he
can. I’m hatin’ him—dead!”
She did not look at him again until she passed him, turning out to the barren length of road. And then he was
hauling at his old mare with cheerful shouting and he did not see her go by; but he knew. And Mollie knew that he
knew, and she shivered as she drew the old sack round her knees.
“He ain’t the forgivin’ sort,” she said. “An’ I ain’t. I hate him.”
She beat the old spavined crock with her broken stick, and shook the dripping mist from her hair and eyelashes. But her eyes were dry as her heart and soul and she stared into the barren distance ahead that was no more
barren than her life.
Terence had once been the sun and the moon and the stars. Now, twilight and a chill wind were left to her only.
She pulled round to a unmade, muddy road, bumped up it a half mile, and climbed out to open a couple of hurdles
into the paddock. The pain of her ankle sickened her, and for a moment she clung by one lean arm to the gate.
“Terence, Terence!” she said, in half-prayer. Then she straightened.
“I can’t give in,” she whispered. “I won’t. He’s got to do it; an’ I know as he won’t—never.”
Far down on the made road she heard the strong trot of a hearted horse and the rattle of wheels. It was Terence
going home to breakfast. Mollie set her face like flint, and went on across the rough paddocks to the dirty shanty
which she never called “home.”
*
Terence was silent at breakfast. The baby crowed at him and beat his hand with a sticky spoon in a playfulness
that was the usual forerunner of a rollicking romp. But Terence moved his chair and shoveled up his porridge with
no answering laugh in his eyes. The children were shouting for school-books, for slates, for lunches; and the busy
mother, with pluck in her heart and tact at her finger-ends, found time to drop a kiss on the baby’s head and to
stoop to her eldest son.
“Would ye take yer plate near the fire, Terry?” she said. “It musta bin cold, shorely down to the creamery.”
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“I’m all right,” said Terence; and the old man laughed, rubbing the crumbs from his beard.
“A poor peakin’ lookin’ chap, ain’t he, mother? Couldn’t make moren about four o’ thet gell o’ Mostyn’s. I
seed her las’ night. Gosh, there ain’t much ter her but grit. Put her out in a blowin’ wind an’ yer’d never clap eyes
on her agin.”
Carrie tossed her head, speaking with her mouth full.
“That Mrs. Mostyn has a cheek,” she said. “Corned inter our dam paddick chasin’ a hen yest’day. I never saw
no hen. I telled her as she was after our hay, an’ she called me all the names she could lay her tongue on. But I up
an’ give her some lip, I tell yer.”
“You hurry, children, or you’ll be late,” her mother said. “An’ I won’t hev yer talkin’ ter Mrs. Mostyn, Carrie.
She ain’t a nice woman, an’ it’s the wonner ter me as Mollie Mostyn is the gell she is wi’ the mother she’s got.”
“I don’t think sech great chalks o’ Mollie Mostyn,” said Carrie. “A stuck-up thing that won’t never hev no fun
wi’ the boys. Thinks herself too mighty good, an’ she ain’t got a second dress, an’ her boots jes’ brown paper. Got
’em on tick, I s’pose.”
“Shut up!” said Terence, turning on her fiercely. “You got a tongue like a hedge-knife, you little cat. Allers
jaggin’ at someb’dy.”
“Shut up yerself!” retorted Carrie, shaking back her red mop of hair. “Bin givin’ you the go, too, I s’pose. She’s
wantin’ a hearl or the Pre-mire or—”
Terence pushed his chair back, sprang up, and went out, slamming the door.
Carrie giggled shrilly, and the old man looked at the mother.
“She ain’t got her tongue from me, mother,” he said, chuckled into his beard, and followed Terence out to the
woodpile.
Terence was making the chips fly from a tough bit of blackbutt. The old man stood to windward, and spoke.
“I telled Mollie Mostyn las’ night as I’d ast yer ter go over an’ give a hand wi’ the milkin’, times,” he said.
“She’s milkin’ twenty, an’ bringin’ ’em in, too. You useter go an’ give a hand sometimes, didn’t yer?”
Terence swung up his arms, and the red ran to his forehead. In the damp air his breath rose like smoke, and
through it he saw dimly the feeding cows in the paddock, the roll of down, and, on horizon, the wizened line of
gums that marked Mostyn’s selection. Mollie’s pinched face with the brave aloof eyes, Mollie’s torn boot and
stocking, and her bleeding ankle, were pulling the heart out of him. But the stubbornness of his nature would not
give way.
“I telled her I’d ast yer,” said the old man, scraping his pipe. “An’ she won’t hev yer, Terry. Gosh, she can say a
lot in a couple o’ words. ‘I’m not takin’ help,’ she says, wi’ her head up, an’—blime, Terry, but she had me
diddled all right. I was fur beggin’ her pardon fur offerin’—ow!”
A fat chip caught him on the ear; and Terence flung down the axe, and laughed.
“All right,” he said. “I’m not goin’. Will you be yokin’ up while I’m carryin’ this lot inside?”
*
He tramped by the plough through the length of the gray winter day. The crows calling in the windy trees and
the occasional clank of the plough-chains made the only sounds in all the universe, until the children came home
from school and brought the cows in, singing, squabbling, casting sticks and lumps of earth at each other as on
other days.
But just now the noise jagged Terence into unreasoning wrath. He flung down the lines and cursed them in a
wide-sweeping condemnation. Carrie’s shrill retaliation brought the mother out; and Terence answered sulkily,
took the horses to feed, and turned his back on the milking-sheds. Dick went down to the creamery at night, and it
was Terence’s custom to grub stumps in the dam paddock until the light grew too dim. He gathered up his tools,
and swung off down the cow-track with humped shoulders and a clear understanding that the world needed
making over again from the beginning.
The dam paddock bounded Mostyn’s selection. Terence walked to the fence and stared over. Mostyn’s tumbledown shanty was some 500 yards off, and the cow shed was nearer. It had double bails, and in the off one many
times Terence had milked eleven cows to Mollie’s four. A couple of ducks were paddling in the slush before it,
and the keen wind brought to him the dreary flap flap of clothes drying on the line.
That was Mollie’s work. So was the bag cover over the broken dog-kennel, and the pitiful patch of garden, and
the brown paper pasted squarely on the smashed windows. Terence knew. He drew a sharp breath and looked
down the paddock.
The cows were coming slowly; gaunt, wild eyed brutes, halting now and again to drag up some tufty thing that
held promise of chewing. There was no hay or winter feed on Mostyn’s selection. They turned into the yard and
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crawled up to the bails. Mollie put up the slip-rails, went to the house for the buckets, and came out again to face
Terence. She whitened, and put down the buckets as though the shock alone was too heavy for her to bear. But she
did not speak. Terence looked at her—a little dull figure in the midst of a dull day and a duller life. The wind had
bitten lips and hands and cheeks to livid blue, and the pain of her ankle had brought dark rims round the gray
eyes. She limped badly, and the flutter of her skirt showed scantiness of clothing below. She was poverty and
work put into the shape of a young girl: and she saw no future before her but poverty and work.
*
“Mollie,” said Terence awkwardly. “I come over ter give yer a hand.” There had been something of hope in her
eyes. It died suddenly, leaving a blank.
“I can’t let yer, Terence,” she said.
“There—there ain’t nothin’ fur yer ter objec’ ter in that,” said Terence in swift sharpness. Mollie pushed back
the loose hair under her father’s old cap.
“I can’t give yer a little, Terence,” she said sadly. ‘I made up me mind it’d hev ter be all or nothing’. An’ you
know why it isn’t all.” Terence kicked at the slush, frowning heavily.
“I ain’t goin’ to be jawed by no woman,” he said. “I ain’t no worse ’n lots o’ chaps.”
“You’ve got ter be better ’fore I’ll take yer,” said Mollie Mostyn, standing up straight in her rags.
Terence shot a quick glance at her. There were other girls who would take him, unbargaining. He knew that.
But he knew also that he wanted Mollie only.
“I—I was a bit on that night, Mollie, an’ the fellers narked me.\fn{ Annoyed me (in British); Pissed me off (in American):H} ’Sides, every feller cusses at folk sometimes; a woman gits used ter it.”
“Not me. I never gits used ter folk cussin’ at me, an’ I’m never goin’ ter. A man what don’t respec’ a woman an’
act civil to her ain’t never goin’ ter marry me.” She plucked up a fold of her thin patched dress.
“I got ter wear rags that shame me, an’ I got ter hev a father an’ mother that shame me, but I ain’t goin’ ter
marry a man what’ll shame me. I can choose there, an’—I hev choosed.”
Her voice fell on the last words, and the two stood, unmoving. A crow was cawing incessantly on one hoarse
note by the manure heap, and at the bails a cow was lowing. Mollie stooped and picked up the buckets.
“I got ter git along,” she said. “It’ll be dark early. Good-bye!”
*
Terence watched her limp across to the shed. His hands were tight shut and his jaw was hard. In some vague
fashion he felt that his manhood was being tampered with. What right had Mollie to say what he should or should
not do? Who was she to demand that a man should always act civil to her? Would not all the district say that
Terence honored her in taking her from a humpy like this, from a mother who was drunken and brutal, and a
father who was doing five years in gaol?
And Mollie? Mollie said that he had got to be better than the mates he went with in the township before she
would take him.
He drew a long breath, staring at her. Behind the cow shed a streak of red, like a weal on livid flesh, lay across
the dulling sky. The line of wizened gums moaned in the wind. Night was coming—drearily, icily, dumbly, as all
the nights had come since Mollie and he had parted.
Mollie locked the roan cow into the bail, drew up a candle-box and settled to the milking. He heard the first
tinkle of the stream in the bucket. It was slow and uneven. Mollie’s hands were too cold. Such little bits of hands.
Something caught him like a grip on his throat. He crossed the yard swiftly, pulled Mollie’s head away from
the cow’s side, and held it close against his shoulder.
“Mollie,” he said, half sternly, “I love yer. I can’t help it—I love yer.”
For a second Mollie clung to him, sobbing. Then she pushed him off.
“No,” she said, “that won’t do. You got ter give more ’n jes’ love, Terence. That won’t last by itself. You got ter
give more.”
Her voice was broken by exhaustion, but she looked at him steadily, and her lips were firm. And Terence
looked away towards the roan cow munching her scanty feed, and his face was thunder-black again.
“I ain’t askin’ too much,” said Mollie, quietly. “A man what bullies his wife an’ cusses at her in front o’ folk
ain’t respectin’ her an’ he ain’t respectin’ hisself, neither. I’m goin’ ter hev you respectin’ us both if ever we git
married, Terence.”
The quiver in the voice softened Terence’s answer.
“What d’ yer want me ter tell yer, then?”
“I telled yer before. You got ter give me yer word as you’ll think o’ me always as somethin’ yer loves an’
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respec’s, an’ not as one o’ yer hosses workin’ in the plough. I won’t ast yer if yer’ll kip yer word. You wouldn’t
fin’ it so hard ter give if yer didn’t mean keepin’ it.”
Terence got up.
“Ef you’re startin’ out ter be the boss aready,’ he said, ‘I’m thinkin’ I’m well shut on yer. Good-day.”
“Good-day,” said Mollie, steadily.
*
She bent again to her milking, and Terence crossed the yard and climbed the deadwood fence. Then he stood
still, looking back. A sudden flare of angry light from the low sun struck over the old cart, drawn against the
fence. The hole in the bottom quivered black through the bit of old sacking tacked over it. Mollie had neither saw
nor wood for stouter mending.
In the cow-bail Mollie pressed her head to the rough cow-hair, milking blindly.
Life was empty: empty, and dry, and cold, and she herself had thrust Terence, in his strong, vigorous, warmblooded youth, away from her.
And she was so cold … so cold …
And then Terence’s arms came round her.
“Mollie,” he said. “Tell me how yer wants me ter say it. Gosh, old girl, I think you’ve learned me ter do it,
anyways.”
89.62 Lord Of The Hills\fn{by Henry G. Lamond (1885-1969)} Carl Creek, north Queensland, Australia (M) 5
Hills rough and low were piled one behind the other in endless confusion. Each was clothed waist-deep in
graying spinifex,\fn{A note reads: A genius of chiefly Australian grasses, the seeds of which bear an elastic spine.} through which
white boulders of rock shone and reflected the sun, and the whole was bathed in the searing light and burning heat
of midday peculiar to western Queensland. A faint shimmer of dancing heat-waves lay low over the spinifex, and
above the eternal hawks wheeled on still wings.
A wallaroo doe burst through the scattered fringe of gidgee-trees which skirted the base of one of the hills. She
paused irresolute, and then headed straight up the hill. She was darker than her kangaroo cousin of the plains,
being gray-brown to almost black. She was sturdier, wider of shoulder and more heavily muscled. Though she
lacked the slim agility of the kangaroo it was more than compensated by her added strength.
She was used to hopping up hills. She leaned farther forward than a kangaroo in action, and her bounds were a
shade higher without having the same length. Her strength showed in the muscles rippling under her skin when
she moved. Between her hind legs as she hopped up the hill her distended pouch showed like the swollen udder of
a dairy cow. Inside that pouch a joey almost fit to leave its mother peeped over the edge and surveyed the world as
it passed by.
That doe was startled—palpably afraid of something—and her actions bespoke her need of pace. She was
hampered by the swaying weight and the unwieldy shape of her pouch. Yet, notwithstanding that handicap, she
swept up the hill, taking rough places and boulders in her stride, and her pace was a thing at which to marvel.
Behind that doe sounded the quick patter of racing paws. There came the harsh panting for breath, the rustle of
hurtling bodies, and three dingoes burst through the trees from which the doe had come. Red as the setting sun,
cruel beyond belief, with a stamina which knew no end, they were silent always in their foul work. They spread
fan-shape, and labored in their action as they followed the doe up the hill. They gained slightly for a while; but
when they entered the thick spinifex and reached the rougher slopes then the doe more than held her own. Those
brambly growths hindered the dogs; and they floundered over stones which the doe took in her stride.
The doe leaned forward farther, and her muscles corded and cracked as she gathered herself together for her
bounds. She knew the death which pursued her; knew the value of the life she carried in the swaying pouch
between her legs; knew instinctively all the rules of the hunt and the laws of evasion. And suddenly a wall of rock
appeared before her—a steep bluff up which she could not hop, and precipitous to the extent of forcing a detour.
The doe seemed to turn while in the air and in the middle of a bound. Then she sped along the well-worn pad
which ran at the base of the bluff.
The dingoes had noticed the sudden turn. They drew across and cut an angle to intercept the doe. The one
which had been running on the right eased its pace slightly to make the meeting at the point of the bluff; the two
behind drew within striking distance. They had played that game before. It was an instinct with them. They knew,
though it might take days, they could run down that doe in time. They also knew, if they could but turn a fleeing
animal, then the load of fear which it carried would paralyze it, making it a nerveless thing without the power to
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resist, sapping its stamina and leaving it bereft of cunning or reason.
The doe was, literally, going for her life. Her eyes stared, and strings of saliva floated from her lips. She
reached the end of the bluff. She was on the point of turning it when a red demon with snapping jaws appeared
before her. She stuttered in her stride, shuffling her feet, then turned and sped in a new direction. But the harm had
been done; she had turned. Her faith in her power of flight had been shattered. And before the doe had taken two
bounds in the new direction another red devil sprang beside her and turned her again.
She never hesitated: she turned and raced down hill for a distance until momentarily free of her pursuers. With
an action almost too fast for the eye to follow, something happened. There was a blur of movement, a stumble, a
little cloud of dust and the doe appeared to be struggling on the ground while her joey hopped away at right angles
to the course she had been taking. Always, without exception, the ’roo mother jettisoned her joey when turned in
flight and when in the last extremity. Without exception, the mother ’roo herself falls when she throws her joey
free.
When that joey was thrown free, and he started with his absurd clockwork jerks of hops on the hill, the dingoes
turned to follow him. That was easy game. But even as they turned another figure met their eyes—the old doe
struggling on the ground. They turned in a stride, snapping back, and sprang at the prostrate figure which struggled on the ground so close to them. That was an easier win, simpler to take, and, in size, more worth the taking.
The doe floundered again as she made an effort to rise. She knew how to juggle inches and to play split seconds with the game of death. When she had taken the slayers’ attention from her joey, giving him time to make
good his escape, then she would be free to save her own life. Unhampered by the weight in her pouch, she could
outpace those dogs up hill and through rough places, and her instinct would guide her to other mobs of wallaroos,
to blind her tracks with theirs and to lose herself among them. She lingered to make her ruse complete. When the
hot breath of the leading dog was ruffling her coat she bounded to spring away. But one marble-size pebble rolled
beneath her feet. She went down in a surge of red bodies, and choked as the spouting blood gushed to her throat.
*
The joey hopped away and was soon lost to sight among the spinifex. Over the brow of the hill he dived into a
thick clump, and there, with the peculiar scentlessness which is the best protection of a concealed young thing, he
stayed till night. Motionless, with his head tucked in and his tail curled about his body, he became part of the earth
and of the growing vegetation about him, merely by the act of staying still.
When night came the joey picked up the pads of his fellows and hopped to the watering-place. That was a
mickery in the hills—an underground water which the ’roos had smelt out and which they made available by
scratching to a depth of nearly twelve inches. Here the joey mingled with others of his kind. He was cuffed and
bitten and knocked sprawling when he attempted to mate with others older than himself. He was pounded and
repulsed when he tried to force his way to water. Finally, the mob tolerated him, and after the others had finished,
he had his drink. When the mob of about a dozen fed out from the mickery, the joey went with them. There was
the old lord of the mob, brown almost to blackness, and scarred with the weals of many battles. There were half a
dozen does—some with joeys, and some unhampered. There were two or three bachelor bucks, with the same
number of maiden does—fliers, these latter were called. That constituted the mob. And following behind, feeling
his way tentatively and trying to ingratiate himself, was the orphaned and outcast joey.
The mob fed during the night. In the morning they were lying on the eastern side of the slope of the hills,
basking in the sun and dozing. Some were throwing dust over themselves, warding off the flies, raking it and
tossing it in an almost human fashion with their hand-like front paws; some were picking at the short shoots of
spinifex and nibbling tussocks of wire grass; odd ones were scattered about in various attitudes; the joey was
sitting in the standing posture of his kind out in an open space. Above, two wedge-tailed eagles soared and swung
in vast circles, gliding on motionless wings.
The joey stiffened suddenly, jerking himself to attention. Some age-old instinct warned him and in warning
prompted him to take the right course to defend himself. A black thunderbolt in feathers was striking straight at
him from behind. An eagle had marked him for a meal. The joey never moved. He may have heard the wind
whistling through those taut feathers; he might have gauged the distance; perhaps, and more than likely, he acted
without reason and trusted merely to the promptings of a blind instinct. But when that hissing death was within
inches of him, and when already those talons were clutching to take him, the joey fell backwards—without
warning, with no premonitory intimation of his action, and suddenly and instantly as if blasted by a bullet fired
from in front of him. That was the only way to evade the death which rode in the skies. The bird dared not alter
the angle of its swoop when only bare inches separated it from the ground.
The eagle swept past, tapping the earth with its breast feathers as it swung in a grand loop to regain its altitude.
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Then the joey bundled himself together and dived for the shelter of the thick spinifex.
The second eagle followed in the course taken by the first one. As one ’roo mother was tucking her young in
her pouch the second eagle drew its rigid wing-tips across her face. It breasted up and swung over. In a baffling
cloud of feathers and smashing pinions it frightened that doe to her feet, bewildering her. She was too big to fear
the eagles’ attacks. But in her flurried fear she sought to escape from the horror which flustered her; she fled, her
joey following behind her.
Before that joey had taken a dozen hops after its mother an eagle brushed its nose with its wing. That brought
it up all standing. As the bewildered figure stood there a mighty vortex of rushing wings sounded above it, and for
the space of half-a-second the other bird rested on its shoulders, behind its neck. It was enough. Those master
slayers of the air knew the science of murder. The young ’roo hopped aimlessly in erratic circles,. with some
nerve center numbed, then fell to the ground in a twitching heap.
The old man of the mob raised himself from the ground, and with some telepathic message called the attention
of the mob. They followed him as he led the way to a new camping-ground. The bereft mother followed behind,
again and again looking back to where her mutilated young was lying beneath a cloud of feathers. And in the
middle of the mob, well protected from above, dodging kicks and cuffs of ejection, was the motherless joey.
*
A few months passed. The joey stayed with the mob which he had adopted. Stunted in growth, due to the loss
of his mother, he had developed that pot-bellied appearance of a keg on stilts—the caste mark of all orphaned
animals. Still, he was strong and sturdy. If his perpendicular growth had been retarded, it had not affected his
lateral expansion: he was broad, blocky, thick-set, and muscular.
The season continued dry, and on those spinifex ridges the wallaroos found scant picking. They existed; but
their sleekness was gone, and the youngsters of the mob suffered. Then from the west there came billowing waves
of smoke, and on the wind was borne the turpentine tang of burning spinifex. A red glow lit the horizon that night.
With the morning the fire was stilled. Spinifex, highly inflammable though it is, never burns in large areas. That
fire had been lit purposely. A ’roo shooter wanted better shooting, and the price of skins warranted his taking the
chance of bringing the ’roos to him, instead of having to look for them.
For twenty-four hours the track of that fire showed as a black scar on the face of the hills. Then, as always after
a burn, the spinifex commenced to spring. Tender green sprouts appeared, and in three days’ time a sweet growth
of green marked the course of the fire. The wallaroos flocked to that sweet picking. Mobs gathered from the hills
and dotted the few thousand acres which had been burnt. With them came the orphan joey and the mob with
which he ran.
The shooter was hidden in a bunch of spinifex on the edge of the burnt country. Opposite him and on the other
side of the patch,. there was a bluff of rocks. Between him and the bluff there fed a score or more of ’roos, and
dotted about the bare area were another couple of hundred. He cautiously poked the muzzle of his .32 through the
brambles. The ’roo nearest him sprang to attention and watched that sinister black hole in the end of a strange
stick.
It was the joey.
“He’s too small,” the shooter muttered under his breath. “He’s only a joey. But ain’t ’e a wide ’un! That’s the
stockiest young ’roo ever I saw. He’s a regular young Sandow—that’s what ’e is. Get out o’ th’ road, Nugget, till I
draw a bead on your ol’ pa.”
The wallaroo addressed as Nugget, the motherless joey, shifted aside and continued feeding—he tired of
looking at a stick which did not move. Instantly the smacking report of a .32 brought all the feeding ’roos to their
feet with a bound. They stood erect and stared—ears waving, noses twitching. The bluff behind them caught the
report and sent it rolling back with added force in an echo.
The ’roos bounded again. They were caught between two fires. They feared the noise from the bluff the more:
they hopped away from that cliff and approached the hidden shooter. One member failed to move. He was shot
through the spine. He writhed on the ground in his agony. He raised clouds of dust as he fought for his footing
and, with his hands, he tried to raise himself. That echoing report broke the mob four times before they scattered
and fled. Three of their number lay on the ground. One other went with the mob for a hundred yards or more,
then, with a queer little coughing grunt, it staggered, fell, and choked on the ground.
The mob was disorganized and demoralized. The first to fall had been the old man, their lord and leader. Like a
handful of rice thrown at random they scattered, each taking a line of its own and striving only to put distance
between itself and the horror which had come upon them. Some were absorbed in other mobs. The remnant
gathered at the mickery, shunning the burnt area.
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Almost immediately following the tragedy the rains set in. With the rains came the stinging pests of the air, the
sand flies and the mosquitoes. The sand flies lasted only ten days after the rains. They took deadly toll of the
wallaroos during their visit. Animals blinded and maddened by the ordinary flies flung themselves to rest in the
shade of trees and in the shelter of small caves. The sand flies attacked them there; crawled in the ’roos’ ears,
poisoning those delicate tissues with their sting. Internal inflammation ended the fell work the flies had begun.
Some shooters declared that the swelling entered the brain and burst it. However it was done, it was done surely.
The sand flies took their toll, leaving bloated bodies on which the crows and other carrion feasted sumptuously.
When that scourge had passed, the wallaroos gathered together again. Nugget was among his mob. With the
wonderful growth after the rains the earth seemed literally to burst into foliage. The young bucks suddenly
discovered they were males; in the old ones the red blood coursed hot and passionate.
Timorously, nervously, and diffidently, Nugget approached a doe which had taken his fancy. With guttural
murmurings he extended his nostrils to hers, when fury fell on him. The old man of the mob would not tolerate
any bachelor bucks as hangers-on. When the cold blasts of winter had eased their ardor somewhat, the bachelors
would return as units of the mob. While the red blood ran hot, those young bucks would have to form mobs of
their own.
Nugget followed the immemorial law: he left the mob and with other young bachelors of his own age he
followed behind. They strove to pick up stray does wandering lonesomely, but kept away from the fiery tempers
of the old men. At the same time in each buck’s heart the dominant ambition rose to possess a mob of his own.
*
At about two years of age Nugget captured his first mate. He was then nearly full-grown, though he had
noticeable traces of immaturity. Standing fully erect, he would slightly top six feet in height. That was nothing
compared to his strength, his width, his muscular development and the fire of his nature. Corded muscles played
and rippled under his skin as he moved; great sinews gathered and relaxed as he bounded; his chest swelled till it
looked like a drum when he drew himself together and flexed his forearms.
He was lying in a maze of tunnels and runways which the wallaroos made in the spinifex. Suddenly he
bounded alert and stood poised. His ears had caught the drumming of feet and the patter of others in pursuit. A
doe swept into view. She was wild-eyed, panting with fear, and overcome with exhaustion. She ranged beside
Nugget, glancing back and cowering in fear of that which hunted her. And hot on her track, running by scent, two
dingoes appeared.
The dogs charged without a second’s hesitation. The doe shrank behind a rock. Nugget, her defender, stood
before her. One red bolt of death left the earth a full ten feet back and launched itself straight at the buck’s throat.
With a downward chop of his right hand Nugget cuffed that dingo to the earth, sending it rolling on the ground.
He swung slightly and turned to meet the other charging demon. Nugget caught it in the air, holding it in his arms
exactly as a nurse takes a babe. He drew that struggling form to him, and his biceps bulged and twisted in knots
with the strain he exerted in an awful squeeze of death. Struggling impotently, the dog’s mouth opened in a
breathless pant; its eyes protruded; its slavering jaws dropped open and its tongue lolled helplessly from that open
mouth as it swayed from side to side.
With a pecking motion Nugget drove his rodentary fangs into the dog’s shoulder, wrenched, and drew back his
head. From his teeth strings of flesh and sinews trailed, and down the dog’s shoulder blood trickled to the ground.
The dog was voiceless under the punishment. In that vice of steel it could not even pant for breath. Nugget
snapped with his teeth again; but as they closed he staggered and released his grip.
The other dingo had charged. It sprang from behind. Its jaws closed under Nugget’s armpit, and its body hung
straight down beside that of the ’roo. That was the one attack against which Nugget and his kind had no defence
—the one hold against which he could not fight. He never hesitated: as he dropped the clasped dingo he gathered
his great muscles and sprang. In spite of the weight which was hampering him he rose fully five feet vertically,
squirmed in the air, and returned to the ground with a jarring thud.
The dingo which had been hanging under the ’roo’s armpit dropped to the ground, shaken from the hold it had
taken. When it fell it took with it a great chunk of flesh, and a flap of tom skin waved loose along Nugget’s rib.
Nugget ignored the wound. The red of the exposed flesh and flowing blood was no more fiery than his eyes.
He spun on himself, lurched, and with a sweeping motion gathered that dog in his arms. Its gasp of fear was
snapped short in a great gulp when that constricting hug tightened.
Nugget clutched his enemy to him till its head dropped to one side, its lolling tongue lay limp along its jowls,
and its protruding eyes glazed. He held the body out from him. Deliberately, calmly and with method, he raised
his hind claw and raked the dog from shoulder to hip. Above the gasp which the victim gave sounded the sharp
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crack of ribs snapping, the tearing of flesh, and a half-whimpered howl of agony. Nugget dropped the thing he
held and turned to his other aggressor.
The other dingo had fled. Frankly and without shame it had tucked its tail between its legs, and slunk from
view. An ordinary wallaroo was one thing. A black fiend was best left alone.
Nugget faced about and turned to the doe which cowered in the shelter of the rocks. The blood poured from
him; the saliva dropped from his jaws; in great gulps he drew breath to his panting lungs. But he arched his neck
—he mumbled softly and he stretched his nostrils to touch those of the doe which came to meet him. All was
well! The fight had not been fought in vain.
Nugget gathered does and formed a small mob of his own. They kept together; they dispersed; they came
together again. The mob fed over a recognized range of country. During the cold blasts of winter the bucks left the
does and gathered together. Their blood ran sluggishly and they mingled in peace. But when summer came, and
with it the luscious growths after the rains, the bucks split and gathered mobs of their own; fought to the death and
obeyed the law.
The sand fly scourge had never been as virulent as that which afflicted the country during Nugget’s first year
of life. The wallaroos increased in numbers. As the price of skins was low they were molested but slightly by the
shooters. A couple of years passed in peace, though the white scars on Nugget’s body testified to his ability as a
fighter and to the wars which he had fought for his rights.
*
With startling suddenness one of fashion’s periodical whims manifested itself: wallaroo skins were in demand;
the price of them rose and soared. Shooters invaded the country, and the cracking smack of their rifles echoed
from hill to hill. Bare bodies stripped of their skins lay bloated on the ground, and the air was thick with black
ribbons of crows in flight. Remnants of mobs sought refuge in rough and inaccessible places. Their nerves were
frayed and their confidence gone: they jumped and fled from the least sound and from any unknown movement.
Nugget had been running with his mob in a ravine in the hills. Only a whisper of the massacre had come to
him and he and his mob lived peacefully. More, Nugget had captured many fleeing does from other mobs which
had been dispersed. Lord of a flock of about twenty does and with an equal number of bachelor bucks and fliers
as camp-followers, he moved about his ravine in undisturbed tranquility.
That harmony was shattered by the crack of a rifle. One doe lay in a squirming heap on the ground. The mob
split, racing in frantic fear. They propped suddenly, stood erect, and looked about them. The rifle spoke six times,
and six dull thuds sounded as rippling bullets tore through living flesh. The mob fled in disorder. Those from
mobs which had already been shot at were in the lead and out of sight; those that had fed in contentment realized
death rode in the air. Nugget stopped on the top of a rise to have one last look behind him. And as he stood there a
sighing message of death seared his ribs in its passage, and a red weal dripped blood.
No more than a skin wound, it was enough for Nugget. He fled blindly, taking great chasms, boulders, and
rocks in his stride. Panting and exhausted, his coat flecked with saliva and matted with blood, he stumbled on to a
pad just as the sun was setting. He remembered that pad. It would take him to his own old mickery in the hills. He
followed it. His twitching nose, sensitive to every vagrant puff of wind and floating odor, told him there were
other ’roos gathered at the mickery. Nugget felt the gregarious call of his kind; besides, he wanted company to
soothe his disrupted nerves.
As the moon was rising Nugget came within sight of the mickery. About a dozen ’roos were gathered there.
Nugget pushed through them as he forced his way to water. Before he had a drink he drew himself erect. He heard
a grunt of protest and felt two eyes burning into him. He swung and faced in that direction.
A mammoth of an old man faced him. He was old, grizzled, scarred with many white weals, and mighty
muscles played under his skin. He was the owner of that mob—the lord of the hills. He tolerated no intrusion.
That watering-place was his right, won and conquered. The fliers looked to him for protection; the bachelor bucks
looked to him for guidance. He moved ponderously and with jerky hops as he placed himself between Nugget and
the water.
At five years old, and in all the glory of his maturity, Nugget had the right to be classed as an old man of the
’roos. He knew the challenge implied by the other’s actions. He knew the etiquette of ’roodom: understood the
law. He never hesitated. He drew himself to his full height, resting on the tripod formed by the end joint of his tail
and his two hind tiptoes. He was ready. The other old man was prepared. They circled slowly about each other.
Their eyes glared red, and never for one moment did they disengage that stare.
With a shuffling of feet and a spurt of dust the warriors closed. There was none of the feint and parry, the
finesse and evasion of the kangaroo of the plains. These were giants. It was brute force opposed to brute force.
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They closed, and in closing, the arms of each strove to draw the other nearer. Their muscles stood out in corded
knots; their breaths came in panting explosions; their backs were arched to resist the strain each exerted. Stabbing
fangs pecked, wrenched, tore and brought back streamers of flesh and strings of writhing sinews. The blood
poured down their bodies, and neither old man wilted beneath that terrible punishment.
For a full five long minutes they strained breast to breast. Each had shuffled a little and tried to bring his
battering ram of hind feet and tearing talons into play. Those efforts were nullified by the close hug which
prevented room to move with effect. Wisps of hair floated in the air and separated in little cloudlets as the raking
front claws of each tore red lines along the other’s back. Each panting mouth was open, and from it saliva, froth,
and blood streamed.
Nugget’s greater strength was telling. Youth would be served in that primeval arena as elsewhere in the world.
He was slightly sore and lightly wounded. Against that, the older ’roo had just drunk deep, and his distended
paunch told of his distress. Slowly, the older buck’s back was bending to the strain. He came a fraction of an inch,
giving slightly and regaining that loss as he fought in a wild energy of despair against it. Strain as he would, fight
as he might and struggle to the limit of his power, Nugget’s strength prevailed. But his cracking sinews and
bulging muscles proclaimed the fight he was waging. The blood which poured from him was draining his
strength, and unless victory came quickly then he must succumb.
Nugget swung his antagonist. He lifted his hind leg and drove while the other was unbalanced and free from
him. The other gasped, choked, relaxed and fell in a crumpled heap to the ground. That death-tipped talon, of
destruction had ripped him from his brisket to his crutch. He lay heaving convulsively, and about him in the dust
his entrails writhed like living snakes.
Nugget drew himself to his full height as he looked about him. He leaned forward and dabbed his forearms
with his tongue till the saliva dripped from them. He swelled his chest; stood erect; threw back his head, and
grunted his challenge in booming syllables while red fire shone from his eyes.
Nothing answered that challenge.
Nugget went to the mickery and drank. The others made way for him in his passage. He nosed a couple of does
which advanced to him. Without so much as one look backward he turned and hopped along the pad leading from
the mickery. His new mob trailed behind, following the lord of the hills to the sanctuary into which he would lead
them.
5.150 Excerpt from The Woman At The Mill: “The Wasteland”\fn{by Frank Dalby Davison (1893-1970)} Glenferrie,
Victoria, Australia (M) 5
… Lot 32, comprising 438 acres—and known among us as de Burgh’s block—had been forfeited and was
available for re-selection. On the advice of the Crown Lands ranger, who knew his job better than the surveyor
had known his, the department was permitting men who had selected in the vicinity to apply for it as an additional
area. There were four of us competing for it; I, Tom Howells, who was my nearest neighbor on the southern side,
Paddy McGuire who lived across the ridge, on Store Creek, and a man unknown to us, not a resident of the
district.
Lot 32 lay between my place and Howell’s, a triangular area, separating our corner posts by a little less than a
mile long the road frontage, and coming to a point where our fences met half-way along our side boundaries. It
was an almost useless piece of land, mostly ridgy and barren, with its few fertile patches scattered and varying in
character. In a semi-arid region such as ours, where it required ten or twelve acres of good land well improved, to
carry a beast, its area was insufficient even had it been good. We had wondered what sort of a man de Burgh, its
original selector, could be to have chosen such a block.
For a long while he had kept us mystified. Up to a time when most of the settlers had been in occupation of
their selections for about two years he had not put in an appearance; not had he responded to the written demands
of Howells and myself to pay half the cost of erecting the boundary fences. Beyond his address in Brisbane,
which we obtained from the Wilgatown land office, we could learn nothing of him. No one—not even the Crown
lands ranger—could recall having seen him at that period when intending settlers were roaming the bush with
land maps sticking out of their pockets.
In his absence—and in view of his indebtedness to me—I had entered into occupation of his property. Howells
had the temporary use of the government reserve on the far side of his section, so, by friendly agreement—arrived
at with a facetious grin—he allowed me sole use and enjoyment of de Burgh’s block.
I turned loose on it half a dozen yearling heifers and a worn-out old horse that the surveyors had left behind.
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That was about the limit of its carrying capacity.
By the time de Burgh came along I had become so used to being in effective occupation that, far from being
ready to offer sincere welcome to a new neighbor and fellow-pioneer, I was prepared to withdraw behind my own
fences only in unavoidable recognition of his legal rights. From a condition of mind—belonging to the time when
I first boiled the billy\fn{Ate my fill.} on my own fertile acres—in which I regarded de Burgh’s block as one of the
Creator’s obvious blunders, I had come to have a high regard for it.
Down on the good lands the bush was wasting before our attack. The early days, when a man could ride from
camp to camp, across country, passed with the putting up of settlers’ fences. Then came ring-barking. The leaves
that had filled a valley or clothed a hill, fell, leaving in their places only a mist of gray twigs supported on bare
peeling branches.
The game, too, disappeared. Mobs of kangaroos that had taken a three-point stance, with witching nostrils, to
stare at us when first we came, had vanished. The settler’s gun and the settler’s dog had seen to that. The emu and
the plain turkey were gone; and the creatures that browsed among the foliage, the koalas that glided so cleverly
from view at our approach, and the possums that had peered with twinkling eyes at our camp-fires—I often
wondered what tragedy had been their when came that cataclysm, the falling of the leaves.
*
Only a very impractical man would have attempted to make improvements on de Burgh’s block—and even
then he would have mutilated it without benefit to himself, unless there be benefit to a man in struggle, defeat, and
ultimately the abandonment of hope. Yet, notwithstanding its lack of productivity, either actual or potential, it was
pleasant country.
If you entered it by the sliprails in my side fence you found yourself on a narrow ribbon of grassy flat beside
the creek, thinly timbered with box-trees and an occasional drooping myall. Here, in the dry end of autumn, when
the budgerigars were migrating northwards. Your horse’s hooves, rustling through the grass, would often flush
them in hundreds. They would rise with a loud whirr in twittering flight, pass through the lower air like a great
swirl of yellow-green gems, the swoop down and vanish into the grass again.
Across the creek you ascended a rounded hill covering a hundred acres or more. The greater part of it was
clothed only with stunted brigalow: shrubs, head-high to a horseman, with light brown stems and foliage dense
from the ground up, leathery in texture, sage green in color, and, looked at in the mass, a billow of silvery green.
It was quiet among that company of little trees. You might, if your eyes were quick, catch a glimpse of gray fur as
a wallaby or a paddy-melon hopped silently from your path to fresh cover. But the red iron-hard soil was barren.
It was good for nothing—except stunted brigalow!
Going down the southern slope you went through a little forest of brigalow of another kind. Riding through it
was like passing under a multitude of open umbrellas, edge to edge and supported from the ground on handles,
black, crooked, ridiculously tall, and about as thick as a man’s wrist. There was not a leaf of undergrowth and no
ground life; just the forest of spindling stems, the bare earth, a little sunlight leaking between the branches and an
occasional twitter of birds among the leaves.
Passing through this quaint arcade you rode then into an open-air conservatory; a forest growth of tall belah
and brigalow with sunshine filtering and splashing down through leaf and soughing needle. Bottle-trees grew here
—baobabs—stone-gray and squat, like monuments of primitive antiquity. Your horse trod noiselessly on ground
soft with leaf-mold. In laces creeping salt-bush grew knee-deep, lush as lucerne, or dry and fallen back to the
earth in a veined pattern of bright yellow haulm, according to the season, In the middle air sprays of foliage were
held aloft on slender swaying stems. Where clumps of prickly wait-a-while gave back the light from millions of
small shiny leaves the scrub turkey had her home, her nest would run between the bushes, or, losing faith in their
legs, fly up to the topmost branches. The ground was plaited between the bushes with wallaby and paddy-melon
tracks. Cattle pads were plentiful, too, showing where the stock had come in from the open country to this place
of shade and coolness to eat the saltbush—when dry—or to browse on the tender shoots of the shrubs. The air was
sweet with the small of greenwood and moist earth.
The settlers were felling scrub of this kind; burning it off and sowing it to rhodes-grass. They were making fine
grass paddocks, but of the scrub that gave way to grass all that remained was a scattering of charred logs and
blackened stumps. There wasn’t enough good scrub on de Burgh’s block to be worth the trouble of felling.
Following Tom Howells’s fence along you came again to open country and the creek. On the way you might
cross the pad of a dingo, or even see one keeping pace with you, stopping to watch you, then gliding out of sight
among the undergrowth to reappear a little later at another place; a handsome fellow, pale biscuit-colored,
cautious, bold, secretive, curious, making you feel an intruder in the land of your birth—and then vanishing.
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The waterhole was fifty yards below Tom’s fence; a little pothole in the clay bed of the creek, small, but tight
as a teacup, with a lofty carbeen-gum standing sentry beside it on one bank and an apple-box stretching shady
green arms on the other. The cliffy banks were cut into deeply by sloping pads where the wallabies—untold
generations of them—had come down at night, after making sure that brother dingo was not in hiding near by, to
drink from the edge of starry waters.
Beyond the creek rose a high bony ridge, one slope covered with a pleasant but quite valueless forest of
slender belahs—like ship masts—undergrowthed with wilga, waist-high. The ground life was thick, weallabies
flip-flopped out of your way as you rode.
The other side was open forest, gum-topped box—a sure sign of worthless land—with scrolls of bark hanging
from limb and trunk, growing on a toilsome slope where brown rocks, some as big as a dray, others as large as the
end of a house, jutted from the earth. Fowl of the air, if little else, had a use for gum-topped box country. It was a
rare occasion when snowy plumage and sulfur crests, or crimson bodies and blue wings were not to be seen, either
foraging in the foliage or in screeching flight from tree to tree. Here you might disturb a kangaroo-rat from his
nest under a tuft of wiry-grass, a fat little bundle of fright who would go bounding down the hill-side in ten-feet
leaps, with hisses and grunts, evidently under the impression that you were in hot pursuit.
Here—as is often the case in our land—poverty of soil was compensated for by growth of wild flowers. There
was a thin scattering of pale harebells, and a yellow flower that grew in tight little clumps that looked, from a
short distance, like spoonfuls of mustard. There was what looked, for the greater part of the year, like a cartload of
old ropes flung over the wreck of a dead tree. I came by in a lucky time and found it a cascade of blossom—
creamy and brown bells. I took a length of it home, hanging over the front of the saddle. Near the top of the slope
was a thicket of native hop-bush, knee-high to a rider, ordinarily unnoticeable, but in its season a billow of cream
and russet and pale green that brushed about as you rode through and sent up gusts of warm tangy sweetness.
The airy crown of the ridge was free of undergrowth, the ground gravelly under a grove of gnarly blood-woodtrees. As you rode along—or stopped to look about you—you could see, through the gaps in the branches, much
of the settlement spread out below you, or across the range, or, in another direction, away and away to a faint far
shimmering horizon that seemed to lead your thoughts to all the world beyond.
I was on the ridge one day, when I came aware of a sustained booming, a prolonged minor roar. There was no
wind. I thought of aircraft; then, guided perhaps by a wakening sense of smell, my focus of vision shifted nearer
home. The boughs of the blood-woods were thick with clumps of blossoms and loud with native bees.
Going downhill, back towards the sliprails, you came, after passing through a belt of stunted belah—like a
plantation of large Christmas-trees—again to open forest. Ironbark and box, here, with an untidy under-growth of
saplings, cotton-bush and other rubbish. It was dirty country in a settler’s way of looking at it, but possums and
koalas seemed to like it well. Most of the trees were misshapen and piped, scarcely one but had a branch or two
ending in a woody hollow where small furry things might peacefully sleep away the hours of the day. Many of
them grew at a slope, and on the bark of the upper surfaces of theses you would see, quite plainly, the toe
scratches of nocturnal comings and goings.
Against my fence, and just above the sliprails, was a sandalwood slope, small, straight-stemmed trees, with
crumbly black bark and many-elbowed branches—as if they had been hard-pruned for years—ending in tough
black twigs and a very thin veil of light green leaves. In flowering time a thump with the heel of your hand against
the trunk would bring ground-ward a shower of minute pale petals.
A little grass grew here, in scattered tufts, and, although it was a type of country that would scarcely pay for
improving, it had a virtue of its own. The thin brown soil was warm. It responded quickly to rain—and to a much
lighter rain than would be needed to be effective on heavier country. A day or two after a shower had passed the
grass tufts would be like spurts of green flame against the moist dark earth.
On de Burgh’s block, as on a great deal of our western country, irregular rains brought irregular growths,
springing the seeds or roots of herbage that had lain dormant in the earth for years, waiting their time. I was
returning home one nightfall from Tom’s place, where I had spent the day helping him erect a windmill. At the
creek-crossing, where the track passed over a half-acre of sandy island, formed by a tiny anabranch, I rode from
the sharp eucalyptic tang of the bush into air heavy with garden fragrance. From the night-hidden earth large
white flowers were looking up, like a host of apparitional faces. There was a touch of eeriness, of magic, in
coming upon this twilight company where, my memory of daylight told me, no flowers grew. The feeling
remained with me and, nearing the same spot next morning, I was not surprised at seeing no flowers among the
tall grass. But, dismounting, I found them, each tight-furled against the light of day. I remained a while, squatting
on one heel, recalling my feelings of the evening before, thinking of the chanciness of our seasons, and aware that
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I might not see that fugitive loveliness again inside a dozen years.
For me, de Burgh’s block was a place, an escape, and a condition of mind. I went up there, as a rule, when a
long bout of toil on my own selection had brought me to a physical standstill, and a half-day sitting in the saddle
seemed fairly earned. I have spent more than one morning up on the blood-wood ridge with my behind on a cool
boulder or a warm one—as the prevailing temperature suggested—and my back against a tree-trunk, reflecting on
the folly of labor and the wisdom of idleness.
There was always the excuse of seeing how the heifers had done during the month or six weeks since last seen.
They had a number of night camps; in the scrubby brigalow when a sharp wind blew; beside the waterhole in the
dry seasons; and up in the high warm air on the blood-wood ridge of nights when frost was on the creek flats. I
think understanding and mutual toleration was arrived at between them and the bush animals. Lying quietly in
night camp they would have knowledge of much that took place around them.
By day they might be met anywhere; with their heads down to a tender bite among the sandalwoods, nosing
out a green blade or two among the rank brown grass of the creek fault, camped with tight\fn{ Empty.} bellies
under the apple-box by the waterhole, browsing in the bottle-tree scrub, or standing motionless and without
apparent purpose in the arcade of umbrella-brigalow, at the end of one of those walkabouts that cattle running in
half-wild country periodically make in response to the urging of obscure emotions.
Wherever the might be the old horse would rarely be far away. Lacking the companionship of his own species,
he identified himself with the heifers, and they, although they had no need of him, granted him a certain measure
of social recognition. I have come upon them in camp, he lying in the center, zoologically confused, it seemed, to
the point of thinking he was one of them, but enormously content, nevertheless, and they disposed about him.
And that—unless hands without understanding were laid upon it—was de Burgh’s block—last home of the
bush animals, the bush, when all the bush at last was vanquished, dwelling place of the spirit that many have
known though none have seen. I knew the last to be true when I rode across what the land maps called Lot 32, one
night of preternatural stillness, under a full clear western moon.
De Burgh appeared.
*
I was at work on my selection. I was carrying my tools out through the scrub track to the front sliprails—which
I was replacing with a gate—and had almost reached them when I saw a man pass by the open end of the track.
By the time I reached the rails he was twenty yards past them, along the road; a broad-shouldered figure in a
cocoa-brown suit. His head was a huge mass of iron-gray curls and he carried a black velour hat in one hand. He
was walking, not with the labor-saving slouch of the bush-worker, whose body earns his bread, but briskly, as if
he had an appointment to keep.
I dropped my tools with a clatter. When I looked up he was coming back. While yet a dozen yards off he
beamed and held forth his hand expansively. “My name is de Burgh,” he cried. “Simon de Burgh.”
His palm was soft.
He was of striking appearance. In addition to his curls he had a clear sallow skin, big brown dreamy kindlooking eyes under thick iron-gray brows, a horizontal coil of iron-gray moustache above a full-lipped wellshaped mouth, and a broad chin. He was plump. He looked like a poet in good condition, I thought, or a
bandmaster in mufti.
With a flourish he disclosed a folded land map.
“You’d be my neighbor, on Lot 31,” he suggested.
I admitted it.
Without further preliminaries he plunged into a discussion of agricultural topics.
“This land should be good for wheat,” he cried, casting an optimistic eye about him.
“It might be all right, if we got irregular seasons,” I answered. Something ingenuous in his manner made me
wonder if he’d ever seen a bag of wheat except in a suburban fuel and produce store. And I was also imaginatively trying to find a place for a wheat paddock on Lot 32.
“Going in for fodder conservation?” he asked brightly.
He might as well have asked me if I thought of having the paper delivered every morning.
“Not just yet a while,”\fn{Not for a little while.} I answered.
He spoke of melons in the next breath. At some place he had visited—it was near the coast—he had seen
melons that would fill a wheelbarrow; and tomatoes as big as—well, two of them would fill the crown of his hat!
He went on talking like a farmer’s weekly. He was full of agricultural chit-chat. He mentioned recent
fluctuations in the price of potatoes as if it were a matter of close personal interest to him. He expressed an
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opinion on the importation of South African maize and another on the export of stud merino rams. He opined that
the bull was half the herd. He touched on the troubles that afflict vignerons, and the handsome rewards accruing to
apiarists. He mentioned lucerne! He said that fowls, ducks and turkeys might be profitable sidelines in our
locality. His rural horizon was limitless.
I’d had time to make a further inspection of him and had discovered a rather pathetic difference between his
welling enthusiasm and his appearance. His shoes were cracked, his suit had seen a good deal of use and his shirt
had very little wear left in it. Also—though this may have been due to weariness after his long walk from the
railway—his features drooped a little when he was not actually speaking.
I couldn’t shake off the realities of country life as understood in our district sufficiently to make suitable
response to his soaring discourse, so I brought him to earth with a couple of personal questions. I learned that he
had selected sight-unseen, that he had now come to look over his property for the first time, and that he hoped,
with his family, to settle permanently among us a little later on. In return for his information I offered him my
good wishes.
We parted soon afterwards on another dramatic handshake and appropriate expressions of mutual goodwill.
*
I thought a good deal about de Burgh. Strangers mean a lot to you in the bush. After they’ve gone you go
through them with leisurely thoroughness. I could see that for him agricultural production—hens laying eggs,
sheep growing wool, grapes yielding wine, land growing crops—was a sort of poetry.
But poetry—in living, I mean—isn’t something you set out to do, it’s something you find you did while you
were trying like hell to do something else. I imagined de Burgh would be always seeing short-cuts to paradise—
and getting bushed trying to follow them. On thinking him over I found that I liked him—but I couldn’t see him in
successful occupation of a dry-country selection.
I didn’t see him again, but a couple of days later, Tom Howells, with whom he had stayed a night, drove in on
his way from taking him to the station. He offered no comment, but there was a twinkle in his eye.
“Do you know what an art and pottery shop is?” he asked.
De Burgh had, at one time, been the proprietor of such an establishment. At present he was a house-to-house
photographer. He’d been editor of a suburban newspaper. He’d written a novel. He’d invented a fly-trap, but
couldn’t get anyone to put any money into it. He’d just missed going with an expedition to the Antarctic. He’d
stood for parliament, on an independent ticket.
The materialization of de Burgh and the knowledge of a definite time when he would settle among us dashed
my hopes of keeping Lot 32 untouched. Tradition supported the idea that he would eventually abandon it. You’d
hear fellows who were on good blocks say of some man who was pursuing a forlorn hope on poor country, “It’s
all right. He’s improving the land for us,” but with the person of de Burgh before my inner eye the day when he
would acknowledge defeat seemed too remote to be of interest. Before he gave in he would have hacked Lot 32 to
a ruin—and in any case my application would only be one of several.
I had a special reason for the sense of disappointment his arrival had evoked in me. Between my homestead
and the front gate lay a twelve- or fifteen-acre patch of bottle-tree scrub similar to that on de Burgh’s block. The
track I had cut wound through it. Coming home, after a long drive in the heat, its greenness and shade were like a
welcome.
More than that. The homestead was built close up to the edge of it, and of summer mornings it threw a cool
porch of shadow when the open forest was flooded with scorched gold. At dawn, when the cattle bitch came slapping the side of my bed with her tail to let me know it was time to show a leg,\fn{ Get a move on.} the birds would
be singing along the edge of the scrub. I could hear them through the open window as I pulled my clothes on. I
don’t mean just a trill or two. They gathered in the scrub near the house from great distances because it was their
nearest sheltered approach to water, in the dam at the foot of the slope. From dawn until a little after sunrise the
scrub-edge was rowdy with birds. Their song made a pleasant beginning to a day that was often hard enough.
The time was coming when I would have to get into that scrub with axe and firestick, but if de Burgh’s block
were mine I could afford to let it stand.
*
Eight months elapsed between the visit of de Burgh and our hearing, through the re-gazettement of the land, of
his forfeiture of it.
I couldn’t take the time off to attend the sitting of the land court in Wilgatown, so I appointed the clerk to draw
my ballot slip for me. Being a pessimist with a firm belief in the tricks of the devil I made up my mind that of the
four who were balloting it would go to Paddy McGuire, who had more land than enough already. Tom Howells
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went in to make his own draw.
In the interval of waiting, I told myself, I wouldn’t think of the matter, so as to forestall disappointment; but I
found my thoughts, in spite of me, wandering up to de Burgh’s block, putting a fence along the front boundary
and damming the lower edge of the little waterhole so that my heifers, paddymelons, possums, and so on, would
have a supply of water over even the worst of droughts.
*
Tom, kindly enough, called in on his way back from Wilgatown to tell me—with his friendliest grin—that I
was the winner.
The strange thing is that as soon as I was in possession of that piece of wasteland, as soon as it was secure
from maltreatment, I began to think differently about de Burgh, turning his case over in my mind as I went about
my work. I fancied he had found it impossible to finance himself in agricultural enterprise, and wondered what he
had turned to.
I hoped he was happy in it. On second thoughts I found a lot to admire in him, and was sorry that his hopes and
mine should have crossed. It struck me that men like de Burgh have something of the character of Lot 32—a high
resistance to mere practicality.
They carry their wasteland inside them. …
5.155 Speak To Me\fn{by Marjorie Barnard (1897-1987)} Sydney, New South Wales, Australia (F) 2
Since I have been sleeping badly—thin, meager sleep like an old, shrunk blanket that never quite covers my
tired mind, under which I lie, tense, cramped, and unresting, or long hours without sleep at all in the terra
incognita of the night in which nothing exists but the ticking of the clock and the whirring, concentric stillness of
my own droughty brain—since I have been sleeping hardly I have begun to think differently.
I don’t mean new thoughts but by a different process, like someone newly blind slowly fumbling out in braille
an urgent message. Where there was once a barricade of healthy flesh and complacency, there is now only a
membrane, fine as the membrane of the eye, dividing me from thoughts as big as the sky and as old as chaos.
They come like waves out of a limitless sea breaking on, but as yet not through, me.
Before I had only the organized, mechanized thinking that I had been taught in my profession, my individual
contribution no more than a juggling of small hard discs, like a man jingling coins in his pocket. The callow
illusion of possessing my world lies behind me, dead and papery like a sloughed skin on an empty plain.
Experience bears a changed complexion new, it is no longer mechanic or inevitable in the sense that a train
experiences the landscape it runs through. It is selective. Every day and every hour we are bombarded by events
and incidents, few of which can register. Incident becomes experience only through a complex logic of the blood,
the mind, the spirit, of things remembered and forgotten, of times and seasons. We are prisoners to ourselves and
in every event is the amalgam of self.
More than that there is or there strives to be a creative impact, an effort outside the law of cause and effect to
force positive shape on negative event, to bring the crystal out of the magma. When it happens that the crystal is
perfect, even in tragedy, the heart is comforted.
*
It happened today.
It is Thursday and Thursday is my hospital day. I operate from 8 a.m. I operate on other days as well, of
course, but Thursday is my day at the hospital where I am an honorary surgeon and the routine is always the
same. The operating theater is the least likely place for an incident, an experience, to happen. Even there is nearly
as pure as can be attained. The world for a little while is narrowed sown to a circle of white light, a ritual is
established, a hierarchy is imposed. The patient is not a man or a woman but a cataract, a glaucoma or whatever
the trouble is. Free incident and free emotion are guarded against with as much care as infection. They are as
dangerous. In a delicate manipulation there must be no break however slight, in the concentration of attention. To
import drama, as it is somewhat the fashion in plays and novels today, is nothing but cheap romanticism. But even
so no situation is completely proof against the human variable.
My last patient was a boy, fifteen or sixteen years old, from the casualty ward. He had been brought in that
morning from a street accident. Besides a broken collar-bone, which had already been set, he had sustained an eye
injury that necessitated surgical intervention.
I had before me the house surgeon’s report. He had been prepared for the operation, his eyes were bandaged
and I would not removed the bandage until I was ready to begin.
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I noticed that there was no name on his card. Evidently his people had not claimed him. It flickered through
my mind one of those thoughts that exist but are not taken up, that his injuries were hardly grave enough to
explain the omission. He should have been able to speak for himself.
It was a case when the co-operation of the patient was necessary. I could not operate unless the eyeballs were
in the correct position, so I had to impress on him that he must keep his eyes, under the bandage, looking
downward and exercise his will so long as it would hold during the administration of the anesthetic to keep them
in that position. This can be a difficult and exasperating situation if the patient is too young or too unstable to
follow a simple instruction. The operation then might have to be abandoned.
I looked at the boy now, critically, to judge how much co-operation I could expect and whether he was likely to
panic. He was lying very still on the stretcher, his arms stiffly by his sides, his chin jutting up in a hard, an
impregnable, little cliff. All the natural warm color had drained out of his olive skin, and his mouth, so eloquent
when the eyes are covered, was set in pain—not so much physical pain perhaps as a deep distress, and something
more that I could not at once diagnose. His pulse was good; his body, for all its slightness, well nurtured, and it
was still clear that a couple of hours ago he had been full of health and vitality.
The young take things so tragically. My own son …
I spoke to him quietly and, I hoped, reassuringly. He did not answer, nor did he show by the slightest change
that he head heard me. He had not fallen asleep as patients sometimes do while they are waiting for the anesthetic
—out of fright, I think—nor was he unconscious. I spoke to him again, more loudly. There was no response.
Theater Sister,\fn{In Australia, as in many other countries either founded or colonized by the British, the nurses are commonly called
“Nursing Sisters”, or simply “Sisters”, a holdover from their development out of religious orders in England (and elsewhere) during the
Middle Ages. This is such a nurse, assigned to the Operating Theater; hence the title of her position .} my assistant, the anesthetist,

the students; the attendants had been busied with their preparations; now, feeling that something unusual was
happening, their attention slewed\fn{Veered around to.} round us.
The air stopped and waited, only the sterilizer in the corner hissed to itself. Sister raised the bandage a little
over his ear. Quick as a lizard the recoil from her touch flickered over his face. I spoke to him a third time
knowing it was useless. The circle drew tighter. The routine was intangibly broken by the check. You could feel
them change back from the stylized personnel of the theater to their natural selves under their trappings.
Someone was ringing down to the ward. Yes, he was conscious when he was brought in, he hadn’t lost consciousness except when they gave him a whiff\fn{ Of anesthetic.} for his collar-bone. No, so far as Sister knew he
hadn’t spoken. They were rushed to death in the ward that morning. I could guess he was Sister McLeod’s ideal
patient.
“Shock?” my assistant suggested on a doubtful note.
The anesthetist took the boy’s pulse consideringly. He’s a little, tough man with the sad, inquisitive eyes of a
pug dog. He had examined the boy before and was sure in his own mind that he had missed nothing of
importance. A nervous tremor followed the movements, nothing more.
“He’s a deaf mute, that’s what it is. There’s nothing else wrong with him.” He is a good anesthetist, he can read
all the minute signs and inflections of the flesh as he has need to do.
“What are you going to do? Send him back to the ward till you can establish communication?” In imagination
he was already packing up and getting away early.
Sister waited with that perfunctory deference they have, ready to snatch my decision the moment I opened my
lips, as if it were an electric plug she was waiting to connect to the machine. The students and attendants were
looking at the boy with curiosity. So that’s what it was. Deaf and dumb. Poor show. But they were interested in
ophthalmic surgery just now, not defects of speech and hearing.
*
There was a white line round the boy’s lips. His distress, clamped down by his heart-breaking patience and
acquiescence though it was, filled the theater. It was easy enough now to reconstruct what had happened.
There was a Deaf and Dumb School not far from the hospital. The boy had been on his way to school. They
had done so much for him there and in his home—a well-cared-for child—building up his confidence, minimizing
his affliction, teaching him so carefully, so triumphantly to be like other boys. This morning, because of his deafness and his confidence, this accident had happened. He was thrown out of his known world into the unknown.
He was lost at once, utterly lost and forsaken and helpless. He didn’t know what had happened or would
happen. He was sealed in his affliction.
A prisoner.
He was so obviously one of us, and not one of those unfortunates set apart from life by affliction; he was so
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close, yet so far away behind the triple wall of his dumbness, his blindness, and our stupidity. I knew that I must
reach him, communicate with him, that it mattered as much to me as to him, so much that the whole fabric of our
humanity even, depended on breaking through into his prison.
The anesthetist began to pack up in a quiet way. There was a restless, pricking impatience in the room, but
none of that mattered.
*
I took the boy’s hand. I knew it so well, the sensitive hand of a delicate and afflicted child. It rested in mine
like a bird shamming death.
When I was a child a dumb boy lived in the same street; I’d picked up the finger language from him. It was a
long time ago, twenty, thirty years, and I had forgotten it. I must remember. It was like forcing it up through my
flesh, as if in all those years my flesh had grown over it. I sweated under the light. I opened his hands and slowly,
hesitantly began to spell out on his palm the word “safe”.
The boy responded at once. To say he smiled is not enough. Under the bandage his face changed, flowered.
The taut lines of his body dissolved. He was released. His hands broke into fluent speech, too quick for me to
follow. I held them still and began to write laboriously once more upon his palm “hospital”. He was so quick to
understand my difficulty, my fumbling attempts, to comprehend each word before I had half completed it. It was
he who was helping me, encouraging me. He let me know by small movements, of his head, of his hand, that he
grasped everything I tried to say. It became easy, easier in a way than speech, less bound by convention, more
eloquent and individual. The receptiveness of his hands made sense of all my groping.
I told him what was needed and what he must do. I knew that he would obey. His hand lay in mine with perfect
confidence. He had not seen me or heard my voice but he trusted me. I felt the emotion that a man feels when his
new-born son is laid in his arms.
I said, “We can proceed now.”
*
I shall see him tomorrow and he will be like my other patient. His parents will have come forward and claimed
him. He will be safe in his world again. He will not need me nor shall I try to communicate with him. There are
experiences that cannot be repeated.
There will be the parched, sleepless night and the unassuageable memory.
My son has died a prisoner beyond help and comfort. But for one moment the crystal came clear and lay in my
hand.
89.58 The City Of All Cities\fn{by Vernon Frank Knowles (1899- )} Adelaide, South Australia, Australia (M) 3
The boy lived with his mother in the loneliest part of the country through which passed the Great Road. Theirs
was the only cottage among those silent hills; where, for many miles so meager seemed Nature, allowing only
sparse woods here and there, and setting about them either width of stony barrenness, or somber-lying bog. Where
it was possible for any to grow, the grass grew thinly, and to but finger’s length; and the few frail timid-seeming
flowers that the love of Spring drew as response from the ground, seemed to weary quickly of their struggle for
life, and to die after a brief showing. There was a lake; but even it!—so small, it seemed grudged.
But as if a recompense for failure below, arched the generous sky, withholding nothing down the years:
triumphant, magnificent, by day spreading wide the quiet ecstasy of dawn; allowing from East to West, from
North to South, the clouds to roll in a thousand differing shapes; filling the air with the gentle fall of rain: thin,
endless, silver cords, giving the fierce turbulence of sunset. And by night, loosing the moon to drift like a lost
bubble, giving the stars a diamond-scattered plain …
As far back as the boy could remember: first, there had been his mother. Through that motionless mist of gold
which filled the days of infancy there had always been her pale, sweet face, stooping down and over him, and
meeting his with soft lips or cheeks; and there had always been her guiding and ministering hands. Then, when
the mist paled, withdrew slowly into the distance, and ultimately passed—leaving life and the world very clear,
hard and frightening—he had come to know Loneliness: who had no words; but who would listen to all that was
told her; at times her eyes brightening with startled tears, or her lips opening tremblingly to free little sighs, that
sounded more sad than the stirring of last year’s dead leaves. She became his constant companion.
When, at length—and, as it seemed to him, how miraculously!—he came to know the Great Road intimately:
he weekly, and then daily, saw less of Loneliness.
He had always delighted in the Road, and thought that he knew it well—the fierce silver of it in the light of the
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sun; the calm silver in the night! Often he considered it, loving it for the sureness with which it conducted the
travelers through difficulties: safely past the secret snares of bogs, the bewilderments of forests and woods and
widths of unpopulated country. He had been told that, far away, it came to a Great City built on a wide plain that
swept down to the sea. And often he thought on the Great City—that, stronger with each year he aged, grew the
desire to follow the Road to its goal.
He grew suddenly to hate Loneliness; and he hated her the more because she showed she knew she was no
longer a wanted companion—the tears fell ever thickly from her eyes, and her lips trembled with her sighs
continually …
But he had come, at last, really to know the Great Road! And he thought he had known it before! The
difference! … All else, but this wonder, was forgotten at once.
*
It happened one still summer morning. Over the dewed grass, with the first long yellow beam of the sun, a
shining figure approached him, and called his name in a gentle voice. He drew back:
“You know my name?”
“I have always known it.”
“But who are you?”
“The Spirit of this Road.” Thickly now crowded the beams of the sun, and in them the grass shone with its
myriad globes of dew.
“I am come with a song,” said the Spirit. “Others have heard it before.” The boy rose trembling. He nodded
dumbly.
“Listen,” said the Spirit; then sang, softly, slowly—so sweetly—of the City to which it led …
When it had done, the boy wept, his heart leaping with a new urgent joy. This City—all that he had heard of it;
ah, surely, now he knew!
“It must be the City Beautiful!” he cried.
*
And from then, the one purpose of his life became eventually to enter it. He told his mother. He said:
“I want to go now.” But his mother sighed:
“Not yet, my son. Wait till you are older.” He asked her curiously:
“You sigh?” She turned away; but he confronted her:
“Tell me, why do you sigh?” She looked at him with tears:
“Because I am old; and have seen many cities.” She would say no more. . . .
“My dear, my dear,” he whispered: “I shall take you with me. Don’t think that I shall leave you and go alone!
Together we’ll enter the City Beautiful …”’
But he set out alone, despite his planning.
*
When he was sixteen, his mother died …
“This is not how I thought to go,” he sighed, alone in the silent cottage. “I meant only joy to lie in my heart,
but sorrow is there as well.”
Then he thought: Yet I go to the City Beautiful! And he heard again in memory—how ringingly!—the slow,
sweet song of the Spirit …
Presently, as he strode along his heavy heart lightened. Each evening, in a dream, the gentle Spirit appeared to
him, and compassing him with tender arms, sang; so that he murmured over and over in his sleep,
“It must be the City Beautiful!”
And by day, the thought that each hour he drew nearer to it filled him with a fierce excitement. He thought
many times: Can it be that soon, soon these eyes will look on it; these feet walk its streets—bearing me up in the
midst of all delight? Can it really be that no dream holds me now with sweet deceit? … On the sixth day he
paused to speak to a bright-plumaged bird settled on a leafless bough:
“Have you come from the City? Tell me, what is it like? More beautiful than I have guessed? I go to it now.”
The bird let ring a low, passionate song: so sweet and so glad, that the boy cried, “If it is as lovely as you sing
—I shall dwell there always!” and hastened on …
At noon, the following day, from a hill he saw the Great City spread on its wide plain: its marbles and metalled
roofs sparkling gaily under the sun; the vast sea in the distance. He gazed in silence. Presently he began to
descend.
*
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It was dusk when he neared the gates. A gentle wind had risen; and suddenly in the wind he heard a familiar
voice. He paused.
“I go no further: here we part. I have brought you safely to my beloved city, have I not? Good-bye.” He
answered it softly:
“Good-bye, dear Road.” Good-bye to a friend he had always known and loved … He passed on then, and
entered the Gates; and cried exultantly to himself:
“I am here, I am here! In the midst of the City! The City Beautiful! After so long! After all the thoughts and
dreams! …”
And he looked about wonderingly at the great painted buildings, the statuary grouped here and there; the long
narrow gardens rich with flowers set in the center of the paved streets; the throng of chattering people.
*
At first he did not hear the slow bell approaching; but the throng around became silent; and then he heard
voices chanting; and the bell’s solemn note above the voices; and in a moment a procession appeared: priests with
books and tapers going before a black-draped bier. Behind came mourners walking very slowly, their eyes looking
steadfastly down.
The boy shrank back as they passed; at first not understanding.
Death, here? Sorrow? Death and Sorrow in the City Beautiful: the city of all delight, happiness, peace? …
Then the sharp truth struck into his heart. He knew, he knew now, O he knew: he had been wrong, deceived.
This city—it was just a city, a great city—nothing more …
Overwhelming bitterness seized him, and he wept …
*
O young, young heart, wherever you beat: strong, eager and brave: brave with the sweet fierceness of youth:
know that the wounds you must receive will be many! The cruelty of life dotes on your inexperience, your
glorious rashness. Wound upon wound will be dealt you, till you grow scarred and calloused, and can feel no
more: come to the dim insensitiveness of age.
But of all wounds destined to be yours and remembered: the first will ever remain chief; when you leapt out,
freely exposed, to do fine battle: simple target for the unerring, ruthless marksman! …
He could not remain within the walls. He had no wish to see more of the City: disappointment and grief drove
him out—away, far away. He walked blindly, until forced by exhaustion to rest, when he made a bed of fallen
pine-needles, and slept. The moon, nearly at its full, came out from a pall of cloud, and silvered the two last tears
that his long lashes had hardly yielded to his cheeks …
How well—that it is so ordained that youth remains only briefly in the dark valleys; and soon seeks out, and
wins to, the hill-tops of sun and wind!
As he slept, there came to him in a dream a Spirit—beautiful as the Spirit of the Great Road that he had known
since childhood—and called his name in a gentle voice. And in his dream he answered:
“But who are you?”
“The Spirit of the Road whereby you rest.”
“What would you with me?”
“I am come with a song.”
“Ah,” sighed the boy; “I have heard such a song before.”
“Listen,” said the Spirit; then sang: softly, slowly—so sweetly—of the City to which it led. And in his dream
the boy wept with a strange new joy; and felt his heart leap with a great eagerness; and he stirred, and woke, and
murmured, staring at the sliding moon:
“It must be the City Beautiful …”
Soon he fell asleep again. At dawn he rose.
“Ah, this time!” he cried. “This time!”
And so started out upon the new Road. But when, at length, he reached the City—was it not as a Challenger
that he entered in, and strode its streets? And how else should the answer come to him but as a driving thrust
sinking deep into the heart? The swarm of beggars sickened him: pressing about him: gibbering, mumbling,
whining: perceiving him at once to be a stranger—beseeching alms in the names of all the gods; describing their
foul diseases and manifold miseries …
He had failed then, again …
The tears fell hotly down his cheeks, and he turned away slowly.
*
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Ah, somewhere, surely, waited the City Beautiful? Or was he crazed: like a lost desert-traveler seeking the
mirage always in the near-by distance? …
But how could he fail to believe the single burden of the songs of the two Roads? His mind, his heart—why,
his soul, had instantly responded to it—for nothing, though, nothing …
Yet—he felt, somewhere waited the City! If another Road called to him, and sang, and bid him on, he would
obey as he had obeyed the first Road.
He was young; how could he expect to find, immediately, and with ease, the City of all Cities? He must be
patient; was he not prepared to give all the days of his life, if need be, to the search? Eventually, he knew, eventually he would find it! How he longed, above all else, to reach it, become a citizen of it, to share its perfections!
That night, in the quiet of a dream, another Spirit came, and sang to him; and the following day he set out, full
of strong hope that this time his desire would be realized …
But it was not to be. The Great City to which he came, after long journeying was even as the other two Cities
he had entered …
But his heart kept his courage serene, and urged him on. The slow pageant of the months brought in to the
earth the four Seasons, and bore them away; and always a Road was leading him to the City of all Cities.
Somewhere, somewhere it waited!
*
Disappointments crowded one on the other thickly: grown now into manhood—he went on with the years—
still seeking …
From vigorous manhood he passed to faltering age: worn with his long wandering. His was the young heart
grown old with high service: the scarred heart gaping among its scars with new wounds: the great heart of the
indomitable Challenger!
And he came, one evening, to rich meadow lands that held the bright seam of a slow-running river. There he
sank by the roadside, and dipped his hands in the water, making ripples in the inlet that trembled the delicate lilybuds. And he sighed:
“I can go no further.”
He fell back, closing his eyes …
A lark, poised and hidden in the sky like some aerial fountain let down a tireless little cascade of song. Over
the river—a flash of silver and iris, a dragonfly hunted to and fro, threading the lilies and reeds …
“I am tired,” he murmured; “tired.”
The lark dropped to earth, and there was stillness: the summer day was ebbing. And in the stillness, he heard
the first notes of a song sounding faintly—and opening his eyes, gradually he was aware of a Spirit standing
beside him: a Spirit beautiful as those that had come to him so often in the past. And it sang of a City to which it
led—such a song that the wanderer’s heart beat quickly with its old hope and desire. He tried to rise, but fell back
again weakly, sighing:
“My body is worn out; it will take me no further. And you sing so that I feel, could I but follow you: at last I
would find the City I have always sought.”
He began weeping: but the Spirit bent over him, and compassed him with tender arms, and murmured:
“I am the Road of Death; and truly my way is smooth and easy for age. I lead you to a City, far away, to a
Great City …”
It sang again: softly, slowly—so sweetly! …
“This time,” he cried; “ah, this time! It must be the City Beautiful!: …
He took the first step. Immediately darkness closed round him, but he felt the Road firm under foot, and the
darkness rang faintly, sweetly with echoes of the Spirit’s song.
1920
53.146 Excerpt from Mary Poppins Opens The Door: “The Marble Boy”\fn{by Pamela Lyndon Travers (1906 [W says
1899-1996)} Maryborough, Queensland, Australia (F) 11
… “And don’t forget to buy me an evening paper!” said Mrs. Banks, as she handed Jane two pennies and
kissed her good-bye.
Michael looked at his mother reproachfully.
“Is that all you’re going to give us?” he asked. “What’ll happen if we meet the ice-cream man?”
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“Well,” said Mrs. Banks reluctantly, “here’s another sixpence. But I do think you children get too many treats.
I didn’t have ices every day when I was a little girl.”
Michael looked at her curiously. He could not believe she had ever been a little girl. Mrs. George Banks in
short skirts and her hair tied up with ribbons? Impossible!
“I suppose,” he said smugly, “you didn’t deserve them!” And he tucked the sixpence carefully into the pocket
of his sailor suit.
“That’s fourpence for the ice creams,” said Jane. “And we’ll buy a Lot-o’-Fun with the rest.”\fn{Lot-o’Fun,
according to W, “was a weekly comic published by James Henderson & Son from 17 March 1906. It was taken over by the Amalgamated
Press in 1920 and continued until 16 February 1929, when it merged into Crackers after a total of 1,196 issues. It was printed at tabloid
size, eight pages long, and the contents were half comic strips, half text stories, which humour aimed at all ages. Strips included: ‘The
Adventures of Winkle and Binkle Minor’, ‘Chu, Chin and his Chow’, ‘Dreamy Daniel’, ‘Joey, the Handy Lad’, ‘The Moonshine Movie
Nibs’, ‘Paul Push’, ‘Patriotic Paul’, ‘Sammy Sample’, ‘Topsy of the Tea Shop’, ‘Victor’s Adventures’ and ‘Will the Wanderer’.”W }

“Out of my way, Miss, if you please!” said a haughty voice behind her.
As neat and trim as a fashion-plate, Mary Poppins came down the steps with Annabel. She dumped her into the
perambulator and pushed it past the children.
“Now, quick march into the park!” she snapped. “And no meandering!”
Down the path straggled Jane and Michael, with John and Barbara at their heels. The sun spread over Cherry
Tree Lane like a bright enormous umbrella. Thrushes and blackbirds sang in the trees. Down at the corner
Admiral Boom was busily mowing his lawn.
From the distance came sounds of martial music. The band was playing at the end of the park. Along the walks
went the flowery sunshades and beneath them sauntered gossiping ladies, exchanging the latest news.
The park keeper, in his summer suit—blue with a red stripe on the sleeve—was keeping an eye on everyone as
he tramped across the lawns.
“Observe the rules! Keep off the grass! All litter to be placed in the baskets!” he shouted. Jane gazed at the
sunny, dreamy scene.
“It’s just like Mr. Twigley’s box,” she said with a happy sigh. Michael put his ear to the trunk of an oak.
“I believe I can hear it growing!” he cried.
“It makes a small, soft, creeping sound—”
“You’ll be creeping in a minute! Right back home, unless you hurry!” Mary Poppins warned him.
“No rubbish allowed in the park!” shouted the keeper; as she swept along the Lime Walk.
“Rubbish yourself!” she retorted briskly, with a haughty toss of her head.
He took off his hat and fanned his face as he stared at her retreating back. And you knew from the way Mary
Poppins smiled that she knew quite well he was staring. How could he help it, she thought to herself. Wasn’t she
wearing her new white jacket, with the pink collar and the pink belt and the four pink buttons down the
front?
“Which way are we going today?” asked Michael.
“That remains to be seen!” she answered him priggishly.
“I was only inquiring—” Michael argued.
“Don’t, then!” she advised, with a warning sniff.
“She never lets me say anything!” he grumbled under his hat to Jane. “I’ll go dumb some day and then she’ll
be sorry.”
Mary Poppins thrust the perambulator in front of her as though she were running an obstacle race.
“This way, please!” she commanded presently, as she swung the pram to the right.
And they knew, then, where they were going. For the little path that turned out of the Lime Walk led away
toward the lake. There, beyond the tunnels of shade, lay the shining patch of water. It sparkled and danced in its
net of sunlight and the children felt their hearts beat faster as they ran through the shadows toward it.
“I’ll make a boat, and sail it to Africa!” shouted Michael, forgetting his crossness.
“I’ll go fishing!” cried Jane, as she galloped past him.
Laughing and whooping and waving their hats, they came to the shining water. All round the lake stood the
dusty green benches, and the ducks went quacking along the edge, greedily looking for crusts.
*
At the far end of the water stood the battered marble statue of the boy and the dolphin. Dazzling white and
bright it shone, between the lake and the sky. There was a small chip off the boy’s nose and a line like a black
thread round his ankle. One of the fingers of his left hand was broken off at the joint. And all his toes were
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cracked.
There he stood, on his high pedestal, with his arm flung lightly round the neck of the dolphin. His head, with
its ruffle of marble curls, was bent toward the water. He gazed down at it thoughtfully with wide marble eyes. The
name NELEUS was carved in faded gilt letters at the base of the pedestal.
“How bright he is today!” breathed Jane, blinking her eyes at the shining marble.
And it was at that moment that she saw the elderly gentleman. He was sitting at the foot of the statue, reading a
book with the aid of a magnifying glass. His bald head was sheltered from the sun by a knotted silk handkerchief,
and lying on the bench beside him was a black top hat. The children stared at the curious figure with fascinated
eyes.
“That’s Mary Poppins’s favorite seat! She will be cross!” exclaimed Michael.
“Indeed? And when was I ever cross?” her voice inquired behind him. The remark quite shocked him.
“Why, you’re often cross, Mary Poppins!” he said. “At least fifty times a day!”
“Never!” she said, with an angry snap. “I have the patience of a boa constrictor! I merely speak my mind!”
She flounced away and sat down on a bench exactly opposite the statue. Then she glared across the lake at the
elderly gentleman. It was a look that might have killed anybody else. But the elderly gentleman was quite unaffected. He went on poring over his book and took no notice of anyone. Mary Poppins, with an infuriated sniff,
took her mending-bag from the perambulator and began to darn the socks.
The children scattered round the sparkling water.
“Here’s my boat!” shrieked Michael, snatching a piece of colored paper from a litter basket.
“I’m fishing,” said Jane, as she lay on her stomach and stretched her hand over the water. She imagined a
fishing-rod in her fingers and a line running down, with a hook and a worm. After a little while, she knew, a fish
would swim lazily up to the hook arid give the worm a tweak. Then, with a jerk, she would land him neatly and
take him home in her hat.
“Well, I never!” Mrs. Brill would say. “It’s just what we needed for supper!”
Beside her the twins were happily paddling. Michael steered his ship through a terrible storm. Mary Poppins
sat primly on her bench and rocked the perambulator with one foot; her silver needle flashed in the sunlight. The
park was quiet and dreamy and still.
Bang!
The elderly gentleman closed his book and the sound shattered the silence.
“Oh, I say!” protested a shrill, sweet voice, “you might have let me finish!”
*
Jane and Michael looked up in surprise. They stared. They blinked. And they stared again. For there, on the
grass before them, stood the little marble statue. The marble dolphin was clasped in his arms and the pedestal was
quite empty.
The elderly gentleman opened his mouth. Then he shut it and opened it again.
“Er—did you say something?” he said at last, and his eyebrows went up to the top of his head.
“Yes, of course I did!” the boy replied. “I was reading over your shoulder there;”—he pointed toward the empty pedestal—“and you closed the book too quickly. I wanted to finish the elephant story and see how he got his
trunk.”
“Oh, I beg your pardon,” said the elderly gentleman. “I had no idea—er—of such a thing. I always stop reading at four, you see. I have to get home to my tea.”
He rose and folded the handkerchief and picked up the black top hat.
“Well; now that you’ve finished,” the boy said calmly, “you can give the book to me!”
The elderly gentleman drew back, clutching the book to his breast.
“Oh, I couldn’t do that, I’m afraid,” he said. “You see, I’ve only just bought it. I wanted to read it when I was
young, but the grownups always got it first. And now that I’ve got a copy of my own, I really feel I must keep it.”
He eyed the statue uneasily as though he feared that at any moment it might snatch the book away.
“I could tell you about the elephant’s child,” Jane murmured shyly to the boy. He wheeled around with the fish
in his arms.
“Oh, Jane—would you really?” he cried in surprise. His marble face gleamed with pleasure.
“And I’ll tell you Yellow Dog Dingo,” said Michael, “and The Butterfly That Stamped!”
“No!” said the elderly gentleman suddenly. “Here I am with a suit of clothes and a hat. And he’s quite naked.
I’ll give him the book, I suppose,” he added, with a gloomy sigh. “I was never meant to have it.”
He gave the book a last long look, and, thrusting it at the marble boy, he turned away quickly. But the dolphin
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wriggled and caught his eye and he turned to the boy again.
“By the way,” he said, curiously, “I wonder how you caught that porpoise? What did you use—a line or a net?”
“Neither,” replied the boy, with a smile. “He was given to me when I was born.”\fn{ Neleus was one of the sons of
Poseidon, God of the sea:H}
“Oh—I see.” The elderly gentleman nodded, though he still looked rather puzzled. “Well, I must be getting
along. Good day!” He lifted the black top hat politely and hurried off down the path.
*
“Thank you!” the marble boy shouted after him, as he eagerly opened the book. On the fly-leaf was written, in
spidery writing:
William Weatherall Wilkins
“I’ll cross out his name and put mine instead.” The boy smiled gaily at Jane and Michael.
“But what is your name? And how can you read?” cried Michael, very astonished.
“My name is Neleus,” the boy said, laughing. “And I read with my eyes, of course!”
“But you’re only a statue!” Jane protested. “And statues don’t usually walk and talk. However did you get
down?”
“I jumped,” replied Neleus, smiling again, as he tossed his marble curls. “I was so disappointed not to finish
that story that something happened to my feet. First they twitched, and then they jumped, and the next I knew I
was down on the grass!”
He curled his little marble toes and stamped on the earth with his marble feet.
“Oh, lucky, lucky human beings to be able to do this every day! I’ve watched you so often, Jane and Michael,
and wished I could come and play with you. And now at last my wish has come true. Oh, tell me you’re glad to
see me!”
He touched their cheeks with his marble fingers and crowed with joy as he danced around them, Then, before
they could utter a word of welcome, he sped like a hare to the edge of the lake and dabbled his hand in the water.
“So—this is what water feels like!” he cried. “So deep and so blue—and as light as air!” He leaned out over
the sparkling lake and the dolphin gave a flick of its tail and slipped from his arms with a splash.
“Catch him! He’ll sink!” cried Michael quickly.
But the dolphin did nothing of the kind. It swam round the lake and threshed the water; it dived and caught its
tail in its mouth and leapt in the air and dived again. The performance was just like a turn in the circus. And as it
sprang, dripping, to the arms of its master, the children could not help clapping.
“Was it good?” asked Neleus enviously. And the dolphin grinned and nodded.
“Good!” cried a well-known voice behind them. “I call it extremely naughty!”
Mary Poppins was standing at the edge of the lake and her eyes were as bright as her darning needle.
Neleus sprang to his feet with a little cry and hung his head before her. He looked very young and small and
shy as he waited for her to speak.
“Who said you might get down, may I ask?” Her face had its usual look of fury. He shook his head guiltily.
“No one,” he mumbled. “My feet jumped down by themselves, Mary Poppins.”
“Then they’d better jump up again, spit-spot. You’ve no right to be off your pedestal.” He tilted back his
marble head and the sunlight glanced off his small chipped nose.
“Oh, can’t I stay down, Mary Poppins?” he pleaded. “Do let me stay for a little while and play with Jane and
Michael? You don’t know how lonely it is up there, with only the birds to talk to!” The earnest marble eyes
entreated her.
“Please, Mary Poppins!” he whispered softly, as he clasped his marble hands.
She gazed down thoughtfully for a moment, as though she were making up her mind. Then her eyes softened.
A little smile skipped over her mouth and crinkled the edge of her cheek.
“Well, just for this afternoon!” she said. “This one time, Neleus! Never again!”
“Never. I promise, Mary Poppins!” He gave her an impish grin.
“Do you know Mary Poppins?” demanded Michael. “Where did you meet her?” he wanted to know. He was
feeling a little jealous.
“Of course I do!” exclaimed Neleus, laughing. “She’s a very old friend of my father’s.”
“What is your father’s name? Where is he?” Jane was almost bursting with curiosity.
“Far away. In the Isles of Greece. He is called the King of the Sea.” As he spoke, the marble eyes of Neleus
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brimmed slowly up with sadness.
“What does he do?” demanded Michael. “Does he go to the City\fn{ The financial district of London is meant:H }—
like Daddy?”
“Oh, no. He never goes anywhere. He stands on a cliff above the sea, holding his trident and blowing his horn.
Beside him my mother sits, combing her hair. And Pelias—that’s my younger brother—plays at their feet with a
marble shell. And all day long the gulls fly past them, making black shadows on their marble bodies, and telling
them news of the harbor. By day they watch the red-sailed ships going in and out of the bay. And at night they
listen to the wine-dark waters that break on the shore below.”
“How lovely!” cried Jane. “But why did you leave them?” She was thinking that she would never have left Mr.
and Mrs. Banks and Michael alone on the cliffs of Greece.
“I didn’t want to,” said the marble boy. “But what can a statue do against men? They were always coming to
stare at us, peeking and prying and pinching our arms. They said we were made a long time ago by a very famous
artist. And one day somebody said, “I’ll take him!”—and he pointed at me. So—I had to go.”
He hid his eyes for a moment behind the dolphin’s fin.
“What happened then?” demanded Jane. “How did you get to our park?”
“In a packing-case,” said Neleus calmly, and laughed at their look of astonishment. “Oh, we always travel that
way, you know. My family is very much in demand. People want us, for parks or museums or gardens. So they
buy us and send us by parcel post. It never seems to occur to them that some of us might be lonely.”
He choked a little on the word. Then he flung up his head with a lordly gesture.
“But don’t let’s think about that!” he cried. “It’s been much better since you two came. Oh, Jane and Michael, I
know you so well—as if you were part of my family. I know about Michael’s kite and his compass; and the
Doulton bowl,\fn{Royal Doulton, makers of fine china, now located in the Czech Republic:H } and Robertson Ay,\fn{The Banks’
houseboy, lazy, sleepy, grumbling, never gets things right but good-hearted all the same:H } and the things you have for supper.
Didn’t you ever notice me listening? And reading the fairy-tales over your shoulders?”
Jane and Michael shook their heads.
“I know Alice in Wonderland by heart,” he went on. "And most of Robinson Crusoe. And Everything a Lady
Should Know, which is Mary Poppins’s favorite. But best of all are the colored comics, especially the one called
Lots-o’-Fun. What happened to Tiger Tim this week? Did he get away safely from Uncle Moppsy?”
“The new one comes out today,” said Jane. “We’ll all read it together!”
“Oh, dear! How happy I am!” cried Neleus. “The elephant’s child, and a new Lot-o’-Fun, and my legs like the
wings of a bird. I don’t know when my birthday is, but I think it must be today!” He hugged the dolphin and the
book in his arms and capered across the grass.
*
“Hi! Ting-aling-aling! Look where you’re going!” the ice cream man gave a warning cry. He was wheeling his
barrow along by the lake. The printed notice in front of it said:
STOP ME AND BUY ONE
WHAT WONDERFUL WEATHER!
“Stop! Stop! Stop! Stop!” cried the children wildly, as they ran toward the barrow.
“Chocolate!” said Michael.
“Lemon!” cried Jane.
And the fat little twins put out their hands and gladly took what was given them.
“And wot about you!” said the ice cream man, as Neleus came and stood shyly beside him.
“I don’t know what to choose,” said Neleus. “I never had one before.”
“Wot! Never ’ad a nice? Wot’s the matter—weak stummick? A boy your size should know all about ices!
’Ere!” The ice cream man fished inside his barrow and brought out a Raspberry bar.
“Take this and see ’ow you like it!”
Neleus broke the bar with his marble fingers. He popped one half in the dolphin’s mouth and began to lick the
other.
“Delicious,” he said, “much better than seaweed.”
“Seaweed? I should think so! Wot’s seaweed got to do with it? But—talking of seaweed, that’s a nice big cod!”
The ice cream man waved his hand at the dolphin. “If you took it along to the fishmonger, ’e’d give you a fancy
price.”
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The dolphin gave its tail a flick and its face looked very indignant.
“Oh, I don’t want to sell him,” said Neleus quickly. “He isn’t just a fish—he’s a friend!”
“A fishy kind of friend!” said the man. “Why doesn’t ’e tell you to put on your clothes? You’d catch your death
running round stark naked. Well, no offense meant! Ting-aling! Ting-aling!” He rode away whistling and ringing
his bell.
*
Neleus glanced at the children, out of the corner of his eye and the three burst out into peals of laughter.
“Oh, dear!” cried Neleus, gasping for breath, “I believe he thinks I’m human! Shall I run and tell him he’s
made a mistake? That I haven’t worn clothes for two thousand years and never caught even a sniffle?” He was
just about to dart after the barrow when Michael gave a shout.
“Look out! Here’s Willoughby.” he cried, and swallowed the rest of his ice in one gulp.
*
For Willoughby, who belonged to Miss Lark, had a habit of jumping up at the children and snatching the food
from their hands. He had rough, bouncy, vulgar manners and no respect for anyone. But what else could you
expect of a dog who was half an airedale and half a retriever and the worst half of both?
There he came, lolloping over the grass, sticking out his tongue. Andrew, who was as well-bred as Willoughby
was common, tripped gracefully after him. And Miss Lark herself followed breathlessly.
“Just out for a spin before tea!” she trilled. “Such a beautiful day and the dogs insisted—good gracious, what is
that I see?”
She broke off, panting, and stared at Neleus. Her face, already red, grew redder, and she looked extremely
indignant..
“You naughty; wicked boy!” she cried. “What are you doing to that poor fish? Don’t you know it will die if it
stays out of water?”
Neleus raised a marble eyebrow. The dolphin swung its tail over its mouth to hide a marble smile.
“You see?” said Miss Lark. “It’s writhing in agony! You must put it back into the water this minute!”
“Oh, I couldn’t do that,” said Neleus quickly. “I’m afraid he’d be lonely without me.”
He was trying to be polite to Miss Lark. But the dolphin was not. He flapped his tail and wriggled and grinned
in a very discourteous manner.
“Don’t answer me back! Fish are never lonely! You are just making silly excuses.” Miss Lark made an angry
gesture toward the green bench.
“I do think, Mary Poppins,” she said, “you might keep an eye on the children! This naughty boy, whoever he
is, must put that fish back where he got it!” Mary Poppins favored Miss Lark with a stare.
“I’m afraid that’s quite impossible, ma’am. He’d have to go too far.”
“Far or near—it doesn’t matter. He must put it back this instant. It’s cruelty to animals and it shouldn’t be
allowed. Andrew and Willoughby—come with me! I shall go at once and tell the Lord Mayor!”
Away she bustled, with the dogs at her heels. Willoughby, as he trotted by, winked rudely at the dolphin,
“And tell him to put his clothes on! He’ll get sunburnt, running about like that!” shrieked Miss Lark, as she
hurried off.
*
Neleus gave a little spurt of laughter and flung himself down on the grass.
“Sunburnt!” he choked. “Oh, Mary Poppins, does nobody guess I’m made of marble?”
“Humph!” replied Mary Poppins, snorting. And Neleus tossed her a mischievous smile.
“That’s what the sea lions say!” he said. “They sit on the rocks and say ‘Humph!’ to the sunset!”
“Indeed?” she said tartly.
And Jane and Michael waited, trembling, for what was surely coming. But nothing happened. Her face had an
answering look of mischief and the blue eyes and the marble eyes smiled gently at each other.
“Neleus,” she said quietly, “you have ten minutes more. You can come with us to the bookstall and back.”
“And then?—” he said, with a questioning look, as he tightened his arms round the dolphin.
She did not answer. She looked across the sparkling lake and nodded toward the pedestal.
“Oh, can’t he stay longer, Mary Poppins?” the children began to protest. But the eager question froze on their
lips, for Mary Poppins was glaring.
“I said ten minutes,” she remarked. “And ten minutes is what I meant. You needn’t look at me like that, either.
I am not a grisly gorilla.”
“Oh, don’t start arguing!” cried Neleus. “We mustn’t waste a second!” He sprang to his feet and seized Jane’s
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hand.
“Show me the way to the bookstall!” he said. And drew her away through the spreading sunlight and over the
grassy lawns.
Behind them Mary Poppins lifted the twins into the perambulator and hurried along with Michael. Lightly
across the summer grasses ran Jane and the marble boy. His curls flew out on the wind with hers and her hot
breath blew on his marble cheeks. Within her soft and living fingers the marble hand grew warmer.
*
“This, way!” she cried, as she tugged at his arm and drew him into the Lime Walk. At the end of it, by the far
gate, stood the gaily painted bookstall. A bright sign nailed above it said:
MR. FOLLY
BOOKS, PAPERS AND MAGAZINES
YOU WANT THEM, I’VE GOT THEM
A frill of colored magazines hung round the bookstall; and as the children raced up, Mr. Folly popped his head
through a gap in the frill. He had a round, quiet, lazy face that looked as though nothing in the world could disturb
it.
“Well, if it isn’t Jane Banks and friend!” he remarked mildly. “I think I can guess what you’ve come for.”
“The Evening News and Lot-o’-Fun,” panted Jane, as she put down the pennies.
Neleus seized the colored comic and skimmed the pages quickly.
“Does Tiger Tim get away?” cried Michael, as he dashed up, breathless, behind them.
“Yes, he does!” cried Neleus, with a shout of joy. “Listen! ‘Tiger Tim Escapes Clutches of Uncle Moppsy. His
New Adventure with Old Man Dogface. Watch Out For Another Tiger Tim Story Next Week!’”
“Hooray!” shouted Michael, peering round the dolphin’s shoulder to get a look at the pictures. Mr. Folly was
eyeing Neleus with interest.
“That’s a fine young whale you got there, sonny! Seems almost ’uman. Where did you catch him?”
“I didn’t,” said Neleus, glancing up. “He was given to me as a present.”
“Fancy that! Well, he makes a nice pet! And where do you come from? Where’s yer Ma?”
“She’s a long way from here,” replied Neleus gravely.
“Too bad!” Mr. Folly wagged his head. “Dad away, too?” Neleus smiled and nodded.
“You don’t say! Goodness, you must be lonely!” Mr. Folly glanced at the marble body. “And cold as well, I
shouldn’t wonder, with not a stitch on your bones!” He made a jingling noise in his pocket and thrust out his hand
to Neleus.
“There! Get yourself something to wear with that. Can’t go around with nothing on. Pneumonia, you know!
And chilblains!” Neleus stared at the silver thing in his hand.
“What is it?” he asked curiously.
“That’s a ’arf-crown,”\fn{Half-crown; at one time, a coin circulating in the pound-sterling area .} said Mr. Folly. “Don’t tell
me you never saw one!”
“No, I never did,” said Neleus, smiling. And the dolphin gazed at the coin with interest.
“Well, I declare! You pore little chap! Stark naked and never seen a ’arf-crownl Someone ought to be taking
care of you!”
Mr. Folly glanced reproachfully at Mary Poppins. And she gave him an outraged glare.
“Someone is taking care of him, thank you!” she said. As she spoke she unbuttoned her new white jacket and
slipped it round Neleus’ shoulders.
“There!” she said gruffly. “You won’t be cold now. And no thanks to you, Mr. Folly!” Neleus looked from the
coat to Mary Poppins and his marble eyes grew wider.
“You mean—I can keep it always?” he asked. She nodded, and looked away.
“Oh, dear sweet sea-lion—thank you!” he cried, and he hugged her waist in his marble arms. “Look at me,
Jane, in my new white coat! Look at me, Michael, in my beautiful buttons.” He ran excitedly from one to the
other to show off his new possession.
“That’s right,” said Mr. Folly, beaming. “Much better be sure than sorry! And the ’arf-crown will buy you a
nice pair of trousers—”
“Not tonight,” interrupted Mary Poppins. “We’re late as it is. Now best foot forward and home we go, and I’ll
thank you not to dawdle.”
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*
The sun was swiftly moving westward as she trundled the pram down the Lime Walk. The band at the end of
the park was silent. The flowery sunshades had all gone home. The trees stood still and straight in the shadows.
The park keeper was nowhere to be seen.
Jane and Michael walked on either side of Neleus and linked their hands through his marble arms. A silence
was over the human children and over the marble child between them.
“I love you, Neleus,” Jane said softly. “I wish you could stay with us always.”
“I love you, too,” he answered, smiling. “But I must go back. I promised.”
“I suppose you couldn’t leave the dolphin?” said Michael, stroking the marble fin. Jane looked at him angrily.
“Oh, Michael—how can you be so selfish! How would you like to spend your life, all alone up there on a
pedestal?”
“I’d like it—if I could have the dolphin, and call Mary Poppins a sea-lion!”
“I tell you what, Michael!” said Neleus quickly. “You can’t have the dolphin—he’s part of me. But the halfcrown isn’t. I’ll give you that.” He pushed the money into Michael’s hand.
“And Jane must have the book,” he went on. “But promise, Jane, and cross your heart, that you’ll let me read it
over your shoulder. And every week you must come to the bench and read me the new Lot-o’-Fun.” He gave the
book a last long look and tucked it under her arm.
“Oh, I promise, Neleus!” she said faithfully, and crossed her heart with her hand.
“I’ll be waiting for you,” said Neleus softly. “I’ll never, never forget.”
“Walk up and don’t chatter!” hissed Mary Poppins, as she turned toward the lake.
The perambulator creaked and groaned as it trundled on its way. But high above the creak of the wheels they
could hear a well-known voice. They tiptoed up behind Mary Poppins as she walked to the shadowy water.
*
“I never done it!” the voice protested. “And wouldn’t—not if you paid me!”
At the edge of the lake, by the empty pedestal, stood the Lord Mayor with two Aldermen. And before them,
waving his arms and shouting, and generally behaving in a peculiar manner, was the park keeper.
“It’s none of my doing, Your Honor!” he pleaded. “I can look you straight in the eye!”
“Nonsense, Smith!” said the Lord Mayor sternly. “You are the person responsible for the park statues. And
only you could have done it!”
“You might as well confess!” advised the first Alderman.
“It won’t save you, of course,” the second added, “but you’ll feel so much better!”
“But I didn’t do it, I’m telling you!” The park keeper clasped his hands in a frenzy.
“Stop quibbling, Smith. You’re wasting my time!” The Lord Mayor shook his head impatiently. “First, I have
to go looking for a naked boy who I hear is maltreating some wretched fish. A salmon, Miss Lark said—or was it
a halibut? And now, as if this wasn’t enough, I find the most valuable of our statues is missing from its pedestal. I
am shocked and disgusted. I trusted you, Smith. And look how you repay me!”
“I am looking. I mean, I don’t have to look! Oh, I don’t know what I’m saying, Your Grace! But I do know I
never touched that stachew!”
The keeper glanced round wildly for help and his eye fell on Mary Poppins. He gave a cry of horrified triumph
and flung out his hand accusingly.
“Your Worship, there’s the guilty party! She done it or I’ll eat me ’at!” The Lord Mayor glanced at Mary Poppins and back to the park keeper.
“I’m ashamed of you, Smith!” He shook his head sorrowfully. “Putting the blame on a perfectly respectable,
innocent young woman taking her charges for an afternoon airing! How could you?” He bowed courteously to
Mary Poppins, who returned the bow with a ladylike smile.
“Innocent! ‘Er!” the park keeper screamed. “You don’t know what you’re sayin’, my Lord! As soon as that girl
comes into the park, the place begins to go crosswise. Merry-go-rounds jumpin’ up in the sky, people coming
down on kites and rockets, the Prime Minister bobbing round on balloons—and it’s all your doing—you
Caliban!” He shook his fist wildly at Mary Poppins.
“Poor fellow! Poor fellow! His mind is unhinged!” said the first Alderman sadly.
“Perhaps we’d better get some handcuffs,” the second whispered nervously.
“Do what you like with me! ’Ang me, why don’t yer? But it wasn’t me wot done it!”
Overcome with misery, the park keeper flung himself against the pedestal and sobbed bitterly. Mary Poppins
turned and beckoned to Neleus. He ran to her side on marble feet and leaned his head gently against her.
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“Is it time?” he whispered, glancing up.
She nodded quickly. Then bending she took him in her arms and kissed his marble brow. For a moment Neleus
clung to her as though he could never let her go. Then he broke away, smothering a sob.
“Good-bye, Jane and Michael. Don’t forget me!”
He pressed his chilly cheek to theirs. And before they could even say a word he had darted away among the
shadows and was running toward his pedestal.
“I never ’ad no luck!!” wailed the keeper. “Never since I was a boy!”
“And you won’t have any now, my man, unless you put back that statue.” The Lord Mayor fixed him with an
angry eye.
But Jane and Michael were looking neither at the park keeper nor the Lord Mayor. They were watching a curly
head appear at the far side of the pedestal.
Up scrambled Neleus, over the ledge, dragging the dolphin after him. His marble body blazed white and bright
in a fading shaft of sunlight. Then with a gesture, half-gay, half-sad, he put up a little marble hand and waved
them all farewell. As they waved back, he seemed to tremble, but that may have been the tears in their eyes. They
watched him draw the dolphin to him, so close that its marble melted to his. Then he smoothed his curls with a
marble hand and bent his head and was still. Even Mary Poppins’s pink-and-white jacket seemed turned to lifeless
marble.
“I can’t put it back if I never took it!” the park keeper went on sobbing and shouting.
“Now, see here, Smith—” the Lord Mayor began. Then he gave a gasp and staggered sideways with his hand
clasped to his brow.
“My jumping giraffes! It’s come back!” he cried. “And there’s something different about it!”
He peered more closely at the statue and burst into roars of delighted laughter. He took off his hat and waved it
wildly and slapped the park keeper on the back.
“Smith—you rogue! So that was your secret! Why didn’t you tell us at first, my man? It certainly is a splendid
surprise! Well, you needn’t go on pretending now—” For the park keeper, speechless with amazement, was
goggling up at Neleus.
“Gentlemen!”—the Lord Mayor turned to the Aldermen—“we have sadly misjudged this poor fellow. He has
proved himself not only an excellent servant of the community—but an artist as well. Do you see what he has
done to the statue? He has added a little marble coat with collar and cuffs of pink. A great improvement, to my
mind, Smith! I never approved of naked statues.”
“Nor I!” the first Alderman shook his head.
“Certainly not!” said the second.
“Never fear, my dear Smith. You shall have your reward. From today your wages will be raised one shilling
and an extra stripe will be sewn on your sleeve. Furthermore, I shall speak of you to His Majesty when I make my
next report.”
And the Lord Mayor, with another ceremonious bow to Mary Poppins, swept majestically away, humbly
followed by the two Aldermen.
The park keeper, looking as though he were not sure if he were on his head or his heels, stared after them.
Then he turned his popping eyes to the statue and stared again at that. The marble boy and his marble fish gazed
thoughtfully down at the lake. They were as still and quiet and silent as they had always been.
*
“Now home again, home again, jiggety-jog!”
Mary Poppins raised a beckoning finger and the children followed without a word. The half-crown lay in
Michael’s palm, burning and bright and solid. And cold as the marble hand of Neleus was the book beneath Jane’s
arm.
Along the walk they marched in silence thinking their secret thoughts. And presently, on the grass behind
them, there came the thud of feet. They turned to find the park keeper running heavily toward them. He had taken
off his coat and was waving it, like a blue-and-red flag, at the end of his walking stick. He pulled up, panting,
beside the perambulator and held out the coat to Mary Poppins.
“Take it!” he said breathlessly. “I just been looking at that boy back there. He’s wearin’ yours—with the four
pink buttons. And you’ll need one when it gets chilly.”
Mary Poppins calmly took the coat and slipped it over her shoulders. Her own reflection smiled conceitedly at
her from the polished brass buttons.
“Thank you,” she said primly, to the park keeper.
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He stood before her in his shirt-sleeves, shaking his head like a puzzled dog.
“I suppose you understand what it all means?” he said wistfully.
“I suppose I do,” she replied smugly. And without another word, she gave the perambulator a little push and
sent it bowling past him; he was still staring after her, scratching his head, as she passed through the gate of the
park.
Mr. Banks, on his way home from the office, whistled to them as they crossed the lane.
“Well, Mary Poppins!” he greeted her. “You’re very smart in your blue-and-red jacket! Have you joined the
Salvation Army?”
“No, sir,” she replied, primly. And the look she gave him made it quite clear she had no intention of explaining.
“It’s the park keeper’s coat,” Jane told him hurriedly.
“He gave it to her just now,” added Michael.
“What—Smith? He gave her the jacket of his uniform? Whatever for?” exclaimed Mr. Banks.
But Jane and Michael were suddenly silent. They could feel Mary Poppins’s gimlet eyes making holes in the
backs of their heads. They dared not go on with the story.
“Well, never mind!” said Mr. Banks calmly. “I suppose she did something to deserve it!”
*
They nodded. But they knew he would never know what she had done, not even if he lived to be fifty.
They walked up the garden path beside him, clasping the coin and the book. And as they went they thought of
the child who had given them those gifts, the marble boy who for one short hour had danced and played in the
park. They thought of him standing alone on his pedestal, with his arm flung lovingly round his dolphin—forever
silent, forever still, and the sweet light gone from his face.
Darkness would come down upon him and the stars and the night would wrap him round. Proud and lonely he
would stand there, looking down upon the waters of the little lake, dreaming of the great sea and his home so far
away. …
89.67 It Finds Its Level\fn{by Gavin Casey (1907- 1964)} Kalgoorlie, Western Australia, Australia (M) 3
Shareholders in the Open Reef were fortunate in that their exceptionally rich and isolated lease was only a
couple of hundred miles from the coast. But in England, where most of them were, that distance appears to be
much greater than it does beneath the Southern Cross. It loomed particularly large when the project of pumping
water—water for treatment of the ore, and water for the settlement of the township—up through the ranges to the
reef was placed before the directors.
The resulting debate was a long and heated one. Certain members of the board arrived from their suburbs after
considerable study of maps and plans, determined on no account to send good money after bad. They found, however, that the enthusiasm of their general manager, who had seen the reef, was infectious. They also found their
secretary armed with facts and figures.
After listening for a while they found themselves committed to the securing of more capital, to the seeking of
Government assistance and to the eventual building of a water scheme which would be one of the greatest private
enterprises of its kind in the world. Beneath their bowler hats they strode away, feeling themselves to be Empirebuilders in the truest sense of the term. If, during ensuing months, they suffered qualms, they knew it was too late,
maintained brave faces, and talked airily of the mighty matter to their friends. They received attention and admiration from the Press and the public.
But their fame was as nothing to that of their general manager, who had hastened back to Australia with the
laudable object of “getting things going.”
*
The general manager was received as a hero and a national benefactor. The atmosphere suited him; he
expanded genially to the adulation he received as he sat in his office day after day, surrounded by his consultants
and his subordinates, directing operations which would alter the face of half the State.
So the great scheme progressed through many months of labor and organization and reorganization. A number
of contractors made modest fortunes. A minor scandal ended with the summary dismissal of a couple of
subordinates. But the pipe continued to stretch towards the interior, and the general manager, who had
experienced some uneasy moments over the incident, managed eventually to use it to convince his employers
even more completely that he was “the right man in the right place.”
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Settlements along the proposed pipeline squabbled, and were bitter towards each other in bringing forward
their rival claims to be sites of the various pumping stations. Districts on the route anticipated substantial benefit
from the company’s undertaking to supply water for irrigation and household needs. The general manager was
guest of honor at numerous State Government and Local Government ceremonies. He grew stouter and smoother,
and became aware of a vague regret that his wife was not a smarter woman—the kind with the social sense that is
so helpful to the successful man.
Time resolved itself into years, and the two-hundred-mile conduit, with the big dam at one end of it and the
phenomenally rich Open Reef at the other, became an accepted feature of State maps, and was less talked about.
But Big Bill West, the general manager of the company, and the man behind the great scheme, remained as well
known as the State Premier. Entrenched in the country, with vast residences at the mine and at the coast, and a
couple of big cars in which to zoom over the dusty roads between them, he knew achievement and a contentment
that was only slightly ruffled when, after a quarter of a century of big profits, the Open Reef yield began to
decline.
It was not so serious, after all. Just a matter for tightening up here and there, and even if the reef at some
distant date petered out altogether it would be long after his time, and the water supply, example of foresight and
clever engineering, would remain as his monument for ever.
*
Examination of the state of affairs was, however, necessary. At odd moments, and by conscious efforts, he
found time for the distasteful task of examining many sets of figures. Such of them as he found of unusual interest
he passed on to his consultants and subordinates, and minor reforms followed. Soon only in one matter—that of
costs of the company’s pumping stations—did an unsolved mystery remain.
“Look here,” said Big Bill to Martin, the water-supply line and plant supervisor. “Number 2 plant at Wendinnie
is giving us the results we should be getting all along the line. See that? Less fuel, less repairs and costs per
thousand gallons that make figures from the other two look bad, very bad. Look into it, will you?”
Initially, Martin “looked into it” by studying more carefully the costs sheets for various periods. He found
them amazing. From his knowledge of the twenty-five-year-old plants at the trio of stations he considered that
Numbers 1 and 3 were doing well in the matter of fuel and spares. Results from Number 2 were really astounding.
In his dusty tourer he set out to inspect.
At Number 3, nearest the mine, the driver and his fireman were indignant. They were nursing their wheezy
gear, and no men could do more than they were doing.
“If you think anyone can, try ’em,” was the text of their remarks.
Feeling a certain sympathy, Martin drove on the fifty miles that brought him into Wendinnie, and there
interviewed McHenry, the apparent superman in charge of the super-station.
“I bin’ drivin’ here for twenty-five years,” announced Mac with righteous indignation, “an’ I know them
ingines. Really know ’em an’ look after ’em—not muck about an’ talk big, like them fellers each side. ’Taint goin’
t’ worry me how them woodchoppers gits on. I’m givin’ you th’ figures, an’ I can keep on doin’ it.”
Noiseless rods, plunging with smooth efficiency up and down their appointed paths, spotless polished brass, a
stainless floor and an entirely satisfactory flow of water into the big concrete tank bore him out. Martin left, more
than ever mystified.
Big Bill received his supervisor’s report badly. To him it seemed, reasonably enough, that what one set of
machinery could do, others precisely similar could equal. He was not given to probing figures deeply or he might
have reached Martin’s conclusion that Numbers 1 and 3 were doing quite well, and that Number 2’s costs could
only have been kept so low by magic. As it was, the simple fact presented itself that all stations should strive to be
as good as the best.
“Rubbish! Rubbish!” he assured Martin. “If McHenry can do it the others can. Stir them up until they do. I’ll
expect to see better figures in future.”
But no better figures were forthcoming, despite the fact that Martin abandoned his own convictions and
“stirred up” the drivers at Stations 1 and 3, paying more than usually frequent visits to their plants during the
following six months. They muttered, and he lost sleep over the matter; but nothing was discovered except that
comparisons at the end of the period showed that results from Number 2 were not quite as good as usual, though
still superior to those from the other pumps.
Confronted by the black scowl of Big Bill, Martin felt the foundations of his job quaking. But he could do
nothing more. The mystery might well have remained unsolved for ever had not the advent of a new licensee at
the Wendinnie Hotel preceded by just a week one of the general manager’s infrequent shooting trips.
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*
Lakes to the north had been Big Bil’s destination and duck his quarry. In one of his big motors, with a driver
and a couple of cronies, the expedition had been made as comfortable as money could make it, but none the less it
was after an exhausting and unsuccessful day that he arrived at Wendinnie. The car rolled down to the township
from that unusual direction and into the hotel yard in the late afternoon.
The Old Man could see the big tank and smokestack of the pumping station looming over the scrub half a mile
away, and contemplation of it gave him mild pleasure. In the closer foreground, however, was a sight less
satisfactory. With pleasing and unusual industry, the hotel yardman was chopping logs from a big stack. Big Bill’s
first instinct was towards approval, but when he observed that the stack consisted of what was obviously five-foot
bush timber railed to the town at the company’s cost, for use at the company’s pumping station, his eyes shone
less benignly.
Irritated by the petty graft, he glanced along the back fences of Wendinnie’s only street.
In every yard stood a high pile of logs, and in every case they were of the roughly uniform length and size that
showed them to be company logs!
He breathed heavily for a moment, and mentally noted what should be said to McHenry and Martin on the
matter. Then the prospect of rest and comfort restored his amiability, and leaving the driver and his companions to
attend to the car he strode into the friendly bar to order drinks.
He was, however, apparently fated to be annoyed. A toe stubbed on some bulky object which was holding open
the door brought from him a flow of anguished expletives. Then he looked at the object. It was an L.44 O.S.
piston, as used in the engines of the Open Reef pumping plants! It was new!
Language failed, and he made inarticulate noises, but with a self-restraint born of many board meetings he
ordered drinks for the party and commenced to sip his own. It was amazing that so economically run a station as
Number 2 could show such glaring evidence of wholesale waste. But the liquor was soothing, and he abandoned
himself to calm enjoyment of it, until turning to assume a more comfortable attitude with one elbow on the
counter, he noticed another occupant of the customer’s side of the bar.
Stretched on a form against the wall, the Wendinnie’s Hotel’s other patron was asleep with his mouth open. He
appeared to be as stiffly rigid as the boards on which he lay, and the only evidence that he was alive was the
gentle swaying of his mustache in the fiery draughts that swirled to and from through it. He was none other than
the model pump-driver, the faithful and flawless McHenry!
Big Bill blinked rapidly.
“Tell me,” he pleaded of the man behind the bar in stifled tone, filled with deadly menace, “tell me, will you,
who is that man? I might be mistaken.”
“Bloke from th’ pumping station,” said his host cheerfully. “Haven’t bin here long enough t’ know much about
him meself, but I’ll chuck him out if y’ like. They told me when I took over that he was a real damn’ nuisance,
allus in arguments an’ stayin’ on th’ bust for as much as a fortnight at a time.”
“Fortnight at a time!” echoed Big Bill breathlessly. “Do you know the fireman? Where’s the fireman?”
“Gorn t’ th’ lakes shootin’ fer a few days,” said the proprietor. “Great jobs these blokes ’ve got.”
“Great jobs!” said the general manager in a sort of subdued roar. “Great jobs they had, you mean.”
The whole meaning of the calamity had gradually impressed itself on the Old Man’s brain. The plant should be
running now! God alone knew how long it had been idle! If the tank emptied the pumps at Number 3 would draw
air, and it would take days to get the system running again. He pounced on McHenry and shook him until he
rattled.
“G’way!” muttered the engine-driver drowsily. “G’tout! Wenni wakeup I’ll rip y’r liver out.”
“Water!” bellowed Big Bill. “Damn it, man, the pumps! The water, you fool!”
“Warrer’ll be orright,” mumbled McHenry. “Warrer’ll fin’hish own level. Allus does.”
With an air of finality, he settled back to comfortable slumber.
Big Bill gazed at him wordlessly. Then he dived through the door, past his wondering cronies and into the car.
He headed for Number 2 pumping station with the accelerator on the floorboards, but despite his haste he noticed
that the fence around the shack next door carried sliprails made of L.P. 41 connecting-rods, and that a place three
houses down was using L.P. 78 cylinder-liners for an extension for its wash-house chimney. There would be time
to kill McHenry later, however. He stamped viciously and ineffectively on the already fully-depressed throttle
pedal.
*
Silent engines and spotless metal greeted him in the plant engine-room. What was worse, almost cold fires.
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There was no steam, but it was better that the plant should be held up than that he, the general manager and a
national benefactor, should descend to urging five-foot bush timber through the fire doors.
It was the last straw. The situation was hopeless. He sat wearily on a box and clutched his head in his hand.
Then the look of anguish on his face slowly changed to one of wonder and doubt. Either he was going mad or he
could hear, faintly but distinctly. the sound of gushing, falling water!
Heedless of the warning of his hammering heart, he galloped to the tank and swarmed up the ladder to its brim,
thirty feet above the ground. It was three parts full, and out of the big duct above it water was, despite the silent
engines, flowing freely!
“Well, I’ll be damned!” said the general manager.
Slowly and reflectively he drove back to the pub. Siphonage! Siphonage! No need for a pumping station at all!
Never had been! What a bloomer! No wonder McHenry, who had been in charge for twenty-five years, showed
low costs! No wonder he gave away firewood, and requisitioned for spares and gave them away too! He’d had to,
to have any costs at all.
Big Bill’s lips tightened as he anticipated the abrupt cessation of the “good jobs” held by driver and fireman.
Then they loosened again as his thoughts turned to what the directors and the Press would say when Pump Plant
Number 2 was closed as superfluous, after twenty-five years in action!
His memory roved, trying to locate the consultant or subordinate of early times who could be held responsible.
He was distressed to find that, particularly to directors and the Press, it would most likely seem that he was
responsible!
The point of view gave him further food for thought. At the hotel Big Bill’s cronies were in the yard, curiously
awaiting his return. In the bar McHenry’s slumber remained profound, and the new proprietor was cleaning
glasses and regarding his supine form with considerable interest.
“Heard a crack and thought something had come apart at the plant. All O.K. up there, though,” the general
manager explained his absence to his friends.
There was something not quite satisfactory about it, but they had little time in which to think it over, for Big
Bill was in a fever of activity. He’d made up his mind to drive on to Goalong for the night. The hotel there was
better. It was a better town. They would have to hurry if they were to be there for dinner. He barked orders at the
driver, piled them into the car, and before they knew just what had happened they were on their way. Big Bill was
eloquent in the discussion of plans for more shooting next day.
*
So McHenry and his fireman continued to draw award rates. They started the engines only when phone
messages from the towns on either side were to the effect that official parties were on the way, or when a general
stoppage made it necessary. The inhabitants of Wendinnie went on receiving free firewood, and in spite of it, costs
at the station were substantially lower than those at Numbers 1 and 3. Martin did not know why, and stopped
worrying, as the Old Man no longer plagued him about it. But McHenry, after some discussion with the new
proprietor of the hotel, felt that he need no longer be quite so careful, and when the general manager was a
member of a visiting official party (which was seldom) he treated Big Bill with a little less respect than that
worthy thought was due to a National Benefactor and Empire-builder.
8.130 The Corvidae\fn{by Alwyn Lee aka Henry Alwyn Lee, H. Alwyn Lee (1911-1970)} Ballarat, Victoria, Australia (M) 6
Most Australians live in cities, but they are ashamed of this arrangement. Theoretically they are all sunburned
horsemen in “the bush”—a term that is used for any part of the continent not actually covered by asphalt. At least,
this was so when I was a small boy growing up in a limitless tract of Melbourne suburb.
My mother and father had been born on Australian farms. When they spoke of Home, they meant the British
Isles; when they spoke of Back Home, they meant “upcountry.” Thus, my parents conceived of it as both a
kindness and a discipline that I should spend every school holiday—the two term holidays and the long Christmas
summer holidays—with my country uncles. These were all on my mother’s side, for my father’s family seems to
have survived only one generation of Australian farming, which is no picnic.
The choice of uncles was wide; there was a whole tribe or clan of them “on the land.” They had place names,
like a lot of barbarous feudal chieftains. There were the Kinnabulla McInstries, the Dimboola Leslies, the
Wanboon Adamses (my mother was an Adams), not to speak of various related Gordons, Mahoods, Flockharts,
and Glasgows, all with sound Ulster names (apart from their territorial designations) and all in sheep, though one
aunt (“poor Aunt Bonnie”) had married a man called Murphy, who drank and had a fruit farm—three equally
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disgraceful things.\fn{I.e., he was also Irish.}
If Australia was empty, it was not my uncles’ fault. I had twenty-two first cousins—twenty of them on my
mother’s side. The tribe originated in County Antrim, round Ballymena, and they were everything an Irishman
means when he says “Orangeman” or “Black Ulsterman.” I see now that they held my father in some contempt
for his city job, his Methodism, and his lack of land, money, or Scots-Irish blood. It is not in a boy, mercifully, to
hold his father to account, but, little snob that I was, I regarded these Ulster-Australian graziers as greater men.
This was especially true of the Wanboon McInstriese. They were the richest and, as they say at sheep shows, the
most “typie.” It was mostly to the Wanboon McInstriese, in northwestern Victoria, that I was sent.
My mother had been named for my Great-Aunt Maggie McInstrie and had been a favorite niece, so it must
have been out of regard for her that the Wanboon McInstries would give house-room to a schoolboy, lest he
sicken and die in malignant Melbourne air. For another thing, the family was comparatively small. The one son—
my second cousin Rob—had grown up. He had become the Coongabbie McInstrie, with a place of his own “up”
in New South Wales. There were still five daughters, married and unmarried, about the place. The family—or,
rather, the clan—spirit was strong, and I was made to feel at home, although I must have been a nuisance, like a
sheepdog pup under foot in the stables.
*
I was dispatched from Melbourne by train. It was slow—twelve hours to do about two hundred miles. It shed
parts as it went along, and toward the end of the journey it dwindled to a single coach trailing a string of empty
freight cars. The engine sounded mournful blasts on its whistle, like a fog-bound steamer, as it groaned its way
from one inconclusive settlement to another. Dusk would come, and very bright stars, one by one, from the black
edge of the plains, and then a more surprising thing—men standing beside the tracks crying, “Paper! Paper!”
(This was before the wireless came to break the silence of the bush, and men marooned out there would go
mad from the loneliness often enough for there to be a special word for them. “Hatters,” these loony exiles were
called. Bushmen who worked alone were the worst victims; they would ride for miles to the railway like scrub
cattle blorting their way to a salt lick. It was the custom—as much honored as a swagman’s right to water—for the
passengers to throw out their city newspapers and magazines on the cry of “Paper!”)
In the middle of nowhere, you would see faces and tethered horses suddenly in the glare of the windows, then
nothing again, arriving at Wanboon (population nil; it was just a siding surrounded by the land of the various
McInstries) was arriving at nowhere. There was a mile or so by buggy to the homestead; then, in the morning, I
would wake in my cousin’s old bed, to the sound of a million sheep and magpies.
The homestead, Gracelands, stood in the middle of I don’t know how many thousand acres of sheep run. A
sprawling jumble of buildings lay about it. Apart from the sheep, there were about thirty horses, a dozen dogs, a
cow or two, and a vast proletariat of chickens. It was not at all like those streamlined American farms that look so
neat photographed from the air, and I found it confusing, although there was no doubt in my mind who ruled the
huge roost.
The lord of man and brute was my Great-Uncle Hugh McInstrie, and I was very scared of him. He represented
power and authority. He bellowed at his immigrant hands, housed them in huts papered with old newspapers, and
made them heartily regret that they had left the intimate and familiar misery of a London slum or a Durham mine
village. I think now there was no deliberate harshness in this; it was simply a product of the profound conviction
that those who did not own land cannot expect to be happy in this life.
Bearded and mounted on one of his seventeen-hand hacks, Uncle Hugh was a patriarchal figure; at seventy he
had a “back” like a trooper of the Victoria Mounted Police, whose black helmets, carbines, bandoleers,
“concertina” boots with white whipcord tights, and gray horses contributed a somewhat menacing ceremony to
civic processions. The association was fixed in my mind as a verse in Waltzing Matilda, the national song, that
recounts the fatal consequences of stealing:
Down came the squatter mounted on his thoroughbred,
Down came the troopers, One! Two! Three!

On an aged, big-barreled pony, a relic of my Cousin Rob’s childhood, I tooled along behind this personage,
chafed at my bare knees, bursting with chatter and not daring to open my little gob.\fn{ Mouth.}
*
One visit, when I was twelve, I remember in particular, because of an experience with some crows.
It was a dry year in a dry land. The thin trees shed their bark like snakeskin; the grass was brown and did not
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fully cover the hard brown earth. The plain was the color of a mangy brindled greyhound, and over it the sheep
moved like lice.
From time to time, the vigilant old master shepherd would see something untoward; it was lambing time, and
there had been frosts, mild but enough to cram the peristaltic movements of birth, so that here and there the legs
or the head of a half-born lamb protruded from the hinder parts of a distressed ewe. Deft yet perfunctory, Uncle
Hugh went among the lambing mob, a mounted midwife. Now and then a ewe would flee in panic from her
deliverer; it was my rule to dismount and run down this recalcitrant mother—a disconcerting task, because
sometimes the face of the unborn lamb stared back at me reproachfully, it seemed to me, as I sprinted in its wake.
Uncle Hug would say nothing except to bark at the ragtaggle of dogs, but every now and then a heroic belch, a
detonation like a three-penny firecracker would issue from the thickets of his beard. He was the victim of some
corrosive kind of indigestion. As he rode, he swigged a solution of baking soda from a silver flask; as far as I
could hear, it did nothing to dampen the fires within.
In addition to this, as a sort of base fuel dump, a big gazogene of soda water stood perpetually on the south
side of the verandah at Gracelands. This engine, about the size and shape of an old-fashioned, wasp-waisted
dress-maker’s form, it was the business of my Cousin Ishbel—the practical one—to fill. This she did with some
trepidation. The device generated its own gas—carbon dioxide, I suppose—from the action of chemicals, and it
needed strong nerves and light fingers to get the top screwed on before pressure built up.
Once or twice, she was too late; the metal top whistled past her averted face like the warhead of a rocket, to
bury itself in the plasterboard ceiling of the kitchen. Whenever I helped myself to this bubbly water, I did so with
the knowledge that if my Cousin Ishbel chanced by, I would be given a look.
As a congenitally displaced person, I was then, as now, very afraid of looks.
*
Uncle Hugh’s indigestion, I learned much later, was no casual affliction; it had deep roots in history and
theology. He was one of, I think, six sons of Big Alec McInstrie, the first settler of this region—called the mallee,
from the hard-leaf, scrubby growth that covered the flat plains and gave shelter to the wallaby, the mallee hen, the
emu, and the blackfellow.\fn{ One of the white Australian names for the native Australian aborigines, officially known as Indigenous
Australians:H}
The tables of consanguinity are all jumbled in my head now, but I seem to recall that there was some marriage
of cousins—Adamses, Glasgows, or McInstries—in this generation that related me to both sides of the family. It
is difficult to see how they could have avoided this sort of marriage, short of the unthinkable expedients of
marrying Catholics, English, or blackfellows.
Rollers made of massive logs and towed by bullock teams demolished the scrubby growth of the Mallee, and
Big Alec tore a huge “holding” out of this ill-favored wilderness. Here he held sway in a manner that was part
patriarchal, part theocratic. He must indeed have been like those least sympathetic of pioneers, the Boers of South
Africa.
Mercifully, there was one difference: the blackfellows, unlike the Zulus and Hottentots, declined to become a
race of slaves. When domesticated, they stole; they took off their pants to “go walkabout” (i.e., reverted to nomadism); conveniently and, it would seem, unanimously they decided to die, and flickered away into the dwindling bush to cough out their lungs amid the bones of sheep and kanagaroo.
They built no houses; their disappearance was total. Within sixty years of my ancestors arrival on their
unhappy hunting grounds, it was as if blackfellows had never been. There was no war and no Little Big Horn.
They died, for the most part, of children’s ailments—whooping cough and measles. It must have been an old story
to the big harsh Ulsterman; had not his family, a few generations before, shouldered the aboriginal Catholic Irish
off their ancient lands?
Sly and feckless Gael, sly and feckless aborigine. It must have confirmed the patriarch in his savageries against
land and flesh, confirmed his pitiless Calvinism.
So began a pastoral aristocracy, unique in that it had no serfs, though the God of John Knox would provide
these in the fullness of time. Meanwhile, it fell to Big Alec’s six sons to supply the omission. They were the arrows in his quiver, though the Biblical image is somewhat too delicate for the case; their work was brutal, continuous, backbreaking. Nasty, long, brutish, and hard.
There is something fitting, I suppose, in the fact that the doctrine of Knox and Calvin should have returned at
last, in its pure form, to the sort of terrain from which it had sprung—back to this near-desert, far from the winebibbers, tax gatherers, and bedizened women. Under the roof of bark or iron, the pioneer McInstrie presided—
priest, taskmaster, and patriarch—in prayers to the just and jealous deity whom he resembled, or perhaps merely
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represented.
At family meals—mutton, homemade bread, and tea—old McInstrie alone took a seat. He dispensed his
blessing on this Spartan board, and the sons, huge, bearded, red-wristed, ate standing at their places.
“Slow at meat, slow at work,” said the patriarch.
Across the years, my Great-Uncle Hugh’s gastric juices sounded a protest against this scheme of things, though
he never formulated his objections in words.
*
Needless to say, my character failed to meet the exacting standards of my great-uncle.
I was a puny little fellow; I always had my nose in some book; I would never grow up to be an Ulsterman.
What is more, I knew what an Ulsterman was.
“A Scotchman,” Uncle Hugh told me, “is an improved kind of man. An Ulsterman is an improved kind of
Scotchman.”
It was probably meant as some kind of dim Scotch joke, but at that age I believed what I was told by men of
seventy with beards. Of course, I was half an Adams, but then the name Lee cuts no ice in the real Deep South; it
is merely English. Nor did I know the worst, though the McInstries must have known it.
My father’s mother’s name was Guinney. She was the daughter of a Corkman\fn{ A man from County Cork, Republic (since 1923) of Ireland.} who was possibly a transportee,\fn{ A convicted criminal sentenced to colonial exile .} certainly a
Catholic, and the McInstries must have been watching me narrowly for the moment this Papist taint should show
itself. I think it must have been my peculiar attitude toward birds that the family suspicion focused.
In those dreary plains, the sky and the birds that inhabited it alone had beauty. It was a magical experience to
see a “mob” of galahs rise screeching from the khaki-colored plains; they kept a strict flight pattern, showing now
their dove-gray backs and now, in a flash, their rose-colored breasts. Budgerigars were common as sparrows, and
we ate them in game pie, like quail. Always the air was filled with the lovely caroling of “magpies”—really a kind
of shrike, with a voice range between tenor flute and oboe. The “robins” were red as tanagers, and there were
“wrens” like blue enamel. There were mallee hens, who hatch their eggs in nesting mounds in the manner of
turtles, and there was the bowerbird, which makes a display house of woven sticks decorated with bright pebbles,
wildflowers, and bits of broken glass.
Once species even paints the sticks with the juice of crushed berries.
It was my ambition to find such a bower; the bird was the only artist living in that vast region. And may still
be, for all I know.
*
My relatives thought there was something not quite normal in all this interest in ornithology. I should have
been out massacring rabbits instead of mooning over birds. Nor was this the worst. Somehow, it had come out that
I had signed a pledge to protect native birds.
There was some propaganda in the schools about birds being fostered, and I was probably its most devout
believer. I had joined the Gould League of Bird Lovers (John Gould was the Audubon of Australia), and had been
awarded books and a very light gold medal for some ornithological precocity. I thus took my covenant very
solemnly, but it must have seemed not quite manly, and even impertinent, to my country relatives.
They knew that practically all living things except sheep, horses, and dogs (cows they despised) were destructive or, at best, useless. Long ago they has slaughtered the last emus, and if other birds were tolerated, it was only
because they did not kill themselves by getting tangled up in barbed-wire fences. Certainly my relatives were not
going to be informed by me that the straw-necked ibis ate grasshoppers of that the wedge-tailed eagle preferred
rabbit. These magnificent eagles were common. My uncle shot them and spread their eight-foot wings along the
top of fences, presumably as a warning to the others; someday one of them might take a lamb.
Scotch-Irish Presbyterians have a natural and doctrinal faculty for putting others in the wrong, and subtly I was
made to feel that I was in league with the enemies of good animal husbandry.
*
Sunday was a dreadful day; after breakfast, I had to put on my best blue serge suit and drive with the family, in
my uncle’s car, for thirty miles to church. The hot leather car seat prickled all the way. The church was perched on
poles capitaled with sheet tin to defeat the “white ants,” or termites. It has a corrugated-iron roof to let the heat in
and wooden sides to keep it there.
For never less than forty-five minutes, a man with a Scottish accent preached to the beards and sensible hats
below him. There were also hymns. My head nodded in the heat; it would have hatched an emu’s egg. The
service, I daresay, had come unchanged from the wet stone kirks of Antrim or Perthshire; but, cold or hot, the dis61

comfort, no doubt, was the main thing. I envied “the men”—Englishmen and slaves, and therefore not Presbyterians—lolling on their burlap bunks in the hut and reading three-month-old copies of John O’London’s Weekly.
I was not supposed to do anything on Sunday. I could read, because reading was not doing anything—James
Oliver Curwood and Zane Grey,\fn{Curwood (1878-1927) and Grey (1875-1939) were American authors of popular Western
stories and novels.} or a fascinating veterinary encyclopedia called the Australian Stock and Station Doctor, or a
coverless copy of Emile Zola’s Nana,\fn{Emile Zola (1840-1902), French novelist.} which I had found behind the dresser—or I could play with Cousin Bob’s model donkey engine. It was a beautiful little machine of brass and steel,
activated by a lamp of methylated spirits. I had seen with wonder how its little piston and flywheel worked in just
the same way as the great early Steam Age monster near the haystacks, which powered the chaff-cutter.
After Sunday-night family prayers, it was Great-Aunt Maggie’s gentle custom to read from a popular anthology of Australian verse entitled Bush Ballads and Galloping Rhymes. My favorite was The Sick Stockrider, one
stanza of which my great-aunt always read with a peculiar intonation.
A steer ripped up McPherson at the Cooraminta yards
And Donavan was drowned at Sink-or-Swim;
Tim Burke who got in trouble in that business with the cards:
It matters little what became of him!
And Sullivan the rider at The Horsefull broke his neck;
Faith! The wonder was he saved his neck so long!
And Mostyn! Poor Frank Mostyn died at last a fearful wreck
In The Horrors at the Upper Wandinong.

I did not know at the time that “The Horrors” was Australian for delirium tremens, or that my Counsin Rob had
taken to drink; I was under the impression it was the name of some terrible stretch of quicksand. In the books I
was reading at the time, half the villains perished in bogs, quagmires, or quicksands; why not Mostyn?
*
On Sunday afternoon after lunch, still in my blue serge suit, I dawdled out to the stables and quietly saddled
the pony. She was an opinionated little brute, and contested my invasion of her retirement with every mule-headed
quirk at her command. She liked to trot, but finally I forced her into a resentful canter. I was not a confi-dent
horseman; moreover, the comfortable rocking-horse gait went better with the galloping meter of The Sick
Stockrider, which was then buzzing through my head.
I had not broken the Sabbath idly; I had an objective—the lambing paddock behind the cathedral-size woolshed. I had seen plovers there. Like a small wading bird to look at, the plover has more a lark’s habits; it lays its
speckled eggs in a shallow cup on the open ground.
There was a fair-sized mob of ewes and lambs in the paddock, and even more crows than usual. There were
always crows.
I tethered the pony and walked to where I had last seen the plovers. I was lucky. After about two hundred yards
or so afoot, a plover dropped at my feet, crying and trailing a wing, pretending that it was broken.
This was what I had come to “observe”—the plover’s “broken-wing” defense of its open nest. My prize books
had put me onto the dodge; I backed away from the plover, knowing that I was getting closer to the nest. This
distressed the plover, which repeated its tactics several times. It is a pretty thing to watch, and perhaps even then I
was conscious of its realism, in that it is based on an appeal to cruelty rather than pity. I must have cut an odd
figure, weaving and backing in the middle of a thirty-acre paddock, a small blue-clad form pursued by ghosts in
the glare of a hot spring afternoon.
In this way, I fell, literally, having backed into a ewe, and cracked the back of my head on the iron-hard
ground. I started to laugh—at that age one always tried to laugh—although there was no one there, but stopped,
for I saw that the ewe had had its eyes pecked out.
The crows that had done this circled in the air out of gunshot range. The plover forgotten, I looked at the ewe;
blood ran from each empty eye-socket in a thin red line and clotted its whiskered cheeks. I tried to get the ewe on
its feet; it kicked convulsively. I straddled it and heaved at the valances of greasy wool round its shoulders. No
use.
A single sheep is no more tractable than a wild goat; nothing can be done with a single blind sheep. Panting
and close to tears, I started for my pony, which stood flicking its tail at the flies in the shade of the thin mallee. I
had got halfway there in a sobbing run when I was aware that the circling crows had dropped into an efficient
circle round the ewe.
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The Corvidae are good at observing people.
I ran back, trying to roar like my uncle. The crows again circled in the air.
*
I don’t know how long I stood looking at the ewe. The sermon that day had dealt with Abraham and Isaac—
Presbyterians are very fond of the Old Testament. During it I had opened and shut the blades of my clasp knife,
trying to keep awake. It seemed now like an intimation of what I should do.
I then discovered how hard it is to cut a sheep’s throat with a small knife, and I was shaken and bloody by the
time the ewe seemed to die. The pony shied at my bloody hands and shied again at an eagle spread on the woodshed fence.
By the time I got back to the stables, I was pretty much of a nervous wreck. I washed my hands and the clasp
knife, before I took the bridle off the pony. I took my time; I was in no hurry to go into the house with my
sensational confession.
They were all in the kitchen, eating scones and drinking tea round the long table, and talking about the hubris
some neighbor had displayed in his choice of a hotel when he went to Melbourne. Although only a sheep farmer
like the McInstries themselves, who stayed at Scott’s, or even at my father’s modest house, this neighbor put up at
Menzies’, where the “breeders” went.
“Menzies’ for His Lordship,” said my cousin Ishbel. “Menzies’.”
My Cousin Marie and her husband, Craig Gordon, were visiting. He was a big man who had ridden with the
Australian Light Horse, and he voiced his distaste for the neighbor, who had been seen to wear plus fours.\fn{ A
(one-time) golfing costume.} Even my Cousin Flo (the kind one) showed her disapproval.
“They buy butter and even eggs. Eggs!” she said.
“Ride in silk, beg in frieze,” said Uncle Hugh cryptically.
I brooded with them for a while about the criminal folly of this man who stayed at Menzies’, bought eggs, and
wore plus fours. At least he had not killed a sheep. I decided to count to a hundred and then break the news.
“I had to kill a sheep!” I blurted out. Full of scone, their jaws gaped.
“You had to kill a sheep,” they all said. My Cousin Ishbel gave me one of her looks.
“What?” bellowed my uncle. “A ewe? Where? Why?”
Miserably, I began my narrative. I was soon made to understand its weak points; they all knew why the ewe
was “down”—a hard lambing. Now, if I had ridden straight back to the house, there was a chance the lamb could
have been saved.
“The crows,” I went on explaining. “The crows kept coming back.”
After a while, my uncle went out to tell one of the men to yoke up a gig and drive out and skin the ewe. I slunk
out to the orchard with a book, and the family debate on my conduct got under way.
*
There were the usual prayers after Sunday-night tea. After we creaked to our feet (we had been crouching at
our chairs), my Great-Aunt Maggie disposed herself to read. She chose a piece less lively than The Sick Stockrider. As I recall, it presented in verse dialogue a debate on the virtues of bush life vs. that of the city.
It was very long, and my aunt read slowly; it was longer than my uncle’s prayers, and a good deal more
intelligible, since her accent was less Scottish and she did not have the acoustical hazard of a beard.
While she read, I looked at the rug she had spread on her knees—for in that near-desert the nights were cold
after the hottest day. It was of tartan wool on one side and patchwork on the other. The patchwork was fur, the
skins of many domestic cats—black, tabby, tortoiseshell, gray, and one splendid ginger-colored pelt big as a doormat. One of the farm cats had been caught with the feathers of a new-hatched chicken on its jaws, so they were all
exterminated; with Presbyterian thrift, their skins had been sent to the fellmonger’s. My great-aunt had personally
conducted this fellicide, by a technique I need not describe.
My great-aunt’s recitation came to its end. As might be expected, the protagonist of the pioneering virtues had
the last word. She read this passage with the same peculiar intonation she used for the “Horrors” passage.
As it concerned me, I got the point. The ballad ended:
For the bush will never suit you
And you’ll never suit the bush.

Over morning porridge and tea, I avoided all eyes. After breakfast, my uncle took up his stance at the sodawater gazogene. Between barks and rumblings, he bellowed at me, “Well, what do you think of your birds now?”
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I said nothing. Next:
“How would you like to make a crow trap?”
*
As far as his principles let him, my uncle was a kind man, and I saw that he was offering me a chance to redeem myself.
But there was something more. What about the pledge? Crows were native birds, were they not? A wild
thought came to me. Would I have to return my gold medal?
By this time, I was trotting at my uncle’s heels toward what was called the machinery shed. Open-sided,
thatched with wheat straw, pillared with bleached trunks of iron-bark trees, this structure did give shelter of a kind
to a rank of large, crude horse-drawn implements. All of them—the gang plows, harrows, seed drills, harvesters,
and so on—were thickly gloved in a calcified blizzard of chicken dung.
There were always a few crows about, hoping perhaps for eggs and grain, or more likely for the pickings to be
had below the gallows rigged at one end to butcher the weekly sheep for the farm tables.
Here would be the place for a trap. My uncle’s roars set one of his Englishmen scurrying about the shed and
the smithy for two-by-fours, spades, wire netting, and nails. I was issued a hammer and saw. While this went on, it
occurred to me that my uncle knew more about crows than seemed possible for a non-member of the Gould
League of Bird Lovers; in fact, he knew more about them than I did.
His trap was based on the observation that crows, like buzzards and other carrion-feeding birds, need a short
take-off run before they are airborne. Accordingly, from his instructions I set about making a net cage about ten
feet long and six feet high with a crow-sized opening at the top. The crows would be lured into the trap by the
carcass of a sheep and have no room to fly out the way they had come.
No one knew better than I that a carcass was available, out there in the lambing paddock.
It took me all day to construct the trap. It was a pretty good job, although I had to get help with the netting
from Walter, one of the Englishmen. He was rather surly about it. With his national instinct for sociallines, Walter
had shrewdly assessed my standing in the household, and he spoke freely.
“Bleedin’ abahit. Old baskit thinks e’ll catch just one flamin’ crow with this bleedin’ contraption, ’e’s got
another think comin’.”
This while between us we hefted the carcass of my sheep into the middle of the trap.
Walter was bleedin’ well wrong. Next morning, there were a dozen splendid black crows screeching like lost
souls and flapping against the wire. I came back to the house to report my success, and traced my uncle by ear to
the soda-water gazogene.
“Twelve of them,” I said with pride. He gave me a couple of stunning pats on the back and cocked an eye at
me quizzically.
A disc plowshare hung on the verandah. My uncle beat a brisk tattoo on this with a short club—evidently the
handle of a cricket bat—and two of his Englishmen came up to the gate. Then something else occurred to me
about my uncle; he not only knew more about crows than I did, he was enjoying himself more than I was. He was
a boyish patriarch. He walked jauntily out to the crow trap, twirling the broken piece of cricket bat like a shillelagh.
“Thirteen,” He corrected my count with decision. “Thirteen black devils from Hell. In you go,” he added. The
Englishmen gaped, and so did I.
“Always kill what you trap,” said my uncle. He handed me the club.
“In you go,” he repeated as he made an opening for me in the wire.
Recurrent nightmares bring the scene back to me to this day. I only ask the reader that he should imagine
himself required to club to death thirteen large black birds with a wingspread little short of his own outstretched
arms.
One thought filled my mind as I received the congratulations of all.
Would this killing of crows go on day after day?
The crows solved the problem for me; the Corvidae are the most intelligent of birds as well as the drabbest.
Not a one came near my trap again.
*
As I left Wanboon, I received two gifts to take on the long trip home. One I had long coveted—my cousin’s
donkey engine, the only piece of machinery I have ever properly understood.
The other was the cat-skin rug.
It was felt that somehow one or the other would make a man of me in the end.
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8.124 The Antagonists\fn{by Kylie Tennant (1912-1988)} Manly, New South Wales, Australia (F) 6
Every evening, Mr. Kilpy rode down with a billy-can of milk from his sloppy, unregistered dairy. An old, old
man, he squatted down in his saddle like the buttressed bulge of a gum tree in a rock. He never got off his horse,
but waited at the fence for someone to relieve him of his billy-can and engage him in conversation.
His milk had cream, and his conversation the malicious wisdom which comes of knowing few people richly
and intimately over many years. His hooded eyes over a big, hooked nose were half-closed, enigmatic, and his
laugh was a matter of. rumblings and wheezings and subterranean shakings, alarming in one so ancient.
“Now take Joe,” he would say, heaving silently as he thought of his piece of fun. “Everyone dies here. Joe gets
five pound from the undertaker for fixing up the burying. I come in one night to his place and him and the missus
and the daughter are making out a list. It’s coming on winter, and the old ones go off in the winter.
“‘What about George?’ the daughter’s saying. ‘That cough of his ain’t getting any better. He ain’t likely to pull
through.’
“‘Haven’t got me down on yer list, have ye ?’ I says, and I sees by their faces they have got me down.
“‘Sorry to disappoint ye,’ I says, ‘very sorry, you won’t get no five pounds for me this year’.”
Mr. Kilpy riding grimly in the rain to bring home his cows could cough till his old horse stumbled, and shake
with laughter to think that he was doing Joe out of five pounds, enjoying the joke that he was still alive, rheumatism, cough and all.
For his stock he leased a forty-acre paddock a mile or so out of town, where he pastured those of the herd he
was not milking, calves and occasionally our riding horses. This forty-acre paddock was known locally as The
Old Slaughter-House, and there stood a black, huge shed, built in the days of stout timber, its massive beams
adzed by hand, its slab roof cut in thick slices, generous and deliberate.
There was a sinister darkness in the old slaughter-house, as though it still retained the memories of animal
agony. It stood by the edge of a green creek, where the twist of the lake came round the mountain meeting the salt
sea-water that flowed up through the weed and sand of the great lagoons, the sun-beaten mangrove swamps, the
tides and sea freshness. The whole of the forty-acre paddock was almost an island, joined to the foot of the mountain by a narrow strip of bushland, conveniently easy to fence.
There was a well of sweet water for the cattle, but nobody ever came there now except Mr. Kilpy and fishermen who knew that under the sharp bank by the old slaughter-house the big bream lay waiting for their tidal food,
slowly fanning by the black tree roots and shadowed logs washed down by the flood, while the schools of young
fish turned and flashed in the clear green of the shallows.
*
When Mr. Kilpy rode out to the slaughter-house, he was so vastly mysterious about the bulging sack at his saddle-bow that he invited comment.
“I’ve got a man out there,” he confided at last. “Does a bit of fencing and clearing for me, and I take him out a
bit of tucker and some bread. The missus has fixed him a batch of pumpkin scones. He’ll like those.” Later it was,
“My bloke out at the slaughter-house, he wants a coat:—ain’t got an old coat ye don’t want?”
Mr. Kilpy’s own coat was always the same sodden-looking worn one held together at the neck by a big safetypin, its pockets distended by cow remedies, his pipe, a huge old penknife, string, so that it was more a set of
cupboards than a coat. He was as pleased about the strange “man at the slaughter-house” as if he had been given a
new Jersey bull.
“He won’t talk to nobody,” Mr. Kilpy volunteered. “The other day some tourists carne fishing there, and a woman with short red pants, she called out, ‘Hello Hermie!’ to him. He went inside and shut the door and stayed
there.” From time to time Mr. Kilpy reported,
“He’s building a lean-to so’s he can have a fire in the wet. He don’t like smoke on his paintings.” It seemed the
hermit was painting a picture.
“What sort of picture?” we asked.
“Well as to that, I couldn’t say. Won’t let me see it”
“He couldn’t have chosen a more beautiful place.”
The smoky blue of the lake, lighter, more elusive than the smoky blue of the mountains, the sensuous idle
river, the thunderheads that came like genii pouring from a magic immense bottle of mountain cleft into the astonished sky—what artist could fail to be seized by the hope of committing the spirit of these to imprisoning canvas?
“Is he a landscape man? Must be if he’s living there.” Mr. Kilpy could not tell us.
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“He’s an educated bloke,” he said cautiously. His mind was stirred by the painter, small curiosities humming in
him like bees ready to swarm from the dark hollow of a tree.
“I’d like to see that picksher. But he’s too cunning. He don’t work much now.
“‘I never work unless I want to work,’ he says to me. ‘I’ve left it all behind me. I’ve nothing and I want
nothing.’ Mr. Kilpy heaved silently.
“I notice he don’t turn down the missus’s pumpkin scones.”
*
One evening as Mr. Kilpy rode past, he gravely waved a long, old-fashioned rifle. We naturally asked who he
was gunning for.
“I was taking it out to that feller of mine—the educated bloke. ‘What you want a gun for?’ I says to him.
Thought he might want to scatter a few shots over these people fishing he don’t like. Well, it seems there’s a big
blue lizard lives in a tree”—Mr. Kilpy wheezed with enjoyment—“and he says it’s making fun of him. Says it sits
up in the tree and pokes its tongue at him, and wobbles it like this.”
Mr. Kilpy gave an imitation of a blue-tongued lizard wobbling its tongue from side to side with a very
knowing expression. We begged him to do it again but he turned dignified.
“He’s tried poison, but it just eats the food round the poison. He’s tried traps, but it’s too cunnin’. So he’s going to have a pot at it with my gun. I guess that ole lizard is as safe as you are.
“‘I’ve not left the world and civilization,’ he says, ‘I’ve not put everything behind me to be laughed at by a
lizard.’”
Mr. Kilpy’s sympathies were with the lizard. If he could have found a tree and wobbled his tongue at the artist,
he would have enjoyed that, because the man at the slaughter-house was developing from a mild interest into an
obsession, and the hidden picture was a torment that kept Mr. Kilpy awake at night.
He had found that it was not a landscape for he had hit upon the expedient of cutting down the hermit’s supplies. No more scones or butter until he saw the masterpiece. For a long time after he had seen it there was silence
on the subject of the educated bloke. The supply of scones was renewed but Mr. Kilpy was tracking down some
idea that left footprints in the dewy innocence of his conversation.
“Pickshers, now,” he would begin, “I guess some of them ’ud be valuable. How much would a good picksher
be worth if it was a good one?”
We fed him legends of Gauguin and Van Gogh, of late-discovered canvases and their auctioning, of the rich
fame of once neglected Australian painters. Mr. Kilpy came back for more.
“This chap’s a New Australian,” he said gloomily, “and nobody can know about them. They come here speaking the language—and educated. But you can’t ever tell about them.”
A beautiful sunset was fading over the lake. The sky was the color of the cream from Mr. Kilpy’s best Jersey—
the cream he gives us only when he wants something.
“Now you’re educated,” he pleaded. “You’d know. Maybe you’d ride out sometime with the horses?”
“You’ve seen this masterpiece the Educated Bloke”—somehow we had come to call him the Educated Bloke
as Mr. Kilpy did—“your hermit friend is working on?”
“I’ve seen it,” Mr Kilpy admitted grumpily. “If anything was to happen to him, it comes to me.” Long, tortuous negotiations over the quality and quantity of pumpkin scones, butter and meat had gone into that bargain.
“It’s to be mine. But he’s been working on it three years now and is he ever going to get it finished?”
“Three years!”
There was the thought of the hermit shut up in the dark slaughter-house, peering and retouching, while outside
the river flashed silver fire, the bream under the clear green shade of the bank moved their sharp fins excitedly
over a fragment of crab, and, on the mangrove flats, one white heron, aloof and delicate, stalked its way above the
thousand tiny breath-holes and bubbles of the stirring, living mud.
“He’s painting a self-portrait,” Mr. Kilpy said. “He’s rigged up a mirror, and he sits there painting his face.”
Mr. Kilpy had had only one glimpse of the canvas.
“He told me it wasn’t finished, but I laughed so hard he got mad at me, and now he won’t show it to me
again.”
*
We evaded the invitations to ride out to the slaughter-house. There was something unpleasant in the thought of
a man sitting alone, intent on his own face, while life and the river and the harmless tourists and the old bluetongued lizard mocked at the shut door.
Mr. Kilpy did not cease his hints and persuasions. In his young days he had been a follower of horses; he had
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lost, without a flicker of his hooded eye, his savings and his wife’s and daughter’s earnings, his own money,
anybody’s money, on a thin chance, a double, the jockey’s colors, or just a superstitious hunch.
Now he had another gamble, and it was this painting. He knew horses, but he did not know anything about art.
Was he feeding and stabling a winner? Or should he crack down and set this dark horse to work on the broken
fences and the clearing?
“He says he’ll have it finished in another couple of years,” he told us. “You’d like to meet him. He’s real
clever.”
“I should think that a man who managed to live, without working, on the pleasantest part of the river, was
clever—really clever.”
“Oh, he sees the cattle don’t get out and nobody puts their horses in.” Mr. Kilpy defended himself from the
implication that he could be imposed upon.
“His name’s Adolph. Adolph Stanger. He’s an Austrian.”
This, for Mr. Kilpy, seemed to cap the hermit’s mysterious powers. He came from the very heart of Europe,
from a part where snow lay on mountains that looked over the edge of the world and, high and strange, men lived
in the white silence.
Now Adolph Stanger was living by the warm green creek in the scrub. His scorn of work waggled a mocking
blue tongue at all the hard graft of Mr. Kilpy’s seventy years.
It was a dry winter, and, towards the end of it, Mr. Kilpy was looking old and frail and red about the eyes.
“I’ve got to draw water for the cows,” he told us. “It’s my heart. Forty buckets a day I draw from the well. I
suppose I’m getting old and that’s why it knocks me up.”
“Couldn’t you get the Educated Bloke to draw some?”
“Him!” Mr Kilpy mocked. “What about his picksher? Can’t stop him painting that!”
We tried to think of some way of helping old Kilpy. Couldn’t we buy him a pump for the well? An old man
shouldn’t have to pull forty buckets of water. When we went to the city for our holiday, we would scout round and
pick up a second-hand pump. The holiday came and for safe-keeping we took our horses out to the forty-acre
paddock.
For the first time we met the Educated Bloke.
*
It was a morning breathless, as it leaned over the mirror of the lake, with the sight of its own beauty. Like the
painter it could not turn away from its reflection. The bush was rapt, withdrawn. A slight trembling might send
down all the priceless silver of the leaf-hoarded, last-night rain. Even the big old black barn, where the carcasses
used to hang, had taken on a luminous quality from the shield of light behind it, the blaze of water. The forty-acre
paddock breasted the still mere as though it would slowly float out as an island, all its plumage of bladey grass
and bracken spread like a swan’s wings.
Our prejudices against the Educated Bloke, the hard judgments founded on the Kilpy reports, were gone the
moment we met him.
One could no more judge Adolph Stanger than a ghost, a unicorn or some fabulous monster from the world to
which the hermit belonged. His eyes were clear green and gentle, his speech timid, courteous; far from repelling
us he was wistfully eager to talk.
A handsome, tall man, he gave the impression of a curious purity. Old Kilpy looked beside him a huddled
creature of ancient horn.
The hermit led us into the great dark shed and shut the door. He excluded Mr. Kilpy not so much from intent as
because Mr. Kilpy did not even enter his mind. When we detached ourselves after an hour from the conversationstarved Adolph, Mr. Kilpy was gone.
Like most lonely people, the hermit first wanted to talk about himself.
“The people here,” he waved an all-including hand, “I cannot talk to them—they would not understand. They
are part of what I have left behind. The people who get up in the morning and walk and run and drive all day to
get from one place to another, scratching one another like ants. It is necessary to go from ants.”
“And you never feel lonely?”
“Never. I wake up in the morning and I think over my dreams. I say: Yes, that is good. I must remember. I have
learned something. I learn every day. Thoughts come to me.” Again he waved his hand in large intimation.
“I cannot express them. I think them for myself, so why should I try to express them? It is only an old habit.
Others can do like me. They can think. All men can think for themselves.”
But perhaps they could not find a Mr. Kilpy to support them while they did it. We were envious enough to let
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this thought flash into our minds. We asked if he did any fishing, but Adolph had no time to fish.
“Why don’t you just make a fish trap and drop it in the creek? The fish will swim in and all you have to do is
re-bait.”
He evaded that. His green eyes were clear, untroubled. He never went for a swim. Sometimes he chopped a
little wood for himself and Mr. Kilpy, but mostly he was painting.
“Come,” he said at last, when we had talked of the madness of cities, the decay of civilizations, the philosophers from Spinoza\fn{Baruch Spinoza (1632-1677), Dutch philosopher} to Schopenhauer.\fn{Arthur Schopenhauer (17881860), German philosopher} “Come, I will show you my work.” He had demolished all the philosophies.
“How can they say anything to describe what they do not know? It is all words. Only the meaning is inside a
man—any man. That is the only place he can learn.”
He had a hand-made easel propped in the barn. The place was dim but very clean, a floor of beaten earth, a bed
of sacking stretched upon saplings. He explained his tricks of lighting, how by sliding back part of the wall he
could make a constant light where he needed it. He spoke authoritatively on the building up of masses.
The painting wasn’t bad; very much Rembrandt, technically of a high standard. But it bore little resemblance
to the Adolph Stanger who stood there with his curious purity, his clear green eyes. It was the face of a younger
man with a small, petulant mustache. It might have been the Educated Bloke’s younger brother, more selfish and
assured.
We praised it in the conventional terms, spoke of the depth, the highlights, as people do who have a limited
knowledge and greater politeness.
The Educated Bloke sensed that we were humble and good-natured. He listened complacently.
“That is an old thing,” he explained. “I keep it because the people here,” he never once mentioned Mr. Kilpy,
“wish to know what I do. They can understand that.” He removed the canvas from the easel.
“Now I will show you what I am working on.”
*
So this was the masterpiece! It was a shapeless mass of paper pulp, daubed, smudged, an incredible, dirtylooking mess.
For a full minute we gazed at it speechless. No wonder the Educated Bloke kept it to himself. It looked the
most hopeless botch. Then, little by little, the thing began to form, just as a phantom might gather shape from a
sheet hung over a chair and the flickering of firelight. The eyes were the worst. The unfinished features made the
eyes, which were so very much alive, look as though the face had decayed away leaving them to their desolation.
The Educated Bloke continued to talk of his art; he had a new method not comprehensible to the lay mind, of
building up from the skull, muscle by muscle, nerve by nerve. As we could see, the picture was half-finished.
We could not judge, he could not really judge himself.
“That,” he said gravely, “is the face of civilization. When I have left that behind, I shall have left everything. It
is the face of me—but it is the face of man also—all men.”
He looked at us anxiously, a little wistfully, and we hastened to overwhelm his portrait with praise. It was
living, which was true; it was magnificent, which was not true, because it was horrible, gruesome, like something
flayed. As a self-portrait it bore no more resemblance to Adolph Stanger than the smug, neat, imitation-Rembrandt he had first shown us.
He was still human enough, artist enough, to find balm in our extravagances. We asked if there were any
artist’s materials he would like us to bring back from the city, and he mentioned gum and rubber.
We parted warmly with invitations on both sides, assurances that he would look after the horses. We asked if
he would not like to ride the little bay mare.
He shook his head. He had not much time, he murmured. He did not care to go anywhere. If he went into town,
the people stared at him. He liked the horses for their company.
“Why don’t you keep a cat or dog?”
“I would have to feed it. Always it would demand. I cannot have demanding.”
A frown, which was plainly a memory of Mr. Kilpy’s prying and jeering, crossed the white, high forehead of
the Educated Bloke. He waved us down the track and we felt we had a new friend.
*
The drought broke during our holiday, and on our return Mr. Kilpy claimed that he didn’t want any ruddy
pump. He was as well as ever, he said stoutly. He had not been offended when his Educated Bloke shut him out
during our visit, and listened with eyes shut in satisfied absorption, like a cat that is stroked, when we told him
that Mr. Stanger was certainly an artist, possibly a great one, but we had no way of being sure of that. Mr. Kilpy
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roused himself.
“He showed you the picksher, he demanded. “What’s it like?” His hooded eyes assessed our hesitation.
“It’s like nothing on earth at present. But it’s going to be good.”
Do you say a decaying skull is good if it has living eyes? There was corruption in that picture, some awful
agony that might have been the emanation of the slaughter-house, or of generations of Adolph’s cultured ancestors, burning, flaying, torturing each other. Was this the last skin Adolph was casting off, the historic cruelty of
man to man? And leaving it to Mr. Kilpy?
“That’s what I wanted to know,” Mr. Kilpy said slowly, rubbing his hands. “That man of mine, he’ll show
them. They laugh at him about here. But you say he is an artist?”
“Yes, he’s certainly an artist.”
*
When we went out to the slaughter-house to present our gum and rubber, and bring home our horses, we
noticed a change in Mr. Stanger. He wandered a little in his speech, never finishing a sentence, waving it off into
the air to indicate the vastness of meaning behind it.
The horses sensed they were going to be taken from their heaven and refused to be caught. It took four of us to
hem them into a corner. The little bay mare, always tricky, galloped, tossing her mane, kicking her heels as she
raced along. She knew the weak spot in our slowly closing line, and charged straight at the Educated Bloke. He
did not try to stop her but stumbled clumsily out of her way.
“You damned fool!” old Kilpy howled at him. “Why didn’t you turn her?” And grumbling, he rode after the
horses.
The Educated Bloke said nothing. He might be remote from all the emotions and cares of human kind, but he
did not like being called a fool. A flush showed under his clear skin. He would not speak to Kilpy when the old
man came back leading the horses. We went to say goodbye and found him brooding over his painting.
“Ah yes,” he said, “when I finish, it will not be hidden in this …” He waved his hand at the dim rafters of the
slaughter-house.
“It will be exhibited. People will look at it, everyone, everyone …”
The decayed face with agonized eyes glared at him, and he beamed affectionately back, recovering his amour
propre, his gentleness, his other-worldly charm. He was once more the courteous mystic, the fabulous unicorn
beyond good and evil and the judgments of the earth.
Then, as we came out into the sunlight, he caught sight of the back of Mr. Kilpy receding down the track. The
old man sat his horse with ponderous ease, his buttocks wedged into the saddle like a buttress. Knowing he had
angered the maestro he was deferentially retiring to “let him cool down in his own way.”
But at the sight of that hunched, ancient figure, Mr. Stanger became convulsed with fury. His eyes glared, he
shook his fist, he jumped like a demented bull-ant.
“You old devil!” he shouted. “Work? You think I don’t work, hey? Who cleaned all the paddock? When I come
here it was nothing but trees, trees to the water’s edge. Who burn off? Who fence this and dig out the well? Who
clear the shed and make it so it not fall in? Only because I choose to work. … but I work, I do all that.” He eyed
us, his rage falling to pleading.
“Because I choose, of course, but I fence, I clear, I cut the trees.”
A torrent of words overflowed Mr. Kilpy and his meanness, his malicious chuckling, his silent unspoken
reproach that the other man did not work. It was an incoherent babble of accusations. If the thought of the Educated Bloke and his picture tormented Mr. Kilpy, the sight of his patron had become venom to the artist.
The old devil rode out and laughed at him. People came by night to laugh round the shed. They came up the
creek in boats to laugh and stare. He could not go into town, they all stared—stared! As we rode soberly after Mr.
Kilpy, the same thought was in our minds:
“The picture will never be finished. He is going mad.”
But we did not tell Mr. Kilpy that. He was in a high good humor, jogging along behind the cows, with his three
dogs fleeting lop-tongued from one side of the road to the other. His bony horse dejectedly moved its feet forward
thinking of its wrongs. Mr. Kilpy’s old coat had lost another button and was held together by the same large
safety-pin. All ruffled with good humor he looked like a wise, bad old buzzard.
“Wasn’t he just taking on?” he chuckled. “Didn’t he just perform? One of these days he’ll have a fit. Showed
you my picksher, did he? How’s it coming on?”
“About the same.” Kilpy chewed this over.
“When he dies,” he said definitely, “I come into it. He’s not strong. I’II be the one. I can last longer’n him.
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That picksher’s going to be worth a lot of money.” He was jaunty in anticipation.
*
For some time we did not hear any more of the curious struggle. It seemed to have reached a climax of cross
purposes, Mr. Kilpy doing his best to goad the maximum of toil out of his artist, if not at fencing, then at his
canvas; and the poor Educated Bloke struggling in the web of his torments, trying to shake himself free of that
effort and frustration, effort and frustration, which is the pattern of life.
Whenever he shook himself clear, achieved the selfless, formless joy of the spirit, there was old Kilpy croaking
about his picture. The pounding wheel went over Adolph Stanger again, the anger and the muddy spattering of
shame, and the realization of the contempt of ordinary mankind.
Yet he did not ask for much. He had found stability of tenure, if only he could match it with stability of mind.
The peaceful forty-acre paddock, the sinister blackened shed, were all too small to hold the Educated Bloke’s
struggling spirit that thrashed like a great boa-constrictor, breaking in its grip the tall, clean-looking shell of his
body.
*
One evening Mr. Kilpy came down leading our horses.
“Get aboard,” he ordered. “I want you to come out to the slaughter-house.”
“Is anything wrong?”
“He’s gone.”
More details came out as we made for the forty-acre. Mr. Kilpy had taken out the “tucker” and had given the
hoot which, at our fence, he used to announce the arrival of milk. No answer, no Educated Bloke showing himself; he hooted again. The slaughter-house was empty.
At first he thought that so many shingles had been falling from the roof and the artist had complained so bitterly, he might have changed his camp to some other part of the paddock. The easel was there but the artist and his
canvas were gone.
“The picksher was gone,” Mr Kilpy repeated solemnly. “The light in there ain’t none of the best, but I give her
a thorough look over. That means he meant to go. He’s cleared off with my picksher. He promised it to me. Even
if I couldn’t have sold the damn thing, I’d have had it.”
Not for a minute did it occur to him that the Educated Bloke might have thrown himself and his painting into
the still green creek where sharks had been seen before now. Mr. Kilpy was too old, too shrewd, to believe any
such thing.
“I may get a letter from him,” he said, after we searched the paddock, combed the swamps and scrub so that if
the Educated Bloke was lying anywhere with the ants he hated running over him, his slightest moan would bring
us to him. “He’s gone off in a paddy because I’ve said something that got his back up.”
In his tone was infinite mourning, mourning not only for the lost, the unattainable masterpiece, but for the
Educated Bloke.
“I was good to him,” he said. “I brought him pumpkin scones. The missus was always cooking him some little
thing.”
*
And he had gone, vanished unexplainably, without apologies or regrets. We thought of the Educated Bloke,
with his timid courtesy, penniless, broken in speech, and now a little broken in mind. Somewhere he must be
making camp, slipping aside from the car-roaring road, seeking for some goodwill, some lure of pumpkin scones
that might keep him tied to his hated dilemma of life.
“It comes of being old,” Mr. Kilpy said at length, his horse reined back on the bank, while he looked down into
those clear green curves, as though he might plumb there what he had never been able to read in the eyes of his
protégé.
“When a man gets as old as I am, he’s likely to ask himself: ‘What’s he got out of it?’”
In the evening stillness the question died away with the whispering of the leaves:
“What’s he got out of life? I set my heart on getting that picksher. And he’s done me. He’s done me after all.”
8.136 Halcrow Street\fn{by Margaret Trist (1914-1986)} Dalby, Queensland, Australia (F) 4
In Halcrow Street the late milkmen passed and the footsteps of early workmen echoed along the pavement.
Pale sunshine filtered over the brick semi-detacheds and penetrated chinks between the drawn blinds. Milk bottles
stood chastely in front of resolutely closed front doors. In each narrow strip of garden hydrangea bushes swayed
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with the breeze that came up from the harbor.
Halcrow Street was shaped like a lop-sided crescent moon. It ran upwards from the harbor, curved outwards,
curved again, then ran into a dead-end at the stone wall of an old quarry. From it could be seen a little blue bay
with white yachts lying at anchor and the dirty, humpy buildings of the gasworks. To the left of it ran a maze of
narrow, twisting streets crushed tightly with dingy houses; to the right of it were strong, well-preserved homes
standing each in its acre of land and the expensive atrocities of the modern rich.
Halcrow Street did not resent the first nor envy the second. It belonged to neither extreme and was intent, entirely, upon itself.
*
The sunlight, strengthening, pushed a yellow ray through the blind chinks of Mrs. North’s bedroom and fell
across the polished wood of her dressing-table. It glinted on the assortment of cut-glass oddments and rested soberly on the bowl of stiffly arranged flowers in the center of the table. Mrs. North turned drowsily in bed, vaguely
resentful in her half-sleep that day had come upon her before she was ready for it. Beside her, her husband lay like
a thin curled log under the bedclothes.
She settled back into sleep, only to be awakened by a sharp cry from the cot in the corner of the room. She lay
still hoping it would subside, but it grew louder and more insistent every second. A clock at the back of the house
struck six. Each of the six strokes seemed to enter her body like a shaft. Nerves she was unaware of having
jangled, sending over her a feeling of nausea.
The baby ceased his crying and began a loud, savage sucking of his fists. The sound stirred her as no cry could.
Resigned, she got out of bed and went to him, lifting him clumsily out of the warm dampness that surrounded
him.
His hunger was greater than his discomfort. He pursed his mouth and made fat, gurgling sounds of annoyance
while she changed his napkin, fumbling with the pins, sticking the sharp points into her own thumbs. Back in the
bed he nestled against her and drank, first greedily, then with a steady guzzling sound, stopping at intervals to
convey his satisfaction and once even taking time to smile complacently and vacantly into her face. Mrs. North
watched the little clock on the dressing-table and fought the drowsiness that threatened to engulf her. She brought
herself to wakefulness by thinking about the breakfast and figuring out whether the butter would last till the
grocer came the next day.
“Perhaps, if I fry some bread—” she thought.
The baby, satisfied, went to sleep. She put him back in his cot and tucked a blanket over him. She hurried into
her clothes and sat on the edge of the disheveled bed to push her feet into loose house-shoes. She gazed down
unseeingly at her thin, white legs with their sprinkling of black hairs. In front of the mirror she ran a comb
through her hair and hastily adjusted a pin.
“Must wash it one of these days,” she muttered, apologetic about its lankness.
In the bathroom she sluiced her face and brushed her teeth. In the sitting-room she turned on the radio. Its
sudden blare shook the house, hurtling into consciousness the sleeping man. The baby, conditioned to the noises
of the year of his birth, slept unstirring. In the kitchen she unclipped the window, allowing it to open three inches.
Through the window she could see into her neighbor’s kitchen and Mrs. White, trim in a bright blue overall,
moving briskly about. Such energy so early made Mrs. North yawn. She started fumbling about her own breakfast
arrangements.
“Water ready yet?” asked Mr. North from the kitchen doorway. He was a thin, disheveled man with a shock of
untidy dark hair, and a stub of cigarette stuck in the corner of his mouth.
“Just on the boil,” answered his wife, and wondered if she really ought to fry the eggs again today. They had
had them fried each morning for the last fortnight. But it was so easy. She hurried the fat into the pan. Mr. North
set up his mirror and gear on the kitchen window-sill and began to lather his face. He whistled with the radio and
scraped at his thrust-out chin.
They sat down to breakfast at a quarter to eight. Mr. North gulped porridge and eggs and the morning news.
“Not too good,” mumbled Mr. North. “Not too good at all.”
Mrs. North swallowed her tea and squashed an uneasiness that rose inside her. It was nothing to do with her.
Nothing at all. She allowed herself to be cheered by other items of news and forgot the rest.
“I don’t like it,” said Mr. North and rolled himself another cigarette. “My lunch ready?”
Mrs. North went with him to the front door. He kissed her. Though neither ardent nor romantic, it was sincere.
In it were the memories of the past and the hopes of the future.
“I’ll fix up the garden over the weekend,” he called as he sent out the gate.
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His wife nodded and waved and knew quite positively that the garden would not be touched that weekend nor
the next nor the next—.
*
Halcrow Street was alive now. Women shook mats or made one of a group who, having seen their men-folk
off, congregated round Mrs. White’s gate. Mr. Rowe, who was on holidays, and who lived across the road from
Mrs. North, mowed his lawn with an enthusiasm which was soon to fade in favor of the morning paper.
Schoolchildren called farewells. A bread carter rumbled past in a red and yellow cart. A bottle-o followed him
crying cheerily,
“Bottles, bottles, any empty bottles, bottles, bottles, any kind of bottles.”
The dwellers in Halcrow looked at him. They had no bottles. Vinegar came in bottles, and when the vinegar
was finished the grocer refilled the bottle. Lemonade was in bottles, and when the lemonade was finished the
storekeeper grave you a penny for the empty bottle. The bottle-o winked to himself and urged his lean brown
horse on with a
“Git up, can’t yer, yer brumby.” Then he lifted his voice again,
“Bottles, any kind of bottles.” After he vanished at the harbor bend his voice lingered for a long while on the
air.
Down in the bay the water was very blue. White boats stirred lazily on it. Mrs. North stood at her door
watching for a second. She would have liked to join the group round Mrs. White’s gate, but the wakening cry of
the baby kept her back. She went inside, picked him out of his cot, patted him a moment, then laid him in his
pram. She put the pram in the sunshine of the front verandah and left him there sucking his hands and frowning
with deep concentration at the green of his mosquito net. She walked slowly back through the house, feeling
depressed because of the unmade bed and crooked hall-runner, the damp towels in the bathroom, last night’s paper
spread over the sitting-room floor, the litter in the kitchen. She sat down in the kitchen and looked at the mess.
But when a thing had to be done it had to be done, and there you were. She brushed her hair back with her hand
and got up to fill the kettle.
There was the washing up and the tidying of the house and the baby’s washing. Hanging the washing on the
line she looked out over the narrow streets and dingy houses. A faint odor came up from them, a human smell
mingled with escaped gas and blocked drains. She wrinkled her nose. Why did people live in such places she
wondered?
The baby was crying now. She hurried inside to put on the water for his bath. He was a nice baby, blue-eyed,
fair-haired and with sun-flushed skin. His hands were strong and dimpled and his body firm with a straight back.
He guggled in the water and tried to move his fat legs. He mouthed sounds, then, sure of his cleverness, grinned
lopsidedly. Sometimes he went to laugh then forgot what he was about to do, and shrieked with annoyance. By the
time that every crinkle and crease of him was clean he was used to the bath and objected to coming out. He hated
being muffled in towels and he remembered that he was hungry. By the time he was dressed his small hands
clawed fiercely at the empty air and his face screwed with impotent rage.
When he was settled to sleep once more, Mrs. North felt in need of recreation. Tidying herself a little—a very
little—she went and stood at the front gate.
The butcher boy rode a push-bike with a basket perched on its handlebars. The boy’s hair was fair and straight,
blowing back from a too-fair face. He whistled as he rode up the hill maneuvering the bike in a zig-zag fashion on
the grade. He left Mrs. White’s meat, then came on to Mrs. North. She took the newspaper-wrapped parcel and
opened it. She looked at the meat then dug the forefinger of her right hand into it.
“Tough as old boots,” she said. “I’ve a half mind to send it back. How much?”
“One-and-three.\fn{One shilling three pence} It’s written on the outside there.”
“One-and-three! Talk about robbery.”
“Killer’s strike,” said the boy briefly.
“What are they striking about?”
“I dunno. Strikes aren’t anything to do with me.” He made to move off towards Prices’.
“Mrs. Price is out, I’ll take her meat,” put in Mrs. North quickly. “She visits her mother on Wednesday.”
The boy, glad not to have to go any farther up the hill, handed over the meat. Mrs. North opened it.
“Pork chops,” she said. “What are Prices doing eating pork chops these times?”
“They have ’em a couple of times a week,” the boy answered with his eyes on the downward slope.
“Hmm! It’s good to be some people.” She dug her forefinger into each chop in turn.
The butcher boy went and Mrs. North stood hopefully for a few minutes, but there was no one in sight. She
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went inside.
*
There was the bed to make and the bathroom needed attention. A man on the radio was talking about books.
She turned it on to something interesting.
She put on the steak to braise slowly and made a pudding. She felt free with the dinner on the way and set
about her own lunch. A pot of tea and a tomato sandwich sufficed. Then she rested on the lounge while a man
sang a lovely song about blue birds and roses and another about moonlight on a blue lagoon, between which was
sandwiched a very nicely worded advertisement for sanitary paper.\fn{ Toilet paper}
At two o’clock she fed the baby, then took a rug on to the front lawn. She took off the baby’s pants and let him
kick unrestricted. He discovered the sky and stared up into it unblinkingly. She went and stood at the gate.
The greengrocer came slowly up the hill walking at his horse’s head, his hand firmly on the head piece of the
harness. He was a stockily built man with broad shoulders and a sun-tanned face. His head was bare. Over his
working clothes he wore a canvas apron. Having negotiated the steepest grade he patted the horse and gave it a
carrot. The horse rubbed its head against him. He halted outside Mrs. North’s gate—it was level there.
“Good day,” he said. “Peas are thruppence, and apples two for thruppence, turnips thruppence a bunch,
potatoes thruppence.”
“How much are the pineapples?”
“Aw, awful dear the pineapples. I wouldn’t advise you to take a pineapple. Not worth the money!”
“I think I’d like a pineapple.”
“Aw, I don’t think you would. Taste real terrible.”
“Oh, I’ll risk it.” The greengrocer coughed.
“Well, I’m not advising it,” he said. He looked at her awhile and then turned his attention to the baby.
“Fine kid!” He went to the fence and leaned over it whistling to the baby. It looked at him soberly, then fixed
its eyes again on the all-absorbing sky.
“Kids are great,” he said.
“My pineapple” Mrs. North reminded him.
“Oh, yes,” he said heavily. He paused a second looking very sad, then went slowly to the cart. He looked
among the vegetables and fruit then turned back to her.
“Well, I’m blowed!” he said. “There’s not a pineapple in the whole caboosle. Must have clean forgot them this
morning. Peas are thruppence,” he ended hopefully.
Mrs. North opened her gate and stepped over to the cart. Then Mrs. White came, and Mrs. Rowe from over the
road, and Mrs. Jones from the end of the street, and Mrs. Smith from the middle of the street. The greengrocer
served them slowly, then carried the vegetables and fruit to each verandah in turn, writing down the prices with a
stump of pencil on a piece of newspaper.
As he was moving off the first batch of home-coming children rounded the corner. They broke into a run and
the boys whooped,
“Peas-are-thruppence! Peas-are-thruppence! Hey, wait on old Peas-are-thruppence!”
He waited, feeding his horse with a little red apple. They charged up to him and he handed out fruit ungrudgingly. Then he went on slowly with the children following.
“Never had no kids of my own,” he called back to the group of women. “They’re great things, kids!” The kids
yelled their approval. Mrs. Rowe looked after him uneasily.
“I don’t know if I’d like my children hanging round him,” she said. “I don’t like this giving away fruit. What’s
he get by it?” She went and leaned against the fence and made clucking sounds at the baby. But the baby, having
made the discovery that he could transfer himself from his back to his tummy, was lost in his own proud thoughts.
*
Mrs. Rowe was a plump woman with a soft face and a determined chin. She had brought up a family of seven
and considered that she had had all the experiences necessary for a successful life. She was an authority on church
work, a mild form of politics, where to shop for bargains, holiday resorts, babies, weddings, and birth-control—
not that she believed in birth-control, but it was handy to know these things sometimes. Mrs. White knew a lot of
things, too, but she never told them, merely expressing with a wise shake of her head the things she could unfold
if she so desired. Mrs. Jones sniggered before she spoke and when she had finished speaking covered her mouth
with her hand and sniggered again. Mrs. Smith had three children and was interested in Mrs. Rowe’s birth-control
reminiscences. On Mrs. Rowe’s advice she had once taken a bottle of castor oil and it had worked very well.
“I see Mrs. Price is out again today,” said Mrs. Rowe. “I wonder where she gets all the money for her
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gallivanting.”
“They have pork twice a week,” put in Mrs. North.
“You don’t say!” Mrs. Rowe’s eyes glinted. “How do you know?”
“She told me herself,” answered Mrs. North casually.
“Oh, just showing-off, I suppose. People don’t tell anyone what they eat unless they want to show off.”
“She’s a show-off, all right,” sniggered Mrs. Jones. Mrs. White nodded her head.
“Living next door, I can see on to her back verandah,” said Mrs. Smith, “It’s always in a frightful mess. I feel
at time I’d like to go in and scrub it myself.”
“Well, she certainly can’t keep her house properly when she’s out all the time.” Mrs. Rowe sighed heavily and
squared her chin disapprovingly. “Her poor husband!”
“They seem to get on all right,” ventured Mrs. White.
“They do outwardly, but things can’t be right in a house like that. No man could be comfortable with a woman
of her type.” Mrs. Rowe spoke with quiet conviction. Mrs. North slipped inside to look at her meat.
“Wouldn’t you think she’d keep herself tidy about the house?” sniggered Mrs. Jones.
“You would,” said Mrs. White; “but she keeps the baby real nice.” The meat was doing satisfactorily.
“How much does he weigh now?” asked Mrs. Smith.
“He’s just on fifteen pounds,” answered Mrs. North. “He was seven and a half pounds at birth and he’s put on
six ounces every week since.”
“Babies make a lot of work,” said Mrs. Rowe.
“But they’re worth it!” Mrs. Smith put in quickly. Mrs. Rowe looked at her, then looked away and went on
speaking.
“Yes, thank goodness! My seven are out of the baby stage now. I tidy my house and it stops clean.”
“My husband is worse than the children,” complained Mrs. Jones. “I can manage them, but he leaves his things
everywhere.”
“You’ve spoilt him,” said Mrs. Rowe. “I keep Mr. Rowe out of the house except when there’s visitors. My
laundry is good enough and clean enough for him to read his papers and smoke his dirty old pipe in.” She nodded
complacently,
“There’s a lot in training, of course.” Mrs. Smith prepared to depart.
“Well my meat isn’t on yet, and Joe will be home at a quarter to six. Ta-ta little oogle-oogle-dums.”
The baby blinked his eyes, stared, and wobbled his head uncertainly. The women watched Mrs. Smith retreat
along the street.
“She’s a caution that one,” said Mrs. White.
“No more miscarriages lately,” remarked Mrs. Jones. “She must be playing safe.”
“Here’s Mrs. Price,” put in Mrs. North.
Mrs. Price with two small children in two advanced from the harbor bend. She was fat and jolly with masses of
curly brown hair showing under a good brown hat. She came upon the group like a brisk good-natured breeze.
Her eyes were brown and twinkling.
“I’ve got your meat,” said Mrs. North. “I’ll pop in and get it.”
“Here, give me the baby.” Mrs. Rowe took him with strong, determined arms. The baby looked at her
speculatively. Mrs. North came back with the meat.
“I put it on the ice but I didn’t unwrap it. I thought you mightn’t like me to.”
“Oh, that would have been all right. It’s only a few pork chops.” The women looked at each other significantly.
“We were just talking about Mrs. Smith,” said Mrs. Rowe. “She’s a caution, isn’t she?”
“Caution!” Mrs. Price turned her eyes upward expressively. “If you heard the hours of the night she was up
after hot water you’d say so. I hear every sound from my place.”
They all laughed delightedly.
“I’d murder a husband like that,” declared Mrs. Jones.
“Don’t suppose he can help it,” shrugged Mrs. Price.
“Nature, you know, nature,” murmured Mrs. Rowe wickedly. After Mrs. Price had moved on conversation
flagged and one by one the women drifted back to their homes.
*
Mr. North was due home at half past six. It was nearing six now, so Mrs. North sponged the baby, undressed
him, fed him, and put him to bed. His look was very wise tonight and somehow very sad. Whether it was the
stupendous discoveries the day had yielded, or his first contact with women en masse, it was very hard to say. He
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lay awhile in the gloom talking softly to himself.
Mrs. North had the dinner dished up when Mr. North’s latch-key sounded in the door. She liked the sound of
the latch-key. It gave her a protected feeling.
“Any news?” asked Mr. North.
“No,” answered Mr. North. “Have you any?”
“No.” Mr. North kissed her.
Mr. North told her at dinner what the boss had said to him and how he had explained to the boss where he (the
boss) was wrong, and how the boss had admitted his mistake and shaken hands with him saying, “You’re a good
man, North. I’ve got my eye on you,” and how some of the juniors had him snouted because of it.
“The trouble these days,” he said, “is that no one wants to work for anything. Specially the young mob. Think
they’ve only got to ask for something and have it handed to them. Spineless young idiots.”
Mrs. North related the conversation about Mrs. Smith and the hot water, and Mr. North guffawed loudly and
said that Mrs. Price oughtn’t to repeat such things and hoped that she, as his wife, would respect herself more than
to relate gossip.
“I never mention anything private,” answered Mrs. North.
*
After the dinner washing up they read the evening paper and listened to plays on the radio. At ten Mrs. North
gave the baby its last feed. Then with deep thankfulness she went to bed herself to sleep unbrokenly till six
o’clock next morning. Beside her, her husband slept like a thin, curled-up log.
To the right of Halcrow Street soft lights shone dimly, the lights wavering as the night breeze stirred among old
trees. There was a sound of subdued laughter and music. Life was trickling on in a thin cool stream, dreaming
placidly of a long dead past.
To the left of Halcrow Street there was a blaze of lights, lights yellow as old butter and bright as a million
marigolds. The stars were pale beside the lights. Laughter floated on the air, voices shouted, music jangled. Life
was surging strongly there. Life vibrant with a thousand emotions. Hunger, privation, love, and hate. The pangs of
birth. The peace of death. Dreams were strong there too. Strange dreams of a future which held no dingy yellow
houses crushed in a maze of narrow streets.
Halcrow Street was dark by half past ten.
The sparse street lights made shallow pools ringed about by blackness.
8.147 The Cost Of Things\fn{by Elizabeth Harrower (1928-2003)} Sydney, New South Wales, Australia (F) 6
Dan Freeman shut the white-painted garage doors and went across the paved courtyard to the house which was
painted a glossy white, too. A lovely home. Visitors always used these words to describe it and Dan always looked
intent and curious when they did, as if he suspected them of irony. But the house did impress him for all that he
wasn’t fond of it.
When the Freemans bought the place they said apologetically to their friends that they couldn’t afford it but …
People just looked unfriendly and didn’t smile back. Then came the grind, the worry, fear, boredom, paring down,
the sacrifices large and small of material and, it really did seem, spiritual comforts, the eternal use of the negative,
habitual meanness, harassment. And it wasn’t paid for yet, not yet. They had been careful, he and Mary, though, to
see that the children hadn’t—to use Mary’s phrase—gone without.
Lately Dan had begun to think it mightn’t have done any harm if Bill and Laura had been a bit deprived. They
might now be applying themselves to their books occasionally, and thinking about scholarships. But, oh no! They
had no doubt their requirements would all be supplied just for the wanting. Marvelous! The amount of work they
did, it would be a miracle if either of them matriculated.
“Hullo. You’re late. Dinner’s ready,” Mary called as the back door closed. Leaning round into the kitchen, he
looked at her seriously and sniffed the air.
“What is it?”
“Iced soup. Your special steak. Salad with—” He rolled his eyes.
“There’s the paper. Five minutes to get cleaned up and I’m with you.”
Mary was an excellent cook. The Freemans had always eaten well, but since Dan had come home from his six
months’ interstate transfer, she had outdone herself.
“I experimented while you were away,” she explained, producing dinners nightly that would have earned their
house several stars in the Guide Michelin had it ever been examined in this light.
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*
“Experimented!” Dan laughed in an unreal, very nearly guilty, way the first time she said this, because he was
listening to another voice in his head reply smartly,
“So did I! So did I!”
Feeling the way he felt or, rather, remembering the name Clea, he was shocked at the gleeful fellow in him
who could treat that name simply as something secret from Mary. And he thought I am ashamed although he did
not feel ashamed to find himself taking pride in the somber and splendid addition to his past that the name
represented. Clea, he thought, as if it were some expensive collectors’ item he had picked up, not without personal
risk, for which it was not unnatural to accept credit. At the sound of that guilty laugh or the puffing of vanity, Dan
mentally groaned and muttered,
“I’m sorry. I’m sorry.”
For the first weeks after his return to Melbourne, he had blocked all memories of those Sydney’ months since
he could not guarantee the behavior of his mind, and if to remember in such ways was to dishonor, he had
emerged out of a state of careful non-consideration with the impression that to remember truly might not be wise.
But lately, lately …
He realized that lately when he was alone he sat for hours visualizing his own hand reaching to grasp hers. And
each time he produced this scene its significance had to be considered afresh, without words, through time-less
periods of silence.
Or he pictured her walking away from him as he had once seen her do. An occasion of no significance at all,
She had merely been a few steps in front of him. And he pictured her arms rising.
For hours, weeks, he had watched her walk away. Then for nights, days and weeks he had looked at the movement of her arms.
He could not see her face. Wrenching his mind back with all his energy and concentration, he set about
tracking down her face, methodically collecting her features and firmly assembling them. The results were static
portraits of no one in particular, faded and distant as cathedral paintings of angels and martyrs. These faces were
curiously, painfully undisturbing, as meaningless as the dots on a radar screen to an untrained observer.
*
In their elaborate dining-room, he and Mary sat at the long table dipping spoons into chilled soup.
“Where are the kids?”
“Bill’s playing squash with Philip, and Laura’s over at Rachel’s. They’re all going on to a birthday party together.”
“At this time of night?”
“They have to go through some records.”
“What about their work? I thought they agreed to put in three hours a night till the end of term?”
“You can’t keep them home from a party, Dan. All the others are going.”
“All the others don’t want to be physicists. Or they’ve got wealthy fathers and don’t have to win scholarships.
These two’ll end up in a factory if they’re not careful.” Mary looked at him.
“You are in a bad mood. Did something go wrong at the office?”
“They’re irresponsible. If they knew what a depression was like, or a war—”
“Now don’t spoil your dinner. How do you like the soup? At the last minute I discovered I didn’t have any
parsley and I had to use mint. What do you think? Is it awful?”
*
She hadn’t altered her hair-style since they were married.
She still chose dresses that would have suited her when she was twenty and wore size ten.
Her face was bare of make-up except for a rim of lipstick round the edge of her mouth. And there was
something in the total of all this indifference that amounted to a crime.
How easily she had divested herself of the girl with the interests and pleasant ways. And what contempt she
had felt for him and shown him, for having been so easily deceived, when she was sure of her home, her children.
She had transformed herself before his eyes, laughing.
Anyway, he gave in when she wanted this house, which was pretentious and impossible for them, really. But
he even thought he might find it a sort of hobby, a bulwark, himself. You have to have something.
*
“What are you looking at? Dan? Is it the mint? Is it awful?”
She was really anxious. He lifted another spoonful from his plate and tasted it. Mary waited. He felt he ought
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to say something.
“Mary …” What had they been discussing?
“It’s—extra good,” he said very suddenly.
“Extra good.” She gave a little scoffing laugh: “You sound like Bill.”
Not raising his eyes, he asked, “What sort of a day have you had?” and Mary began to tell him while the
creamy soup slid weirdly down his throat, seeming to freeze him to the marrow.
He shivered. It was a warm summer night. Crickets were creaking in the garden outside.
“—and Bill wants to start golf soon. He asked me to sound you out about a set of clubs. And while I’m at it,
Laura’s hinting she’d like that French course on records. She says it’d be a help with the accent.”
“Mary,” he protested bitterly and paused, forgetting. “For God’s sake!” he added on the strength of his
remembered feeling, gaining time. Then again, as before, the weight descended—the facts he knew, the emotions.
“What are you trying to do? You encourage them to want—impossible things. Why? To turn me into a villain
when I refuse? You know how we stand. Your attitude baffles me.”
Mary’s expression was rather blank but also rather triumphant. He went on, and stammered slightly,
“I want them to have—everything. I grudge them nothing. But these grown-up toys—it can’t be done. If Laura
would stay home and work at her French—and Bill already has so many strings to his bow he can’t hold a
sensible conversation about anything. They’ll end up bus conductors if they’re not careful!” Mary looked at him
sharply.
“Have you been drinking, Dan?”
“Two beers.”
“I thought so! . . . Really, if I have to hear you complain about the cost of their education for the next six years,
I don’t think it would be worth it. Not to them either, I’m sure.”
He said nothing.
“We aren’t going without anything. We’ve got the house and car. And the garden at week-ends. It isn’t as if we
were young.” Mary waved an arm. “But if you feel like this, ask them to repay you when they’ve qualified. They
won’t want to be indebted to you.”
He stared at her heavily, lifted his formal-looking squarish face with its blue eyes and stared at her, saying
nothing. Mary breathed through her nose at him, then collected his plate and hers and went away to the kitchen.
*
“Clea …”
It was a groan. Tears came to his eyes.
It was the night he had thought to go away with her. They could not be parted. How could he explain? It was
against nature, could not be. He would sell everything and leave all but a small essential amount with Mary and
the children.
Then he and Clea would go—far away. And great liners trailing music and streamers sailed from Sydney daily
for all the world’s ports. Now that he’d found Clea, he would find the circumstances he had always expected, with
their tests that would ask more of him than perseverance, resignation. They would live—somewhere, and be—
very happy.
Common sense had cabled him at this point: this would all be quite charming except for one minor problem
that springs to mind.
What would they live on? A glorified clerk, his sole value as a worker lay in his memory of a thousand details
relating to television films bought by the corporation. Away from the department he had no special knowledge, no
money-raising skills. Could be begin to acquire a profession at forty-five? Living on what, in the meantime?
*
“There. At least there’s nothing wrong with the steak.” Mary looked at him expectantly, and he looked at the
platter of food for some seconds.
“It’s—done to a turn.”
“Overdone ?”
“No.” He thought of saying to her pleased face,
“I thought of deserting you, Mary.” And he had, oh, he had.
“What? … Yes, everything’s fine.” The only trouble was that unfortunately, unfortunately, he was beginning to
feel sick.
“Dan, I forgot to mention this since you got back. You’re never here with all this extra work—”
“Yes?”
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Here it came: the proof that he had been right to return, that he and Mary did have a life in common. How
often had he pleaded with Clea in those last days,
“You can’t walk out on twenty years of memories.” (Not that she had ever asked or expected him to.)
“It’s the roof. The tiles. There was a landslide into the azaleas while you were away. I thought—you’d notice
the broken bushes.”
“Oh.”
“So do you think I should get someone to look over the whole roof?”
“Yes, I suppose so.”
“Well, it’s important to get it fixed before we start springing leaks.”
“Yes, all right. Ring Harvey. Get him to give us an estimate.”
“Dan? Where are you going? You haven’t touched your dinner!”
“I’m sorry. I’ve got to get some air. No, stay there. Eat your dinner.”
“Aren’t you well?” She half-rose from her chair, but he warded her off and compelled her to sink back to the
table with a large forbidding movement of his arm. Mary shrugged, gave a tiny snort of boredom and disdain, and
resumed eating.
*
Sydney …
At the end of a week he had begun to look forward to getting back to Mary’s cooking. The department wasn’t
lavish with away-from-home expenses for officers on his grade, and he had the usual accounts flying in from
Melbourne by every post, in addition to an exorbitant hotel bill for the very ordinary room he occupied near the
office. The hotel served a “continental” breakfast\fn{ Usually a muffin, coffee, cereal and milk, toast, juice, and a bagel, but
conspiculously lacking in bacon, eggs and pancakes } and no other meals. At lunch time he and Alan Parker leaped out for
beer and a sandwich which cost next to nothing, then by six o’clock he was famished.
Somehow surreptitiously, he started to treat himself to substantial and well-cooked dinners in restaurants all
over the city. In Melbourne he only patronized places like these once a year for a birthday or anniversary. He felt
rather ill-at-ease eating, so to speak, Mary’s new dress or the children’s holidays, and he was putting on flesh.
But—everything was hopeless. You had to have something.
But money harassed him. He felt a kind of anguished dullness at the thought of it. It made him dwell on the
place where it was cheaper and less worrying to be: home.
As the representative of his department, he was invited one Friday evening to an official cocktail party. A
woman entered the building as he did, and together they ran for the row of automatic lifts, entered one, were shot
up to some height between the fourth and fifth floors and imprisoned there for over half an hour.
Clea.
Dan’s first thought was that she looked a bit flashy. Everything about her looked a fraction more colorful than
was quite seemly: the peacock-blue dress, the blonde hair—not natural, the make-up, and, in another sense, the
drawling low-pitched voice. (This would certainly have been Mary’s view.)
Then while the alarm bell rang and caretakers and electricians shouted instructions at one another, they stood
exchanging words and Dan looked into her eyes with the usual polite, rather stuffy, slightly patronizing expression.
He was surprised.
Under gold-painted lids, her blue eyes glanced up and actually saw him, with a look that twenty years, fifteen
years, ago he had met daily in his mirror; it was as familiar as that. She wasn’t young. It wasn’t a young look. It
was alarmingly straight. It was the look by which he had once identified his friends.
At the party when they were finally released, however, Clea treated him with wonderful reserve, recognizing
nothing about him. She remained steadfastly with the group least likely to succeed in charming the person Dan
imagined her to be, smiling a lazy gallant smile, bestowing gestures and phrases on their sturdy senses. Showing
pretty teeth, laughing huskily, she stood near them and was. When Dan approached, though, that all appeared—to
have been illusory. She was merely quiet, watchful, skeptical, an onlooker.
Ah, well!
He put her from him. He expected nothing.. It had been a momentary interest, and this wasn’t the first time,
after all, that circumstances had separated him from someone whom he would in some way always know.
But he met her one day in the street accidentally. (Though Sydney is two million strong,\fn{ 3,719,000: 1993 est.}
people who live there can never lose touch, eager though they might be to do so.) He remembered they said
something about the party, and something else about the lift, and then they said good-bye and parted. It wasn’t till
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he had gone some eight or nine steps that Dan realized he had walked backwards away from her.
The following Saturday night they met at another inter-departmental party and after that there were no
backward steps till this inevitable, irrevocable return to hearth and home.
Clea had a flat-kitchen, bathroom, bed-sitting-room—in a converted harbor-side mansion, and a minor
executive job with a film unit that paid rent and food and clothing bills. Once she had been an art student but at
the end of four years she stopped attending classes and took a job.
“You were too critical of yourself,” Dan said. “Your standards were too high.”
She smiled. In her spare time she had continued to paint, she told Dan, and he had an impression of fierceness
and energy and he felt he knew how she must have looked. So she had painted.
And it was why she was single. And why people who knew nothing whatever about her liked to be—near her.
But ages ago, and permanently, she had laid it aside. That is, laid aside the doing, but not the looking, not the
thinking, not finally herself.
Dan insisted on being shown the few pieces of work that she hadn’t destroyed, and he examined them
solemnly, and felt this discarded talent of Clea’s was a thing to respect. In addition (and less respectably, he knew)
he saw it as a decoration to her personality not unflattering to himself. From talk of art, which he invariably
started, he would find he had led the way back to that perennially sustaining subject—their first meeting.
“At the party that night, why were you so—cold?”
“For good reasons. Which you know. How many times do you think I can survive this sort of thing?”
They were in Clea’s room on an old blue sofa by the fire. Dan turned his head away, saying nothing. She said,
“It’s no fun. You get tired. Like a bird on the wing, and no land. It’s—no fun. You feel trapped and hunted at
the same time. And the weather seems menacing. (No. I don’t mean now. But there have been times.) And in the
long run, it’s so much less effort to stay where your belongings are. … Wives shouldn’t worry too much. And
even other women shouldn’t. By the time they find themselves listening to remorseful remembrances of things
past they’re too—killed to care. And they find they can prompt their loved one with considerable detachment
when he reels off the well-known items—old clothes and family illnesses, holidays and food and friends … Make
me stop talking.”
It mattered very little to them where they went, but they walked a lot and saw a few plays. They went to some
art galleries. And once they had a picnic.
“It’s winter, but the sun never goes in,” he said. “Except now and then at night. Sydney’s like that.”
In the evenings Clea sometimes read aloud to Dan at his suggestion. And he would think:
The fire is burning. I am watching her face and listening to her voice. And he felt he knew something eternal
that he had always wanted to know.
One night Clea read the passage in which Yury Zhivago,\fn{ The protagonist of the only novel by the Russian author Boris
Leonidovich Pasternak (1890-1960), which he published in 1956 } receiving a letter from his wife after their long and tragic
separation, falls unconscious.
Because Clea existed and he was in her presence, Dan felt himself resurrected and so, though what she read
was beautiful and he thought so, he laughed with a kind of senseless joy as at something irrelevant when she
stopped.
“All right, darling, I suppose it is wonderful. That Russian intensity. If I could ever totter to a sofa and collapse
with sheer strength of feeling, I’d think: ‘Congratulations, Freeman! You’re really living.’” Clea laughed, too, but
said,
“Ah, don’t laugh. Because if you can laugh, you make it impossible …”
One thing Clea could not do was cook. It took Dan some weeks to accept this, because she wasn’t indifferent
to food. If they ate in a restaurant, she enjoyed a well-chosen meal as much as he did. But when he discovered that
she could tackle any sort of diet with much the same enthusiasm, he was depressed.
“What do you live on when I’m not around?” he demanded, a little disgruntled. She thought.
“Coffee.”
He was proud of her. He even liked her a lot. But he couldn’t help saying,
“I get hungry.” She looked abstracted.
“Dan, I—You’re hungry. Oh … We had steak?”
“Yes, but no—no trimmings,” he tried to joke. “No art.”
“Dan—”
“I take it back about no art.”
“I’ll—tomorrow—”
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“I take it back about no art.”
“I will do better.” And after this she tried to cook what she thought were complicated meals for him, and he
didn’t discourage her.
It was the night when they came back from their picnic in the mountains that he had the brilliant idea of asking
her why she had never married. She laughed.
“You wouldn’t have had any trouble,” he insisted, trying to see her face. Still smiling she said,
“The candidates came at the wrong time or they were too young for me when I was young.” She looked at him,
raising her brows.
“How old were you? When you married.”
“Twenty-one.”
“I wouldn’t have liked you then.”
“You’d have been right. But you—tell me.”
She moved restlessly on the sofa, and spread her arms along the back. He felt it was cruel to question her, but
knew he would never stop. She said,
“Oh … I met someone, and bang went five years. Then some time rolled by while I picked myself up. Then I
met—someone else who was married. Names don’t matter.” He looked at her.
“All right, they do. But not now … So, by the time you look round after that, you’re well into your thirties.
And a few of the boys have turned into men, but they’re married to girls who preferred them—quite young.”
“Are you saying this to blame me? You are, aren’t you?”
He heard the rhetorical note in his voice. He knew he had asked her.
Clea seemed to examine the stitches of the black hand-knitted sweater he was wearing. She jumped up quickly
and out in the kitchen poured whisky into two glasses, carrying one back to him.
“I can only say, Clea—if things were different—things would be different. … All right, it sounds lame. But I
mean it. What do you want me to do?”
“And what would you like me to say? You’ll go back to Mary. Do you want me to plead with you?”
He could see that it was neither reasonable nor honorable in him to want that, but in her it would have been
more natural, he felt. He said so.
Clea was biting the fingernails of her left hand, cagily. He saw again that it was cruel to talk to her like this, but
he knew he would never stop. She glanced at him over her hand.
“You’re beginning to think about your old clothes and family holidays just as I said. And why shouldn’t you?
These intimate little things are what count in the end, aren’t they?”
And she disposed of her hand, wrapping it round her glass as she lifted it from the floor to drink. She rolled a
sardonic blue eye at Dan and he gave the impression of having blushed without a change of color, and frowned
and drank, too. Because of course his mind had turned lately in that direction. He had begun to remember: the
existence of all that infinitely boring, engulfing domesticity, and his vital but unimportant part in it. It was all
there, and his. What could he do about it?
Clea knew too much, drank too much, was nervy, pushed herself to excess, bit her fingernails. She was the
least conditioned human being he had ever encountered. She was like a mirror held up to his soul. She was
intelligent, feeling and witty.
He loved her.
“Many thanks.” But she would’t meet his eyes.
“Marriage,” he said, harking back suddenly. “When I think of it! And you’re so independent. What could it
give you? Really? No, don’t smile.” Still, she did smile faintly, saying nothing, then said irritatingly,
“Someone to—set mouse traps and dispose of the bodies.” He brushed this away.
“You hate the office. Why?”
“Dan.” She was patient.
“Why do you hate the office?” He did feel vaguely that he was torturing her.
“Why?”
“I don’t see the sun. I lose the daylight hours. The routine’s exacting, but the work doesn’t matter. It takes all
my time from me and I see nothing beautiful.”
“And just what would you do with this time?” he asked, somehow scientifically. He would prove to her how
much better off … With her left hand, distracted, she seemed to consider the length and texture of the hair that fell
over her ear.
“Oh. Look about. Exist.” Dan thought of Mary.
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“Some wives are busy all day long.” He was positive that Mary would be in no way flattered if it were ever
suggested that she had had time to practice as a student of life.
“In fact,” he went on, “though cultivation is supposed to be the prerogative of the leisured classes, I think
women in your position form a sort of non-wealthy aristocracy all to themselves.”
“Do you?”
Clea shifted the dinner plate from her lap and went over to the deal table where she had a lot of paraphernalia
brought home from the office spread out. At random she picked up a pencil and tested its point against the cushion
of her forefinger saying,
“That’s an observation?”
“No, don’t be angry.” He turned eagerly to explain to her over the back of the sofa.
“What I mean is that however busy you are from nine till five, you have all the remaining hours of the day and
night to concentrate on yourself—your care, cultivation, understanding, amusement …” She smiled at him.
“Don’t eat that if you can’t bear it. I’ll make something else.” He said,
“Forgive me.”
*
They quarreled once, one Thursday evening when he passed on Alan and Joyce Parker’s invitation to drive out
into the country the following Sunday.
Alan Parker was a tall mild man of fifty, who clerked with dedication among the television films of the library.
His wife, whom both Clea and Dan had met at official parties, was friendly and chatty. The Parkers knew Dan was
married, and they knew that (as they put it) Dan and Clea had a thing about each other. But they liked Dan
because he wasn’t disagreeably ambitious though he was younger than and senior to Alan, and they implied a
fondness for Clea. Dan guessed that they would be the subject of Joyce’s conversation for a week after the trip,
but he couldn’t find it in his heart to dislike anyone to whom he could mention Clea’s name.
But she said swiftly, “Oh no, I couldn’t go with them.” He paused, amazed, in the act of kicking a piece of
wood back into the fire.
“What do you mean? Why not?”
“No, I just couldn’t go,” she said definitely, beginning to look for her place in the book she was holding.
“But why?” Dan fixed the fire, buffed some ash from his hands and turned to sit beside her on the sofa. He
took the book from her, thrust it behind his back, and forced her to lift her head.
Her look daunted him. He said in parenthesis,
“I’m addicted to that eye-shadow.” He said reasonably,
“Only last week you talked about getting out of town.”
“I’d be bored, Dan.”
“Bored? I’d be there!” he rallied her, smiling in a teasing way. “And Joyce’s going to produce a real French
picnic lunch.”
There was a smile in her that he sensed and resented. She said,
“I’m sorry.”
“And I’m sorry if the fact that I like to eat one meal a day is offensive to you.”
“Darling. Please go, if you’d like to. No recriminations. Truly.”
Mondays to Fridays he didn’t see her all day. He couldn’t have borne to lose hours of her company. Six
months, he’d had, just days ago. Now there were ten weeks. He said unpleasantly,
“You do set yourself up with your nerves and your fine sensibility, Clea. When you begin to feel that a day in
the company of nice easy-going people like the Parkers would be unbearably boring, I begin to feel you’re
carrying affectation too far. If you pander to yourself much more you’ll find you’re unfit to live in the world at
all!”
She didn’t answer that, or appear to react. Instead she caught his wrist in her right hand and smoothed her
thumb against the suede of his watch-strap.
“In their car, Dan, I’d feel imprisoned. I have to be able to get away. I’d be bored, Dan.” She said, “I don’t love
them.” He stared, jerked his arm away, gave a short incredulous laugh and stood up.
“Don’t love them!” She added,
“As things are.” Throwing on his coat he went to the door still uttering sarcastic laughs.
“Don’t love them! Well—good—night—Clea!”
In ten minutes he returned. And the ten weeks passed.
*
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“Dan? How are you now?”
Mary peered down at him, then glanced abruptly right and left, bringing her chin parallel with each of her
shoulders in turn. It was dark on the balcony.
“Do you still want your dinner? It’ll be ruined, but it’s there if you want it … Dan!” She leaned over him.
“What?”
“Well, for heaven’s sake, you can still answer when I speak to you! I thought you’d had a stroke or something,
sitting there like an image.” She bridled with relief and exasperation.
“No.” In a brisk admonitory voice she said,
“Well, I think you’d better get yourself along to Dr. Barnes in the morning. It’s all this extra work. And you’re
not eating. Sometimes I think you don’t even know you’re home again.”
He said something she couldn’t catch.
“What? Where’s what? … Your dinner’s in the oven.” Mary waited for him to speak again.
“Smell the garden, Dan. … We’d better get ready, then. Jack and Freda’ll be over soon.”
“What?”
He stirred cautiously in the padded bamboo chair. He felt like someone who has had the top of his head blown
off, but is still, astonishingly, alive, and must learn to cope with the light, the light, and all it illuminated.
“I told you this morning,” Mary accused him. “You hadn’t forgotten ?” Carefully he hauled himself up by the
balcony railing.
“I’ll be bored,” he said. In the soft black night, Mary went to stand in front of him, tilting her face to look at
him.
“Bored, Dan?” she sounded nervous. “You know Jack and Freda,” she appealed to him, touching his shirtsleeve.
“I don’t care for them,” he complained gently, not to her. And added,
“As things are.”
“Oh, Dan!” Mary swallowed. Tears sprang to her eyes. She caught his arm and walked him through the front
door, and down the carpeted hall to their bedroom.
“Lie down, Dan. Just lie there.”
He heard her going to the telephone. She rang the doctor. Then she rang Freda and Jack to apologize and ask
them not to come. He heard her crying a little with fright as she repeated his uncanny remark in explanation.
And Dan took a deep breath, and looked at the ceiling and smiled.
8.153 Father Carroll\fn{by Barry Kingham Oakley (1931- )} Melbourrne, Victoria, Australia (M) 3
… Someone must have finally protested about Father Collins’s tortuous and interminable sermons, because
when we came back to Middleton after the long Christmas holidays, he was gone. The new man’s name was
Carroll, but until the Sunday I wasn’t sure whether it was my old schoolmate of ten years ago at the Christian
Brothers—the driving, extrovert Carroll, the Carroll who’d been both one of the boys and a ladies’ man until he’d
disconcerted everyone by giving it all up for God.
But at Mass that stifling January morning there was no mistaking him as he strode from the sacristy, a dark
rubicund\fn{Red-faced} colossus with attendant altar boys—thicker in the neck and body though he was.
I had in mind going round afterwards and making myself known to him until, after powerfully intoning
through the Epistle and Gospel, he got into the pulpit. Its rail didn’t seem to go much higher than his knees. The
preliminary trivia of the pilgrim statue of Our Lady of Fatima and the Catholic Women’s Social Guild were as
chaff before him. What he really wanted to talk about, he rang out, after a measured sign of the cross which
reverberated noiselessly round the walls in two hundred similar actions, was the Holy Name Society. Tight-lipped,
bull-shouldered, he paused for a moment; then said slowly, giving each word its due emphasis:
“My aim is to have every man—every man that’s really a man—in the Holy Name Society within the next four
weeks.”
From his great height he surveyed us, arrayed there helpless in the worn pews, glared at the latecomers
cowering in the porch: mere prime matter for the potter’s hand we were, sweating there hardly daring to move,
sicklied over by the yellow light from the tall windows.
“The Holy Name Society,” he went on, as if it pained him to bring the obvious before us, “happens to be
Christ’s own society. It’s not for the elite, but for each and every one of us.” In that final first-person pronoun he
linked us with him irrevocably: Father Collins, who cared as much for his bowls as his apostolic mission, had
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been a luxury we had never been really able to afford.
His finale was impressive. He had a knack, we later discovered. of stopping dead at the most vehement
moment, turning his back on us in a flash, and going straight back to the altar.
“Get this into your Catholic heads,” he almost shouted, “it’s a life-and-death struggle we’re all engaged in; are
you going to fight in Christ’s army, or don’t you think it’s worth the trouble?”
After this even the Consecration came as something of an anticlimax, and it was thus probably his fault that,
when to the ringing of bells he blessed, genuflected, and finally, with arms stretching up like a marking footballer,
he elevated the Host, I couldn’t get the Jack Carroll of old out of my mind: Jack the captain of the football and
cricket, Jack the head prefect, Jack the masculine cadet-lieutenant who had abused me, a thin-voiced stripling, for
not having my webbing clean, Jack—sweet memory this—whom I’d beaten at tennis, if at nothing else.
Was there anything, we used [to] murmur against him, that he couldn’t do? Even then he’d been one set apart,
with plenty of mates but no close friends—and the girls I’d seen him scorn at dances!
By the time he turned to us to distribute Communion, I’d faced up to the fact that he’d been a hero to me.
It struck me how subdued the congregation were afterwards, badgered by the recruiting officers he’d enrolled.
It didn’t matter how far the shirt-sleeved farmers had come in their big Fords and Plymouths—they knew they
were marked men. Listen, I felt like saying to them all, he’s no St. Paul sent to prick and goad you from on high—
he’s not thirty, I went to school with him; I can remember the time when he told me a dirty story.
A meeting was inevitable in a town as small and introverted as Middleton, and it took place a fortnight later
when he came to take the Catholic pupils at the Technical School for their weekly half-hour of religious instructtion. He saw me from afar off along the long low corridor, and recognized me at once. All affability, his hand
enveloped mine.
“I didn’t know you were teaching here,” he said, a little reproachfully.
“It took me a fair while before it dawned on me myself,” I answered, letting him know I was quite equal to the
occasion: one profession to another, so to speak.
“You’re a family man by now, I suppose?”
I nodded, giving the necessary numerical details. He listened with close enough attention, but I had the feeling
his interest wasn’t personal—perhaps it never really had been—but just so he could get the picture straight before
he planned his mode of attack. He paced up and down the sunlit porch, intensely black, showing the gold in his
teeth, hands behind his back, unable to rest, a dynamo working ceaselessly within him. I felt limp and feeble, grist
already to his apostolic will. When he turned to go in to his class, he had my address neatly noted in a little black
book, rather like the one the English inspector used.
A week later he came uninvited, at an awkward time, when my wife was ill. Not to be deterred, he asked my
permission to go in and see her. What could I say in the face of someone who had apparently never known
shyness? Permission granted, he thrust back the curtain that hung in the doorway and introduced himself to her,
while she lay there as though stunned, in her blue night-dress, breasts clearly discernible over the blanket. It was
here, not at the school, that our vocations squarely confronted one another, and her embarrassment and his
unbreakable urbanity seemed to leave no doubt which was the superior.
“Yes father,” she said, “no father,” in an abject submissive way that drove me mad.
Finally he sprawled in an armchair in the living room and had a beer with me, apparently oblivious of the
Klees\fn{Paul Klee (1879-1940), Swiss painter, watercolorist and etcher } and Picassos\fn{Pablo Ruiz y Picasso (1881-1973),
Spanish painter and sculptor} that seemed to flaunt their modernism before him on the surrounding walls. Black legs
extended, looking a little out of place in the promiscuous domesticity of nappies,\fn{ Diapers} cot and feedingbottle, he came quickly to his purpose.
*
“I’ve only been here six weeks and I’m still not quite sure where I stand,” he said, exhaling plumes of smoke
from his nostrils like a dragon.
As he spoke of the job to be done, I felt my world subsiding gently. My comfortable relationship with
provincial Middleton, built up out of compromise over the past twelve months, wasn’t much longer for this world.
“I know what you’re up against,” I said, to fill a short, heavy silence. “They’re a pretty insulated, parochial lot
up here—and Father Collins fitted them only too well. The redemption—not of Christ but of the parish debt.”
Father Carroll frowned slightly. He was either registering disapproval of my lack of respect, or fighting the
temptation to agree with me.
“After all, he was an old man. One had to make allowances—”
“He’d been the same for twenty years, apparently.”
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He downed his beer, politely refused another glass, and said he’d have to be on his way, pausing only to
mention that he was planning to form a little study group for the professional men of the town in the very near
future. Would I be interested?
“Of course,” I said, though my heart fell. It had been my own fault, for being hypocritical. For though I’d been
ready to criticize the genial Father Collins, I’d enjoyed the comfortable consequences only too well.
*
The following Thursday Father Carroll for some unknown reason failed to turn up for his religious instruction
class, and the headmaster asked me to take them instead. I was at a loss, and the kids soon sensed it, and
bombarded me with complaints about Father Carroll.
“This new chap makes us really work.”
“If you don’t know your catechism he gives you the cuts.”
I felt as if every Catholic in this huge extended parish was bemoaning the loss of the ancient, comfortable
order of things. Amidst protests I gave them an essay to write, then moved abstractedly amongst them, happening
to notice as I did so the first page of Church History they’d each noted down in the books, with obvious pains.
The Church and the Modern World was the heading.
“Stripped to its essentials,” I read, “today’s war is a life-and-death-struggle between two basic views of life:
Atheistic Communism and Catholicism. Between these there can never be any agreement in any form. Cooperation, co-existence and other communist slogans are but snares and traps for the unwary soul.
“Communism is reaping the harvest sown at the Reformation and nourished at the French Revolution. A
harvest of weeds, nettles and briars which have managed to dim the consciences of men. We call this poison by
the general name of Secularism.”
I stopped reading, lost in a mixed thicket of metaphor. I would like to have been able to call the fire that
gripped me, one that burned for the sake of truth; but even as I told them to leave off their laborious essays and
take down some notes, I knew that I was moved by an anger that was personal. As I started to write on the
blackboard about the personal freedoms that had sprung from this very secularism, I knew I didn’t really care
whether the class fully understood my proud radical sentiments or not.
I was challenging Carroll—showing him the schoolboy power of my serve.
*
He took exactly one week to rush the net. That Thursday I managed to avoid him, but there was no gainsaying
the note he’d left for me on the staff room table.
“I would like to see you tonight at the presbytery, if I could.”
That was all.
By eight o’clock, when I stood nervous on the tiles of the presbytery verandah, the first chill wind of autumn
was blowing. I heard the thin needle of the bell I’d pressed insert itself into the cool repose of the dark hall. There
were footfalls; a lobby light went on, and a shadow, like a great fish, moved in the depths behind the colored glass
round the door. But it was only the house-maid, a truculent, buxom woman with a mustache.
She led me into the parlor. It was barely furnished: a large, now-tell-me-what’s-worrying-you cedar table;
some hard chairs, as unrelenting as dogma, and a statue of Our Lady of Fatima in colored barley sugar on the
mantelpiece. But the room, warmed by what was probably the first fire of the year, had a kind of ascetic coziness
more sensual than genuine luxury. Father Carroll (perhaps he was ill) looked paler than I’d ever seen him before.
He sat down at once at the head of the table, motioning me to a chair uncomfortably close: I could smell his
breath, sour, celibate, recalling the intimacy of the confessional.
“Well,” he said, brusque as a doctor tending an ailment that his patient had hitherto managed to keep hidden,
“what have you got to say for yourself?”
The suddenness of his volley left me nonplussed. As if to ease my discomfiture, he offered me a cigarette.
“I don’t get you, Jack. What is this, a meeting of the Inquisition?”
“Not so, not so, I’m just a little bit surprised about two things. First, that you saw fit to do my job for me.
Second, what you actually got those kids to write. D’you think they understood it?”
“As much as they understood what went before. No more and no less.”
“If you stand four-square against Communism, certain things naturally follow. Right?”
“Right. But it doesn’t automatically follow that it should be fought through cells of dedicated Catholic
laymen.”
He inhaled deeply. He was now a little flushed, the way he got in the pulpit when he was building up to a
climax. He tapped the table briskly, a ghostly white finger rising rapidly from the depths to meet his own.
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“The Church can’t afford the luxury of individualists in times like these.”
“It’s a question of principle, of my right to choose the way I think best. That’s not a luxury.”
“In a time of crisis, a united front is what we want.”
The old apocalyptic note! But he wasn’t preaching now, and it didn’t sound quite so alarming; though his dark
expression told me the end of his patience was near.
“These are no special times. The Church is always at war. And if we’d had a few more individualists in the
past, we wouldn’t have backed the wrong horse so often.”
Father Carroll again tapped the table. It was his fist-thump in the pulpit scaled down to a congregation of one.
“The Church is guided by the Holy Spirit. You ought to know that.”
“I do. But that doesn’t mean it hasn’t made mistakes.”
“The Church is also human, if that’s what you mean. But as an institution it cannot err.”
“That’s not much consolation to the heretic burned, or the class of society abandoned.”
“It’s easy enough to stand off and pick faults. You want a perfect Church before you’ll act with it.”
“No I don’t. I merely want one honest enough to admit it’s made mistakes. Take Australia for example.
Controversy horrifies it.” He stood up; class dismissed.
“The split in the Church in Australia has been a catastrophe.” I stood up too.
“On the contrary, it’s done a lot of good. It’s made me realize what’s involved when one prays for a Catholic
Australia.” He regarded me with a kind of pained squint. as though trying to focus me through the incredulity he
felt.
“I’m sorry to say this after all these years. But I think you’re lacking in good faith.”
*
He didn’t even show me out, but left me to grope my way down the passage like a lost soul.
Then at the last moment, he switched on the lobby light. A large oleograph of Christ stared down at me from
beside the door: handsome, aristocratic, with an incandescent heart. Under its reproachful, sorrowing gaze (Had I
lost? Was I the guilty one?) I opened the door and went out into the cold.
213.32 Excerpts from Plains Of Promise and Carpentaria\fn{by Alexis Wright (1950- )} “from the Waanyi people
from the highlands of the southern Gulf of Carpentaria,” Northern Territory, Australia (F) 4
… It was a dangerous time to travel alone over the land: it was waking-up season. Elliot’s journey back
through the Channel Country and along his Dreaming line, intermeshing between snake-rivers to the Great Lake
was carried out in the Dry. It was at this time that whatever powerful essences lay submerged all around rose from
the earth. You needed to take extra precautions to remain safe. He was careful to eat sparingly from a limited
amount of available food, so that he would not create any noticeable odors which the spirits would notice.
Suspicious of every movement around him, even a leaf fluttering in the breeze, he starved himself to avoid the
risk. The pathway he followed was dimly visible in his mind as a narrow, hazy tunnel. Should he penetrate its
walls, even though soundless to his ear, this would create disturbance amid the serene surroundings and awaken
the restful state of the spiritual environment and bring forth its malignant powers.
The most perilous time of all came early in the evening, when the dying sun beamed its last light onto the sand
hills and over the dead grassland. This was the time you needed to take cover, when the last screeches of the black
cockatoos with their red tails died away and the land was quiet. It was best to sit it out for the night. Beyond his
camp, Elliot watched the bush pigeons fossicking amongst dry twigs in the red, glowing grasses. Although he lay
with some sense of security beneath a gidgee tree, his father’s totem, he was brooding about how he could get rid
of the pigeons. No point in being cautious on the one hand then gamble in your camp at night.
Over the passing of many nights he repeatedly whispered to the pigeons, urging them to take flight and seek
the safety of cover. Sometimes the birds took a moment and made head-wobbling movements as if they took
notice of his words and actions, but they did not fly off. Mainly they ignored him. At first he tended to dismiss
their lack of intuition, but as days of travel grew into weeks and he sat swathed in his sweat under a tree where the
breeze did not penetrate, he heard the echoes of the great spirits thundering in the distant hills and started to have
second thoughts about the nature of birds. He changed his attitude towards their presence. He felt he was right to
do so, for he was trained in religious knowledge of the land by the thoughts of the elders, through a straight line of
law since time began and the land and everything in it had been created.
It was his duty to do his utmost to maintain harmony in the world that owned him.
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As each day passed on his long journey he began to lose sight of the reality of St. Dominic’s and his own place
in the Mission. He tried in vain to recall people’s faces, the inside of his father’s dwelling … try as he might he
could not do it. It was like lifting his weight in lead. He had become obsessed by the pigeons. Before dusk each
day he tried every evasive angle he had been taught—movements which were now an instinctive part of his nature
—to try to rid himself of the birds. He had always been able to outsmart anyone: at St. Dominic’s people knew
this side of Elliot’s nature well. Some bore scars as reminders of times they had tried to call his bluff.
Try as he might, he could not escape the pigeons. He never saw them during daylight. It was only at dusk,
when he made his camp, that they appeared. Sometimes he hid from them in low bushes. At other times he buried
himself in the deep sand of a dry river bed, hiding there for hours until it was dark. He arose from his makeshift
grave only to find the pigeons looking at him from a short distance away.
By now, the birds were cooing and scratching the dirt right next to the place where he slept. They would be
gone in the morning, but Elliot never saw them leave.
The night is broken into stages in the Hot. Early on the ground retains the stored energy of the sun and radiates
uncomfortable heat—it is impossible to lie on this hot ground and sleep. Hours later, it cools: the dry, brittle earth
sighs and expands in vast yawns. This is the signal for creatures and men, big red stony devils, to lie stretched out
asleep on their sleeping mother. It is the time of the creaks and moans of the great spirits awakening. Rocks, trees,
hills and rivers—all are awake at this time. Released from their sedated daytime state, the spirits of the land travel
from place to place. The air, the sky is alive with the ancestral spirits of the land. As Elliot endured another night
of restless sleep, he knew it was best to sing their songs and urge them towards good feelings.
No one was able to look after the land any more, not all of the time the way they used to in the olden days. Life
was so different now that the white man had taken the lot. It was like a war, an undeclared war. A war with no
name. And the Aboriginal man was put into their prison camps, like prisoners in the two world wars. But nobody
called it a war: it was simply the situation, that’s all. Protection. Assimilation. Different words that amounted to
annihilation. The white man wanted to pay all right for taking the lot. But they didn’t want to pay for the black
man’s culture, the way he thinks. Nor for the black man’s language dying away because it was no longer tied to
his traditional country—now prosperous cattle station or mining project. The white people wanted everyone to
become white, to think white. Skin and all. And they were willing to say they will pay out something for that,
even though they believed what happened was not worth much. They could not actually see the value for their
money—not like buying grain or livestock.
Yet no one could change the law—so Elliot muttered to himself as he crossed the white man’s roads or stepped
across tire marks made by vehicles that had been bogged at river crossings. In spite of the foreign burrs and
stinging nettles along the river banks, nothing foreign could change the essence of the land. No white man had
that power.
Elliot visualized the hands of white people writhing with some kind of illogical intent to misuse and swallow
up what was not on a map imprinted in the ancestry of their blood. Hands that hung limp when the land dried up.
That buried dead children, set tables with no food to eat. Hands that tried to fight the fires that destroyed the crops
and livestock they valued so much. The essence of their souls. He saw the same hands gesturing with selfcentered righteousness, a backhand flick to explain hard times, without thought of the true explanations for
disaster from the land itself. Good season, bad season! Their palms opened to beg for more government money to
keep their stranger life afloat. Kill off whatever got in the way of it. Put it down to bad luck when things were bad.
Put it down to good luck when things went right. A simplistic way of ignoring their own ignorance. Sit in one spot
and eat it all away. A laconic race living on its wit’s end in order to voice its demands and ordered others to fall
into line.
The night might have been enjoyed once. He thought of the days when the spirits and the black people would
have spoken to each other. But the black man’s enforced absence from his traditional land had inspired fear of it.
They had to alter old, ongoing relationships with the spirits that had created man and once connected him to the
earth.
As the weeks passed, Elliot the Traveler became convinced he would not live to be an old man. Cattle lay dead
beside the mud-cracked waterholes of the dry riverbeds. Kangaroos and wallabies lay nearby. He had been sent at
the wrong time. The restless spirits exchanged thunderous blows of anger, tying earth and sky into knots. Wrong!
Wrong! Wrong! They raced up and down the sky in the pitch-black night. Giant arms struck out with a fearful
force, felling giant ghost gums which nearly killed him as they crashed to the ground.
Why had the elders sent him in the first place? Yes, he was convinced they had hatched a plan to get rid of him.
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“You won’t get me,” he repeated to himself a thousand times a day. He was no longer distracted by their
attempts to cloud his thinking—for it must have been they who had taken away his memory of St. Dominic’s.
Why did they want him dead? For the first time he imagined he saw deception in his own father’s face.
“This is a lot of trouble you have gone to,” he screamed. “Why? Why here and not there?”
If the elders did have some sinister plan for him, Jipp the self-appointed augur would not have been any the
wiser. Elliot traced and retraced every detail of his life for clues.
Perhaps it was his tendency towards violence. Surely not, when even the most demure of young women with
babies in their tummies stomped through the village yelling at their husbands after they had quarreled with them
—
“You wait! I’ll be coming for you with a big knife! As soon as I get some money I am going to buy a knife for
you.” While the husband, looking like a piece of well-kneaded dough, trotted along after her at a safe distance.
Then she yelled again:
“to rip your guts out!”
And you could believe it would happen. And alongside, her two-year-old, shaping up his little fists, kicked
each leg back towards his father to demonstrate he was on his mother’s side and he meant business, too.
No, it was not his violence. His magic then? Almost everyone in the community was wary of his knowledge of
magic. When he was younger he would run and complete a somersault in mid-air, land on his feet and do it again
up and down the road between the village and Mission. He made tobacco tins glow in the dark. Children begged
him to show them. Watching, their mothers’ eyes nearly popped out of their heads and they chased their kids away
with sticks. He balanced stones on the tops of sticks and made them twirl around. The old men found interesting
stones to challenge him. He beat them each time. He could sketch faces to the exact likeness, and left the portraits
blowing around in the wind. That nearly frightened people half to death. Their fear was a source of amusement to
him. They believed he was trying to steal their souls to serve himself. That he might be in secret collusion with
the spirit world.
Elliot believed he could count on one hand the number of occasions when he had infringed the law during his
thirty years of life. Trivial matters. Nothing to deserve this punishment. So what could it be? Perhaps some great
danger threatened his people and his own life was considered inconsequential, a trivial matter in the greater
scheme of things. Did the community fear of more suicides override one sacrifice? Had they agreed that he should
provide that sacrifice? Who could know the true malevolence of Ivy Koopundi—or the combined force of her
people, the guardians of the majestic spiritual being? Could their power, in some explicable way, stretch out to kill
anyone, anywhere? Were they able to make those deaths appear as suicides? What pitiful chance did he have of
confronting this power?
So, Elliot told himself, he was soon to become the sacrificial lamb for Ivy Koopundi. Why had not somebody
simply murdered her in the middle of some moonless night? It would have been easy enough. He should have
thought of it himself. He had no difficulty in recalling the way her sly face watched him everywhere he went.
Jumping in front of him from right to left, left to right, the whole day, trying to send him crazy. Why had he not
recognized the same sly look on the faces of Pilot and May Sugar and those other two old grannies? It was all as
plain as day to him now.
Yes, it was her. He had been careful that she, above all, should have no knowledge of his traveling—yet there
she stood in the dark shadows the morning he left. Further back, he recalled the day Old Maudie died, and the
sidelong glance she had thrown him on her way through the village, a glance that chilled the base of his neck. She
was a different kind. Not happy like his own people, who could joke about life, no matter what. They might be
treated like dogs, but they could laugh just the same. They came from the spirits, and to the spirits they would
return. That was the law. Always look above. Ivy played another role, and laughing at life was not part of it.
So be it. If this journey led to death then he must allow it to happen. But the pigeons … were they a warning to
him, a contradiction of prediction? …
2
… The ancestral serpent, a creature larger than storm clouds, came down from the stars, laden with its own
creative enormity. It moved graciously—if you had been watching—with the eyes of a bird hovering in the sky far
above the ground. Looking down at the serpent’s wet body, glistening from the ancient sunlight, long before man
was a creature who could contemplate the next moment in time. It came down those billions of years ago, to crawl
on its heavy belly, all around the wet clay soils in the Gulf of Carpentaria.
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Picture the creative serpent, scoring deep into—scouring down through—the slippery underground of the
mudflats, leaving in its wake the thunder of tunnels collapsing to form deep sunken valleys. The sea water
following in the serpent’s wake, swarming in a frenzy of tidal waves, soon changed color from ocean blue to the
yellow of mud. The water filled the swirling tracks to form the mighty bending rivers spread across the vast plains
of the Gulf country. The serpent traveled over the marine plains, over the salt flats, through the salt dunes, past the
mangrove forests and crawled inland. Then it went back to the sea. And it came out at another spot along the
coastline and crawled inland and back again. When it finished creating the many rivers in its wake, it created one
last river, no larger or smaller than the others, a river which offers no apologies for its discontent with people who
do not know it. This is where the giant serpent continues to live deep down under the ground in a vast network of
limestone aquifers. They say its being is porous; it permeates everything. It is all around in the atmosphere and is
attached to the lives of the river people like skin.
This tidal river snake of slowing mud takes in breaths of a size that is difficult to comprehend. Imagine the
serpent’s breathing rhythms as the tide flows inland, edging towards the spring waters nestled deeply in the gorges
of an ancient limestone plateau covered with rattling grasses dried yellow from the prevailing winds. Then with
the outward breath, the tide turns and the serpent flows back to its own circulating mass of shallow waters in the
giant water basin in a crook of the mainland whose sides separate it from the open sea.
To catch this breath in the river you need the patience of one who can spend days doing nothing. If you wait
under the river gum where those up-to-no-good Mission-bred kids accidentally hanged Crybaby Sally, the tip of
the dead branch points to where you will see how the serpent’s breath fights its way through in a tunnel of wind,
creating ripples that shimmer silver, similar to the scales of a small, nocturnal serpent, thrashing in anger
whenever the light hits its slippery translucent body, making it writhe and wrench to escape back into its natural
environment of darkness.
The inside knowledge about this river and coastal region is the Aboriginal Law handed down through the ages
since time began. Otherwise, how would one know where to look for the hidden underwater courses in the vast
flooding mud plains, full of serpents and fish in the monsoon season? Can someone who did not grow up in a
place that is sometimes under water, sometimes bone-dry, know when the trade winds blowing off the southern
and northern hemispheres will merge in summer? Know the moment of climatic change better than they know
themselves? Who fishes in the yellow-colored monsoonal runoff from the drainages, with sheets of deep water
pouring into the wide rivers swollen over their banks, filling vast plains with flood waters? The cyclones linger
and regroup, the rain never stops pouring, but the fat fish are abundant.
It takes a particular kind of knowledge to go with the river, whatever its mood. It is about there being no
difference between you and the movement of water as it seasonally shifts its tracks according to its own mood. A
river that spurns human endeavor in one dramatic gesture, jilting a lover who has never really been known, as it
did to the frontier town built on its banks in the hectic heyday of colonial vigor. A town intended to serve as a port
for the shipping trade for the hinterland of Northern Australia.
In one moment, during a Wet season early in the last century, the town lost its harbor waters when the river
simply decided to change course, to bypass it by several kilometers. Just like that. Now the waterless port survives
with more or less nothing to do. Its citizens continue to engage in a dialogue with themselves passed down the
generations, on why the town should continue to exist. They stayed on to safeguard the northern coastline from
invasion by the Yellow Peril. A dreadful vision, a long yellow streak marching behind an arrowhead pointing
straight for the little town of Desperance.
Eventually the heat subsided. When the Yellow Peril did not invade, everyone had a good look around and
found a more contemporary reason for existence. It meant the town still had to be vigilant. Duty did not fall on
one or two; duty was everybody’s business. To keep a good eye out for whenever the moment presented itself, to
give voice to a testimonial far beyond personal experience—to comment on the state of their blacks. To do so was
regarded as an economic contribution to State rights, then, as an afterthought, to maintaining the decent society of
the nation as a whole. …
25.76 Neighbors\fn{by Timothy John Winton (1960- )} Perth, Western Australia, Australia (M) 2
When they first moved in, the young couple were wary of the neighborhood. The street was full of European
migrants. It made the newlyweds feel like sojourners in a foreign land. Next door on the left lived a Macedonian
family. On the right, a widower from Poland.
The newlyweds’ house was small, but its high ceilings and paned windows gave it the feel of an elegant
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cottage. From his study window, the young man could see out over the rooftops and used-car yards the Moreton
Bay figs in the park where they walked their dog. The neighbors seemed cautious about the dog, a docile, molting
collie.
The young man and woman had lived all their lives in the expansive outer suburbs where good neighbors were
seldom seen and never heard. The sounds of spitting and washing and daybreak watering came as a shock. The
Macedonian family shouted, ranted, screamed. It took six months for the newcomers to comprehend the fact that
their neighbors were not murdering each other, merely talking. The old Polish man spent most of his day
hammering nails into wood only to pull them out again. His yard was stacked with salvaged lumber. He added to
it, but he did not build with it.
Relations were uncomfortable for many months. The Macedonians raised eyebrows at the late hour at which
the newcomers rose in the mornings. The young man sensed their disapproval at his staying home to write his
thesis while his wife worked. He watched in disgust as the little boy next door urinated in the street. He once saw
him spraying the cat from the back step. The child’s head was shaved regularly, he assumed, in order to make his
hair grow thick. The little boy stood at the fence with only his cobalt eyes showing; it made the young man
nervous.
In the autumn, the young couple cleared rubbish from their backyard and turned and manured the soil under
the open and measured gaze of the neighbors. They planted leeks, onions, cabbage, brussels sprouts and broad
beans and this caused the neighbors to come to the fence and offer advice about spacing, hilling, mulching. The
young man resented the interference, but he took careful note of what was said. His wife was bold enough to run a
hand over the child’s stubble and the big woman with black eyes and butcher’s arms gave her a bagful of garlic
cloves to plant.
Not long after, the young man and woman built a henhouse. The neighbors watched it fall down. The Polish
widower slid through the fence uninvited and rebuilt it for them. They could not understand a word he said.
As autumn merged into winter and the vermilion sunsets were followed by sudden, dark dusks touched with
the smell of wood-smoke and the sound of roosters crowing day’s end, the young couple found themselves
smiling back at the neighbors. They offered heads of cabbage and took gifts of grappa and firewood. The young
man worked steadily at his thesis on the development of the twentieth century novel. He cooked dinners for his
wife and listened to her stories of eccentric patients and hospital incompetence. In the street they no longer
walked with their eyes lowered. They felt superior and proud when their parents came to visit and to cast shocked
glances across the fence.
In the winter they kept ducks, big, silent muscovies that stood about in the rain growing fat. In the spring the
Macedonian family showed them how to slaughter and to pluck and to dress. They all sat around on blocks and
upturned buckets and told barely-understood stories—the men butchering, the women plucking, as was
demanded. In the haze of down and steam and fractured dialogue, the young man and woman felt intoxicated. The
cat toyed with severed heads. The child pulled the cat’s tail. The newcomers found themselves shouting.
But they had not planned on a pregnancy. It stunned them to be made parents so early. Their friends did not
have children until several years after being married—if at all. The young woman arranged for maternity leave.
The young man ploughed on with his thesis on the twentieth century novel.
The Polish widower began to build. In the late spring dawns, he sank posts and poured cement and began to
use his wood. The young couple turned in their bed, cursed him behind his back. The young husband, at times,
suspected that the widower was deliberately antagonizing them. The young wife threw up in the mornings. Hay
fever began to wear him down.
Before long the young couple realized that the whole neighborhood knew of the pregnancy. People smiled
tirelessly at them. The man in the deli gave her small presents of chocolates and him packets of cigarettes that he
stored at home, not being a smoker. In the summer, Italian women began to offer names. Greek women stopped
the young woman in the street, pulled her skirt up and felt her belly, telling her it was bound to be a boy. By late
summer the woman next door had knitted the baby a suit, complete with booties and beanie. The young woman
felt flattered, claustrophobic, grateful, peeved.
By late summer, the Polish widower next door had almost finished his two-car garage. The young man could
not believe that a man without a car would do such a thing, and one evening as he was considering making a
complaint about the noise, the Polish man came over with barrowfuls of wood-scraps for their fire.
Labor came abruptly. The young man abandoned the twentieth century novel for the telephone. His wife began
to black the stove. The midwife came and helped her finish the job while he ran about making statements that
sounded like queries. His wife hoisted her belly about the house, supervising his movements. Going outside for
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more wood, he saw, in the last light of the day, the faces at each fence. He counted twelve faces. The Macedonian
family waved and called out what sounded like their best wishes.
As the night deepened, the young woman dozed between contractions, sometimes walking, sometimes shouting. She had a hot bath and began to eat ice and demand liverwurst. Her belly rose, uterus flexing downward. Her
sweat sparkled, the gossamer highlit by movement and firelight. The night grew older. The midwife crooned. The
young man rubbed his wife’s back, fed her ice and rubbed her lips with oil.
And then came the pushing. He caressed and stared and tried not to shout. The floor trembled as the young
woman bore down in a squat. He felt the power of her, the sophistication of her. She strained. Her face mottled.
She kept at it, push after push, assaulting some unseen barrier, until suddenly it was smashed and she was
through. It took his wind away to see the look on the baby’s face as it was suddenly passed up to the breast. It had
one eye on him. It found the nipple. It trailed cord and vernix smears and its mother’s own sweat. She gasped and
covered the tiny buttocks with a hand. A boy, she said. For a second, the child lost the nipple and began to cry.
The young man heard shouting outside. He went to the back door. On the Macedonian side of the fence, a
small queue of bleary faces looked up, cheering, and the young man began to weep.
The twentieth century novel had not prepared him for this.
297.1 Excerpt from Getting The Girl\fn{by Markus Zusak (1975- )} Sydney, New South Wales, Australia (M) 11½
1
It was Rube’s girl’s idea to make the beer ice blocks, not mine.
Let’s start with that. It just happened to be me who lost out because of it.
See, I’d always thought that at some point I’d grow up, but it hadn’t happened yet. It’s just the way it was.
In all honesty, I’d wondered if there would ever come a time when Cameron Wolfe (that’s me) would pull
himself together. I’d seen glimpses of a different me. It was a different me because in those increments of time I
thought I actually became a winner.
The truth, however, was painful.
It was a truth that told me with a scratching internal brutality that I was me, and that winning wasn’t natural for
me. It had to be fought for, in the echoes and trodden footprints of my mind. In a way, I had to scav enge for
moments of alrightness.
I touched myself.
A bit.
Okay.
Okay.
A lot.
(There are people who’ve told me you shouldn’t admit that sort of thing too early, on account of the fact that
people might get offended. Well, all I can say to that is why the hell not? Why not tell the truth? Otherwise there’s
no bloody point really, is there?
Is there?)
It was just that I wanted to be touched by a girl someday. I wanted her to not look at me as if I was the filthy,
torn, half-smiling, half-scowling underdog who was trying to impress her.
Her fingers.
In my mind, they were always soft, falling down my chest to my stomach. Her nails would be on my legs, just
nice, handing shivers to my skin. I imagined it all the time, but refused to believe it was purely a matter of lust.
The reason I can say this is that in my daydreams, the hands of the girl would always end up at my heart. Every
time. I told myself that that’s where I wanted her to touch me.
There was sex, of course.
Nakedness.
Wall to wall, in and out of my thoughts.
But when it was over it was her whispering voice I craved, and a human curled up in my arms. For me, though,
it just wasn’t a mouthful of reality. I was swallowing visions, and wallowing in my own mind, and feeling like I
could happily drown inside a woman.
God, I wanted to.
I wanted to drown inside a woman in the feeling and drooling of the love I could give her. I wanted her pulse
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to crush me with its intensity. That’s what I wanted. That’s what I wanted myself to be.
Yet.
I wasn’t.
The only mouthfuls I got were a glance here or there, and my own scattered hopes and visions.
The beer ice blocks.
Of course.
I knew I was forgetting something.
*
It had been a warm day for winter, though the wind was still cold. The sun was warm, and kind of throbbing.
We were sitting in the backyard, listening to the Sunday afternoon football coverage, and quite frankly, I was
looking at the legs, hips, face, and breasts of my brother’s latest girlfriend.
The brother in question is Rube (Ruben Wolfe), and in the winter I’m talking about, he seemed to have a new
girlfriend every few weeks or so. I could hear them sometimes when they were in our room—a call or shout or
moan or even a whisper of ecstasy. I liked the latest girl from the start, I remember. Her name was nice. Octavia.
She was a street performer, and also a nice person, compared with some of the scrubbers Rube had brought home.
We first met her down at the harbor one Saturday afternoon in late autumn. She was playing a harmonica so
people would throw money into an old jacket that was sprawled out at her feet. There was a lot of money in it, and
Rube and I watched her because she was damn good and could really make that harmonica howl. People would
stand around sometimes and clap when she was done. Even Rube and I threw money in at one point, just after an
old bloke with a walking stick and just before some Japanese tourists.
Rube looked at her.
She looked at him.
That was usually all it took, because that was Rube. My brother never really had to say or do anything. He just
had to stand somewhere or scratch himself or even trip up a gutter and a girl would like him. It was just the way it
was, and it was that way with Octavia.
“So where y’ livin’ these days?” Rube had asked her. I remember the ocean green of her eyes rising then.
“Down south, in Hurstville.”
He had her then already. I could tell.
“You?” And Rube had turned and pointed.
“You know those crappy streets past Central Station?” She nodded.
“Well, that’s us.”
Only Rube could make those crappy streets sound like the best place on earth—and with those words, Rube
and Octavia had begun.
One of the best things about her was that she actually acknowledged my existence. She didn’t look at me as if I
was an obstacle stuck between her and Rube. She would always say,
“How’s it goin’, Cam?”
The truth is.
Rube never loved any of them.
He never cared about them.
He just wanted each one because she was next, and why not take the next thing if it was better than the last?
Needless to say, Rube and I aren’t too much alike when it comes to women.
Still.
I’d always liked that Octavia.
I liked it when we went inside that day and opened the fridge to see three-day-old soup, a carrot, a green thing,
and one VB\fn{Victoria Bitter} beer can sitting inside. All three of us bent down and stared.
“Perfect.”
It was Rube who said it, sarcastically.
“What is that?” Octavia asked.
“What?”
“That green thing.”
“I wouldn’t have a clue.”
“An avocado?”
“Too big,” I said.
“What the hell is it?” Octavia asked again.
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“Who cares?” Rube butted in. He had his eye on the VB. Its label was the only green thing he was staring at.
“That’s Dad’s,” I told him, still looking into the fridge. None of us moved.
“So?”
“So he went with Mum and Sarah to watch Steve’s football game. He might want it when he comes home.”
“Yeah, but he might also buy some on the way.”
Octavia’s breast brushed my shoulder when she turned and walked away. It felt so nice, it made me quiver.
Immediately, Rube reached in and grabbed the beer.
“It’s worth a shot,” he stated. “The old man’s in a good mood these days anyway.”
He was right.
This time last year he was pretty miserable on account of having no work. This year he had plenty of work, and
when he asked me to help on the odd Saturday or two, I helped him. So did Rube. My father’s a plumber.
Each of us sat at the kitchen table.
Rube.
Octavia.
Me.
And the beer, sitting in the middle of the table, sweating.
“Well?”
Rube asked it.
“Well what?”
“Well what the hell are we gonna do with this beer, you stupid bastard?”
“Settle down, will y’.”
We smiled, wryly.
Even Octavia smiled, because she’d grown used to the way Rube and I spoke to each other, or at least, the way
Rube spoke to me.
“Do we split it three ways?” Rube continued. “Or just pass it round?”
That was when Octavia had her great idea.
“How ’bout we make it into ice blocks?”
“Is that some kind of sick joke?” Rube asked her.
“Of course not.”
“Beer ice blocks?” Rube shrugged and considered it.
“Well, I s’pose. It’s warm enough, ay. Have we got any of those plastic ice block things? You know, with the
stick?” Octavia was already in the cupboards, and she found what she was after.
“Pay dirt,” she grinned (and she had a lovely mouth, with straight, white, sexy teeth).
“Right.”
This was serious now.
Rube opened the beer and was about to pour it out, in equal amounts, of course.
Interruption.
Me.
“Shouldn’t we wash ’em out or somethin’?”
“Why?”
“Well they’ve prob’ly been in that cupboard for ten years.”
“So what?”
“So they’re probably all moldy and mangy, and—”
“Can I just pour the goddamn beer!?”
We all laughed again, through the tension, and finally, painstakingly, Rube poured three equal portions of beer
into the ice block containers. He fixed the stick on each of them so they were straight down.
“Right,” he said. “Thank Christ for that,” and he walked slowly to the fridge.
“In the freezer bit,” I told him. He stopped, mid-walk, turned slowly and carefully back round, and said,
“Do you seriously think I’m pathetic enough to put beer which I just took from the fridge and poured into ice
blocks back in just the fridge?”
“Y’ never know.” He turned away again and kept walking.
“Octavia, open the freezer, will y’.”
She did it.
“Thanks, love.”
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“No worries.”
Then it was just a matter of waiting for them to set. We sat around in the kitchen for a while, until Octavia
spoke, to Rube.
“You feel like doin’ something?” she asked him. With most girls, that was my cue to leave. Octavia, though, I
wasn’t sure. I just cleared out anyway.
“Where y’ goin’?” Rube asked me.
“Not sure.”
I went out of the kitchen, took my jacket for later, and walked onto the front porch. Half out the door, I
mentioned,
“Maybe down the dog track. Maybe just out wanderin’.”
“Fair enough.”
“See y’ later, Cam.”
With a last look at Rube and a glance at Octavia, I could see desire in each of the eyes I met. Octavia had
desire for Rube. Rube just had desire for a girl. Pretty simple, really.
“See y’s later,” I said, and walked out.
The flyscreen door slammed behind me.
My feet dragged.
I reached each arm into the jacket.
Warm sleeves.
Crumpled collar.
Hands in pockets.
Okay.
I walked.
Soon evening worked its way into the sky, and the city hunched itself down. I knew where I was going. Without knowing, without thinking, I knew. I was going to a girl’s place. It was a girl I had met last year at the dog
track.
She liked.
She liked.
Not me.
She liked Rube.
She’d even called me a loser once when she was talking to him, and I’d listened in as my brother smacked her
down with words and shoved her away.
What I’d been doing lately was standing outside her house, across the road. I stood and stared and watched and
hoped. And I left, after the curtains were drawn for a while. Her name was Stephanie.
That night, which I think of now as the beer ice block night, I stood and stared a bit longer than usual. I stood
and imagined walking home with her and opening the door for her. I imagined it hard, till a reaching pain pulled
me inside out.
I stood.
Soul on the outside.
Flesh within.
“Ah well.”
It was a fair walk because she lived in Glebe and I lived closer to Central, on a small street with ragged gutters
and the train line just beyond. I was used to it, though—both the distance and the street. In a way, I’m actually
proud of where I come from. The small house. The craggy road. The Wolfe family.
Many minutes shuffled forward as I walked home, and when I saw my dad’s panel van on our street, I even
smiled.
Things had actually been okay for everyone lately.
Steve, my other brother.
Sarah, my sister.
Mrs. Wolfe—the resilient Mrs. Wolfe, my mother, who cleans houses and at the hospital for a living.
Rube.
Dad.
And me.
For some reason that night when I walked home, I felt peaceful. I felt happy for all of my family, because
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things really did seem to be going okay for them. All of them.
A train rushed past, and I felt like I could hear the whole city in it.
It came at me and then glided away.
Things always seem to glide away.
They come to you, stay a moment, then leave again.
That train seemed like a friend that day, and when it was gone, I felt like something in me tripped. I was alone
on the street, and although I was still peaceful, the brief happiness left and a sadness tore me open very slowly and
deliberately. City lights shone across the air, reaching their arms out to me, but I knew they’d never quite make it.
I composed myself and made my way onto the front porch. Inside they were talking about the ice blocks and
the missing beer. I was actually looking forward to eating my share of it, even though I can never finish a full can
or bottle of beer. (I just stop being thirsty, to which Rube once said, “So do I, mate, but I still keep drinkin’ it.”) In
this case, the ice block idea was at least halfway interesting, so I was ready to go in and give it a shot.
“I was planning on drinking that beer when we got home.”
I could hear my father talking just before I went inside. There was an element of bastardry in his voice as he
continued.
“And whose brilliant idea was it to make ice blocks out of my beer, sorry, my last beer, anyway? Who was it?”
There was a pause.
A long one.
Silent.
Then, finally, “Mine,” came the answer, just as I walked into the house.
The only question is, who said it?
Was it Rube?
Octavia?
No.
It was me.
Don’t ask me why, but I just didn’t want Octavia to cop a bit of a battering (verbally, of course) from Clifford
Wolfe, my father. The odds were that he’d be all nice to her about it, but still, it wasn’t worth the risk. Much better
for him to think it was me. He was used to me doing ridiculous things.
“Why aren’t I surprised?” he asked, turning to face me. He was holding the ice blocks in question in his hands.
He smiled.
A good thing, trust me. Then he laughed and said,
“Well, Cameron, you won’t mind if I eat yours then, will y’?”
“Of course not.” You always say “of course not” in that situation because you figure out pretty quick that your
old man’s really asking, “Will I take the ice block or will I make you suffer in a hundred different other ways?”
Naturally, you play it safe.
The ice blocks were handed out, and a small smile was exchanged between Octavia and me, then Rube and
me. Rube held his ice block out to me.
“Bite?” he asked, but I declined. I left the room, hearing my father say,
“Pretty good, actually.”
The bastard.
“Where’d y’ go before?” Rube asked me later in our room, after Octavia had left. Each of us lay on our bed,
talking across the room.
“Just around a bit.”
“Down Glebe way?” I looked over.
“What’s that mean?”
“It means,” Rube sighed, “that Octavia and I followed you once, just out of interest. We saw y’ outside a
house, starin’ into the window. You’re a bit of a lonely bastard aren’t y’?”
Moments twisted and curled then, and off in the distance I could hear traffic, roaring almost silently. Far from
all this. Far from Cameron and Ruben Wolfe discussing what in the hell I was doing outside the house of a girl
who cared nothing for me.
I swallowed, breathed in, and answered my brother.
“Yeah,” I said. “I guess I am.”
There was nothing else I could say. Nothing to cover it up. There was only a slight moment of waiting, truth
and feeling, then a crack, and I said more.
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“It’s that Stephanie girl.”
“The bitch,” Rube spat.
“I know, but—”
“I know,” Rube interrupted. “It makes no difference if she said she hated you or called you a loser. Y’ feel what
y’ feel.”
Y feel what y’ feel.
It was one of the truest things Rube had ever said, just before a quietness smothered the room.
From next-door’s backyard we could hear a dog barking. It was Miffy, the pitiful Pomeranian we loved to hate,
but still walked a few times a week anyway.
“Sounds like Miffy’s a bit upset,” Rube said after a while.
“Yeah,” and I laughed a bit.
A bit of a lonely bastard. A bit of a lonely bastard.
Rube’s statement reverberated inside me till his voice was like a hammer.
Later, when I got up and sat on the front porch and watched shadows of traffic filter past, I told myself it was
okay to be like this, as long as I stayed hungry. It felt like something was arriving in me. It was some thing I
couldn’t see or know or understand. It was just there, mingling into my blood.
Very quickly, very suddenly, words fell through my mind. They landed on the floor of my thoughts, and in
there, down there, I started to pick the words up. They were excerpts of truth gathered from inside me.
Even in the night, in bed, they woke me.
They painted themselves onto the ceiling.
They burned themselves onto the sheets of memory laid out in my mind.
When I woke up the next day, I wrote the words down, on a torn-up piece of paper. And to me, the world
changed color that morning.
2
My oldest brother Steven Wolfe is what you’d call a hard bastard. He’s successful. He’s smart. He’s determined.
The thing with Steve is that nothing will ever stop him. It’s not only in him. It’s on him, around him. You can
smell it, sense it. His voice is hard and measured, and everything about him says,
“You’re not going to get in my way.”
When he talks to people, he’s friendly enough, but the minute they try one on him, forget it. If someone tries to
trample him, you’d put your house on it that he’ll do twice the job on them. Steve never forgets.
Me on the other hand.
I’m not really like Steve in that way.
I kind of wander around a lot.
That’s what I do.
Personally, I think it comes from not having many friends, or in fact, any friends at all, really.
There was a time when I really ached to be a part of a pack of friends. I wanted a bunch of guys I’d be pre pared to bleed for. It never happened. When I was younger I had a mate called Greg and he was an okay guy.
Actually, we did a lot together. Then we drifted apart. It happens to people all the time, I guess. No big deal. In a
way, I’m part of the Wolfe pack, and that’s enough. I know without doubt that I’d bleed for anyone in my family.
Anyplace.
Anytime
My best mate is Rube.
Steve, on the other hand, has plenty of friends, but he wouldn’t bleed for any of them, because he wouldn’t
trust them to bleed for him. In that way he’s just as alone as me.
He’s alone.
I’m alone.
There just happen to be people around him, that’s all. (People meaning friends, of course.)
Anyway, the point of telling you about all this is that sometimes when I go out wandering at night I’ll go up to
Steve’s apartment, which is about a kilometer from home. It’s usually when I can’t handle standing outside that
girl’s house, when the ache of it aches too much.
He’s got a nice place, Steve, on the second floor, and he has a girl who lives there as well. Often she’s not there
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because she works in a company that sends her on business trips and all that kind of thing. I always thought she
was pretty nice, I s’pose, since she tolerated me when I went up to visit. Her name’s Sal and she’s got nice legs.
That’s a fact I can never escape.
“Hey Cam.”
“Hey Steve.”
That’s what we say every time I go up and he’s home.
It was no different the night after the beer ice block incident. I buzzed from downstairs. He called me up. We
said what we always say.
The funny thing is that over time, we’ve become at least slightly better at talking to each other. The first time,
we sat there and had black coffee and said nothing. We each just let our eyes swirl into the pools of coffee and let
our voices be numb and silent. There I was always a thought in me that maybe Steve held a sort of grudge against
everyone in the Wolfe family because he seemed to be the only winner, in the world’s eyes, anyway. It was like he
might have good cause to be ashamed of us. I was never sure.
In recent times, since Steve decided to play one more year of football, we’d even gone to the local ground and
kicked the ball around. (Or in truth, Steve had practice shots at goal and I returned them.) We’d go there and he’d
turn the lights on, and even if it was extra cold and the earth was coated with frost and our lungs were trodden
with winter air, we always stayed for quite a while. If it got too late, he even dropped me home.
He never asked how anyone was. Never. Steve was more specific.
“Is Mum still workin’ herself into the ground?”
“Yeah.”
“Dad got plenty of work?”
“Yeah.”
“Sarah still goin’ out, getting smashed, and comin’ home reeking of club and smoke and cocktails?”
“Nah, she’s off that now. Always workin’ overtime shifts. She’s okay.”
“Rube still Mr. Excitement? One girl after another? One fight after another?”
“Nah, there’s no one game enough to fight him anymore.”
Rube is without doubt one of the best fighters in this part of the city. He’s proved it. Countless times.
“You’re right about the girls, though,” I continued.
“Of course,” he nodded, and that’s when things always get a little edgy—when it comes to the question of me.
What could he possibly ask?
“Still got no mates, Cameron?”
“Still completely alone, Cameron?”
“Still wanderin’ the streets?”
“Still got your hands at work under the sheets?”
No.
Every time, he avoids it, just like the night I’m talking about. He asked,
“And you?” A breath.
“Survivin’?”
“Yeah,” I nodded. “Always.”
After that there was more silence, till I asked him who he was playing against this weekend.
As I told you earlier, Steve decided to have one last year of football. At the start of the season, he was begged
to go back by his old team. They begged hard, and finally, he gave in, and they haven’t lost a game yet. That was
Steve.
That Monday night, I still had my words in my pocket, because I’d decided to carry them everywhere with me.
They were still on that creased piece of paper, and often I would check that they were still there. For a moment, at
Steve’s table, I imagined myself telling him about it. I heard myself explaining how it made me feel like I was
worth it, like I was just okay. But I said nothing. Absolutely nothing, even as I thought, I guess that’s what we all
crave once in a while. Okayness. Alrightness. It was a vision of looking inside a mirror and not wanting, not
needing, because everything was there.
With the words in my hands, that was how I felt.
I nodded.
At the prospect of it.
“What?” Steve asked me.
“Nothing.”
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“Fair enough.”
The phone rang.
Steve: “Hello.”
The other end: “Yeah, it’s me.”
“Who the hell’s me?”
It was Rube.
Steve knew it.
I knew it.
Even though I was a good distance from the phone,
I could tell it was Rube, because he talks loud, especially on the phone.
“Is Cameron there?”
“Yeah.”
“Are y’s goin’ up the oval?”
“Maybe,” at which point Steve looked over and I nodded.
“Yes, we are,” he answered.
“I’ll be up there n ten minutes.”
“Right. Bye.”
“Bye.”
Secretly, I think I preferred it when it was only Steve and me who went. Rube was always brilliant, always
starting something and mucking around, but with Steve and me, I enjoyed the quiet intensity of it. We might never
have said a word—and I might have only kicked the ball back hard and straight, and let the dirt and smell of it
thump onto my chest—but I loved the feeling of it, and the idea that I was part of something unspoken and true.
Not that I never had moments like that with Rube. I had plenty of great moments with Rube. I guess it’s just
that with Steve, you really have to earn things like that. You’d wait forever if you wanted one for free. Like I’ve
said before, for other reasons, that’s Steve. On the way down to the ground floor a few minutes later, he said,
“I’m sore as hell from yesterday’s game. I got belted in the ribs about five times.”
At Steve’s games it was always the same. The other team always made sure he hit the ground especially hard.
He always got up.
We stood on the street, waiting for Rube.
“Hey boys.”
When he arrived, Rube was puffing gently from the run. His thick, curly, furry hair was too attractive for its
own good, even though it was a lot shorter than it used to be. He was wearing only a jersey, sawn-off track pants,
and gymmies. Smoke came from his mouth, from the cold.
We started walking, and Steve was his usual self. He wore the same pair of old jeans he always did at the oval
and a flanno shirt. Athletic shoes. His eyes took aim, scanning the path, and his hair was short and wiry and
tough-looking. He was tall and abrupt and exactly the kind of guy you wanted to be walking the streets with.
Especially in the city.
Especially in the dark.
Then there was me.
Maybe the best way to describe me that night was by looking again at my brothers. Both of them were in
control. Rube, in a reckless, no matter what happens, I'll be ready when it comes kind of way. Steve, in a there’s
nothing you can do that’s going to hurt me way.
My own face focused on many things, but never for too long, remaining eventually on my feet, as they traveled
across the slightly slanted road. My hair was sticking up. It was curly and ruffled. I wore the same jersey as Rube
(only mine was slightly more faded), old jeans, my spray jacket, and boots. I told myself that although I could
never look the same as my brothers, I still had something.
I had the words in my pocket.
Maybe that was what I had.
That, and knowing that I’ve walked the city a thousand times on my own and that I could walk these streets
with more feeling than anyone, as if I was walking through myself. I’m pretty sure that was what it was—more a
feeling than a look.
At the oval Steve had shots at goal.
Rube had shots at goal.
I sent the ball back to them.
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When Steve had a shot, the ball rose up high and kept climbing between the posts. It was clean, rang ing, and
when it came down, it rushed onto my chest with a complete, numbing force. Rube’s ball, on the other hand, spun
and spiraled, low and charging, but also went through the posts each time.
They kicked them from everywhere. In front. Far out. Even past the edges of the field.
“Hey Cam!” Rube yelled at one point. “Come out and have a shot!”
“Nah mate, I’ll be right.”
They made me, though. Twenty yards out, twenty yards to the left. I moved in with my heart shuddering. My
feet stepped in, I kicked it, and the ball reached for the posts.
It curved.
Spun.
Then it collided with the right-hand post and slumped to the grass.
Silence.
Steve mentioned, “It was a good shot, Cameron,” and the three of us stood there, in the wet, weeping grass. It
was quarter past eight then.
At eight-thirty, Rube left, and I’d had another seven shots.
At just past nine-thirty, Steve was still standing behind the posts, and I still hadn’t got it through. Clumps of
darkness grew heavier in the sky, and it was just Steve and me.
Each time my brother sent the ball back, I searched for a note of complaint in him, but it never came. When we
were younger he might have called me useless. Hopeless. All he did that night, however, was kick the ball back
and wait again.
When the ball finally fought its way up and fell through the posts, Steve caught it and stood there.
No smile.
No nod of the head, or any recognition.
Not yet.
Soon he walked with the ball under his arm, and when he was perhaps ten yards short of me, he gave me a
certain look.
His eyes looked differently at me.
His expression was swollen.
Then.
I’ve never seen a person’s face shatter like his did.
With pride.
3
Faggot. Poofter. Wanker.
These are common words in my neighborhood when someone wants to give you some, tell you off, or just
plain humiliate you. They’ll also call you one of those things if you show some sign that you’re in some way
different from the regular, run-of-the-mill sort of guy who lives in this part of the city. You might also get it if
you’ve annoyed someone in some inadvertent way and the person has nothing better to say. For all I know it’s the
same everywhere, but I can’t really speak for anywhere else. The only place I know is this.
This city.
These streets.
Soon you’ll know why I’ve mentioned it. …
On Thursday that week I decided I should go and get a haircut, which is always a pretty dangerous deci sion,
especially when your hair sticks up as stubborn and chronic as mine. You just have to pray that it won’t end in
tragedy. You hope beyond all hope that the barber won’t ignore all instructions and butcher your head to pieces.
But it’s a risk you have to take.
“Har-low, mate,” the barber said when I entered the shop, deeper into the city. “Have a seat, I won’t be long.”
In the scungy waiting area there was quite a good range of magazines, though you could tell each one had been
sitting there for the last few years, judging by the dates of issue. There was Time, Rolling Stone, some fishing
thing, Who Weekly, some computer thing, Black and White, Surfing Life, and always a favorite, Inside Sport. Of
course, the best thing about the Inside Sport magazine is not the sport, but the scantily clad woman who is planted
on the cover. She is always firm and has desire in her eyes. Her swimsuit is nice and open, her legs long and
tanned and elegant. She has breasts you can only imagine your hands touching and massaging. (Sorry, but it’s
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true.) She has hips of extreme grace, a golden, flat stomach, and a neck you can only imagine yourself sucking on.
Her lips are always full and hungry. The eyes say,
“Take me.”
You remind yourself that there are some pretty good articles in Inside Sport, but you know you’re lying. Of
course there are some good articles in the magazine, but that sure as hell isn’t what makes you pick it up. It’s
always the woman. Always. Trust me on this one.
So, typically, I surveyed the area and made sure no one was looking when I picked up the Inside Sport
magazine, opened it quickly, and pretended to scan the contents page for any good articles. I was (pre dictably)
seeing which page the woman was on.
Seventy-six.
“Okay mate,” the barber said.
“Me?”
“There’s no one else waiting, is there?”
Yeah, but, I thought helplessly, I haven’t got to page seventy-six yet!
It was futile.
The barber was ready, and if there’s one man you don’t keep waiting it’s the guy about to cut your hair. He’s
all-powerful. In fact, he might as well be God. That’s the kind of power he has. A few months at barber school and
a man becomes the most important person in your life for ten or fifteen minutes. The golden rule: Don’t give him
a hard time or there’ll be hell to pay.
Immediately, I threw the magazine back to the table, facedown so the barber wouldn’t know right away what a
pervert I am. He’d have to wait until later when he tidied the magazines.
Sitting in the chair (it sounds about as dangerous as the electric chair), I considered the whole woman on the
cover situation.
“Short?” the barber asked me.
“Nah, not too short please, mate. I’m just tryin’ to have it so it doesn’t always stick up.”
“Easier said than done, ay?”
“Yeah.”
We exchanged a look of mutual friendliness and I felt much more at ease in the firing line of the scissors, the
chair, and the barber.
He started cutting and like I said a minute ago, I reviewed the woman on the cover situation. My theory on this
subject was and still is that I obviously desire the physicality of a woman. Yet, I honestly believe that that part of
my desire for a girl is somewhere on the surface of my soul, whereas further and much deeper inside is the fiercer
desire to please her, treat her right, and be immersed by the spirit of her.
I honestly believe that.
Honestly.
Still, I had to stop thinking about it and talk to the barber. That’s another rule of the barbershop. If you talk to
the man and get him to like you, maybe he won’t screw it up. That’s what you hope for anyway. It doesn’t mean
you’ll have instant success, but it might help, so you try it. There are no guarantees in the world of barbershops.
It’s a gamble no matter which way you look at it. I had to start talking, and fast.
“So how’s business?” I asked, as the barber cut his way through the thickness of my hair.
“Aah, you know, mate.” He stopped, and smiled at me in the mirror. “Here ’n’ there. Keepin’ my head above
water. That’s the main thing.”
We talked for quite a while after that, and the barber told me how long he’d been working in the city and how
much people have changed. I agreed with everything he said, with a dangerous nod of my head or a quiet
“Yeah, that sounds about right.”
He was a pretty nice guy, to tell you the truth. Very big. Quite hairy. A husky voice. I asked if he lived upstairs
from the shop and he said,
“Yep, for the last twenty-five years.”
That was when I pitied him a little, because I imagined him never going anywhere or doing anything. Just
cutting hair. Eating a dinner alone. Maybe microwave dinners (though his dinners couldn’t be much worse than
the ones Mrs. Wolfe cooked, God bless her).
“Do you mind me askin’ if you ever got married?” I asked him.
“Of course I don’t mind,” he answered.
“I had a wife but she died a few years ago. I go down the cemetery every weekend, but I don’t put flowers
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down. I don’t talk.”
He sighed a bit and he was very sincere. Truly.
“I like to think I did enough of that when she was alive, you know?”
I nodded.
“It’s no good once a person’s dead. You gotta do it when you’re together, still living.”
He’d stopped cutting for a few moments now, so I could continue nodding without risk. I asked,
“So what do you do when you’re standin’ there, at the grave?” He smiled.
“I just remember, that’s all.”
That’s nice, I thought, but I didn’t say it. I only smiled at the man behind me in the mirror. I had a vision of the
large hairy man standing there at the cemetery, knowing that he gave everything he could. I also imag ined myself
there with him, on a dark gray day. Him in his white barber’s coat. Me in the usual. Jeans. Flanno. Spray jacket.
“Okay?” he turned and said to me in the vision.
“Okay?” he said in the shop.
I woke back into reality and said, “Yeah, thanks a lot, it’s good,” even though I knew it would be standing up
within forty-eight hours. I was happy, though, but not only for the haircut. The conversation too. With my hair
congregating around my feet, I paid twelve dollars and said,
“Thanks a lot. It was nice talking to you.”
“Same here,” and the large hairy barber smiled and I felt guilty about the magazine. I could only hope he
would understand the different layers of my soul. After I all, he was a barber. Barbers are supposed to have the
answers to running the country, along with taxi drivers and obnoxious radio commentators. I thanked him I again
and said good-bye.
Once outside, it was still mid-afternoon, so Why not? I thought. I might as well head over to Glebe.
Needless to say, I got there and stood outside the girl's house.
Stephanie.
It was as good a place as any to watch the sun collapse behind the city, and after a while I sat down against a
wall and thought again about the barber.
The importance of it was that he and I were really doing similar things, only in reverse order. He was remembering. I was anticipating. (Hopeful, almost ludicrous anticipation, I admit.)
Once it was dark, I decided I’d better get home for dinner. It was leftover steak, I think, with vegetables boiled
into oblivion.
I got up.
I slipped my hands into my pockets.
Then I looked, hoped, and walked, in that order.
Pathetic, I know, but it was my life, I guess. No point denying it.
It turned out to be later than I thought when I finally left, and I decided to get the bus back to my own
neighborhood.
At the bus stop there was a handful of people waiting. There was a man with a briefcase, a chain-smoking
woman, a guy who looked like a laborer or carpenter, and a couple who leaned on each other and kissed a while
as they waited.
I couldn’t help it.
I watched.
Not obviously, of course. Just a quick look here and there.
Damn.
I got caught.
“What are you lookin’ at?” The guy spat his words at me. “Don’t you have anything better to do?”
Nothing.
That was my reply.
Absolutely nothing.
“Well?”
Then the girl got stuck into me as well.
“Why don’t y’ go and stare at someone else, y’ weirdo.”
She had blond hair, green eyes shrunken in under the streetlight, and a voice like a blunt knife. She beat me
with it.
“Y’ wanker."
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Typical.
You get called that name so many times around here, but this time it hurt. I guess it hurt because it was a girl. I
don’t know. In a way, it was kind of depressing that this was what we’d come to. We can’t even wait for a bus in
peace.
I know, I know. I should have barked back at them, nice and hard, but I didn’t. I couldn’t. Some Wolfe, ay.
Some wild dog I turned out to be. All I did was steal one last look, to see if they were about to level some final
fragments of abuse at me.
The guy was also blond. Not tall or short. He wore dark pants, boots, a black jacket, and a sneer.
Meanwhile, the briefcase man checked his watch. The chain smoker lit up another. The laborer shifted his
weight from one foot to the other.
Nothing more was said, but when the bus came, everyone pushed on and I was last.
“Sorry.”
When I got on and tried to pay, the driver told me that fares had just gone up and I didn’t have enough money
for a ticket.
I got off, smiled ruefully, and stood there.
The bus was pretty empty—the final insult.
As I started walking, I watched it pull away and shove itself along the street. Many thoughts staggered through
me, including:
How late I’d be for dinner;
Whether or not anyone would ask where I’d been;
Whether Dad wanted Rube and me to work with him on Saturday;
If the girl named Stephanie would ever come out and see me (if she knew I was there at all);
How much longer it would take for Rube to get rid of Octavia;
If Steve clung to the memory of the look we’d exchanged on Monday night as often as I did;
How my sister Sarah was doing lately. (We hadn’t spoken for a while.);
Whether or not Mrs. Wolfe was ever disappointed in me or knew that I had turned out such a lone figure;
And how the barber was feeling above his shop.
I also realized as I walked, then began to run, that I didn’t even have any bad feelings toward the couple who’d
abused me. I knew I should have, but I didn’t. Sometimes I think I need a bit more mongrel in me. …
Territorial Dependencies
Christmas Island
292.114 First Born\fn{by Gladys Randell (1906-after 1981)} Christmas Island, Australia (F) 1
… My father was George Samuel Jones, the only pilot on Christmas Island from 1903. He was born in
Adelaide, but ran away to sea when he was 14. My mother was Ethel Waldron from Fremantle. As far as I can tell
they met because my maternal grandfather was a sea captain [and he and my father were both] … working on
sailing ships around the coast of Indonesia. …
We were living straight up from the beach on the roadway at Flying Fish Cove. It was a wooden house with
verandahs right around and it was up on stilts.
I can remember the room my parents mealed in—it was very large. There always seemed to be someone dining
here. Sometimes my brother and I were allowed to go and watch our parents eating; it was quite fun. At that time
there were about ten or twelve European men, and my mother was the only white woman, and I think a lot was
expected of her.
Mother and Father adopted a lot of English customs, such as parents and children eating separately, and we
always had to address them as “Mama” and “Papa”, until we came back to Australia, where we were allowed to
call them “Mum” and “Dad”.
Tiny bats used to fly in through the open doors, and now and then you would see one fall off the light, or off
somewhere onto the table, or into someone’s soup … an edible delicacy for Chinese but not for Europeans.
For cooling in the house we had punkah fans, which were operated by coolies sitting outside and pulling the
rope. We never saw them really.
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My parents employed a Chinese ayah from Singapore to look after my brother and me. I can remember her
taking us up to the store to buy lollies,\fn{Lollipops} the only time we left the Cove area.
The Sikh police and watchmen used to line the one and only road … great big tall men who used to take us on
their shoulders up the hill to the store, which was a simple tin building like a barn. The only other trip I remember
taking was up to the “Big House”, which was the equivalent of Government House, and the British District
Officer lived there.
It was quite a walk from the Settlement. We had to go through a very narrow rack with the jungle very close on
each side, and through great big boulders. We would have to watch out for those huge robber crabs that were
always there … they horrified me.
The District Officer, in his own way, was quite isolated from the rest of the community. He lived in a twostoried place made of wood with steps up to the verandah and lots of lattice work across the front of the house.
Underneath was his office.
We never went near the work areas, so I don’t remember seeing any of the Asian men actually working. But I
can remember them around the Settlement with their long pigtails, and wearing those big Chinese hats.
There were quite a few Asian women. Some were house servants, and we had some as house staff and cooks.
The European men invariably dressed in white suits and pith helmets or topees, even when they were working.
I don’t think I ever saw my father out of a white suit. My Mother wore skirts to the ground, with dozens of
petticoats underneath and sleeves right to her wrists.
Living right on the beach we used to spend a lot of time there, but we were never allowed in the water. We had
a pet turtle there and we used to take rides on it. I can remember that distinctly. It was supposed to be a hundred
years old. It was a huge thing and we both got on its back.
At one stage we had pet guinea pigs, but I think they became so prolific that they were “lost” eventually—
perhaps somebody ate them!
I can remember the Murrays and the Clunie-Rosses coming to visit. Other visitors I remember clearly were of
the animal variety.
Those TERRIBLE CRABS … I’ve had a horror of crabs ever since. I hated the look of them and I still do. They
used to walk right through the house. They would come in the back door and go out the front and they would not
go around anything. They were small red crabs which would come down in their thousands.\fn{ From the top of the
island to the sea, for breeding purposes} but the ones that horrified me most—more than any—were the robber crabs.
We used to go on holidays every year to the Raffles House in Singapore, which I remember being the highlight
of my life in those days. The ayah always came with us, and we were there for about a month. We traveled on the
first Islander, and I remember her captain, Captain Ainsworth. He was a little round Englishman who christened
me on board. I didn’t see him again until eighteen years later at my wedding in Perth when he stayed with us for
six months. I’ve never heard from him again.
When my brother was five years old he was taken to my father’s sister in South Australia to go to school. My
mother was in ill health quite a lot. When she became very ill with heart trouble we came to Perth to live. That
was in 1911.
My father bought us a house and then went back to the island. He worked for the Christmas Island Phosphate
Company for another twenty-one years, but I never got a chance to return.
292.110 A Neglected Guest\fn{by Hadji Ibrahim bin Hussein (1921- )} Christmas Island, Australia (M) 1½\fn{The
editors of the texts of these memoirs have taken pains to faithfully reproduce the language used by their informants as it was recorded; it is
to be regretted that the scope of the volume in which it was included had so little room for the testimony of people who were actually born
on the island—three out of 27 testimonials seems rather short shrift for native-born participants. On the other hand, a good third of the 212
pages are given over to reproductions of period photographs; an intensive Chronology is included; informative notes are provided at the
end of the book: there is even a complete record of District Officers who administered the island’s affairs (1901-1986). In short, every
effort to make this “story” a complete one is in ample evidence, and the primary thrust of the other 25 participants is calculated to define
Christmas Island as a place ideal for people of all nationalities to retire to, make a fresh start in, escape to the ideal tropical paradise, and so
on. The requirements for the Protocol for World Peace, however, insist that, in so far as it is possible, only native-born residents may be
included in the Table of Contents:H}
My family lived in the old Kampong where the Marine department is now—a wooden plank house like a long
building. We had one room and one hall sort of and a kitchen behind—very small, you know. At that time we
were six people in there. We had to buy our own furniture, the Company only provided a house.
Before the Union came in, you know what we had—Nothing! Now they give us table and things, but then you
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could not say anything. If you do, OUT YOU GO!\fn{Capitalized in the text, here and elsewhere in the testimonials from Christmas Island}
It was not too good for our health, I think. Many people in a small room, lots of jungle mosquitoes and not
even real roads, just small tracks.
When I was a boy we had good Asian food, plenty of rice. It was very easy to get fish. Not so many people and
we build many kolehs\fn{Small fishing boats, like large canoes} from the cabbage tree to go for fishing.
Sometimes you could shop at the kongsi, something like a small trade store, owned by Ong Boon Tat, the same
man who owned the labor. The Company\fn{ One of three phosphate mining companies operating on the island when the author
went to work in 1935} also had a store and they supplied rations free: rice, some salted fish, some chillies and spices
for curry, that’s all. Also, bread was made by the hospital; if you throw it into your head it will break your head.
They bring sheep in from Singapore and slaughter it on the island, divide it up and you get just a little fresh
mutton. …
… Every morning when you came into school all the boys and girls have to put their fingers on the top of the
desk. If the fingernails not clean, klunk, you get the cane. …
… At that time\fn{Just prior to the Japanese occupation of the island (1942-1945) } a few of us Malay families were in the
jungle in that big house near Drumsite workshop. That time anyone can stay in any house.\fn{ Most of the Europeans
had been evacuated, and most of their houses were empty } In the mornings I used to go down to my house in the Kampong
to get some foods and clothes.
One day about six in the morning someone said not to go down to the Settlement as there was big trouble.
Then I saw some Punjabi police at the top of the incline—they stopped me from going down. So we went to a
lookout place near the Tip and looked through the bushes from the top.
We could see a big thing like a white bed sheet floating in the sea with some things wrapped inside. Later when
we find out about the mutiny I know it must have been the British soldiers bodies in the sheet. …\fn{ During the
night of 10-11 March, a mutiny of the Indian troops, abetted by Sikh policemen, led to the murder of the five British soldiers and the
imprisonment of the remaining 21 Europeans}

… the first time we saw the Japanese they were only looking the second time they bombed the top area and
killed some Chinese people. We had already made underground shelters for our wives and children and I hid in
the phosphate bins. The third time they landed, no bombs.
The Japanese soldiers were very rude when they first came to the island. They just treat us like a bull, like
animals, they kick you, slap you or anything they like—can come into your houses and grab whatever they want
—watches, bicycles, jewelry, radios—anything.
The women all ran away but they did hurt one Chinese woman at Drumsite, that’s what I heard. One sick
woman, very sick because she couldn’t move, she couldn’t run away, she couldn’t do anything. A few days after
that she died. No doubt they touch only one Chinese woman but we Malays still feel bad you know, because all
the people on the island are living together, all like our family. Actually we were very lucky they didn’t touch our
Moslem women.
We have no weapons, nothing to fight against them, so what can we do? Just see and keep quiet because if you
do something funny they might kill the whole family, not just me—whole family because of one person. Oh!
Much better to do nothing.
After three days no more bullying, they are not allowed to steal or disturb the people like that. The soldiers
were stopped by the officers of somebody on the top of them and guards were put at each end of the kampong to
look after us. There were sentries all over the place.
We had not enough food so my friends and me started to clear an area to make a vegetable garden where the
golf course is. The golf course is really mine!! We grow many things, corn, sweet potato, tapioca, pumpkins,
maize.
Later on the Japanese marched the prisoners of war out there to keep them busy and they chopped down more
trees. They didn’t do much with it. I think they just did it to keep the men busy.
The Japanese really didn’t care about us Chinese and Malay, we can mix around freely, but the Europeans they
keep together in one place. They would march them up to Drumsite, then from there to Grants Well through the
jungle, by foot you know … they just cleared and cleaned up.
We feel so sorry for them, in their raggy trousers all torn. We all, Malay and Chinese, feel pity for them because they were treated so much more roughly than us. No doubt they were our bosses before and some of them
treat us kind of like slaves but when the Japanese came we all felt like a family together, and didn’t like to see
anyone of us being treated so badly.
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I really liked my boss, Mr. Goodfellow. I used to go to his pace an fetch clothing for him an also I used to
sneak around at night and tell him the [war] news. We had a radio hidden in the jungle. When the POWs were in
the double-storey flats near where the roundabout is, I used to ask my Japanese boss to sign a permit for me to
take food to Mr. Goodfellow. He was good and would sign it and the guard would let me go through.
One time I smuggled a radio in and told them to hide it at the top of the ceiling. Also I smuggled in some
things I get from the Japanese like whisky and brandy.
After a while the Japanese must have got some bad news about the war. They shifted the Europeans to a building where the power house now is at the bottom of the incline. Before that they could move about freely at night
—after that no more … something happened …
We were very worried about them, we didn’t know if they were starving, tortured, sick or anything and we
were not allowed to go there, so we make up bundles of food, you know, like some potatoes, papaya, fish,
bananas or whatever we can get from the Island, and at night we would sneak to the incline and just roll it down
to them. We were scared because if we got caught we might be killed or something might happen to our
families…
… At first when the Japanese came, we work very hard for them. After that phosphate ship was torpedoed
\fn{The Nissei Maru, at the wharf on 17 November 1942} we tried to produce some more phosphate and put it in the bin …
but no more ships came. So we just hang around fishing, gardening, looking for food. They didn’t want us to do
anything anymore. The soldiers were hanging around too, like on standby.
One time, myself and a few of us Malay boys were gambling with some Japanese soldiers in the kampong. We
just shut the door and put the lights down but we got caught. So the next day [the Japanese officers] took us to the
big house opposite the Powell’s house … so scared.
They have a magneto current in there and they used to get two wires from the machine and put the wires to
your hands and give you an electric shock, just to scare us. They have a tree there where they hang you but not
really hang you … have your toes on the ground, put sugar on your feet and let ants come and bite you.
I knew about all this, so before I went there I was so scared my heart was going tick, tick, so fast. We didn’t
know what they would do to torture us or kill us. I just kept quiet. One of the Malays with me worked in the
Marine department … he was Head Serang.\fn{ Head man on the wharves} One of the officers who was going to
punish us was also with the Marine and was his friend. Because the Head Serang was talking for us they let us go.
292.111 School Days\fn{by Choo Wai Chee (1953- )} Christmas Island, Australia (M) 2½
… I was about one or two when my grandparents decided to go back to China. They believed that when the
leaves of a tree drop they always drop to the roots which is the old Chinese way of thinking. They were two old
people and they would have been lonely just the two of them, so they wanted to take me back with them, but my
mother was objecting.
The Chinese are pretty strict about obedience to elders and although Mum was reluctant, Dad was obedient to
his parents and he tried hard to persuade my mother. In the end my mum, who was pregnant with her second
child, had to give in.
In a way. Her last stand was that if her second child was a boy then my father’s parents have her permission to
take me home to China. If the second child is a girl, no way.
As it turned out, the second child was a boy, so she have no choice but to let me go. It was very hard for her to
give her first child away, especially as she doesn’t know whether she would ever see me again.\fn{ He was returned in
1960, where the narrative resumes:}
… After I got off the ship in the Cove, I traveled to South Point by jeep on the rough dirt track alongside the
railway line. I never saw a railway track before and didn’t know what it was.\fn{ His grandparents came from a rural
village in Hainan Province} the main settlement of South Point was below a slope and there was only one entrance.
The whole population was on the bottom of that slope waiting for the jeep. Actually they were not out to meet
me but to meet but the jeep with all the fresh fruits, vegetables and fish, not me … I met my brothers and sisters
for the first time.
Everyone rushed the jeep for the food. The canteen owner orders food to feed the bachelors and to sell to the
locals. My mum used to give him a hand.
In those days we didn’t have a fridge at home. Not enough electricity to supply everyone, only the canteen and
some well-off people can have a fridge. So what we usually do is cook all the meat first and cook it again every
meal to keep it from going off. Sometimes we just salted it …
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We had wood stoves and the firewood was provided by the Company … they cut the wood and saw them into
two feet lengths then they issue it to each household every month.
*
Even though I was nine years old I was enrolled in the same class together with my younger brother, who
turned seven, in 1962. We stayed together for the next six years, in the same class all along. I was always a head
taller than the rest of the kids and I always felt awkward. It really upset me because everybody tend to say,
“You are older, you should do better, you should do better …”
The education was all in English at school which was very hard for me. As we were forbidden from speaking
Chinese at school my parents made a special effort for us to be educated in Mandarin as well. In those days there
was a night school organized by the Chinese Literary Association at South Point from 5 o’clock to 9 pm. The first
two hours were for the younger preschool age children and from 7 to 9 the older school kids attended.
The teachers were all bachelors or married men without families on the island who came from Malaysia to
work on Christmas Island. We had to pay a school feel of $3.00 per month per kid. So in a family our size it cost
our parents quite a lot,\fn{About a third of the family income} but they valued our Chinese heritage and made a point
that we should learn both languages. Most of the south Point children did these lessons but not so much importance was placed on Chinese language in Drumsite and Settlement.
We went to the newly built Asian school near the railhead at Drumsite … that school is now called the CI Area
School. We went to school by train in a box car which was attached to the ore trucks. So we have to get up very
early in the morning and be ready at the station pick-up point by six.
The rain trip could take less than an hour if we went straight through to Drumsite, but often one and a half
hours. The ore train always had precedence. If the ore train which we used to call the “big train” was on the track
our train had to get out of the way—phosphate was our livelihood so the priority goes to the ore rain.
School started at 7:30 and knocked off at 1 o’clock in the afternoon,\fn{ With only two short breaks} but because of
the train journey we didn’t get home till three and sometimes not till four. The same thing happened in the
morning. Sometimes we leave by quarter past 6 and got to school with a lot of time to spare. Other times we got
there very late because of the big train and then we are not popular with the teachers.
We cannot participate in the school sports and games because they were always after school and we had to
work in with the phosphate trains. Often when the school knocked off at one, the rest of the kids from Drumsite
and Settlement went straight home on the “long buses”, had lunch and were back at school by 2 o’clock for sport
… and we were still waiting for a train. There was no way we could participate in any after school activities so we
had no sport at all. …
I remember one year, about 1969, we had to go to school six days a week—all day Saturday as well. I think it
was because of the shipping schedule. That year the teachers had to work in with the ships for their leave to
Singapore and they had to make up the teaching time.
The headmaster Mr. George Fam looked more like a PE teacher than a headmaster to me. He was very big and
tall and wore the same colonial shorts, long white stockings and black shoes worn by Europeans in the tropics. It
was unusual for an Asian to dress like that. He promoted sports in the school and I believe introduced boxing
because he used to be a boxer when he was young, they said …
… We were called the “barbarians” by he other kids and the teachers because we came in from the jungle.
South Point and Camp 4/5 kids were always picked on For example, while we were waiting for the train after
school we would have to do yard duty, or if we were late for school, which was not our fault, we would be blamed
and have to do more yard duty. Then all the other kids would tease us. It was very unfair.
By comparison the kids from South Point tended to value games more because they don’t have any chance to
join in the regular school sports carnivals and team sports. After we got home from school we would first of all
eat, then shower, do our chores and start our homework. At 5 o’clock every kid was in the park which was directly
opposite our house.
There we played all sorts of games like a kind of “rounders”\fn{ A form of baseball:H} using rocks for bases, or a
game we called “boompa” which is the sound made by the two sticks we hit together instead of a bat and a ball.
Another game we played was something like poison ball. Each kid gets a hole and a number, the ball is rolled and
if it goes into your hole you have to get it and throw it at someone. Every time you miss, a pebble is put into your
hole and when you get ten pebbles you are punished by all the other kids. The four pebble kids hit you six times
and so on.
Sword fighting like in the movies was always popular. We played lots of different marble games with real
marble marbles. Sometimes if we ran out, we would steal them from the chooks’\fn{ Chickens’; an Australian word:H}
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nests. Mum and Dad used to put dummy marble eggs under the chooks to make them lay more. We loved to play
cherry guns when the special tree was in season but we would get the cane if my Dad caught us doing that game.
It was dangerous for the eyes.
By 6 o’clock the playground was empty. All the kids would go home for supper and homework.
*
There was an open air cinema\fn{ Like a drive-in movie theater:H} at South Point and every Tuesday and Sunday
nights they showed an English speaking film. Wednesday to Saturday they alternated between Mandarin, Malay,
Cantonese and Tamil language films. When it rained people still went to the cinema but they just sat in the train at
the railhead and watched from there.
The biggest treat of all was when, every so often, the whole family caught the early Sunday train to the Settlement. We stayed at the Cove all day, swam and ate sastays\fn{Small pieces of meat grilled on a skewer and served with a
spiced sauce that typically contains peanuts } from the Kampong. We only went there about once or twice a year as it is
too expensive for our family.
Another thing we loved to do was to go hunting bats. We used a long bamboo pole with two hooks on the end
and snared the little bat. Oh, the fruit bat is so nice to eat! We have to steam it a long time first to get rid of the oils
and juices and then my Mum fried them with ginger and black bean. It makes my mouth water just talking about
it.
In those days we could catch and eat anything—pigeons, blue crabs and robber crabs. Nothing was protected;
everything was fair game. There is an old saying that says the Chinese will eat anything with its back facing the
sun.
*
When all those new teachers from Australia came in 1975 it was very disruptive because we got all the white
students at our school as well, and we found them very outspoken and naughty in class. We were so used to
having strict Asian teachers where the students just listened and rarely spoke and always called the teachers “Sir”.
If the teachers wanted us to answer a question they just pointed at one of us and said,
“You answer.”
We would never volunteer to answer because that is considered to be showing off. If we wanted to speak we
always had to put our hands up but we seldom asked questions full stop, even if we didn’t understand.
The system was so strict. We had to do eight or nine subjects for the Cambridge Certificate and hours and
hours of homework every night plus many exams. If you got any answers wrong you were punished and would
have to write the correct answer out maybe one hundred times or more.
The Australian teachers hated it at first because we never asked them questions. They used to say,
“Why don’t you students say something … scream or do something. Don’t just sit there so quiet.”
Meanwhile the “white” students were making lots of noise and we felt really mad a them because their noise
was stopping us from learning. We just felt that the teachers had no control of the class, they were not strict
enough.
But after the first half year we got used to it and we loved it. By then we felt as if we were controlling the
class, we could bargain with teachers about assignments. A lot of the parents didn’t like it at all. They think that
there is no more respect for teachers and there was much less homework.
You see, the Chinese see a teacher as the second parent and at school the student must be obedient and show
the respect to the teachers that is expected of them at home They are used to the teacher being much higher up
than the student and he should never be questioned.
Then we got these teachers who were friendly with the students.
To the parents that was not right and showed a lack of authority. Asian parents complained and grumbled
amongst themselves but they wouldn’t go up to the teachers and complain or question. Just as they would not
expect us to.
We really noticed a drop in standards in about 1980 when there was a big migration of kids from Singapore
and Malaysia, and none of them spoke English. So the standards dropped drastically because if you cannot speak
English by high school there is no way you can follow the syllabus. That is why kids who come into Perth now on
scholarships have much lower standards.
We didn’t mix much with the white students although we were friendly with them. After school they go to the
Christmas Island Club pool and we go to the public pool.
The Keeling Islands
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293.45 Excerpt from Memoirs & Papers: “Autobiography; Early Memories”\fn{by Sir William Ian Clunies Ross
(1899-1959)} Bathurst, New South Wales, Australia (M) 11\fn{ Sir William Ian Clunies Ross was born in Bathurst, New South
Wales, Australia. His grandfather, Robert Clunies-Ross, was a brother of John Clunies-Ross of Scotland, who settled with his family and
crew on the Keeling Islands in 1826 and proclaimed it his personal kingdom. Sir William’s father, William John Clunies-Ross, was a son
of Robert Clunies-Ross. The connection through his family with the Keeling Islands is thus very strong; which is fortunate, for he is the
closest person I can find to anyone actually born there who has written or published anything. Moreover he is in his own right of great fame
in his own country, having been called to quote W, “the ‘architect’ of Australia’s scientific boom, for his stewardship of Australia’s
scientific organization, the Commonwealth Scientific and Industrial Research Organization” }
I was born at the turn of the century in the old and dignified city of Bathurst on the central tablelands of New
South Wales, and here the first four years of my life were spent. Of my family at this period scarcely any
memories remain, so much are the everyday familiar things taken for granted in infancy—and families no less
than sunrise and sunset, the moon and the stars.
But certain pictures and impressions stand out clear and distinct after nearly half a century: the waste land at
the side of the house where Pat’s cows grazed; a mob of cattle on the road surrounding our sulky with a terrifying
clatter of horns, bellowings and the glare of white eyeballs; the chattering of sparrows at evening in the great
clump of climbing roses which reached almost to the nursery windows—of the nursery itself I remember nothing;
the sweet and appetizing smell of hot bran as I set it spoonful by spoonful on the cobblestones of the old stable in
which the hens roosted.
Looking back beyond these childhood incidents, there is an underlying sense of poignancy, of tragedy and high
romance. I can hear with inexplicable nostalgia the high treble of children’s voices in the Tin Tabernacle set in a
red sunburnt and eroded waste which we crossed on Sunday afternoons we went to visit the Ys at the gaol; those
Ys whose lives were to be interwoven with ours for fifty years. Old Y. was governor of the gaol, a vast man, aweinspiring not only by virtue of his office but even more by that of his bulk which prevented him doing up his boots
and was said to have smashed a weighing machine.
Poor Y. was apparently born to better things and for a lusty, opulent and simple life appropriate to his physical
proportions. He despised simple bourgeois ways and niggling economies, and at whatever cost and inconvenience
would have his three eggs for breakfast. On the rare occasions on which he would accept any domestic task for his
family he was unpredictable; as when sent to purchase one enamel chamber pot, large in everything he did he
brought home a dozen.
My mother would tell plaintively of how on one of he many occasions when we were caring for one of Y’s
children, and to economize she was toiling along the shadeless street in the searing summer heat dragging the
unwilling child by the hand, old Y. bowled past lolling back, magnificent and condescending, in a cab. Or again,
when my father—the most self-sacrificing and modest of men—had carefully husbanded an imposing gift cigar,
she came in upon them to find Y. exhaling its clouds of aromatic smoke.
Perched on the stone gate post, I can see the long black procession passing the house when Miss Bobs died—a
little old lady who is strangely confused in my mind with Queen Victoria: she kept the little shop where one
bought lovely green jelly snakes with red eyes for a halfpenny.
Tragedy touched me, but how lightly, one Christmas-time. There was the tall Christmas tree, with its naked
colored candles and shining glass balls and a Father Christmas, in spite of the heat, in scarlet and cotton wool.
Suddenly there was fire and smoke and a confusion of cries, and we found ourselves bundled out into the kitchen:
little Harry, our neighbor, in the pram which he could never leave because his bones broke if he walked, and I,
with a keen sense of tragedy and loss because my pink sugar pig had been broken. It was only gradually that the
sense of grievance was somewhat mitigated by the prestige I gained by being able to point out the smokeblackened timbers of the ceiling. Not for some years did I realize that our Father Christmas, the mother of the
friend of one of my eldest brothers, had been burnt to death, and my father so badly burnt in his efforts to save her
that his hands were twisted and crippled for life.
Then there is high romance when I am taken to the camp of a Light Horse Regiment home from the Boer War,
though I can see little but human and equine legs and tents, but afterwards at the church parade in the old stone
convict-built church, the shining red and gold splendor of a bugle from which came eventually high soul-piercing
notes. Bugle calls and the lost plaintive crying of migrating birds still touch me beyond all other sounds.
There was experience, too, of that blending of fact and fantasy which is so understandable to children, so little
understood by adults. I had been sent to collect the eggs, and returning with a single trophy had paused at a
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rabbit’s burrow in the paddock: peering down I saw a rabbit, and in the kindness of my heart rolled the one
precious egg down to him when, as might have been expected, he put out his paw gratefully and drew the egg into
the depths.
Sad that the recollections of extreme infancy should close on a note of horror: of experiences from which perhaps are derived an inordinate sensitiveness to pain and suffering and uncontrolled violence. The first of these
concerned our golden collie, Trelawney—after the Bishop of that name—whom I see berserk and terrifying, a
snarling fury, standing atop the youngest of my three brothers whose imminent demise seemed inevitable, though
he emerge with only one small piece of his cheek missing.
The other, more awful still, is that of my mother—the kindest and noblest of women—beating my second
brother, who rolled under a bed contorted, or so it seemed, in the last extremity of agony. Perhaps it was the
consciousness of the effect of this scene or the softening effect of age and experience which resulted in neither my
younger brother nor myself ever suffering corporal chastisement at her hands, save only once, as I maintained and
she as stoutly denied, when I accidentally—it was an accident and that made her action in my eyes so unjust—
dropped her silver mirror from an upper window, and she with singular appropriateness applied its battered frame
to mine.
*
At last the interminable childhood years at Bathurst ended when my father was transferred to Sydney, to my
mother’s great joy. To her, Bathurst was a long martyrdom of heat and all the nineteenth-century illnesses which
come from open drains and lack of sewerage, of isolation from such cultural life as even the Sydney of those days
could supply. She would confess, hover, in after years, that in spite of the snobbery and social stratification of the
provincial town and its surrounding landed aristocracy, she was fortunate to find there a group of individuals such
as Canon Eyton—a former Canon of Westminster and Chaplain to the Queen, the reasons for whose coming to
Bathurst were referred to obliquely and in hushed tones—the Presbyterian Minister, Mr. Kingham, the wife of one
of the doctors who was the daughter of an English squire, and Mrs. Jago Smith in the great house outside the
town, and many others whose intellectual attainments were such that the Browning Circle flourished and the long
winter evenings were often spent in literary discussions.
Of the move to Sydney I remember nothing: to what are these extraordinary lacunas attributable? How could
one forget the great removal vans, the excitement and boredom of the long train trip over the Blue Mountains?
And yet the first morning at the new house in the western suburbs of Sydney shines bright and clear as the
summer sun in which I first beheld it: but also from no great event, from no prescience of the memorable happenings which were to mark the crossing of the vast gulf separating the four-year-old from the mature age of seven.
Two things only mark that morning: one that I was given a bright green watering can with which, with the
evanescent industry of youth, I sprinkled the flowers; the other that one of these flowers, orange in color, had a
uriniferous odor and an expressive if vulgar name, which significant fact some long-forgotten tongue must have
told me.
Gradually the character of the house was to take form and substance; largely because my mother never really
liked it, there hangs over it still a vague air of gloom and damp decay. It was not so much that it was in fact so
damp that in winter the walls oozed moisture, while in summer my father’s great boots, in which I liked to clump
about, sprouted pale aged whiskers of mold, as that to this was attributed my father’s growing martyrdom to
rheumatism.
Its malign influence was crystallized for me when—exasperated and worried by my father’s ill-health and his
refusal to see a doctor, since he held that the expense involved was excessive and unjustifiable since all doctors
belonged to a smug race of charlatans—my mother uttered the awful and blood-curdling words:
“Your blood be upon your head.”
I was too shocked to ask the meaning of this ominous warning but it was somehow connected in my mind with
the absurd and humiliating gyrations of a beheaded monster as it sprang into the air with a thin plume of blood
spraying the white feathers.
At “Werberg” I at last became conscious of my brothers. Allen, the eldest, was ten years older than I and
already, it seemed, a man. Kindly, conscientious and dutiful, with strong religious tendencies, he showed every
evidence of being an intellectual but admirable elder brother, taking me for long walks or carrying me round the
garden on his back while teaching me the names of trees and flowers.
Egerton, my second brother, a full eight years older than I, was of a different mould. Romantic and
imaginative, he was an exciting and dangerous person with whom one passed swiftly and without warning from
the heights of enjoyment to the depths of sorrow and despair. Later, my third brother, Rob, and I were to find in
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him the most entertaining of story-tellers, endowing railway engines with individual personality, characters and
experience, so that we made of them personal possessions to be hailed and recognized as our own as we sat to
wait for them on the embankment of the railway line: mine were a smoky little suburban engine No. 48, with a
decorative copper top to her funnel, and No. 230, a slim graceful thing—a miracle of beauty as with shining brass
steam dome and copper top, she sped past on the Blue Mountains run.
Then, too, we were privileged to be incorporated in his hard-hitting band of Rough Riders who, with prophetic
insight, waged war against the Germans. The enemy in many a rough action would be found occupying his old
school in Bathurst, which in the glow of an easy conscience, would be reduced to smoking ruins by our shelling.
For formal education, as for most educators, Egerton had little sympathy, but he could make history and romantic
literature come alive, fashioning shields, gauntlets, helmets and visors for us as Knights of the Round Table, or
sailing the seas of the New World as explorers or, preferably, buccaneers.
Rob, only two years older than I, was my close companion, though later our tastes and interests were to
diverge. Indeed, by and large we were a pretty illustration of the varying combination of paternal genes, differing
ultimately as widely in form and coloring as in tastes and mental attributes.
At the age of five I was sent to school in the kindergarten of a near-by girls’ school of which I remember little,
except my humiliation at having great females seize and kiss me while I pulled lustily at their pigtails and
endeavored to kick their shins: that and our morning and evening hymns, “All Things Bright and Beautiful, All
Creatures Great and Small” and “Now the Day is Over, Night is Drawing Nigh”. Then for many years after
religion was to mean little more than a sentimental attachment to the robuster and more colorful hymns such as
“Summer Suns are Glowing” and “Casting Down their Golden Crowns around the Glassy Sea”, though I was not
indifferent to the pathos of “There is a Green Hill Far Away”.
After a period at Queen’s College, Rob was sent by my father, who was both economical and democratic, to
the local State school, to my mother’s great disgust, her tendencies being entirely aristocratic. There I joined him
later for a period of three days, both of us being rescued from this contaminating environment by my mother’s
righteous indignation when I reported the incredible vulgarity of a master who designed one of my fellow pupils
as “that boy sitting on his bottom”. Rather than expose us to such risks, in future mother said she would teach us
the humanities, while father might make himself responsible for science and mathematics; and so it was for some
three years.
About this time, when I was six, I began to experience a growing interest in birds and animals, and with Rob
and our friend Joe Meaney we invented a fascinating game of which we never tired. My father had an atlas in
which each continent and sub-continent was represented as a mountain of varying height, the base being at sealevel and the peak that of the highest elevation. At the various intervening levels were disposed the various beasts
and birds found at these altitudes. With this as our guide, we became hunters and collectors, despising in deference to mother’s principles the needless slaughter of these magnificent beasts, preferring rather to bring them
home alive for the zoos of the world to which we sold them for vast sums.
Prices were determined by our estimates of ferocity or picturesqueness, ranging from £2,000 for a rhinoceros
or giraffe to £1,000 for a lion or tiger, while no bird touched more than a few hundreds and only an ostrich or
giant condor would qualify even for this. Our favorite hunting ground was of course Africa, with India a moderate
second, North America a poor third, while our native land hardly deserved attention. What a treasure trove that
atlas was, and how difficult, when thirty years later I came across it in Allen’s library, to recapture its mystery and
charm.
*
Joe Meaney lived in a semi-detached house next door to us, and even though mother placed no restriction on
our intercourse, and Joe lived largely at our place, we were left in no doubt about the social gulf which separated
those whose parents sought to make them speak with a southern English accent, from those whose vowel sounds
were an offence to the sensitive ear, or who exposed their braces\fn{ Suspenders} to the public gaze.
The snobbishness which this attitude engendered was tempered perhaps by the understanding that one’s
awareness of the indisputable fact of the stratification of society must never be betrayed by any act which would
hurt the feelings of those less blessed than we: indeed, it appeared to impose the penalty of demanding the highest
standards of conduct, and a proper regard for the purity of the English language. Noblesse, in fact, must always
oblige.
Mother’s sensibility in such matters was heightened by my father’s complete disregard for social distinctions
and his carelessness about dress or appearances. He subscribed without reservation to Burn’s dictum that “a man’s
a man for a’ that”, while mother’s concept of democracy went no farther than the recognition of the right of every
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individual to what we have since come to know as the Four Freedoms.\fn{ As enunciated by President Franklin Delano
Roosevelt in his 1941 State of the Union Address, they are Freedom of Speech, Freedom of Worship, Freedom from Want, and Freedom
from Fear}

Father’s Scottish egalitarian outlook was the more surprising as in many ways he was most conservatively
English, and not least in politics. His admiration for Disraeli was only surpassed by his dislike of Mr. Gladstone,
and the memories of both were kept green by the arguments arising from mother’s divergent view of the relative
merits of the deceased statesmen. Similarly, in regard to food, father regarded the English suet pudding as the very
summit of the culinary art and the apple as the only fruit worth eating, having no patience with such outlandish
vegetables as the orange or banana.
He had been born in London and brought up in what was for me, and still is, a confusion of Clunies Ross and
Ross-Clunies relatives, amongst whom he was noteworthy by the singularity of his taste for science and a sober
and religious way of life, while they were sea captains or followed vague but picturesque occupations in Siam or
Singapore or the Cocos Islands.
Mother, on the other hand, had been born in Australia in far from affluent circumstances, her father, as far as I
could judge, being a nonconformist missionary to the heathen of Australia. But her mother, as I was early to
appreciate, was an Egerton of an Irish branch of the noble Cheshire Egertons. Had I not heard Great Aunt H. say
with pride,
“I was an Egerton.”
Not that I have ever met an English Egerton who would admit to knowing anything about the Irish ones!
Such romantic derivations were not without their dangers and from our earliest days mother sought to inculcate
in us a horror of alcohol as the source of most of the world’s evil, reinforcing her lessons with somber hints of
ancestors both Clunies Ross and Egerton who had drunk their way through fortunes to the grave. On this one
subject, and their high sense of personal honor, mother and father were in complete agreement: father, though
brought up to take alcohol as a normal beverage, had given it up as an example to his sister’s numerous children,
for whose upbringing as a young man in London he had made himself wholly responsible.
I was conscious, however, from an early age of the dissimilarity of my parents’ views about most things, and
was vaguely disturbed by it, even though my sympathies always lay with my mother to whom I was devoted,
while for my father my feelings, as I imagine those of my mother also, were rather of respect than deep attachment. This may have been due to the fact that he was nearly fifty before I was born, and I had no warm and intimate memories of any infant comradely rompings with him, and though he was invariably kind and considerate, I
stood always in some awe of him.
Father must have been nearly forty when he married mother, who was twelve years younger, and he was no
doubt already set in bachelor ways which he saw no need to change. Thus, while mother disliked smoking, father
smoked hard—in his bath so mother asserted—and above all things a pipe. It was sad that they could not see eye
to eye even in literature. Father thought the Ingolsby Legends\fn{A collection of myths, legends, ghost stories and poetry
written by Richard Harris Barham (1788-1845)} highly amusing, mother found them slightly common; father admired
Scott and disliked Dickens, mother loved Dickens. Father had a real attachments for lizards and snakes and would
let the latter crawl round his neck, while mother had a horror of them, born of the loss of an infant brother bitten
by a death adder in the rural Sydney suburb of Petersham in the ’sixties.\fn{ This is the 1860s:H} Father also had no
time for doctors or dentists and would visit neither unless in extremis; mother had a touching faith in them.
Mother had a proper respect for royalty and the aristocracy, while father’s attitude even to the Great Queen\fn
{Victoria} was one of detached appraisal of her as a human being, and he had even uttered the staggering heresy
that she was “a plain little woman”.
It must not be thought that our family was in any way riven by dissention. Far from it: underlying stresses were
not obtrusive except when important decisions were demanded, as for example whether my elder brothers should
to go a private or State High School. Mother would fight vigorously for the former and father as stubbornly insist
on the latter on grounds both of economy and efficiency of instruction: he had as little time for that indefinable
something which private schools were supposed to give as he had for the snob appeal of the importance of his
children making the right sort of friends.
In the end in such cases, if mother’s distress were too great, he might magnanimously give in without accepting her point of view. Mother would no less generously admit that his Scottish distaste for wasting money had no
taint of meanness: indeed he always gave ten per cent of his income to churches and charities, and the sacrifice
this entailed fell most hardly on himself. Mother had a deep and abiding respect for his strength of character, and
was, after many years of married life, continually surprised by the unsuspected depths of his scholarship, as for
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example when telling him of a lecture on Arabic poetry by Principal Thatcher of the Congregational Training
College he, in his turn, displayed an informal knowledge of the subject which amazed her.
He had the genuine love of knowledge of the nineteenth-century scientist in all its aspects and, in addition to
his historical and philosophical reading, he ranged over the whole field of the physical and biological sciences and
his study was filled with geological and botanical specimens and on occasion with live lizards and snakes. With it
all went an unshakable religious conviction, untroubled by the heat of the Darwinian controversy which had
reached its height during the time he was passing through King’s College, London. Its only effect had been to
make him intolerant of theological dogma, though he would often preach from Congregational pulpits. It was
fortunate that his sturdy individualism attracted him to the Church of the Independents, in which my mother had
been brought up, so that here at least they met on common ground.
There was then much which made for a happy, if not a romantic married life: romance, alas, depends too often
on the little things and here father was adamant whether in respect to pipe smoking or the retention of his
whiskers and beard; he would go not further than to curtail the nineteenth-century exuberance of these: mother,
though she would as a pinch tolerate a moustache, held both pipes and beards to be unclean.
*
Before we left “Werberg” when I was seven, the Ys. came to live near us again. Old Y. had apparently lost his
job as governor of the country gaol and by a subtle transformation had now become Captain Y., the master of a
small trading ship in the South Seas. Apparently his support of his family had become meager and intermittent
and Mrs. Y. had opened a boarding house at which he appeared for brief periods, immense, and even more
romantic than as the governor, in vast white duck suits which could well have formed the mainsail of his
schooner.
Three last incidents mark the close of those early years, and each no doubt left its mark on my subconscious
self. The first involved my first acquaintance with crime or rather, as I saw it, elemental evil. Our shiftless weekly
gardener—6s. a day and no extras—under the influence, broke into our maid’s room and stole a silver belt, and
from the kitchen a bowl of dripping.\fn{ The animal fat produced from the fatty portions of pork or beef carcasses } He was seen
by the maid, apprehended and got six months under the harsher laws of those days.
Very terrible it was to me: the darkness, the drunken prowling figure; if it had been my room! The safety and
security even of home was shattered, and I fell a prey to fear of the darkness and night when evil things,
murmuring and rustling, are abroad, sliding in through door or window, penetrating even the protective barrage of
stertorous parental breathing in a near-by room. Was it from this date that I was to wake from the recurring dream
of a great revolving disk, glowing with sulfurous color, which, pressing closer and closer, became transformed
into a gigantic face of blood-curdling malignancy; and trying hard not to run, I would slip into the warmth and
security of mother’s bed. I was ashamed of this weakness, but looking back, I cannot decide whether I was
abnormally timid or only saddled with an over-vivid imagination.
About this time, too, there was the shock of seeing my mother weep. There had been a letter brought in at
breakfast time, with the stamp of the Red Imperial German Reich, and mother had exclaimed with pleasure at a
letter from her brother, Uncle William Tilley, who after a youth spent in teaching in Australian country towns, had
strangely metamorphosed into the director of a German language instate\fn{ Establishment} in Marburg.
Then as I watched, mother’s face became distorted and to my horror she burst into tears as she read that one of
Uncle Willie’s sons had fallen from the window of the high, narrow house and his body had been found lying
amongst the yellow autumn leaves of the lime trees. Death with awful finality could, it seemed, strike down the
members of ones family and could make even mother frightening yet pitiful. It was true then that when she grew
old mother would die, and what should I do then, alone, unutterably alone? At night now the fear would come of
mother growing old with whitening hair, of death and loneliness, and I would supplement my prayer with a tearful
plea that she might live as long as I should.
The last vivid incident of infancy was significant only for the impression it made of what, I am ashamed to say,
I thought of for many years as “the lower classes”.
My brother, Rob, and I had been given permission to keep pigeons and we were to collect these from a boy in
the neighborhood. It was dark before we found the little weatherboard cottage, and when we knocked the door
was opened into the kitchen-cum-living room where the boy’s father was already at his evening meal.
He was an immense red man, with great red and forbidding face—poor bloke, he was probably annoyed at our
intrusion—and immense raw beefy arms, bare to the sleeveless shoulders as he sat there in his braces, eating red
steak and redder tomatoes.
So that was what they looked like, the real they!
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With the mixture of awe and trepidation with which one might confront a strange zoological specimen, we
hastily paid our 1s. 6d. for the pair of white fantails and ran home breathlessly to report our discovery of how they
lived and ate.
*
When I was eight we moved, to the delight of my mother, to the next suburb of Ashfield. Though old, it was on
the northern side still somewhat rural; beyond Parramatta Road, the main western highway, there was open
country, harsh and eroded with patches of red and yellow clay amongst the stunted scrub, with occasional tin
shanties in which, reputedly, gypsies lived.
It was only after unremitting pressure from mother that father had consented to the move; with masculine
irrationality he could see no reason for it when so far as he was concerned we were already comfortably settled.
Indeed, there was one prime objection to the change, since the rent of 27s. a week was 5s more than we had been
paying.
The new house was substantial and to my eyes quite imposing; what Great Aunt H. would call a “gentleman’s
house”, and even though her standards which had been fixed by Dublin in the eighteen-fifties, had been somewhat
modified by colonial experience, her opinion still meant much to me; after all, she was “an Egerton, you know”.
The house was well back behind a high iron picket fence, facing lawns which were always rather thin and
brown under the tall pines which shaded them. A wide graveled path led from the double iron gates down one side
to the rear, where a cross fence shut off a long paddock densely covered in “fat hen”.
What unalloyed joy there was in pushing for the first time through this forest to the farthest limit where
another dilapidated wire-netting fence enclosed a dark and mysterious fowl-house, banked high with blackberries,
into which, through slanting cracks, shafts of sunlight fell on gray fossilized heaps of primeval fowl droppings.
Beyond the boundary of our grounds was an open stretch of yellow grass in which stood somber turpentine
trees and gums. Almost, it could be said, we were living in the country.
In front the lower storey of the house was shaded by a verandah, the awning of which was supported by
wrought iron posts and fringed by the characteristic fretted ironwork of the late nineteenth century. The front door,
as one turned its large china knob, opened into a hall not wide enough to be impressive, but sufficiently so to
carry no imputation of meanness. On either side was the drawing room and father’s study, and beyond, the dining
room facing the kitchen.
Upstairs it fell as naturally into rooms for father and mother in front, two small rooms for each of my elder
brothers and one somewhat larger for Rob and me. A bathroom, with colored glass panes in the door, was on a
little landing at a lower level on the first flight of stairs. There was a maid’s room to the rear downstairs, with a
flaring gas light in contrast to the incandescent burners which graced the more important rooms.
Some distance from the house, discreetly shaded by creepers, was the only lavatory, the pet name for which
strangely escapes me. I can only recall the quaint conceit of auntie M., my mother’s one sister in Australia, who
always referred to [it] as “Folly Fan”.
We were confronted with the necessity of finding a name for what was to be our home for six years, and in
doing so my romantic sense of family, my urge to belong to the past, to be one with history, was strangely
aroused. The name chosen was “Chattan”.
Why? For no less a reason than that somehow in long centuries past, the Clunies part of us was traceable to our
descent from Cluny McPhereson, Chief of Clan Chattan. Indeed, Egerton, my second brother, of whose skill in
the picturesque and romantic delineation or—not to put too fine a point upon it—distortion of history, mention
has already been made, asserted, on what authority it was not for me to question, that George Clunies Ross, the
third owner or “King” of Cocos Islands had been offered the title of Chief of the Clan McPherson, which brought
it all very near home.
Certainly it was indisputable that a direct ancestor, Alexander Clunies, some seven or eight generations back,
had lost a leg leading his clansmen in the 1715 rising in support of the Old Pretender.\fn{ James Francis Edward Stuart
(1688-1766) the Prince of Wales and son of James II, the deposed King of England and Ireland, who in the normal course of events might
have become James III, had his forces not been defeated at the Battle of Sheriffmuir in 1715 } Now that our house proclaimed our

place in history, Rob and I would urge Egerton to tell us stories of Scotland, of raids over the border, of forlorn
but glorious exploits against the English. He would fashion us round targets\fn{ Scottish shields, which were normally
circular, hence the name} and claymores\fn{The Scottish sword} now in place of lances and medieval armor, and creeping through the “fat hen” I would hurl myself on the enemy with the war cry of “ Creagh Clan Chattan!”; or
meditating sadly on our declining cause, softly and reproachfully sing “Wha wouldna fecht for Charlie” though in
somewhat tedious repetition, since I never got past the first four lines.\fn{ An anonymous Jacobite ballad: this is the whole
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song: Wha wadna fecht for Charlie | Wha wadna draw the sword | Wha wadna up and rally | At the royal Prince’s word | Think on Scotia’s
ancient heroes | Think on foreign foe’s repelled | Think on glorious Bruce and Wallace | Who the proud usurpers quelled | Wha wadna fecht
for Charlie | Wha wadna draw the sword | Wha wadna fecht for Charlie | At the royal Prince’s word | Rouse rouse ye kilted warriors | Rouse
ye heroes of the north | Rouse and join your Prince’s banners | ’Tis your Prince that leads you forth | Shall we basely crouch to tyrants |
Shall we own a foreign sway | Shall a Royal Stuart be banished | While a stranger rules the day | See the northern clans advancing | See
Glengarry and Lochiel | See the brandished broadswords glancing | Highland hearts are true as steel | Now our Prince has raised his banner |
Now triumphant is our cause | Now the Scottish lion rallies | Let us strike for Prince and Laws }

*
Though we were now close to a small private school, our education continued at home for another two years.
Formal classes were restricted to the mornings, mother taking us first, starting with a Scripture reading and the
singing of a hymn, and continuing with French Without Tears, English and history. All these I liked well enough
but, strangely, the Bible as far as I can judge left no impression on me as literature or history. Even decades later,
it is only with an effort that I can bring myself to concentrate on the reading of the Lessons, rather than regarding
them as a welcome respite from more exacting observances.
I remember the shock I had after I was quite grown up, when an elder cousin spoke of an Old Testament
Lesson we had both heard, as of great historical and human interest. In this I took after my mother who, though
brought up in a devout evangelical tradition and being well versed in the Bible, had no patience with the iniquities
of Old Testament heroes and their savage injunctions and was, I see now, without any deep instinctive feeling for
religion, while her sisters and Uncle Willie made little pretence of any formal observances. On the other hand, she
and I shared the emotional appeals of hymns such as “Dear Lord and Father of Mankind”, “O Love That Wilt Not
Let Me Go” and the heartrending “There is a Green Hill Far Away”.
Apart from grammar, our English consisted in reading the easier classics such as Lamb’s Tales from Shakespeare\fn{1807} and David Copperfield\fn{Dickens, 1850) and learning long stretches of poetry, for example, “The
One and the Fifty Three”. How I envied Sir Richard Grenville’s preference for the hands of God rather than those
of Spain, the more so since my instinct would have been to side weakly with his men, pleading that “the Lord has
saved our lives” and that we must think of the missus and the kids.\fn{ Tennyson’s title of his poem was The Revenge: A
Battle of the Fleet. It narrated a real event, the sinking of Revenge in 1591, the first of 13 English and Royal Navy ships to bear the name.
This is its text: At Flores in the Azores Sir Richard Grenville lay, | And a pinnace, like a fluttered bird, came flying from far away. |
“Spanish ships of war at sea! We have sighted fifty three!” | Then sware Lord Thomas Howard: “’Fore God I am no coward; | But I cannot
meet them here, for my ships are out of gear, | And half my men are sick. I must fly, but follow quick. | We are six ships of the line; can we
fight with fifty three?” * Then spake Sir Richard Grenville: “I know you are no coward; | You fly them for a moment to fight with them
again. | But I’ve ninety men and more that are lying sick ashore. | I should count myself the coward if I left them, my Lord Howard, | To
those Inquisition dogs and the devildoms of Spain.” * So Lord Howard passed away with five ships of war that day, | Till he melted like a
cloud in the silent summer heaven; | But Sir Richard bore in hand all his sick men from the land | Very carefully and slow, | Men of
Bideford in Devon, | And we laid them on the ballast down below; | For we brought them all aboard, | And they blest him in their pain, that
they were not left to Spain, | To the thumbscrew and the stake, for the glory of the Lord. * He had only a hundred seamen to work the ship
and to fight, | And he sailed away from Flores till the Spaniard came in sight, | With his huge sea-castles heaving upon the weather bow. |
“Shall we fight or shall we fly? | Good Sir Richard, tell us now, | For to fight is but to die! | There’ll be little of us left by the time this sun
be set.” | And Sir Richard said again: “We be all good English men, | Let us bang these dogs of Seville, the children of the devil, | For I
never turned my back on Don or devil yet.” * Sir Richard spoke and he laughed, and we roared a hurrah, and so | The little Revenge ran on,
sheer into the heart of the foe, | With her hundred fighters on deck, and her ninety sick below; | For half of their fleet to the right and half to
the left were seen, | And the little Revenge ran on through the long sea-lane between. * Thousands of their soldiers looked down from their
decks and laughed, | Thousands of their seamen made mock at the mad little craft | Running on and on, till delayed | By their mountain-like
San Philip that, of fifteen hundred tons, \fn{The Revenge weighed 440 tons} | And up-shadowing high above us with her yawning tiers of
guns, | Took the breath from our sails, and we stayed. * |And while now the great San Philip hung above us like a cloud | Whence the
thunderbolt will fall | Long and loud, | Four galleons drew away | From the Spanish fleet that day, | And two upon the larboard and two
upon the starboard lay, | And the battle-thunder broke from them all. | But anon the great San Philip, she bethought herself and went |
Having that within her womb that had left her ill content; | And the rest they came aboard us, and they fought us hand to hand, | For a dozen
times they came with their pikes and their musketeers, | And a dozen time we shook ‘em off as a dog that shakes its ears | When he leaps
from the water to the land. * And the sun went down, and the stars came out far over the summer seas, | But never a moment ceased the
fight of the one and the fifty three. | Ship after ship, the whole night long, their high-built galleons came, | Ship after ship, the whole night
long, with her battle-thunder and flame; | Ship after ship, the whole night long, drew back with her dead and her shame. | For some were
sunk and many were shattered, and so could fight us no more – | God of battles, was ever a battle like this in the world before? * For he
said “Fight on! Fight on!” | Though his vessel was all but a wreck; | And it chanced that, when half of the short summer night was gone, |
With a grisly wound to be dressed he had left the deck, | But a bullet struck him that was dressing it suddenly dead, | And himself he was
wounded again in the side and the head, | And he said “Fight on! Fight on!” * And the night went down, and the sun smiled out from over
the summer sea, | And the Spanish fleet with broken sides lay around us all in a ring; | But they dared not touch us again, for they feared
that we still could sting, | So they watched what the end would be. | And we had not fought them in vain, | But in perilous plight were we, |
Seeing forty of our poor hundred were slain, | And half of the rest of us maimed for life | In the crash of the cannonades and the desperate
strife. | And the sick men down in the hold were most of them stark and cold, | And the pikes were all broken or bent, and the powder was
all of it spent; | And the masts and the rigging were lying over the side. | But Sir Richard cried in his English pride: | “We have fought such
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a fight for a day and a night | As may never be fought again! | We have won great glory my men! | And a day less or more | At sea or ashore,
| We die—does it matter when? | Sink me the ship, Master Gunner—sink her, split her in twain! | Fall into the hands of God, not into the
hands of Spain!” * And the gunner said “Ay ay”, but the seamen made reply: | “We have children, we have wives, | And the Lord hath
spared our lives. | We will make the Spaniard promise, if we yield, to let us go; | We shall live to fight again and to strike another blow.” |
And the lion there lay dying, and they yielded to the foe. * And the stately Spanish men to their flagship bore him then, | Where they laid
him by the mast, old Sir Richard caught at last, | And they praised him to his face with their courtly foreign grace. | But he rose upon their
decks and he cried: | “I have fought for Queen and Faith like a valiant man and true. | I have only done my duty as a man is bound to do. |
With a joyful spirit I, Sir Richard Grenville, die!” | And he fell upon their decks and he died. * And they stared at the dead that had been so
valiant and true, | And had holden the power and the glory of Spain so cheap | That he dared her with one little ship and his English few; |
Was he devil or man? He was devil for aught they knew, | But they sank his body with honor down into the deep, | And they manned the
Revenge with a swarthier alien crew, | And away she sailed with her loss and longed for her own; | When a wind from the lands they had
ruined awoke from sleep, | And the water began to heave and the weather to moan, | And or ever that evening ended a great gale blew, | And
a wave like a wave that is raised by an earthquake grew, | Till it smote on their hulls and their sails and their masts and their flags, | And the
whole sea plunged and fell on the shot-shattered navy of Spain, | And the little Revenge herself went down by the island crags | To be lost
evermore in the main.}

The Rhyme of the Ancient Mariner we had by heart also, and it left an indelible impression, not from any conscious recognition of its beauty of language but as a grim and frightening story of human suffering. The memory
of its horrors would oppress me in the still watches of the night when, all too vividly, I would see “slimy things
did crawl with legs” or her whose “skin was as white as leprosy”, or hear the awful sounds “through the holes of
his eyes and the hole of his mouth, half whistles and half groans”.
With father instruction was not so painless and effortless. He took us for both mathematics and Latin and
credited me with a capacity for the former which neither then nor later did I do anything to justify. He romped
along gaily in arithmetic, algebra and geometry in a way which left me faint but pursuing and with no recourse
but to consult the answers at the back of the book if I were not to disappoint him and expose my shortcomings. He
was so guileless and incapable of deceit that he never suspected me of this practice, but I lived in constant fear
that my sin would find me out.
As always, I greatly regretted my fall from grace, since from what mother constantly taught us, no gentleman
would give way to such frailties as lying and must always have regard both to the letter and spirit of the truth. I
fear she realized I sometimes fell short of her high standards, though she would never dream of suggesting such
an awful thing, but it seemed a little pointed—or so my uneasy conscience saw it—when she often said that
“Allen just couldn’t tell a lie.”
Why, I wondered, was all the fuss made about George Washington when his vaunted conduct was only that
demanded of the normal F.A.Q. gentleman? My reluctance to stand self-convicted had one good feature in that if I
did chance to sin I always hurried, if it lay in my power, to take such action as would make the false true, so belatedly erasing the stain from my knightly shield.
In Latin, which I began at six, mother fondly believed she was assuring a degree of virtuosity which would
stagger the world, and only her sense of humor saved her from bitter disappointment which, as I approached matriculation, I fell steadily down the class until I could sink no farther. Even now I have not completely overcome
the pangs with which I hear the oft-repeated assertion that proficiency in the classics and mathematics alone is
indicative of the highest form of academic ability. For all that, we must have acquired some foundation of learning which did not compare ill with that of children of a like age, since on going to school at last when I was nine,
we proved to be well up with boys of our age.
*
Alas, neither then, nor for many years, did I exhibit any zeal for academic studies.
I did, however, discover a real interest in birds and animals and for this development “Chattan” was a not unsuitable center, with the large paddock at the back end and the fast disappearing patches of bush beyond. Our
garden was visited by all manner of charming little birds; silver-eyes and diamond sparrows, red-headed finches
and yellow-tailed tits and most endearing and brightest of all, the blue wrens, the males with their iridescent shining caps and their covey of neat little quaker-brown wives. Slightly larger were the black and white and brown
fantails, honeyeaters and yellow robins, and larger still pallid cuckoos and wet weather birds, and the then rare but
aggressive strangers, the bulbuls, with their bright black crests and red flash under the tail. On days to remember
there was the brief jewel-like splendor of a kingfisher and always the friendly familiarity of kookaburras\fn{ Terrestrial tree kingfishers, native to Australia } and magpies, the former filling the morning and evening with harsh exuberant
laughter the latter with the flute-like chorus which is in my experience, without peer.
Alas! unhappy bird that your glorious rollicking song should be liked to the plebian name “magpie”, or that,
more formal but no more euphonious, the black-backed piping crow shrike. How win your rightful place in song
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and story with no Keats to hymn your praises, no memories of verdant, moonlit glades in Sussex; of scented
fountains amidst the courts of old Stamboul;\fn{ Istanbul} no Shelley to find in your rich contralto a subject fitter
far for praise than the tedious twittering of the lark?
It was not unknown for rosellas, green and pink and gold, to speed by dipping and swerving over the treetops,
or even for a scarlet and royal blue King parrot to rest for a moment, so brief, so breathtaking, in the high branches before it flashed away, calling, calling. Then when I raised to a pitch of tremendous delight, and felt the pull
of forces sweet and disturbing which called me, I knew not whither or for what purpose.
Most moving of all was the plaintive crying of migrating geese, faint as a whisper—then unmistakable. Running out into the silver night I might see the dimly penciled wraithlike passing of the ghostly flock over the face
of the moon. They too were calling; calling to me of fir trees and frozen wastes and disembodied souls, and I
would be suffused with a yearning melancholy, a strange unease, happy yet sad, for the impermanence and mystery of life. Expression could not be given to such feelings, but I was puzzled that neither mother, who loved the
little gentle birds, nor father who took interest in all created things, appeared to share my emotions.
At this time we had a small menagerie of domesticated birds an beasts. Our first pair of fantails had increased
and multiplied and were so tame I could catch and handle them and bury my nose in their soft neck feathers,
warm, with a pleasing aroma of pigeon—indescribable but unmistakable—if you’ve ever smelt pigeons! Fowls
we had too, nondescript for the most part, with untidy black and white feathers, but including one that was fondly
believed to be a true blue Andalusian, petite and well-groomed and wearing her drooping red hat at an angle that
was thirty years ahead of her time.
The pride of the flock, however, were three silver wyandottes, plump and well corseted matrons dressed with
perfect taste in their trim white, silver and black costumes and their smart pink toques. One and all, however, were
disappointing since they produced few eggs of any sort, and none that were fertile, so that I longed in vain for the
fluffy yellow chickens. It was explained that this was due to our lack of a rooster: by what alchemy he affected the
issue I was unaware and incurious. Sex relations had no significance other than calling for an association in the
lasting and mystical bonds of marriage, a state as meet and right for the lower creation as for man. It was regrettable that to the female alone fell the delightful role of producing eggs, kittens or puppies, and that against this the
male had nothing to set but his innate merit.
Our cats were numerous, at once impermanent but individual. They all stemmed from Shimpinek, a pleasant
but homely and parti-colored beast with the one transcendent virtue that at regular and not infrequent intervals she
would deposit in baskets and cupboards, soft wet squirming balls of dark fur, which in a few hours were kittens—
flat, and making tortoise-like movements—but unquestionably kittens. Then there was Socrates, a sober but amiable male, and finally Toby, a tortoise-shell prince among cats. Toby, my mother’s favorite, was an aristocrat, a
very perfect knight; never would he show a plebian interest in food, and if, having nonchalantly sauntered up to a
saucer of milk, it was approached by brother or sister, nephew or niece, he would draw back politely giving room
with a grace and courtesy which was beyond praise. He was alive to the beauty of the morning, the sky and trees
and would always visit mother’s room with the hot water, float to the windowsill, submit the day to a critical but
appreciative appraisal, and then alight on the bed as softly as thistle-down to submit his report, before taking his
leave to inspect the servants’ hall!
Mother had encouraged Rob’s and my interest in birds and animals, and looked with reasonable tolerance on
the incontinent spawning of our cats and would suffer none of the kittens to be drowned, but neither she nor father
had shown any enthusiasm for dogs.
Now I wanted above all a dog, and at long last, finding a slim, brown, prick-eared dog asleep at the back door
one morning, it was allowed to stay—in spite of mother’s apparent fore-knowledge of trouble to come.
To my surprise, I learnt that what to me as a dog was in fact a bitch—a word which was not favored as savoring of vulgarity, though not being in quite the unfortunate category of slut—in spite of what to me were indubitable evidences of masculinity. Soon there were evidences of canine footprints through the house in the morning, of
a coming and going of strange and wary dogs about the garden, of whispered and oblique consultation between
the elders of the family, and finally in the glaring light of day, the inevitable climax of canine union, then which
nature has devised none more bizarre or humiliating. Then mysteriously the little bitch was gone, a happening
which I accepted without undue sorrow as an Act of God.
Shortly afterwards, Rob and I found on some vacant land a very excellent dog, a smooth coated black retriever
which suffered only from one defect—it revolved persistently, endlessly, purposelessly, always in circle. With
great pains we steered it home, where we found no enthusiasm but a really praiseworthy concern for its state, and
even Christian commendations for our anxiety to succor the afflicted. Its condition showed no improvement in
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spite of our attempts at treatment; its responses were no more than unconscious reflexes and only long after was I
to appreciate the fact that it was suffering from an incurable cephalic cyst. This time we were asked to agree to
painless disposal, and one day, with some degree of relief, we found it gone. Thereafter nearly two years went by
before I found the dog for which I had longed, and who was to share my days and nights for ten long years.
Looking back, it is possible to see how happy and carefree these days were before we went to school; how tolerant mother, and even father, were of our collecting all manner of creeping and flying things. In early summer
our mosquito nets would be hung each night with the brown mail-clad visored forms of cicada pupae, and in the
morning with newly emerged pale green and yellow adults, their lacy wings still moist and tender; with blackflecked creamy Christmas beetles, or coppery green queen beetles.
The bath, too, would be filled with frogs, dark green splashed with gold, from the ponds of Ramsay’s Bush,
finely chiseled miniature brown ones that could sit on a sixpence, and sometimes a large tree frog of a pure uniform pale green—placid and unafraid. Many would reappear as dark, shrunken mummified forms in cupboards
and behind doors. Egerton—Gert for everyday use—would contribute an occasional legless lizard or a nonvenomous green tree snake. Mother drew the line at poisonous snakes in the house.
Yes, as happy and carefree a life, in its simple unsophisticated way, as could be imagined, Rob and I ran
barefoot—thanks to an unexpected whim of mother’s—and we seldom wore the boots of formal dress unless to
go to church or into the city. For the most part we saw few friends, except the Y’s and our boy cousins, and never
girls of our own age.
Girls, though in no sense distasteful, had a strangeness and unfamiliarity, which influenced my attitude for
years. By contrast, with adult females I was completely at ease, and for Lilla I had a deep attachment. She was, I
imagine, in the middle twenties, soft-voiced and good to look at, and stayed with us as our one maid—10s. a week
and found\fn{Salary plus room and board:H}—for two or three years. She was a country girl and would tell me of
cows and horses and sheep, of turkeys and marauding foxes, till I longed to live with Lilla in the country forever.
She was engaged to a wonderful being who owned and drove a gray trotter, Trimmer, a beast of mythical proportions; but for the man himself I felt no jealousy and had as yet no fear that he would take Lilla from me.
What a joy it was to sit on the dresser while she damped the clothes and sang to me the lyrics from The Arcadians\fn{An Edwardian musical comedy (1909)} which she had seen no less than three times, an extravagance her
employers could never aspire to. For us there was but one annual pilgrimage to the pantomime, with mother dark
and stately in evening dress with the lovely neklet of topaz stars and amethyst drop about her slender neck; dress
circle seats for Mother Goose or The Blue Bird\fn{A poetic pantomime, which played in Sydney in April, 1912 } and the
ritual completed by a large half-crown tin of Cadbury’s chocolates.
Lilla it was who introduced me to the Royal Show. Impatiently I waited while she ironed her multi-colored
striped silk dress, with the cozy starched and steamy smell, while we talked of Clydesdales and shires and Suffolk
Punches, of Shorthorns and Guernseys and Devons; then at last we were off, delightfully prolonging the anticipation by that long train trip to the city and then by tram to the Show Ground.
Now suddenly we are through the turnstile; on the right the hurdy-gurdies and merry-go-rounds are blaring: the
spruikers\fn{Australian slang for a pitch man or barker giving a spiel } are proclaiming the fattest woman in the world,
forty-two stone in the nude; the wild man from Borneo with hair a foot long and teeth like a dog; the smallest
horse in the world; the soothsayer out of immemorial Egypt. We are not to be beguiled, but press on to the
ultimate goal, the Horse pavilions, pausing only to go through the Hall of Industries where they give away fascinating miniature samples of Worcester sauce, jelly crystals, Old Dutch Cleanser and Grape Nuts so that one
emerges with a whole bag full of plunder without spending a penny.
All this is only an interlude before the horses, but to prolong the delightful approach to the climax, we go
through the cattle pavilions: past the docile little Aberdeen Angus cows and heifers with their tufted ears, their
sleek bodies cut into symmetrical cubes; past the massive Hereford bulls with bloodshot eyes rolling out of
puzzled white faces, callously kicking their dangling organs as they struggle to their feet, dank with sweating in
the steamy heat. On, ever on, to the gazelle-like Jerseys, with refined concave faces and delicate bones, emitting
scented exhalations from polished black nostrils, and then at last the Pony Pavilion.
Here the real business of the day begins, as it must end with the dogs. Could there be anything more beautiful
than the gray Welsh mountain ponies, the little stallions no taller than I, with their exquisite heads and curving
crests thrown into relief against a backdrop of red, blue and purple ribbons?
But what of the perfect bay—fourteen hands Lilla says he is—polished so that with each movement ripples of
light run along his body. If only I could own such a pony! I resolve to wish once again at the great wishing tree in
the Botanic Gardens: to pray to God that he will give me such a horse and with it a year’s supply of chaff, since
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mother has said we cannot afford to keep a pony and I don’t want to let her in for trouble.
There are no such acquisitive yearnings to mar the inspection of the thoroughbreds; they are not for ordinary
mortals. This chestnut, for example—Lilla says he must be a good sixteen hands high and he seems to know it as
he thunders round his box, red-gold fires lightning in his coat where the sunbeams fall. It’s a little embarrassing,
though Lilla doesn’t seem to mind, when he suddenly protrudes a great leathery organ and stales on the straw,
destroying his perfect symmetry.
As a duty we inspect the trotters, nondescript and ill-groomed with great fiddle heads and ungainly limbs. Lilla
says Trimmer is not like that at all, but a beautiful gray. And now we come to the colossi, the Clydesdales; towering mountainous above me, presenting vast heavy-lidded faces or monumental rumps, the swelling curves separated by a switching knotted tail plaited with baby blue bows and twists of straw. Nothing is quite as impressive as
those rumps, demanding not only admiration but reverence.
Soon we shall see them all out in the open in the Grand Parade in the great central arena for which we must
now take our seats in open stands amongst the red-faced men in shirts and braces, and blousy women hung with
paper bags and sample baskets, cross with the heat and their swarm of restless children. How hot it is!
But Lilla looks as neat and cool as ever under her wide straw hat. Now it won’t be long, for a steward in
hunting pink and black jockey cap canters jerkily through the wide gate on an old flea-bitten gray mare and over
to the ring master in the center of the ring, a square-cut little man in a bowler hat, his bow legs in shining leggings
and brown breeches.
Here they come at last. Oh joy! Oh beauty! A troop of mounted police, white helmets above a line of steaming
black mares and shining bay bodies, cantering in perfect unison to the music of the band! We believe the New
South Wales Mounted Police are the finest body of men and with the best horses in the world. Lilla doesn’t know
of any better anywhere. We could watch them all day, but now they are motionless as statues, only a single tossing
head and the tinkle of bits showing they are alive, as through the gates at one end come the great Clydesdales, and
at the others, Shorthorn bulls led by heroic men light-heartedly holding these engines of destruction by little
staves fastened to the nose rings.
Now they have formed a double line, horses on the outside, Clydesdales of all shapes and sizes, first the great
stallions, then the placid mares with broad bulging bellies, hobbledehoy\fn{ Awkward} colts prancing and throwing
up their heads, and long-legged fillies: three or four hairy Shires, clean-legged stocky Suffolk Punches, all a uniform ginger, and then the ponies, gray and brown and bay and black; thoroughbreds throwing up their heads and
emitting loud challenging whinnies. Round and round they go, cattle and horses, in slow moving circles, broken
momentarily by charging calves trying to drag brave little boys off their feet.
Still they pour into the ring, hacks and hunters with flowing tails streaming out behind; hackneys in carriages,
pairs and tandems, their drivers sitting proud and motionless with curving whips held just so, save when they dip
to stroke the horses gently as they speed smoothly by, the glinting wheels murmuring to the tan. The whole area is
an ordered riot of movement and color, unending, repetitive; and suddenly I am tired and almost relieved when
the circles break and cattle and horses begin to leave the ring.
We stay on to watch the jumping of the hunters over brush and logs, which goes on endlessly and the feeling of
anti-climax grows; the day has lost its first brightness and intensity, and I long for the time when we can go to the
dogs, the ritual of the show completed.
The dog pavilions are insufferably crowded and clamant with the chorus of hundreds of bored and irritated
animals. How I hate the hard-faced women coming the unnatural little animals, Pomeranians and Pekinese and
Yorkshire terriers sitting on soiled silk cushions amidst a cloying smell of scent and face powder and sweat.
I had not known I could actively dislike any dog until I see the poodles ridiculously shaven and tufted with
their pink India-rubber noses and rheumy red eyes. Thank heavens for the kelpies, vigorous and alert, glossy black
and brown, their intelligent amber eyes gleaming from sharp prick-eared faces; working dogs these, despising the
effete civilized creatures round them as they ache for the open paddocks and the wide swift barging round the
stupid, subservient sheep.
How good to leave it all behind, the blaring music, the hard raucous voices, the dust, the puddles of water, the
smells: how good to relax, to lean back against Lilla so warm and clean and restful, to see at last the light through
the muslin curtains of the drawing room where father was strumming on the old brown piano, the slight flatness
of its tone augmented by the inevitable wrong notes which so distressed mother.
The childish capacity for enjoyment, reflected by the memory of such a day, has no doubt given rise to the
common assumption on the part of adults that childhood, for the average child knowing nothing of hunger or
cruelty, is a halcyon time to which it is right and proper to look back with nostalgic longing; to Housman’s blue
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remembered hills; the happy highways where we went but may not come again.
The assumption is, however, far from justified, since just as the capacity for enjoyment is keener, so too is that
for disappointment, for fear and apprehension, and a sensibility to pain, suffering and sorrow, which fortunately is
later outgrown, in default of which life might well be insupportable.
So it was for me and for the passing of childhood I have no regrets. The world’s evil and the world’s pain affectted me deeply, though whether to a degree which was sufficient to class me as abnormal it is for others to say.
In retrospect it is the sadness and cruelty of life which stood out in the stories which I heard; in Sohrab and Rustum, in The Little Tin Soldier and The Ugly Duckling, in the fear of Dot’s Kangaroo, and the little doves parched
with thirst but afraid to drink at the lagoon where men with guns lay in waiting.
So too with the stories with which mother would beguile the long walk on Sunday afternoon when we visited
Great Aunt H. two miles away in Lewisham. On such occasions as soon as we started the homeward journey,
mother would begin but only if we asked her in French—for we were to be adept in that language as in Latin—
and when for any reason she paused, continuez s’il vous plaît was the password. Week after week we would
traverse the damp and emotional byways of the Wide Wide World.
Norfolk Island
291.104 Excerpt from Norfolk Island: An Outline Of Its History, 1774-1968: “1774-1796”\fn{by Merval Hannah Hoare
(1914-2001)} Wellington, New Zealand (F)11\fn{There are four editions of this book, the last one appearing in 1988. The author moved
to Norfolk Island when she was 35—again, the closest I could find to an a native author. In what follows I have substituted modern spelling and
capitalization for the itinerant spelling and capitalization communication patterns of the past.}

Captain James Cook, in command of the Resolution, during his second voyage round the world, discovered Norfolk Island. As his is the first account of the island his log entries for 10 and 11 October 1774 hold a special interest.
Monday. 10th October, 1774
Gentle breezes between S and SW and pleasant weather. PM observed several distances of the sun & moon, the mean
result gave 169º30’ East Longitude. The variation of the compass was [13º9’20”] East, Latitude 28º58’s.
At daybreak as we were standing to the West, an island was discovered bearing SWBS.\fn{ South-west by South} Soon
after we sounded and had 22 fathom water, the bottom coral sand, our distance from the isle was about 3 leagues. In plying
up to the isle we found not less than 22 nor more than 24 fm,\fn{Fathoms} the same sort of bottom, some times mixed with
broken shells.
At noon, the isle extended from S 37º E to S 20º W. A hill nearly in the middle of the isle bore south 3 miles distant. Lat
observed 29º57’s, Longd\fn{Latitude and longitude} made from Isle Pines [28 miles E long acco: 168º06/ watch 167º21’.]
Tuesday. 11th October, 1774
Gentle gales at SE and ESE After dinner hoisted out two boats in which my self, some of the officers and gentlemen went
to take a view of the island its produce. We found no difficulty in landing behind some rocks which lined part of the coast
and defended it from the surf.
We found the island uninhabited and near a kin to New Zealand, the flax plant, many other plants and trees common to
that country was found here but the chief produce of the isle is spruce pines, which grow here in vast abundance and to a
vast size, from two to three feet diameter and upwards. It is of a different sort to those in New Caledonia and also to those in
New Zealand and for masts, yards etc. superior to both. We cut down one of the smallest trees we could find and cut a length
of the upper end to make a topgt\fn{Topgallant} mast or yard.
My carpenter tells me that the wood is exactly the same as the Quebeck pines. Here then is another isle where masts for
the largest ships may be had. Here are the same pigeons, parrots and parakeets as in New Zealand, rails and some small
birds. The sea fowl are white boobies, gulls, tern etc, which breed undisturbed on the rocks and in the cliffs. The coast is not
destitute of fish; our people caught some which were excellent while in the boats alongside the rocks. I took possession of
this isle as I had done to all the others we had discovered, and named it Norfolk Isle, in honor of that noble family.
It is situated in the Latitude of 29º 00’s, Longitude of 168º16’ East, it is about 5 leagues in circuit of a good height, and its
shores are steep and rocky. Here is good soundings an anchorage about this island, a bank of coral sand mixed with shells on
which we found from 19 to 35 or 40 fathoms water, surrounds it, and extends, especially to the south, 7 leagues off and
perhaps as far or farther every other way only we had no opportunity to determine it, on the NW and North side is 20 & 19
fathom, one quarter of a mile from the shore and very good anchorage.
I had almost forgot to mention that the isle is supplied with fresh water and produceth abundance of small cabbages
palms, we cut down and brought off as many as the little time we had would admit. Upon the whole here are many good
refreshments to be got but we had no time to spare to benefit by them. Whilst I was ashore I observed that an East and West
moon must make high-water or nearly so, and that the tides must rise six or eight feet perpendicular. The variation of the
compass was 11º9’ East.
The approach of night brought us all on board, when we hoisted in the boats and stretched to the ENE with the wind at
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SE. At midnight tacked, stood to the South and weathered the island on the South side of which lay some high islets or
rocks, which serve as roosting and breeding places for birds.
Being clear of the isle we stretched to the South with a fresh breeze at ESE. My design was to touch at Queen Charlotte
Sound in New Zealand, there refresh my people and put the ship in a condition to cross this great ocean in a high latitude
once more.
At noon Norfolk Island bore NBE distant 7 leagues, latitude observed 29º21’s. Depth of water from 19 to 32 fathoms.

Captain Cook’s report to the Admiralty and the publication in London in 1777 of his book A Voyage Towards The
South Pole gave Norfolk its first publicity.
*
In 1786 Lord Sydney, Secretary of the Home Office, advised the Lords of the Treasury that, because of the
overcrowding in the English gaols, it had been decided to rid the country immediately of prisoners under sentence or
other of transportation, and
His Majesty has thought it advisable to fix upon Botany Bay, situate on the coast of New South Wales, in the
latitude of about 33 degrees south, which, according to the accounts given of persons who accompanied him
during his last voyage, and who have been consulted upon the subject , is looked upon as a place likely to answer
the above purposes.

To move those undesirable inmates of His Majesty’s prisons, as well as the numbers of officers, seamen, soldiers,
and civilians who became involved in the project, the First Fleet was formed. It comprised the flagship Sirius, the
armed tender Supply, and nine transports and store-ships, all under the command of Captain Arthur Phillip.
Captain Phillip’s Instructions from King George III contained this passage:
Norfolk Island … being represented as a spot which may hereafter become useful, you are, as soon as
circumstances will admit of it, to send a small establishment thither to secure the same to us, and prevent it being
occupied by the subjects of any other European power.

*
Following the arrival of the First Fleet at Botany Bay, New South Wales, Governor Phillip officially established the
settlement a Sydney Cove on 7 February 1788 and within a week had appointed Philip Gidley King as Superintendent and Commandant of Norfolk Island. Superintendent King was held in high esteem by Governor Phillip; the two
were old friends. King had served under Phillip six years before on a cruise in a frigate in the East Indies, and, with
the formation of the First Fleet, he was appointed Second Lieutenant of the Sirius and was again under Phillip’s supervision.
Governor Phillip ordered Lieutenant King to embark with his people on the Supply; proceed to Norfolk Island, and
form a settlement there. After attending to the arrangements necessary for the sheltering of his little community and
their provisions he was to proceed immediately to the cultivation of the flax-plant which Cook had reported growing
there and plant the vegetable seed provided by Phillip. He would be given a four-oared boat, but was prohibited from
building any decked boat or any other vessel whose length of keel exceeded twenty feet. If, by any chance, a vessel of
such size should be driven on to the island, King should render it unserviceable pending instructions from Phillip. Six
months’ provisions were to accompany him, with the promise of more before the end of that time; but due economy in
the matter of food was to be exercised. Convicts were to labor for the public benefit; Church of England prayers were
to be read every Sunday; and, finally, trading with visiting ships was forbidden.
Before leaving Sydney Cove, Lieutenant King met the French Captain La Pérouse, who had arrived in Botany Bay
in charge of the ships L’Astrolabe and La Boussole. On a voyage of discovery which had begun in 1785, the ships had
recently anchored off Norfolk Island, but, on account of the heavy surf, no one on board could land. Surgeon John
White in 1790 recorded the opinions of La Pérouse and his associate Clonard regarding Norfolk, which they
described as “only a place fit for angels and eagles to reside in.”
On 15 February 1788 the armed tender Supply under the command of Lieutenant Henry Lidgbird Ball, left Sydney
Cove for Norfolk Island. King’s companions numbered twenty-two. There were seven free persons—James
Cunningham, master’s mate of the Sirius; Thomas Jamison, surgeon’s mate of the Sirius; John Turnpenny Altree,
surgeon’s assistant; Roger Morley and William Westbrook, seamen from the Sirius; Charles Heritage and John Batchelor, marines—and nine male and six female convicts. Along with the six months’ provisions and the four-oared boat
they took a few domesticated animals and fowls, tents, clothing, farm and flax-dressing tools, and other equipment.
During the voyage from Sydney Cove an uncharted island was discovered, which Lieutenant Ball named Lord
Howe Island, in honor of the First Lord of the Admiralty.
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*
Norfolk Island, the destination of King and his pioneers, is a small volcanic island 5 miles by 3 lying in the Pacific
Ocean about 1,000 miles east-north-east of Sydney and some 660 miles from Aukland. The average elevation of the
island is nearly 350 feet, with two peaks rising to slightly over 1,000 feet. A little to the south are two smaller islands,
Nepean, a limestone islet approximately 10 acres in extent and rising to 105 feet; and Philip, a volcanic island a mile
and a quarter long and reaching 920 feet in height.
These three islands are the only uncovered area of a submarine elevation running from New Zealand to New
Caledonia, and known today as the Norfolk Ridge.
From Cook’s and, later, King’s accounts of the vegetation it is quite clear that Norfolk Island was originally
covered with a dense subtropical rain forest, with the pine Aranucaria heterophylls dominating the other trees by 100
feet. The two smaller island were also plentifully covered with vegetation at that time.
*
At daybreak on 29 February the Supply was not far from its destination. King wrote in his journal:
The great number of birds round us, and ye clouds hanging so vary thick to ye westward, indicates our being near ye land,
but it was not till 11 in ye forenoon that we made ye largest of the two isles which lie off ye S.W. end of Norfolk Isle … and
to which I have given the name of Phillip’s Isle, in honor of his Excellency Governor Phillip. At 1 we made Norfolk Isle,
Point Howe, or ye North Point … and ye South Point, or Point Ross. At 4 in ye afternoon we rounded Point Howe, soon
after hove to off a cascade which lies near about ye middle of ye eastern side, and down which a very fine fall of water fell
with great force and noise.

King and Lieutenant Ball attempted to land at Cascade, but were unable to get ashore there. King wrote:
March 1st, early in ye morning, Lieut. Ball and myself went in a boat to examine ye isle whether we could find a landingplace from ye souther[n]most (or Point Ross) to ye N.W. point, or Point Howe, which is with the present wind W.N.W. ye
lee side of ye isle … We rowed along the shore, but could find no place to land, and could we have landed it would have
been impossible to have climbed ye seep cliffs with which the isle is surrounded … in ye evening we returned on board
without having set our feet ashore.

The next afternoon the Supply anchored
in a bay in which lie the rocks behind which Capt. Cooke landed and to which bay I give the name of Duncombe Bay after
ye member for Yorkshire … at 4 o’clock Lieut. Ball and myself landed in ye bay on a large rock, but with great difficulty,
having been obliged to watch an opportunity to jump on ye rock after ye surf had broken … as it was near evening when we
landed we very soon returned on b’d\fn{Board} again with a quantity of sorrel which we had found near ye shore.

Early on 4 March King, accompanied by Jamison, Conningham, Calam (the surgeon of the Supply), and one
marine, landed in the same vicinity and struck inland to explore the country and see if landing was practicable at
Anson Bay.
We found ye woods so very thick, and so much underwood, which was rendered still worse by a large kind of suppleback, which formed an impenetrable network through which we had to cut our way. The ground was quite free of any kind
of herb or plant whatever, and ye soil everywhere rich and good; this I attribute to the thorough exclusion of sun and air,
which prevents this kind of vegetation.

By 11 a.m. the party had traveled across the corner of the island, and were right above Anson Bay. In attempting to
descend to sea-level the men found themselves in a dangerous situation, slipping down the face of the cliff, but fortunately saved themselves from disaster by grasping the strong flax-plants growing there.
On the return journey to Duncombe Bay in the afternoon they deviated to inspect “a spring of very fine water”, and
lost their way in the bush. Evening found them still wandering, bewildered, enclosed in thick woods, their range of
vision constricted by towering trees. “Mr Cunningham got into a gree and climbed to the top of it,” King wrote, describing their predicament, “from whence he saw ye Suppy bearing N. b. E.\fn{North by East} from us, by which we
knew that we were on Mount Pitt (which is ye name I have given to ye highest and only remarkable mountain on ye
isle.)” about 7 p.m. they regained the coast and rested, waiting for Mr. Callam, who had been unable to keep up with
them.
I sent ye marine to look after him, who on hallooing was answered by Mr. Callam. Soon after ye Supply made ye signal
for her boat to return on board. I called the marine, and we embarked and got on b’d ye Supply, thoroughly exhausted and
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fatigued with our excursion. The boat was immediately sent after ye surgeon, but it being dark he did not choose to answer
the person who went to search for him. It seemed the next morning when he came on board that he found himself much tired
and exhausted, and coming to a place where there was a number of dried leaves, and fearing he should not meet a better bed
further on he laid himself down … He saw nothing in the night, but heard something nibbling the leaves like a hare or rabbit,
and heard the very distinct cry of yaho! ye same as one man calling to another.

Mr. Callam, surgeon of the Supply, was apparently the first white man to sleep on Norfolk Island; and it seems his
slumbers were a little uneasy.
At daylight on the 5th King and Ball set out again in the boat, but the surf was too violent to permit a landing. “I
now begin to think it was impossible to land on ye isle,” wrote King, “as I have nearly made a circuit of it and found
no place where there is a possibility of landing.” However, one chance was left: the possibility of a passage through
the reef at Sidney Bay. The master of the Supply, sent to examine the bay, reported that such an opening did exist.
King and Lieutenant Ball hastened to the spot.
We landed in a fine sandy bay or beach without any difficulty whatever. Above this beach lay a bank, the edge of which
was surrounded by ye large kind of iris; on piercing through it we found a fine piece of ground; although well wooded (as is
every other part of ye isle) here, I resolved at once to fix, and felicitated myself on having found a place out where I could
make a commencement.

At daybreak on 6 March King left the Supply with two boats containing all the men of the new settlement, tents,
tools, and some of the provisions
which we landed with great ease, and ye people were instantly set to work clearing away ground enough to erect the tents
on, and ye colours were hoisted. Before sunset every thing and person belonging to the settlement were on shore, and their
tents pitched before the colours were hauled down … I assembled all ye settlement, and, Lieut. Ball present, I took
possession of ye isle, drinking “His Majesty,” “The Queen,” “Prince of Wales,” “Governor Phillip,” and “Success to ye
Colony,” after which three cheers were given.

6 March is now commemorated on the island as Foundation Day, and observed as a public holiday.
*
The settlement founded by Superintendent King at Sydney Bay was thus the second British settlement established
in the South Pacific. Headquarters were later shifted a little to the east, to face what is now known as Slaughter Bay.
At first called Sydney, the name of the settlement was changed later to Kings Town, to avoid confusion with Sydney,
the capital of New South Wales, and in due course became Kingston.
King named many features round the coast: Cook’s Rocks, after Captain Cook; Sydney Bay, after Viscount Sydney, Secretary of the Home Office; Point Howe, after the First Lord of the Admiralty; Ball Bay, after Lieutenant
Henry Lidgbird Ball; Nepean Isle, after Egan Nepean, the Under Secretary for the Home Office; Point Huner, after
Captain John Hunter, commander of the Sirius; Point Vincent; and Collins Head. Duroing his two terms of office on
the island King also gave distinctive names to landmarks in the interior.
*
The Supply sailed for Sydney Cove on 8 March, leaving the Commandant and his little community to their task of
colonizing a tiny island, forested to the land’s edge, nearly a thousand miles miles and many days’ sailing from
Sydney; which settlement itself, at that time, would quite conceivably have been regarded as being at the end of the
world.
The clearing of land, sowing of seeds, and cutting of timber occupied the settlers for the first few weeks. Some
days after his arrival King found four turtles
basking themselves on a sandy beach which lies at ye eastern side of this bay, close under Point Hunter. I immediately went
away with some people and turned 2 of them, which I brought to the tents for public use. All round this beach we saw a great
number of turtle swimming about.

This incident caused King to name the area Turtle Bay.
Mindful of Governor Phillip’s injunction to cultivate the flax-plant Phormium tenax, King set about locating this
important item. Apparently he had some difficulty recognizing it, but on 17 March wrote:
This day I discovered that ye flax-plant, which Capt. Cook takes notice of, is no other than that plant which I have
hitherto called ye larger kind of Iris, with which ye isle abounds, but it in no manner resembles ye flax of Europe, its
appearance being more like flags. A bundle of it was tied up and put into a pool of water to soak.
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This was the unpretentious beginning of the flax-plant industry on Norfolk which was pursued assiduously through
the years with small success. Succeeding Commandants must have earned gray hairs in their endeavours to produce
good cloth for local use and export. In 1793 two Maoris, Hoodoo and Toogee (probably pronounced Hutu and Tuki)
were taken to Norfolk to instruct the convicts in the art of flax-making. As late as 1800, King, then LieutenantGovernor of New South Wales, instructed the Commandant, Major Joseph Foveaux, to proceed with the manufacture
of flax; and as by this time the inferior quality of the local flax for manufacturing had been proved, Foveaux was
directed to allot three acres of ground for the cultivation of European flax. During the second penal settlement flaxdressing was again to the fore; the Commandant, Major Bunbury, in 1839 paid the New Zealand (presumably Maori)
wife of the island’s coxswain 1s. a day to teach half-a-dozen prisoners to prepare hemp, which sold in Sydney at
about £23 per ton. In the twentieth century flax-fever broke out again among the authorities. Shortly after World War
II had started, the Commonwealth Government, to interest farmers in flax production, paid a bounty on Phormium
tenax.
Three months after King founded the Norfolk Island settlement, Sir George Young, on behalf of himself and others, presented a petition to the Home Secretary, Lord Sydney, in London, asking that the island be granted to them for
the purpose of establishing a settlement there and exporting masts and cordage. G. B. Barton quotes this as evidence
of official reticence concerning the British Government’s plans for Norfolk.
By 2 April 1788 King had a storehouse completed and other buildings under way.
King’s first crops were planted close to the each, but later he pushed back the bush and opened up Arthur’s Vale, a
more sheltered area named in honor of Governor Phillip. Other galleys were gradually brought under cultivation.
Although the Norfolk soil was wonderfully fertile, King’s agricultural projects suffered all manner of disasters. In
their first exposed position his gardens were wrecked by the heavy wind blowing directly from the sea. Then, to his
dismay, he found the vegetables had been attacked by rats. Later it was “ye grubs”, then “ye caterpillars”, “ye grubworms”, and “ye parroquets”.
These reverses King met with the agricultural knowledge of his time plus his own ingenuity. He fitted up empty
bread-casks as rat-traps, only to find that the rats grew too cunning to be caught that way; he therefore resorted to
laying oatmeal mixed with powdered glass. To destroy the grubs he tried ashes, then urine. During the caterpillar
plague a year later he wrote:
Sent all the women with staves to beat the ground where one acre of wheat is quite eat[en] close to the earth; an astonishing
number were killed, but in two hours after the caterpillars were as numerous as ever.

However, the caterpillars, having eaten all the crops in sight and concluded their cycle, gradually disappeared, and
in a few months the wheat was shooting again. Shortly afterwards the grub-worms arrived to enjoy their share of the
harvest. An entry indicating both relief and apprehension was made on 27 October 1789:
The grubs have almost totally disappeared; but we are now plagued with ye parroquets, which destroy a quantity of ye
seeds.

*
Finding the island uninhabited when he arrived King naturally assumed that he and his little company were the
first settlers. Later on he was not so sure.
Prospecting around the island, planning roads and seeking suitable sited for outstations, he found several interesting things. His journal entry for 27 April 1788 reads:
I discovered a great quantity of plantane trees, which grow close to ye stream of fresh water which runs through the
valley … which is very wide and bordered by some small hills.

King’s other finds included the remains of a canoe, a fresh coconut, and a small carved piece of wood, all found on
the coast, and some stone hatchets turned up while digging. Later one of the stone axes was identified by the two
Maoris, Hoodoo and Toogee, as an “etoki of Eaheinomawe”.\fn{Adzes of Maui’s fire; i.e., from the northern island of New Zealand} The Maoris’ recognition of the axe led King to express the opinion that the island had formerly been inhabited or
had formed part of New Zealand “from whence it must have been separated by some violet shock.”
The theory that Norfolk had possessed inhabitants prior to 1788 was revived and received fresh support in 1929
after a stone adze had been found at Emily Bay by Mr. T. McPhail, a local resident. In 1934 additional evidence was
brought forward: an adze-shaped stone weighing over nine pounds was dug up by Mr. H. N. Hiskens in the interior of
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the island; and a number of small partly-finished adzes, together with several hundred flakes that presumably had
been chipped from them during manufacture, were found at Emily Bay by Mr. Harold Rabone.
The New Zealand authority, Dr. H. D. Skinner, pronounced the 1929 adze as characteristically Polynesian. The
large nine pound stone found later he thought to be a piece of weathered basalt shaped by natural agencies. He
accepted the small adzes and chips as artifacts, possibly of Polynesian workmanship.
Then in 1965 a local girl, Ann Hoare, found a piece of worked stone in shallow water at Emily Bay, and this was
identified by the ethnologist at the Auckland Museum as an unfinished Polynesian adze. Today a few Norfolk citizens
possess shaped stones which might be artifacts, but they have not been submitted for identification.
Andrew Sharp, in his Ancient Voyagers in the Pacific, says that Polynesians were on Norfolk in pre-European
times, but that they were merely accidental callers, not settlers. No stone works or house enclosures or burial places
have been found on the island. It is significant, too, that most of the artifacts were found at Emily Bay, where the land
slopes gently to the sea and landing is easy, in contrast to the precipitous cliffs lining the rest of the coast.
*
Less than two months after his arrival King found it necessary to punish one of the marines caught stealing rum
from his tent. This man received three dozen lashes: one dozen for quitting his work, one dozen for breaking into the
King’s stores, and one dozen for theft. A few days later a boy of fourteen, who also stole rum, received similar
punishment.
Severe as these sentences seem, at headquarters in Sydney the penalty for such crimes was death.
*
Included in King’s duties as Superintendent and Commandant was the conducting of church services. Every Sunday at 11 a.m., the congregation was summoned to his door by the church bell—“a man beating on the head of an
empty cask”.
*
King sent favourable reports to Governor Phillip, who passed them on to Lord Sydney in London, not forgetting to
put in a good word or two for his friend:
Lt. Philip Gidley King, the second lieut. of the Sirius, who is at Norfolk Island, is a very steady, good officer. He, too, is
cut off from all society, and is in a situation that will require patience and perseverance, both of which he possesses, with
great merit in the service as an officer; as such I beg leave to recommend him to your Lordship. The rank of master and
commander he well earned in the late war, and I should be very happy if he now attained it, through your Lordship.

A lengthy report on the condition of Norfolk Island sent by Governor Phillip to the Home Secretary in September
1788 contained these passages:
The want of a good landing place, and security for vessels in the winter, is the only thing to be wished for, the island
being in every other respect one of the finest in the world. The earth is very rich—mould to the depth of five and six feet
wherever they have dug so deep, and all the grain and garden seeds which have been put into the ground growing in the
most luxuriant manner …
The island is exceedingly well watered, a strong stream, which rises at or near Mount Pitt, running through a very fine
valley—several branches; and very fine springs of water are found in different parts of the island …
Mr. King has cleared sufficient ground to have vegetables of every kind in the greatest abundance …
All his people were in good houses, and he says that he has no doubt but that within three years they shall be in such a
situation as to support themselves, with the assistance of a small proportion of salt provisions, that they will not stand in need
of that after the fourth year. They have fish in great abundance, some turtle in the season, great numbers of pigeons, and have
found the plantain growing wild.

Almost from the first, the numbers on the island were increased by parties of convicts sent from Sydney with
additional troops to take care of them. At the close of 1788 King’s community was well housed, agriculture was
proceeding, and a small settlement had been formed at Ball Bay with a view to the establishment there of a second
landing place. Philip and Nepean Islands had also been visited.
On Christmas Day 1788 the colours were hoisted at sunrise. The convicts fared well for those days; a double
allowance of pork and an issue of rum ensured their Christmas cheer.
*
On 8 January 1789 the first child was born on the island, King’s own son, whom he christened on the 18 th, giving
him the name Norfolk. The baby’s mother was Ann Inett, the convict woman with whom King lived during his first
term of office on the island, and who bore him a second son, Sydney.
January 1789 was also marked by the first plot to overthrow authority, which was fortunately foiled by advance
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information being given to the Commandant by a gardener, who obtained it from his convict mistress. King directed
that most of the persons involved in the plot should carry on normally with their duties. The convict who had first
proposed the scheme was sent on the next ship to Sydney to be tried; but capital punishment could not be inflicted on
him as no attempt had been made to carry the scheme into operation. The other ringleaders were “ironed,” but later
forgiven by the Commandant.
After King had reported the matter to Governor Phillip, an account of the affair was duly sent to Lord Sydney with
Phillip’s assurance that King had acted with great discretion.
Shortly afterwards King ordered all the trees within a certain distance of the huts to be cut down; a lucky circumstance, because a month later a hurricane hit the settlement. King reported:
Nothing but horror and desolation presented itself on every side which can only be equaled or conceived but by those
who have seen the dreadful effects of a hurricane in the West Indies; what added more to the horror of the scene was a very
large live oak tree being blown on the granary, which dashed it to pieces and stove a number of the casks of flour, but by the
general activity of every person, the flour, Indian corn, and store were in a short time collected and removed to the
Commandant’s house, with the loss of about half a cask of flour and some small stores.
At noon the gale blew with the utmost fury and violence, sweeping woods of trees up by the roots and carrying some of
them to a considerable distance; at one o’clock there were as many trees fell round the settlement as would have employed
50 men a fortnight to fall.
The swamp and vale were quite overflowed by 11 o’clock, and had every appearance of a large navigable river. The surf
rose to a very great height, and broke most tremendously. The sea between the islands ran mountains high, very often hiding
Nepean’s Island entirely.

Fortunately there were no accidents, though one man was hurt by the falling branch of a pine. The houses at
Arthur’s Vale were blown down; their occupants struggled back to the settlement, dodging falling trees as they went.
The following Sunday King wrote:
Did not perform divine service, the Commandant’s house being full of flour. The swamp is still much overflowed.

No doubt influenced by Governor Phillip’s good reports of Norfolk Island, the Right Honourable W. W. Grenville,
Secretary of the Home Office, writing to him in June 1789, stated that but for the great expense and labour already
incurred at Port Jackson, he should have been inclined to recommend Norfolk Island’s being made the principal
settlement; in lieu of this, he urged Phillip to transport there as many convicts as possible.
During 1789 King completed a road from Sydney Bay to Anson Bay via Mount Pitt; commenced a redoubt at
Mount George, behind the settlement; and installed the first settler at Cascade.
*
Commandant King’s first term of office on Norfolk ended in March 1790, when Governor Phillip recalled him to
Sydney to carry important dispatches to England.
Major Robert Ross, commanding officer of the Marines and Lieutenant-Governor of the Colony of New South
Wales, was appointed Commandant of Norfolk Island during King’s absence. The discontented Major had in various
ways been in conflict with Governor Phillip, and his appointment to Norfolk Island was a discreet way of ridding
Sydney of his presence for a time. Governor Phillip’s instructions to Major Ross for the good government of the
island were substantially the same as those given to King.
Food was short in Sydney, so Governor Phillip, to relieve the situation a little, decided to send to Norfolk, at the
same time as Major Ross embarked, two companies of marines, five free women and children, 183 convicts, and, belonging to the convicts, 27 children. It was hoped that the large supplies of fish available and the produce of the
island’s fertile soil would keep these people from want.
Early in March 1790 the Sirius and the Supply, laden with passengers and stores, left Sydney Cove for the island.
This was the last voyage of the Sirius. She was wrecked on the reef at Norfolk Island on Friday, 19 March. Of the
various accounts of the wreck, that of her commander, Captain Hunter, is the most dramatic.
I steered in for Sydney-Bay; and as we drew near, I observed the Supply lying to in the bay, and the signal upon the shore
was flying, that longboats, or any other boats might land, without any danger from the surf. Anxious to avail myself of this
favourable signal, I steered in as far as I judged safe, and brought to with the ship’s head offshore, in the south-east or
windward part of the bay, hoisted out the boats, loaded them with provisions, and sent them in; but observing that the ship
settled fast to leeward, we made sail, and immediately hauled on board the fore and main tacks, the Supply had also made
sail, and was to leeward of the Sirius.
There is a reef of sunken rocks, which lies off the west point of the bay, and which (as the wind freshened and the sea
rose) broke a considerable way out; the Supply having drawn ahead, could not weather this reef: on this she tacked; and, as
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we drew near, I plainly perceived that we settled so fast to leeward that we should not be able to weather it: so, after standing
as near as was safe, we put the ship in stays; she came up almost head to wind, but the wind just at that critical moment
baffled her, and she fell off again. Nothing could now be done, but to wear her around in as little room as possible, which
was done, and the wind hauled upon the other tack, with every sail set as before.
But, still perceiving that the ship settled into the bay, and that she shoaled the water, some hands were placed by one of
the bower anchors, in 5 fathoms of water; the helm was again put down, and she now had some additional after-sail, which I
had no doubt would ensure her coming about. She came up almost head to wind, and there hung some time; but by her sails
being all a-back, had fresh stern way. The anchor was therefore cut away, and all the halyards, sheets, and tacks let go, but
before the cable could be brought to check her, she struck upon a reef of coral rocks which lies parallel to the shore, and in a
few strokes was bulged.
When the carpenter reported to me that the water flowed fast into the hold, I ordered the mast to be cut away, which was
immediately done. There was some chance, when the ship was lightened of this weight, that by the surges of the sea, which
were very heavy, she might be thrown so far in up reef, as to afford some prospect of saving the lives of those on board, if
she should prove strong enough to bear the shocks she received from every sea.
It was now about eleven o’clock in the forenoon, and after the masts were gone, all hands were employed in getting out
of the hold such provisions as could be come at, and securing them upon the gun-deck, that they might be at hand in case
any opportunity offered of floating them on shore.
In the evening the wind freshened still more, and the surf was considerably increased; in consequence of which, it was
strongly recommended by the gentlemen on shore, who knew the place much better than we could, that every person should
quit the ship: for this purpose the end of a small rope was floated through the surf, and over the reef, to the shore, by an
empty cask; and by that rope a seven inch hawser was hauled on shore, with a wooden heart upon it for a traveler, and the
end was made fast to a tree. By this traveler I corresponded with those on shore, and received their opinions. To the traveler
three or four sailors at a time were made fast, and were hauled by the people on shore through the surf, and over a ragged
reef to the land; another part this evening, and the remainder the next day.

In May Captain Hunter wrote that the wreck of the ship still held together, but the beams and knees were all either
broken or loose. However, when King arrived back on Norfolk in 1791, he found the Sirius still stuck fast on the reef
at Sydney Bay; and was able, at that late date, to salvage a quantity of her fittings, though he was of the opinion that
she would fall to pieces the following winter. She finally disappeared late in 1792.
*
The 1855 Admiralty plan of the island, made from a survey by Captain H. M. Denham, R.N., still featured the
position of the Sirius wreck.
In 1906 an anchor was raised and sent to Sydney, where it was placed on a pedestal erected in Macquarie Place.
Two more anchors, believed to belong to the same ship, were discovered by skin divers in about 20 feet of water
near the wreck’s position in October 1965. The finders were three Australian Broadcasting Commission cameramen
and two residents. A few copper bars, nails, and some lead shot were later recovered from the area.
Advice from an expert suggested that the removal and preservation of the anchors would be a lengthy and
expensive process. The Norfolk Island Council therefore decided that, pending further investigation, they should
remain where they are. These anchors, when raised, may prove to belong to the Sirius, but, in any case, the general
opinion on Norfolk is that they should be retained on the island.
Salvaged from the wreck, the guns of the Sirius were later dispersed. In May 1796, Lieutenant-Governor King, on
the advice of Captain Hunter who had been appointed Governor of New South Wales in 1795, permitted Captain
Hogan, of the Marquis Cornwallis, to arm his vessel with four of these guns and 140 rounds of shot.
Nine years later, when Governor of New South Wales, King had “eight long 6-pounders from Norfolk Island, late
belonging to the Sirius,” brought to Sydney and placed in a citadel for local defence.
Leaping again to the twentieth century, we find in the Norfolk Island Administrator’s Report for the year ending 30
June 1924 the information that two guns from the Sirius, along with the Bounty gun and a gun captured by Australian
Imperial Forces from the Turks during World War I, had recently been mounted in the Court House yard. Today these
guns, somewhat pitted but freshly painted, stand facing the reef where, on that long-gone Friday morning, Captain
Hunter’s ship, the former flagship of the First Fleet, missed stays twice—an struck.
*
Despite strong winds and a heavy sea all the people from the Sirius were landed safely and a good deal of her
cargo saved. When the wind abated two convicts offered to go on board and drive off the livestock that remained,
only to remain on board themselves and sample, unchecked, the ship’s liquor. As evening came on, a light was noticed
on the wreck, and it was feared that the ship might be set on fire. That night, in spite of the darkness and a high surf, a
third convict, John Arscott, courageously went aboard the wreck and forced the others to leave via the hawser.
*
Major Ross’s first official act on Norfolk was the proclamation of martial law following the wreck of the Sirius:
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Immediately on the ship’s striking, I judged it necessary to issue an order forbidding all the inhabitants on the settlement
from killing any stock of their own, or plundering any article of stock or provision belong to the public or to others, under
pain of immediate death by hanging.

The next day he held a meeting with Lieutenant King, Captain Hunter, and the other naval and marine officers.
On the morning of the 22nd all the people assembled on the beach under the King’s colours, when the law martial was
declared to be the only law by which this settlement should be governed until farther orders. And after reading the
resolutions of myself and Council, I proposed, as there was not time to administer an oath to everybody, that passing under
the King’s colours at the flagstaff, and between the colours of the detachment—which were taken for that purpose—should
be deemed as equal to a voluntary oath of paying a strict obedience to the martial law now in force, Captn. Hunter and
myself leading the van.

On 26 March Major Ross made a further proclamation warning that plundering from the public stores would be
dealt with as a capital crime.
The Supply, with King aboard, sailed for Sydney a few days after the wreck took place, And Major Ross was left
with the problem of caring for over 500 persons, including the 80 members of the crew of the Sirius.
Despite the provisions salvaged from the Sirius, food was soon in short supply. But a measure of relief was imminent. In April a species of petrel, Pterodroma melanopus, called by Hunter the “bird of Providence,” commenced
nesting on Mt. Pitt.
This hill is as full of holes as any rabbit warren.

For several months these petrels flew in at dusk from their fishing grounds at sea to spend the night on Mt Pitt. Using torches, made of pine knots split and ground into small bundles, to light their way through the thick bush, the
hungry people of Norfolk made nightly excursions up the mountain to procure the birds and their eggs.
They had a strong fishy taste,” commented Captain Hunter, “but our keen appetites relished them very well; the eggs
were excellent.

The birds were killed in their thousands, and, with the fish caught in good weather and the heads of the palm trees
eaten as cabbages, kept the public stores from dwindling away altogether.
The people of the Sirius, during their eleven months’ stay on the island, were employed in removing several rocks
which obstructed the passage through the reef; and William Bradley, First Lieutenant of the wrecked vessel, made a
survey of the island.
The Justinian and Surprize arrived in August with stores for the island, and, although the latter ship brought nearly
two hundred convicts—extra mouths to feed—the great hunger was over; and martial law was discontinued.
The abundance of the “birds of Providence” in their season, and the fertility of the Norfolk soil, gave Major Ross a
wonderful idea of getting the convicts to maintain themselves and so be independent of the public stores. He formed
small groups of prisoners, allotted them sections of cleared land, allowed them extra leisure for cultivation, gave them
a sow per group, and after a certain period cut their store rations. His General Order of 8 January 1791 contained this
paragraph:
It is expected that the convicts who are indulged with the privilege of maintaining themselves shall be classed together,
and not less than three in a family, women and children included. And for the further encouragement of such male convicts
as are desirous to maintain the females, such females shall not be called upon by the public to do any work, except in hoeing
the corn upon the appearance of rain, or picking the caterpillars or grubs from the corn, or any other work of evident necessity.

Ross’s plan was unsuccessful, the convicts were ill-fed, and much discontent was caused; so the system was
abolished by King as soon as he arrived back in 1791.
Major Ross had his fare share of trouble while on Norfolk and was not insensible to the sufferings of others.
Writing to Governor Phillip in February 1791, he drew his attention to the troops’ lack of bedding:
“There is not a bed or blanket among them that is fit to preserve the powers which sustain life from being congealed by
any degree of cold which they may hereafter be obliged to encounter; [and to the dearth of cooking utensils,] “not a pot to
every twelve men.”
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He also gave a full commentary on the state of the island, being careful to point out his own achievements.
Excellent clay had been found and twelve prisoners were making bricks. Some oars had been made and a thousand
axe-helves.
Cascade had become a small town, the home of the flax industry, where flax-drawers and assistants were settled on
about eight acres of cleared land. The first two specimens of Norfolk “flax-cloth” were ready to be sent to Governor
Phillip.
Two cobles (fishing boats) had been constructed and another was under way. A hospital was being built and would
shortly be ready to receive patients. A new outstation, Charlottesfield (later called Queenborough), had been established in an untimbered valley found on the way to Anson Bay, and there, in a sheltered position, Ross hoped to make
a successful garden.
Unfortunately, a certain amount of plundering had taken place, and Major Ross expressed himself as handicapped
in punishing offenders for lack of a Criminal Court on the island.
*
Philip Gidley King, who, while in London, was promoted to the office of Lieutenant-Govenor of Norfolk Island, at
a salary of £250 a year, arrived back on the island in November 1791. He was accompanied by his wife, whom he had
married during his stay in England. On the same boat as the Lieutenant-Governor came the Reverend Richard Johnson, who, during his brief stay (he stayed a couple of weeks only, returning to Sydney on the same ship as Major
Ross), was, according to King, “very useful in marrying, christening, &c.”
After King had rectified the situation caused by Major Ross’s unpopular plan to make the prisoners independent of
the public store, the people shed much of their discontent, though petty pilfering still occurred. On account of the
frequent daylight and night robberies it was found necessary to build two jails—“well spiked and framed”—one at
Sydney and the other at Queenborough. Nightwatchmen patrolled the settlement and garden valleys.
In his first letter written to Evan Nepean, Under-Secretary of the Home Office, after he arrived back on the island
King pressed for the establishment of a Criminal Court. The British Parliament in 1794 passed an Act empowering
such a body. This Act gave to the Court on Norfolk Island the power of sentencing criminals to flogging or capital
punishment. Thomas Hibbins was later appointed Deputy Judge Advocate at Norfolk Island.
A successful experiment in lime production was carried on shortly after King returned. He then ordered a
convenient house (partly brick) to be built for himself and turned his attention to the construction of permanent
storehouses, barracks, and other necessary buildings.
Acting on instructions from London, Governor Phillip continued to send convicts to Norfolk Island. However, very
few of those prisoners whose sentences expired on the island cared to stay on as permanent settlers. By September
1792 the population was 1,115, and of this number 812 persons were maintained from the public store. Of the
remaining, 303 convicts (including 22 females), 158 were constantly employed in cultivation, and the others were
employed in various ways; as carpenters, shingle-makers, barrowmen, masons, and labourers.
One of the two main projects in 1792 was the improvement of the second landing place, Cascade. King wrote:
Having with infinite labour made an opening on the stone beach at Cascade Bay for landing, I found after a gale of wind
from the northward that it was filled up with large stones. I therefore turned my attention to erecting a crane on the landing
rock at the east end of Cascade Bay, which is connected with the road by a strong and well-framed bridge; and some rocks
that were under water, and have been blown to pieces, have rendered the north side of the island very accessible, and have
removed every obstacle respecting landing safely and conveniently on this island, which now can be always easily effected
either in Sydney or Cascade Bay, as they reciprocally become the leeside of the island.

The local flax industry had not prospered, despite the hopes of the authorities, and King had frequently commented
on the fact that the Norfolk flax-dressers were dealing with an unfamiliar article. To instruct the local flax-workers, it
was eventually decided to import some Maoris from New Zealand, where the same type of flax grew and where
native genius had developed dressing and weaving to a fine art. Acting under instructions from the British
Government, two Maori men, Hoodoo and Toogee, were captured by Lieutenant Hanson of H.M.S. Daedalus at the
Bay of Islands, taken to Port Jackson and delivered to Lieutenant-Governor Grose, who immediately sent them to
Norfolk Island, where they arrived in May 1793.
Unfortunately, flax-dressinging New Zealand was an occupation practiced exclusively by women, and such tuition
as Hoodoo and Toogee were able to give was imparted in an hour. Six months later King took these men home to their
own country. On the arrival of the transport Britannia at Norfolk Island, in November 1793, King embarked with the
New Zealanders, and the ship sailed for the Bay of Islands, where the Maoris were safely landed on the 13 th, the
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Britannia returning to Norfolk on the 18th of the same month.
Captain Nicholas Nepean of the New South Wales Corps was left in charge of the island during King’s absence.
For leaving his post without permission King was severely reprimanded by Lieutenant-Governor Grose.
In 1793 the harvest was successful and the island prosperous. Building in limestone continued. King exported a
quantity of lime and some timber to Sydney, New South Wales. The population at the end of May was 1,028.
*
The soldiers of the relief detachment sent early in 1793 proved to be a troublesome lot. Soon after their arrival
King noticed them becoming very familiar with the convicts, eating, drinking and gambling with them; and
perpetually enticing the women to leave the men they were married to or those they lived with.

Naturally, such behaviour led to jealousy and unrest, and, after several disagreeable incidents had occurred, culminated in a brawl at the close of a public play held in honour of the Queen’s Birthday on the evening of 18 January,
1794.
The Commandant called his officers together, and the meeting decided that the detachment should be disarmed and
a fresh militia formed of the marine and seamen settlers, of whom there were forty-four. The soldiers were then sent
out on special tasks, some to Philip Island to procure feathers and others to duties at Queenborough. During their absence the newly-raised militia took over their firearms, and, on the troops’ return, twenty were arrested as mutineers.
The ringleaders were weeded out, and sent by the next ship to Sydney for trial.
*
In a letter dated 5 July 1794 addressed to the Right Honourable Henry Dundas, Principal Secretary of State for the
Home Office, in London, the Lieutenant-Governor of New South Wales, Major Francis Grose, expressed a severe
opinion of Norfolk, questioning its utility as a convict settlement and commenting on the dangers entailed in sending
shipping there.
*
The harvest that year was excellent, and King advised Lieutenant-Governor Grose that he had 20,000 bushels of
maize to spare. By November the population had fallen to 954, and in the following March was almost the same.
In 1795 the harvest was again most fruitful. Every barn was full and 4,000 pounds of fresh pork had been cured.
By this time pigs had been introduced on Philip Island, where they flourished and became so wild that their correct
numbers could not be ascertained.
That King had great plans for the development of the island was indicated by his “List of Wants on Norfolk
Island”, dated October 1795:
A clergyman; cattle and sheep; 1,500 men, and women in proportion; artificers of all kinds much wanted; flax-dressers,
weavers, and rope-makers; looms and other necessary utensils for flax-dressing, weaving and rope-making—none on the
island; clothing for men, women and children; combs, large an small; sieves for cleaning wheat; tools of all kinds for
agricultural purposes; lead; grindstones; iron pots; stationary; boulting-cloths, very much wanted\fn{For sifting flour}; a
printing press of a small size, with materials; nails of all sorts are much wanted; necessaries for the sick and medicaments
(particularly ipecacuanha) are very much wanted.\fn{Ipecacuanha is considered a specific in dysentery; in large doses it is an emitic;
in smaller ones an expectorant and an alterative; made into an ointment, it is a counter-irritant}

*
King had been in indifferent health for some time. “My health is much impaired,” he informed Under-Secretary
Nepean in 1794, “constant anxiety and uneasiness of mind has done more than a ten years’ continuance at sea would
have occasioned.” By the same mail he wrote to the Right Honourable Henry Dundas, humbly asking for a rise in his
salary, which still stood at £250 per annum.
Late in 1795 King became dangerously ill, and, perhaps because he was unable to carry out his usual supervision,
cultivation lapsed. The gardens were overrun by a weed called “cow-itch”, and rats were all too plentiful.
Early in the new year Governor Hunter, who had replaced Major Grose, recommended to King that he return to
Sydney for health reasons, leaving Norfolk in charge of an officer of the New South Wales Corps. This officer,
however, was forced to quit the island on account of his own ill-health before the departure of the LieutenantGovernor, and Captain Townson, of the New South Wales Corps, was sent from Sydney in September 1796 to
succeed King, who left for England later in the year.
After a long sojourn in England King returned to Sydney, New South Wales in April 1800 as Governor-designate
of the Colony. As Governor of New South Wales from September 1800 to august 1806 he continued to care for the
island settlement he had laboriously established in 1788.
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*
King’s report on the island, dated 18 October 1796, was lengthy and detailed.
He described a flourishing community, 887 strong, of whom the civil and military staffs, with their wives and
children, numbered 120; the remainder were settlers, people whose sentences had expired, and prisoners.
Occupations listed included those of carpenter, sawyer, boat-builder, charcoal-burner, shingle-maker, stone-mason,
baker, quarryman, blacksmith, glazier, painter, barber, tailor, stockman, shoemaker, miller, butcher, jailer, ropemaker,
schoolmaster, and flax-worker.
Education had not been neglected; two schools were functioning as well as an orphanage for little girls who had
either lost their parents or been deserted by them.
1,528 acres had been cleared of timber.
Agricultural crops included maize, wheat, and potatoes. Sugar-cane, bananas, guavas, lemons, apples, and coffee
were all grown successfully.
Details of the stock were given: 12 cattle, 6 horses, 12 asses, 374 sheep, 772 goats, and 14,642 swine. (At Philip
Island three men were employed caring for the stock.)
Public buildings—some of stone and others “framed and weather-boarded”—valued at over £6,000 had been
erected. Two windmills and a watermill had been constructed.
At Cascade Bay was a strong wharf, 126 feet long, which connected to the shore with the landing-rock, and at the
end of which was a swinging crane and capstan used for boats and cargo.
Cascade and Queenborough were established out-stations, Cascade the home of the flax-industry, and
Queenborough an agricultural center.
The report concluded with comments on the climate and an account of the births and deaths since November 1791:
births 191 and deaths 137. …

A pair of Australians
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The Cathedral of St. John, Brisbane, Queensland, Australia

The Cathedral of St. Patrick, Melbourne, Victoria, Australia
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The Cathedral of St. Peter, Adelaide, South Australia, Australia

The Cathedral of the Holy Trinity, Perth, Western Australia, Australia
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The Cathedral of St. David, Hobart, Tasmania, Australia

Christ Church Cathedral, Newcastle, New South Wales, Australia
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The Cathedral of St. Christopher, Canberra, Australian Capital Territory, Australia

The Cathedral of St. Mary Star of the Sea, Darwin, Northern Territory, Australia
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The Church of the Holy Spirit, Vincentia, Jervis Bay Territory, Australia

The Chapel of St. Barnabas, Kingston, Norfolk Island, Australia
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The Catholic Church on Christmas Island, Australia

The Mosque on Home Island, The Keeling Islands, Australia
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Caption: “Albert Street Uniting Church – Australia, Coral Sea Islands Territory, Queensland”: two views
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